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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an attempt to provide a comprehensive overview of Omani
political history from the advent of Islam until the collapse of the second Ib—adl-
.
imamate in 280/983.
The work commences with a review of the political situation in pre-
Islamic Oman, with special emphasis on the arrival of the Azd and other Arab
tribes in Oman. The Islamicization of Oman and its early relations with the
Islamic central authorities in Medina are dealt with extensively, and the position
of Oman during the Umayyad caliphate is discussed in depth. The relationship
between the Omanis and the Khawarij is reappraised.
The middle section of the thesis deals with the foundation of the Ib—adi.
school in Basra, the spread of Ibacir teachings in Oman, and the concept of
imamate according to Ib-i.dr doctrines. The heavy involvement of the Azd tribe
in the promulgation of Bid teachings is highlighted.
The establishment of the first Ibadr imamate (132-134/750-752) is one
of the most important events in Omani history, and this momentous occurrence
is examined at length. The rise of the second Ib gcri. imamate and the policies
of its various imams are covered extensively; the thesis concludes with the civil
war and the collapse of this imamate in 280/893.
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INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of this work is to examine in depth the history of
Oman from the advent of Islam until the fall of the second Iba-dr imamate in
280/983.
Oman's relations with the nascent Islamic state in Medina began when
the Prophet Muhammad sent an envoy to the rulers of Oman with a letter
calling upon them to embrace the new religion. The leaders and tribes of
Oman accepted Islam, apparently without any opposition, and Omani history
entered a new era.
Under the banner of the new Islamic government the political importance
of Oman began to increase. The Arabs of Oman participated in the early
Islamic conquests during the caliphate of `Umar b. al-Khattab; as sailors and
navigators, the Azd and other Arab tribes in Oman crossed the Gulf to Persia,
which had occupied Oman prior to the arrival of Islam. The heavy involvement
of the Azd tribe in the Islamic conquests enabled them in later years to
establish a foothold in the newly conquered land of Iraq, and hence play an
important role in determining the political future of Oman within the wider
Islamic empire.
Oman's position in the Islamic caliphate was to be decided in Basra,
when the majority of the new powerful Azd settlers there voiced opposition to
)dii
the newly established Umayyad regime. One by-product of Omani opposition
to the Umayyads was the foundation of the Ibadr school, which spread rapidly
through Oman and became the predominant doctrine among the people of
Oman at that time. The main goal of the followers of this school was to
establish an imamate based on Ibadr principles - an objective which would, if
realised, cleave Oman from the main body of the Islamic caliphate.
After many unsuccessful attempts, the Ibadis, taking advantage of the
Abbasid-Umayyad conflict, were eventually able to set up their own imamate.
From this point onwards Oman became independent from the Islamic caliphate.
And although many attempts were made by the Abbasids to regain authority
over Oman, the Ibadis were able to maintain their independence and protect
their imamate from all external threats. The collapse of the imamate, when it
came, was the result of internal disputes concerning the legitimacy of the Ibacir
imams; doctrinal conflict led eventually to civil war and to intervention from
external powers.
The history of Oman at that time is linked inextricably with the fortunes
of the Ibadiyyah. Indeed, Oman's written history began with the establishment
of the first Iliad imamate. The history of Oman prior to the rise of the
Ib-idiyyah was dealt with very loosely by the Omani Ibacli " historians, who took
their information from wider Islamic sources and interpreted events according
to their own point of view and ideological bias. However, Islamic sources failed
to cover political events in Oman which occurred during and after the decline
of the caliphate of `Uthman b. `AffEn, when Muslims were split by internal
xiv
conflict over the caliphate; as a result large gaps began to appear in the written
history of Oman.
Despite the importance of the subject, very little has been written by
modern scholars on this particular period of Omani history. The present study
is an attempt to fill this gap. The researcher aims to bring together as many
as possible of the scattered scraps of information on this period of Omani
history and assemble them into a coherent and unified whole.
The study is divided into two parts, comprising nine chapters.
Chapter I introduces the reader to the geography of Oman and to the
political developments in the region prior to the advent of Islam, with particular
reference to the migration of the Azd and other Arab tribes to Oman.
Chapter II deals with the Islamicization; of Oman from the time of
Muhammad until the end of the caliphate of 'Ail b. Abi Ta-lib.
Oman's relations with the Umayyad regime are examined in Chapter III,
and an attempt is made to throw further light on the important role played by
Oman on the political stage at the time.
Chapter IV focuses on the establishment of the Ibfi.dr school in Basra
and highlights the involvement of the Azd tribe in this event. Chapter V, which
concludes the first part of the study, charts the spread of Ibacir teachings
xv
throughout Oman and the submission of the Omani populace to the new
doctrines.
Chapter VI is an exposition of the concept of imamate as enshrined in
Ib-adr teachings; the importance of the imamate in the eyes of the Ibadr ulema
is underlined and reappraised.
The establishment and eventual collapse of the first 'bad imamate form
the subject matter of Chapter VII. The internal policies of the imamate are
examined and the reasons for its downfall delineated.
Chapter VIII charts the rise of the second Iba-dr imamate and presents
a detailed review of the policies - political, economic and religious - of each of
the imams in this period.
Chapter IX deals with the civil war and the collapse of the second Ib-a-clr
imamate following Abbasid intervention in 280/893.
General observation on the sources
The primary sources for this study are the Arabic works of the early
Muslim historians; secondary sources are the works of modern scholars in both
Arabic and English.
For practical purposes, this thesis can be divided into two parts, each
dependent on a different kind of source material.
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The bulk of the information used in the first part of this study has been
taken from the works of the early Muslim historians, such as al-Tabari's T-arikh;
_ -
Ibn Sa`d's Tabaqat;	 Fut-uh al-Buldan; al-Waqidi's Maghazi; Ibn
•
-
IChayyat's Tarikh; and Yaqut's Mujam al-Buldan. These are the standard
sources of information for most historical studies of this kind.
These works give us a more or less comprehensive picture of Omani
history up until the time of Caliph `Uthma-n, after which only scattered pieces
of information on events in Oman can be found. It is from these fragments of
historical material that the researcher has built up a picture of Oman's position
in the Islamic community during the Umayyad period. Gaps in the history of
Oman at that time were filled to some extent by local Omani historians, whose
works have also been used in this part of the study.
Modern works on this period of Oman's history, such as al-`Ani's Tarikh
Uma-n fi ? l-`Usu-r al-Islamiyyah  and Naboodah's Eastern Arabia in the 6th
and 7th centuries, Wilkinson's 'Arab Settlement , and Miles' Countries and
Tribes of the Persian Gulf, were also used.
The second half of the work, which focuses mainly in the Ibidiyyah, relies
on the works of Ib-adi religious scholars of Oman.
The Omani sources
The following is an historical survey of the Omani sources used in this
xvii
study. The sources can be divided into two categories: manuscripts and printed
texts. Both categories have been listed in the Bibliography in the normal way.
Details of the manuscript sources and the printed works are given below.
It is regretted that my only opportunity to use the Omani MSS preserved
in the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture in Muscat was to appear there
in person. I was unfortunately not permitted to have photocopies. However I
51de
have now obtained copies of certain Omani manuscripts located out Oman, in
places such as Cairo, Damascus, the United Kingdom and France. For this
study of the sources, I shall discuss each source according to the chronological
order of their authors. The assessment will include information on each as
follows:-
The date of the author, with a short biography wherever possible.
The sources the author uses, where these are known.
How the source relates to other sources.
The most important manuscripts, whenever the information is available.
A short summary of the Omani historical sources as a whole completes this
section.
Kitib al-Ahd;th 
The author of this book is Abii 1-Mu'aththir al-Salt b. Khamis al-IChariisT al-
Bahlaw1, 1 one of the Omani Ib -adi ulema of the 3rd/9th century. Little is known
about him, according to al-S-alimi.2 AN-.1 'l-Mu'aththir attended the election of
Imam al-Salt b. Malik (237-273/851-885) and therefore he was a contemporary
of this imarn until the latter was deposed in 273/885. There is no available
xviii
information about his death, but from his book one can say that he probably
_ -
died before the collapse of the second Ibadi imamate in 280/893 after the
Abbasid intervention, since he makes no reference to this incident.
-
The Ahdath wa'l-sifa-t is the first of the Omani primary sources
considered to be of crucial importance, since the author was an eye witness of
the events which took place during the last decade of the second Iba-di imamate
before its collapse. He provides us with full material on the issues of the
dispute over the imamate of al-Salt b. Malik. These issues later developed into
open conflict between the two branches of the Omani tribes (Qatitan and
`Adn-an) leading to the civil war which paved the way for the collapse of the
second Ib-adi imamate.
Abu- 1-Mu'aththir never refers to any source or author from which or
whom he gathered his information, particularly concerning the Islamic civil war.
Most of the material he produced consists basically of philosophical arguments
on the theory of the imamate in Ib-adi thought.
From his work we note that the author was clear in his support for the
deposed Imam al-Salt b. Malik. He defended his imamate by going back to the
events from which the Muslims of the first century suffered as a result of their
dispute over the caliphate (particularly between 'Ali and Mu`a-wiyah). Abu '1-
Mu'aththir then gives a full description of the attempt by Musa b. Musa and his
ally R-ashid b. Nag to depose Imam al-Salt b. Malik, mentioning their claim that
al-Salt was not entitled to continue as imam. However, such a claim was, the
xix
author regards, based on false allegations.
Most of the Omani authors of the later centuries relied on Abu- '1-
Mu'aththir's book in covering the events of this particular and important period
_ -
of the second Ibadi imamate. For example, al-S -alimI is one of those who used
this book frequently in his Tuhfah (see below). He always refers to Abu- '1-
Mu'aththir during his handling of the events of the second Ib -adi imamate. Al-
— 
7 in 
c	 -. Sayyabi, Um	 can abr a1-taril4also used Abu '1-Mu'aththir's work often and
refers to the author by name.
The Ahdath wa-'1-sifa-t was consulted for the current work, especially in
Chapter Nine of this study, because of the important information this book
provides regarding the period concerned.
This book, along with other Omani books of the same and later periods
was published in two volumes by the M.N.H.C. in 1986, 3 and edited by Sayeda
'small Kashef (sic). The edition is based on one manuscript located in
M.N.H.C. library and dated 1271/1854.4
When editing this part of Kit -ab al-Siyar, the editor faced the difficulty of
providing information about the Ib5d -i- ulema mentioned in the text and also
_
about Omani place names. For example, she places Sohar in the Zahirah
region, instead of the B-atinah.5
VC
:	 -Sirat Abu QahCan
..
The author of this work is Abii Qahtan Khalid b. Qahtan al-Hajjari, from
..
-	 _ -
the village of Hajjar of Wadi B. Khar-us.6 He is one of the Ibadi ulema of the
3rd/9th century. Abii Qaht-a-n was a contemporary of Abii 1-Muaththir al-Salt
b. Khanus, and was considered to be an opponent of the imamate of Rashid b.
- -	 _ -	 -
al-Nazr who, with Musa b. Musa, deposed Imam al-Salt b. Malik.
His work deals with a variety of matters but is of particular use for this
current study because of the information he provides concerning the apostasy
of the people of Dib -a in Oman during the caliphate of Abu- Bakr. Abu Qahta-n
also provides interesting information regarding the Ib -adiyyah from its beginnings
in Basra until its establishment of independent imamates in Hadramawt, Oman
and North Africa. The rest of the text deals with the Iba-di dispute over the
- -
office of the imamate at the end of the second Ibadi imamate. He
enthusiastically defends the rights of the deposed Imam al-Salt and accuses the
_ -
latter's opponents of having abandoned the true Ibadi doctrine.
Abu- Qabt-an does not mention any of his courses, but nevertheless
provides us with inestimable information concerning the general state of affairs
in Oman during the last years of the second Ib -adr imamate and also tells a great
deal about the ulema of that period. His account is valuable because he deals
with events from a strictly Omani viewpoint. For example, he denies the
_
apostasy of the people of Diba, mentioned in the early Islamic sources.
Abu- Qatita-n's method of presenting the historical events differs to some
xxi
extent from that of his contemporary Abu 'l-Mu'aththir al-Salt b. Khalil-Ts,
although they both agree that Imam al-Salt was the rightful imam.
_
Abii Qahtan's work is regarded as one of the primary sources of the
3rd/9th century. Many Omani authors of later periods relied upon his work in
_
their writing. Al-Izkawi, in his Kashf (see below) mentions Abu; Qatita-n's name
_ -
when he deals with the second Ibadi imamate. Al-Salimi also depends to a
large extent on Abu- Qahta-n's Strah; he refers to him frequently in his book,
- -
	
	
_
-
Tuhfah, as does al-Sayabbi in his book, 'Liman. Even those, such as al-Baysawi
in his Hujiah, who do not mention or refer to him, apparently used the same
methods as Abu- Qaht-an did in his Sfrah. This Sirah is among those works of
the Ib - d-i- ulema published by the M.N.H.C., entitled al-Siyar wa-1-jaw-ab-at,7
edited by Sayeda Kashef. Her edition of Abui Qahta-n's grah is of similar value
to that of the Ahda-th.
-	 -
al-Huiiah 'Ma man abta1a'.1-su'al
This work was compiled by Abii 'l-Hasan 'Ali b. Muhammad b. 'Ali al-
-Baysawi, from the village of Bisya near Bahia in the interior of Oman. There
is no information about his dates except that he lived during the 4th/10th
_ .
century.8 As well as the above-mentioned book, al-Baysawl also wrote Jame
-	 _
Abi 'l-Hasan fi 'l--adyan wa-'l-ahk-am.9
•
The Huiiah is considered to be among the most important sources of the
4th/lOth century for the study of the collapse of the second Ib-adT imamate. The
principal significance of the I-lujjah lies in the fact that the author deals
succinctly with the issue of the caliphate in early Islam, and in particular with
the Ib-acii- view concerning the caliph 'Uthm-an, and subsequently the civil war
-	 _
between 'Ali and Mu'awiyah. He deals especially with the teaching of the
founders of the Ib-adi- school of though in Islam, teaching which had a
- -	 -
considerable influence on later Ibadi doctrine. Although al-Baysawi does not
mention his sources, it seems to me that by comparing his work with that of
Abu 1-Mu'aththir al-Salt b. Kham-is and Abu Qaht.a-n Khalid b. Qahtan, he has
..
relied heavily upon them since they were both contemporaries and supporters
of Imam al-Salt b. Malik.
It appears from the contents of this work that the writer was a fervent
-
supporter of the deposed Imam al-Salt b. Malik, since his writings are replete
with violent attacks on the imamate of Ra-shid b. al-Nazr and its adherents.
_ -
Al-Salimi (see below) used the material of the Hujjah directly and he
•
-_
refers to the author frequently. It is found in a collection of early Ibadi works
knows as al-Siyar wa-1-jaw-ab-at in the M.N.H.C. in Muscat. As previously
- -
mentioned, these collected works by Ibadi ulema were published in two volumes
and the Huijah is in volume two of this work, edited by Sayeda Kashef.10
_
Ansab al-`Arab
-	 - -_
Abu 1-Mundhir Salamah b. Muslim al-`Awtabi al-Suhari was from B.
_
Tahiyah of Azd. 11 We know very little indeed about him, his exact dates are
unknown, but it is clear that he lived between the 4th and 5th/10th and 11th
centuries. 12 His other works include the Diy-a a work of fiqh. 13 The Ans-ab is
xxiii
considered by all to be the most important document to come down to us on
Arab genealogies in general, and on the early history of the Azd and other
tribes of Oman in particular. The book consists of two main sections. The first
of these runs from the creation to the Prophet Muhammad. The second section
_ .
deals with genealogies of the Qatitamyyah: Himyar, Tayyi' and other tribes, and
above all the Azd. This book is similar in its compilation to al-Bala-dhuri's
celebrated work Ans-ab al-Ashr-af, since much of the former, like Bala-dhuri's is
-:.
taken up with biographical essays. Al-`Awtabi gleaned his information from
different sources. Sometimes he refers to them by name, such as Ibn al-Kalbr,
_ -
al-Waqidi and Ibn Durayd, himself an Azdit who is mentioned frequently by al-
`Awtabi when he deals with events of the civil war in Oman leading to the
collapse of the second Ib-adi imamate. On other occasions he does not mention
names. He fails also to mention any Omani sources relating to the events which
took place.
Sometimes he relates conflicting accounts of a particular incident without
mentioning his sources. The Ans-ab possesses special significance because it
contains information about the early history of Oman not found in any other
-	 -
source . The Ansab was used by later Omani authors. For example, al-Izkawi,
in his Kashf, relied conspicuously on al-`Awtab -i, and by comparing Chapter Four
(which covers the information of al-Azd's immigration to Oman and expulsion
of the Persians) with al-`Awtabi's account, it is clear that al-Izkawi used al-
`Awtabi's material directly without referring to him. Those who came after al-
^	 ••••
Izkawi used the information which al-Izkawi himself had taken from the book
Ans-ab. Ibn Ruzayq, in his book al-Sah-ifah al-qahraniyyah, used the same
..
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information provided in al-`Awtabi's book, about the Qahta-niyyah in general and
the Azd in particular. Ibn Ruzayq uses al-`Awtabi's accounts directly without
imentioning his name. Al-Salimi is also one of these who uses al-`Awtabi's
information, but he always refers to him by name.
At least three manuscripts of the work exist outside Oman to my
knowledge, and there are most probably further manuscripts in the private
libraries of certain Omanis.14
1. Durham, formerly the property of the late Professor T.M. Johnstone, now
located in the Palace Green Section of Durham University Library. Dated
1089/1678.
2. Paris Bibilotheque Nationale, MSS Arabe, no. 5019. Dated 1115/1703.
3. Dr al-Kutu,b al-Misriyyah, no. 2461. Dated 1327/1718.
4. Muscat in the M.N.H.C. Dated 1327/1909.
We can see from the dates of these MSS a further important factor,
namely the large gap between the date when al-`Awtabi's work, the Ansab was
presumably compiled (about the 5th/1 lth century) and our earliest surviving
MSS (Durham) dated 1089/1678. There is thus a gap of as much as 700-800
years between the compilation and our earliest surviving MSS. It is worth
mentioning that the D.--ar al-Kutub al-Misriyyah copy is the best because it is
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written with clear handwriting, fewer omissions and is more complete than the
others and has been tampered with less.
There is also a printed version of the work based on the T3, 1- al-Kutub
and the Muscat MSS. It was published in two volumes by the M.N.H.C. in
Muscat in 1981. The publication is only a text based on two of the MSS.
There are also many gaps and omissions left without correction. No name of
an editor is given in this edition. This printed edition is therefore of very
limited value to the historian. The work needs to be edited carefully by using
all the copies of MSS available, in order to cover these missing paragraphs and
pages.
Kitab al-Ihtida'
The author of this book, Abu Bakr b. Ahmad b. 'Abthllah b. Musa al-
- -	 _ -
Kindi al-Nizwani, is considered one of the leading Omani Ibadi scholars of the
5th-6th/1 lth-12th centuries. No further information is available about him
except that he wrote another book known as al-Jawhar al-muqtasar.15
According to the author, his reason for writing this book was the critical
situation of the Ib-adis of Oman caused by the eruption of conflicts and the
dispute over the legitimacy of the imamate of al-Salt b. Ma-lik. 16 The author also
_ _
discusses in detail the theory of the imamate according to Ibadi thought and
_
refers to the deposition of Imam Salt b. Malik whom he supported.
The main sources which he used in gathering his material are the writings
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of such ulema as AbIT 'l-Mu'aththir al-Salt b. Kham-is, Abu `Abdull-ah
Muhammad b. Mahbub b. al-Rah-il and Abu Qahtan Khalid b. Qahtan and Abu
. .
'Abdulla-h Muhammad b. Ruh b. `Arbl. He refers to these authors on several
occasions as well as to contemporary ulema. The printed book was edited by
Sayeda Kashef and published by the M.N.H.C. in 1985. It provides the
current study with vital information concerning the second IbAV-imamate. Most
of the book lacks notes, apart from several places where the editor adds notes
and comments on matters regarding which she is familiar. Apart from that the
editing is poor. It seems, however, that the editor lacked the specialist
knowledge required for the interpretation of Ib -adr terms which the author
frequently uses, and which would have enabled her to produce a satisfactory
edition.
Al-Ka shf 
Abu `Abdullah Muhammad b. Sarid al-Azdi al-Qalhati. This author lived
during the 4th/10th century, according to Sayeda Kashef, who edited this work.
She bases her assertion on information in the MSS itself. 17 Wilkinson however
listed him among the ulema of the 6th/12th century to early 7th/13th century.18
This work consists of two parts. The first part deals with the various
Islamic groupings (flraq) and al-Qalha-ti's criticism of each, and also various
fundamental doctrinal matters. The second part is of a more historical nature,
and mentions, for instance, the dissension which took place among the Muslims
after `Uthma-n became caliph and the subsequent disputes which occurred with
special emphasis on the emergence of the Khaw-arij and the various factions
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which developed among them. 19 In this current study use was made of this
information about the Khaw-arij which concerns Oman.
- 7Al-Qalhati generally mentions his sources and those who transmitted
them, especially the Omani authors such as al-`Awtabl, al-Diya. , and al-Shajabi's
Mifth al-SharTah.
Al-Qalhati gives full information concerning the Islamic groupings. It is
clear from his writings that he shows some sympathy with the earliest Khawa-rij
-(the Muhakkimah) and attacks the policies of `Uthman and 'Ali.
I have no information about the later Omani authors who used al-
-Qalhati's book, but by examining the same issues presented in al-Izkawi s Kashf
concerning the same issues we can see the similarity between the two authors.
- 7This in my view represents the real Ibadi attitude to these matters.
The Kashf was published by the M.N.H.C. in 1980. The manuscript used
by the editor of this book is unique. It is found in the British Library, Or.2606.
Although the editor Sayeda Kashef has produced a clear text it is difficult for
an accurate assessment to be made concerning the reliability of the edition
without a detailed study of the whole work. Only a small part was used for the
current study. One can say however that her editing is confined to mentioning
the numerous Qur:0-nic reference which occur through the work.
Misb-ah al-Zaliim
_
The author of this work is Ahmad b. `Abdullah b. Ahmad b. al-Hasan b.
.	 .
_	
.Ahmad Bakr b. `Uthman al-Ruqaysiu al-Izkawi. Apart from his name, no
biographical information exists.
7
	
-	
_
Ruqayslu , s work was originally based on the Kitab Da`a'im al-Isla-m,20
-
_
which was compiled by Ahmad b. al-Nazr al-`Umani in the 6th/12 century. His
-	 -	 -	 -
compilation, Misb-ah al-Zalam 'ala Da'a'im al-Islam, has in fact a detailed
--.
commentary on a poem composed by Ibn al-Nazr in his Da, a, nn.
The  Misb-ah is composed in a poetic style, and contains the biography of
the Khawa-rij imams of the first Muljakkimah as well as the Omani Ib -adf imams
down to the imamate of al-Salt b. Malik (237-273/851-885). It is clear that al-
Ruqayshi quotes Abu- 1-Mu'aththir al-Salt b. IChamis (3rd/8th century). there is
7
also a sort of similarity in style between Ruqayshi, who mentions the period of
7 .
rule of each imam, and al-Izkawi in the Kashf. The question raised here is
which author quoted the others. Since al-Ruqayshr's dates are unknown, it is
difficult to form a judgement on this issue.
The importance of the work has been demonstrated in its identification
of the beginning and the end of the rule of the imams of the second Iba-di
imamate. It has been noted that al-Ruqayshi's accounts are concise, and all the
information he provides is based on the Iba-df point of view. It is also difficult
to say who used the Misb-ah since the date of the author is unknown, but if, for
example, he lived before the seventeenth century, there is no doubt that al-
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—Izkawi- and al-Ma`wali, and Ibn Ruzayq and those later authors used his
_ -
information especially that concerning the dates of rule he gives for each Ibadi
imam of the second imamate.
The MSS copy of Dr al-Kutub al-Misriyyah, B.20549, dated as 1294/1877
was consulted for this study. It has a clear text and is complete. To my
knowledge this work has not so far been published.
Kashf al-ghummah
It seems that most of the Omani sources failed- to provide any clear
-	 -
information about the author Sirhan b. Sa`id. Al-Izkaw-i's biography and modern
scholars have raised certain doubts as to whether he is the actual author. Ross
was the first person to translate certain chapters of Oman history from the K.
7Kashf al-ghummah and refers to al-Izkawi as the author. 22 It is of interest that
this argument has continued for some time and doubts about the author's
authenticity are still held by some outside Oman. Nevertheless the Omanis at
any rate have concluded that he was the actual author.
Fortunately, I managed to locate an unpublished manuscript by one of
al-Izkawi's descendants which throws some light on al-Izkawi's life. According
_
to Yaby5 al-Sartiani23a1-Izkawi was known as Sirh-an b. Sa`rd b. Sirha-n b. `Umar
-.-b. Ahmed b. Sald al-Sarharn. He was born in Izki, in the interior of Oman in
1060/1650 and died in 1150/1737. Al-Izkawi was recognised as a religious
scholar and a poet. It was believed that he started writing his book, Kashf al-
ghummah, when he was 25 years old.
The Kashf has been regarded by most scholars as one of the most
important chronicles of the early seventeenth century, due to its general and
comprehensive coverage of Omani history, a period of more than one thousand
years. This book consists of forty babs or chapters. It contains very valuable
information concerning Oman in the early Islamic period, from the coming of
Islam until the collapse of the second Ib-adl imamate. He gives full details about
Oman during the Umayyad and Abbasid Caliphates. The author devoted more
than seven chapters to the history of Oman and the Ib-adt doctrine during the
earlier centuries until the completion of his work in 1728.
Al-Izkaw-i gathered his material from different works written by many
Omani authors before him. Unfortunately, he does not refer at all to the
sources concerned by name. By comparing different known Omani works prior
,-
to his time, I have found that al-Izkawi did not add significant information,
other than repeating what had been reported before him, there is no doubt
_
that al-Izkawi- relied conspicuously on al-`Awtab-i's Ansab and by comparing
Chapter Four (which covers the information of the Azd immigration to Oman
and expulsion of the Persians) with al-'Awtab-i.'s accounts, it is clear that al-
Izkawi used al-`Awtab-i's material directly without referring to him. The only
7 7
author he does refer to is Ibn al-Kalbi on whom al-`Awtabi himself relied in the
Ansa-b.24
_
The main works which al-Izkawi used in his work on Oman in the early
Islamic period were, among others, Ab5 'l-Mu'aththir's K. al-Ahda-th and Ab5
_Qal-A-an's STrah, as well as al-`AwtabT's Ansab.
It has been noted that al-Izkawi's coverage of the second Ib -adf imamate
is general and concise, probably because of the scarcity of information available
to him. Alternatively, it could be interpreted as being due to the need to be
brief as he included in the work several centuries of general Omani and Islamic
history.
There are several manuscripts of this work in different countries. I have
in my possession microfilms of two copies of the Kashf: the first is the British
Library Or. 8046, dated 1290/1874. It is worth mentioning that this copy is not
in good condition, and that there are many spelling mistakes, and omissions of
many entire pages. Above all, parts of the MSS are illegible. This copy is
accordingly less reliable. The second manuscript is that of the Asad Library of
Damascus. This is a much better copy, dated 1315/1897: that is, 23 years later
than the British Library copy. It is in good condition and the handwriting is
legible.
Ross made a great effort when he translated part of the Kashf concerning
-:-Oman's history, thereby introducing al-Izkawi to Western scholars. There are
many spelling mistakes and misunderstanding of Arabic terms, which led Ross
to give an English translation different from the actual meaning of the Arabic.
.7He did not translate the poem in al-Izkawi , s book. Ross's account is still
generally considered by many to be the most important achievement to date.
Hedwig Klein25 half a century later, managed to edit and translate a few
chapters of Kashf, which were finally published.
-
In 1976 `Abd al-Majid al-Qays-i, in response to an invitation from the
M.N.H.C. of Oman, edited the first version in Arabic, relying on two MSS, those
7
of the British Library and the al-Asad Library. However, al-Qaysi failed to meet
the requirements for acceptable editing and he included no index of names and
places mentioned in the text. It seems that his aim was simply to publish the
book, rather than to make a valuable work of reference.
It was Ahmad `Ubaydli who made a better effort and published his
edition in 1985.26 It is of interest that `Ubaydli omitted al-Izkaw-i's name as
the original author and attributed it to an unknown author.
_
Oisas wa-akhb-ar jarat Uman
.	 .
The author of this book is Abii Sulaym -an Muhammad b. `Ämir b. Rashid
-
al-Ma`wali al-Afawi. Little is known about his life but he was probably one of
the ulema of the eighteenth century.27
This book covers the period of Omani history from the Azd immigration
before Islam until the end of the Ya`-aribah period in the first half of the
eighteenth century. The author mentions no sources nor authors in gathering
his material.
There is a great similarity between the information which this book
x)cdii
provides and that of the Kashf and Ta-rikh ahl `Uma-n. Since the author ends
his work in 1852 and al-Izkawi ends his Kashf in 1728, it is reasonable to
suppose that his information was taken from al-Izkawr's Kashf.
The author of the Qisas uses the same method as al-Izkawl his account
is general and concise, and the material and the style of writing similar to that
_ -
of al-Izkawl, and the unknown author of Tarikh ahl `Uman. It indeed looks as
if all have been written by one another.
Two MSS of this work were consulted. The first was completed in
Zanzibar and is to be found in Paris in the Bibliotheque Nationale, histoire
5126-11, and dated 1269/1852. It is written in a beautifully clear handwriting.
The second MSS is to be found in al-Asad Library, Damascus (Tirikh (fox. 228-
417)) and dated to 1313/1895. There are serious omissions in this copy, and
several pages are missing.
There is also a printed edition of this work published by M.N.H.C. IN
1979.
-
Tarikh ahl Tman
This book by an unknown author covers the same period of the history
of Oman as found in al-Izkawr's Kashf. The book stops in 1154/1741.28
Therefore it provides us with information not recorded in the Kashf which ends
in 1728.
The author of this book does not refer to any sources or authors from
which he gathered his information.
It has been noted that the accounts of this book match those of
_
al-Izkawi, which leads one to suppose that the author of Tankh ahl `Uman uses
al-Izkawi's Kashf directly without rearranging the material he takes. The book
7.is very short and it is useful to compare its information with that of al-Izkawi , s
concerning Oman in the early Islamic period. I have in my possession the
printed edition of this work, which was published by the M.N.H.C. IN 1980.
This edition is poorly edited. The editor, Sa`rd `Abd al-Fattati 'Ashur, was more
concerned to correct the spelling mistakes in the text. He gives neither
additional information nor an index of the people and places mentioned in this
book.
-	 -	 -
Kitab Kanz al-adib wa-sulafat al-lab-lb
-	 -	 -	 - -
The author of this work is Salim b. Sa`id b. 'Ali al-Sa'ighi. We have no
information concerning al-Sa-`ighT's life, although Ibn Ruzayq mentions Ma`r-uf
_
b. Salim al-S-a'ighr as one of the ulema of the 19th century.29
rThe Kanz is, in general terms, on the subject of fiqh and the shareah,
- -
according to the Ibadi ulema.
- -	 -
Al-Sa'ighi mentions in general many Omani authors such as Jald b.
Khamis and Nasir b. Habib b. Salim.
I have in my possession a copy of Chapter Four, 13l) al-Im-amah, which
has been used in Chapter Six of this study. The author concludes his comments
on the imamate in the context of Ib-adr thought.
Wilkinson, who wrote an article30 based on this chapter suggests that al-
- .	 .Sa'iglu was giving a contemporary view of the imamate and not giving the view
_
of the early Ibadi ulema. In my opinion, however, al-Sa'ighi was expressing the
-
views of the imamate which the Ibadi ulema held for centuries.
A MSS is to be found in Cambridge University Library, Add. 2896,
containing 63 ba- bs. To my knowledge this MSS has not so far been published.
Al-Fath al -mubin 
Ibn Ruzayq Hamad b. Muhammad b. Ruzayq b. Bakh-it b. Sa`rd b.
Ghass-an was probably born in the early 12th/19th century, and died in Muscat
in 1873.31
 He received his early teaching from Habib b. Slim al-Nizwi - at his
school in Nizw-a. He was so successful that he was chosen as one of the seven
readers (guff(?) who constantly accompanied Habib b. Salim and who read out
loud to him because he was blind.
Ibn Ruzayq was recognised as an eminent historian who showed a
considerable knowledge of the Arabic language and fiqh. He maintained a very
good relationship with rulers of the Al-BU Sa`rd family, especially al-Sayyid
b. Sultan. This relationship influenced him to compile al-Fath. This book was
generally intended to cover the genealogy of the Al-Bu- Sald dynasty, which has
ruled since the beginning of the second half of the 18th century, until the
present time.
K. al-faith consists of three sections (ba-bs) of which the second concerns
Oman history during the Umayyad and Abbasid periods. He mentions the Ib-adi
imams beginning with al-Julanda- b. Mas`u-d and ending with Imam Ahmad b.
Sald, the founder of the Al-Bu Sa`id family.
The author, it would appear, relied on taking and gathering his
information from several Omani sources, as well as many . early Islamic authors.
--
He mentions the names of Ibn Ishaq, al-Wa-qidi, al-Mas'u-di and Ibn Durayd.
When discussing Oman's history , Ibn Ruzayq relied on Muhammad b. `Ariq al-
`Adw-ani, although he does not mention this book. He also quoted directly from
s Kashf in addition to other Omani source at his disposal.
Generally his accounts of Oman's history in the early Islamic period are
brief. Ibn Ruzayq frequently omits the dates of the events he mentions and it
is quite obvious that he repeats the information of al-Izkawi concerning this
period.
Al-Fath al-mubin was used by later authors such as al-Salimi, who refers
_ -
to him when he uses Ibn Ruzayq's material. Al-Sayyabi also quotes his
information in his book `Um -an `abr al-ta-rikh and mentions him by name.
There is a printed edition of the Fath published by the M.N.H.C. in 1984,
which was consulted for this study. It is edited by `Abd al-Mun'im `Am- ir and
-
Muhammad Mursi Abdullah.
Al-Shu`a-`	 Ii dhikr a'immat `Umin
This book was also compiled by Ibn Ruzayq. It consists of a lengthy
poem composed by Ibn Ruzayq in 148 verses in which he included the names
of twenty-five Iba-dr imams throughout a period of one thousand years. The
earliest name is that of al-Julanda b. Mas` lid, the founder of the first Ibadi
7imamate, and the last is Imam Sult -a-n b. Sayf al-Ya`rubi. He then wrote this
book which was based on his original poem, and adopted a style of writing used
by al-Ruqayshi when compiling his Misb-ah al-Zalam. In this style of writing the
author usually begins each paragraph with a verse from his poem and follows
it with his interpretation and comments which normally cover semantic points
and grammatical terms. He then finishes by giving a historical commentary
regarding that particular verse and the events which are mentioned in the poem.
Ibn Ruzayq repeats the information he mentions in the Fath, which he
quotes from different Omani sources. He did not add any significant
information regarding historical matters, and his account regarding issues is very
_
weak. He did not give the dates of Ibadi imams he mentioned and the time
they ruled.
It is difficult to know whether any of the later sources used al-Shu`a--` or
not since these authors refer to Ibn Ruzayq himself, not to his work.
This work was printed by the M.N.H.C. in 1984. I consulted the printed
edition for this study especially on matters which concern the imams of the early
Ibadi imamate. This edition was edited by `Abd al-Mun'im `Arnir, who has
produced editions of several Omani MSS. Examining this book, there is no
doubt about the effort which has been expended in such editing. Nevertheless,
there are some shortcomings, such as his failure to provide detailed information
about these imams and the period they ruled, which does not appear in the
original work of al-Shu`a-`.
Tuhfat 
The author is `Abdullah b. I-jumayd b. Sallum b. `Ub/d b. Khalfan b.
_
IChamis al-Salim', (c. 1870/1914). He is considered to be one of the most
celebrated Ib-adi ulema of the late 19th century and the first decade of this
century.
He was born in al-Hu-qayn, near Rust-aq, and lost his sight when he was
about 12 years old. lie received most of his early education from his father and
then from various Omani ulema of his time. He then moved to Sharqiyyah
_ -
province, where he accompanied Sheikh Salih b. 'Ali al-Fiarithi and acquired
from him a wide range of knowledge, especially on the Iba-dr madhhab.32 He
was requested by al-Sheikh Sa-lih to stay in al-Q-abil, where he began to write
and to teach. It is believed that he started writing when he was 17. Despite
the fact that he was blind, he became a famous scholar in a very short time, and
compiled many different books, most of them on religion and Iba-dI teachings.
-
He most important book is the Tahfat al-a`yan.
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The work is unique in the sense that it brings together most of the
information available in other Omani sources. It is therefore regarded by many
as one of the most reliable works written on the history of Oman.33
The importance of the Tuhfah (which was completed in 1913) is made
_
clear from the various accounts which al-S-alimi provides in his book, especially
on the period covered by this study. He uses all the MSS available to him,
especially the work of the ulema of the 3rd/8th century and later periods, each
_
-
of whom held different opinions on the dispute over the Second Ibadi imamate.
_ -
Al-Salimi mentions all the authors whose works he consulted, such as
'Abu il-Mu'aththir, Abii Qaht -an, al-BaysawT, al-`Awtabr, al-Izkawi- and so on.
-_
When he quotes from any work of the early Ibadi ulema he quotes the
oue
information directly and attributes it to its original author witht omission or
- 7
changes. As well as drawing from Omani sources, al-Salim' quotes from many
_
early Muslim authors such as Abu `Ubay.4. 1i, al-Tabari, al-Asmal, Ibn al-Athir
and Ibn Khald-un.
Al-Salim' gives full information about the events he mentions in his book,
whenever this information is available to him. He often complains about the
lack of information on the history of Oman. Examination of his account of the
early period of Oman's history shows that his style of writing and opinion,
despite its late date, follows the traditional style of Omani authors.
xl
- -	 _ -
Al-Salimi's Tuhfah was used by later authors such as al-Sayyabi and al-
. 7Hand'', who have taken most of their information from his work. Generally
they refer to him.
In the present study the present writer has benefited from the work of
7	 _
al-Salim' to a great extent in most of the chapters of this thesis, since al-Salimi's
accounts are reliable and were gathered from different Omani works.
The Tuhfah was first published in Cairo, 1380/1961 in two volumes, and
there are now many reissues.
`11m-an `abr 
_ -
The author of this work is Salim b. Hamud al-Sayyabi, born in Ghala,
near Muscat, in 1326/1908. He received his education from learned people
during his early life and kept the company of Imam Muhammad b. `Abdullah
'7 7
	 - 7	 - 7
al-Khalili. He held different posts as gad ' in n Oman. Al-Sayyabi currently works
in the M.N.H.C. In addition to this work on history, which I have used as
reference in this study, he has also written a number of other books on the
Ib.aliyyah.34
-Al-Sayyalm relied on gathering his information from different Omani
sources at his disposal. He refers in particular to al-Salimi's Tuhfah and
mentions Ibn Ruzayq frequently. It has been noted that al-Sayyabi quoted
directly from al-S-alimi's Tuhfah, and in particular the information concerning the
Ibadi ulema of the 3rd/8th century. His style of writing is characterised by an
xli
_ -
abundance of ideas and themes concerning history, fiqh and the Ibacli madhhab.
- 7Al-Sayyabi , s writings are considered important because he is a contemporary
Omani writer. His book, `Urrin `abr al-firikh, was published by the M.N.H.C.
in 1982 in 4 volumes.
al-fidivvah if usiil 
_ -
Salim b. Hamad b. Sulayman b. Humayd al-Harithi is a modern authority
on the Ibdi history of Oman. His book is a general history of the Iticliyyah
from its beginnings. He gives special attention to the Ibadi imams and the
ulema of Oman and North Africa. The author relies upOn North African Ib-adi
authors, such as al-Darjini and al-Shamma- khi, when writing about the Ib-acliyyah
in the region and likewise upon the Omani sources when dealing with Omani
Ibadi history. He usually mentions his sources and it is clear that he has relied
_
especially upon al-Salimi's Tuhfah. His book is important because it gives all
- 7information about the Ibadi ulema in general and those of Oman in particular,
and mentions the name of their works. The book is thus useful and has been
used in this current study.
This book was published in 1974 in Syria and Lebanon and reprinted by
the M.N.H.C. in 1983.
Concluding remarks on the Omani sources
There are two different Omani sources: those of the early Ibidi scholars,
and those which came after them and follow to some extent their style of
writing.
The early Omani Ibadi religious scholars, such as Abu -d-Mu'aththir al-
-	 •-•	 --	 -.-	 -	 7Salt b. Khamis, Abu Qahtan Khalid b. Qahtan, al-Baysawi and al-Kindi,
. . 
..
produced contemporary writings exclusively Iba-dr in spirit and style. Most of
these writings were based on the dispute over the imamate which occurred
_
during the last decade of the second Ib -adi imamate after Imam al-Saheb. Malik
had been deposed by Mu-sa- b. Mu-sa. In order to solve this dilemma, and to
avoid it happening again, these contemporary authors give us crucial information
on the general aspects of life during this period of our field of study, however
with very little or no attention being paid to the socio-economic developments
in Oman following the establishment of the Ib-acir imamate. In part this early
_ -
neglect is attributed to the thrust and impetus of Ibadi teaching which
commanded the attention of those ulema. The historians felt they needed to
—-record the spirit of the Iba cf imamate and describe events such as the dispute
over the imamate. Their writings at the same time informed and had a lasting
effect on the later Ib-adis of Oman. Therefore the researcher who embarks on
- r
a study of the history of the second Ibadi imamate has to dig very deeply into
these writings in order to obtain the requisite information.
Generally the parts of Omani history written by later authors, starting
from the beginning of the 17th century, present a coherent, orderly picture, at
least to a large extent. Before the 17th century, Omani historical works were
limited in scope, since they dealt almost exclusively with the activities of the
_ -
Ibadi imamate, ignoring entirely news concerning those who revolted against the
Ibadi imamate and whom were regarded by the Ibadi ulema as tyrants
(jaba- birah). It is significant that, to my knowledge, there does not exist any
- --history of Oman written by a non-Ibadi Omani. This prejudice against, virtually,
any non-Iba- di activity has resulted in many serious gaps in early Omani history.
Usually they portrayed their opponents in a bad light and would disregard any
laudable features they might have possessed.
Al-Izkawi- in his Kashf was the first Omani to attempt to write a
comprehensive history of Oman. His sources were some of the earliest,
therefore the incompleteness and historical bias of these works is reflected in
7his own writing. Al-Izkawi admits that he was no historian and that what
prompted him to write a history was his fervour for the Ibadi creed. Many
Omanis up to the present day have compiled histories of Oman, but their work
too is biased towards the lb -0T viewpoint and their sources are largely those
which al-Izkawi himself employed. Often they copied whole sections of these
older Iba-di works without any attempt of analysis or criticism.
I am sure that there is more information regarding the lives and activities
of the Ib-adi imams contained in the many unpublished Iba-di manuscripts on
both fiqh and Lisa
The M.N.H.C. of Oman (since its foundation in 1976) has until now only
published a fraction of the MSS in its possession. Of course such publications
_ -
are useful for any student of Omani history in general and of the Ibadi madhhab
in particular. However the actual editing of the MSS usually does not fulfil the
rigorous requirements of modern scholarship.
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NOTES
1.	 Originally from the town of Bahia-, near Nizw, and blind. See Ennami,
Studies, II, 7; Wilkinson, Imamate, 366.
2. Al-Salt b. Ithamis was a contemporary of such celebrated IbçlT ulema of
the 3rd/9th century as Bashir b. al-Mundhir, Muhammad b. 'Ali al-Qa.cli
and al-Mu'alla b. Munir. See al-Salimi, Tuhfah, II, 108-109; cf. ed.
Sayeda, al-Siyar, I, 23; see also al-Ha-I-hill, Tfqiid, 255.
3. Hshim, Iba-diyyah, mentions another manuscript similar to this which is
located in the M.N.H.C. at Muscat. The editor of this book does not
refer to Imam Ghilib b. 'Al's copy of this MSS which is found in his
private library in al-Damm-6m.
4. See the Ahd - th wa'l-sifa in ed. Sayeda, al-Siyar, I, 23-85.
5. See al-Siyar, 31.
- -
6. Ed. Sayeda, al-Siyar, I, 86; see also al-Sayyabi, Asdaq al-Manahij, 52.
7. See his Sirah in ed. Sayeda, al-Siyar, I, 86-154.
8. Al-Salimi, Larn`ah, 25; cf. al-Sayyabi, Asdaq, 52; al-Harithi, `Uqud, 257.
9. Al-Salimi, Tuhfah, I, 219; al-Harithi, `Uqud, 257; ed. Sayeda, al-Siyar,
II, 62.
10. See the book of al-Hujjah in ed. Sayeda, al-Siyar, II, 62-105.
11. Al-Sayyabi, Asdaq, 54; also for fuller background information on al-
`Awtabi, see Wilkinson, "Omani and Ib-adi background", Johnstone in
Bib., 126-30.
12. al-Ijarithi, `Uqud, 279.
13. Wilkinson, "Origins", Arabian Peninsula, 86, considers the Diy -a' to have
been written by another person of the same family and suggests that the
author of the Ansab was the grandson (or even the great-grandson) of
the author of the piya- '. However, in Oman at any rate the works of al-
Diyi' and al-Ansab are regarded as being by the same author. See al-
Hárithi, `Uqud, 279.
14. In 1987 a very important manuscript was discovered by the M.N.H.C. in
a private library in Nizwa-. This MS contains one of al-`Awtabi's works
known as al-Ib5nah, which uses to a considerable extent the method
which al-Fayru-zab-adi, the compiler of al-Qamus al-muhit employs several
centuries later.
xlv
15. See al-Kind-i, al-Ihtida', 14; cf. al-Harithi, `1.1qud, 277.
- :-16. The Ibadi ulema of Oman were preoccupied with this issue for centuries,
attempting to resolve the dispute in order to avoid its reoccurrence. For
a further detailed discussion regarding this matter, see Chapter Nine of
this study.
17. See al-Kashf wa-l-bay -a-n, I, 8.
18. Imamate, 370.
e_	 - -
19. M. Kfafi's translatedAsection which deals with„Khawarij from al-Qalhati's
Kashf, and this was published in 1952; cf. "The rise of Kharijism", 29-
48.
20. Wilkinson, Imamate, 368 2 gives the name of this book as Al-Da`a-'im fi I-_	 ...	
—
Isla-m; however, al-Ijarithi, `Uq1-1-d, 278-279, has Da`a'im al-Islam.
21. The name Misb-ah al-Zala-M, appears on the first page of the MS. The
word Da`a'im does not appear in this MS. _However Wilkinson, Imamate
368 refers to the copy of Sharh al-Da`a'im by Khalaf b. Ahmad al-
Ruqayshi without mentioning Misb-ah al-Zalam.
22. Entitled Annals of Oman, see J.R.A.S.B. (1874) 111-98.
23. Alm wa-udab-a', 21-22.
24. Cf. al-Izkawi; Kashf, MS, 28b, 29b (al-Asad) and al-`Awtabi, Ansab, MS
185b and 186a (Cairo copy).
25. According to Wilkinson, Imamate, 372, Klein edited and annotated
Chapter 33 of al-Izkawi's Kashf, as a doctoral dissertation, Hamburg,
1938. A copy of this work is in the possession of Professor R.B. Serjeant.
26. The Kashf is also edited and annotated by Alimad 	 T as an MA
in Institution of Islamic Studies in Beirut.
27. Wilkinson, Imamate, 370.
28. See ed. 'Ashur, Tarikh ahl `Uman, 8.
29. Al-Fath 347. Wilkinson, "Ibadi Imamah", BSOAS, 547, suggests that this
work may be of the second half of the 12th/19th century.
30. Wilkinson, "Ibadi Imamah", BSOAS, 535-551, gives a full discussion on
the Bab al-Imamah of al-Salghi's work.
31. See Ibn Ruzayq, al-Fath, 2.
xlvi
32. For more information of al-Salimi's biography, see Muhammad al-Salimi,
Nandat al-N)in, 99.
33. Wilkinson, Imamate, 8, regards the Tuhfah as a remarkable work of
scholarship, written with the express purpose of inspiring the true
believers to revive the Ibadi imamate.
34. For more detailed information concerning the author's biography, see the
introduction to `Uma'n `abr al-tarikh.
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1.1 The geography of Oman
In the extreme south-east of the Arabian Peninsula lies the region of
Oman, distinct structurally from the rest of Arabia and isolated on the landward
side by the desert of the Rub'	 (Empty Quarter).
Historically, politically and geographically Oman has always been the most
isolated part of Arabia. 1 Because of this geographical location Fisher gives the
reasons that Oman and its cultural and economic life look more towards Persia
and India rather than towards the Arab lands of the north and west. This
explains the long-standing political independence of Oman. 2 What Fisher
suggests may be correct concerning some aspects of the history of Oman, but
in fact Oman has always had wide contacts with the Arabs of the Peninsula and
those elsewhere. Oman's isolation is a political, rather than an economic or
cultural, matter.
The Graeco-Roman accounts of ancient Oman tend to confuse rather
than clarify this picture. Pliny (floruit first century AD), for example, thought
the site of Oman to be located on the Arab side of the Persian Gulf, 3 while the
author of the Petiplus of the Erythraean Sea states the opposite: Omana being
described as famous in Carmania (1Cirman) situated on the Persian coast "from
which boats sail to Arabia". 4 The geographer Ptolemy places Omana in the
south eastern part of the Arabian Peninsula. 5 To confuse matters further
there appears to have been a tribe called the Omani, easily mistaken
typographically for Omana.6
2
Arabic accounts of pre-Islamic Oman deal mainly with the Azd migration
to the area. Apart from this, more attention was paid during the early Islamic
period to the pre-Islamic history of Oman with interest falling off during
subsequent periods. Therefore there exists very little information relating to
pre-Islamic politico-social activity on which to comment.
The Arab geographers fail to give accounts of the division of Oman and
its borders in the Islamic periods. Al-Balcri, for example, mentions al-Ishfa"
town (which is in al-Shitir) was located between Oman and al-Shihr. 7 Ya-q-ut, in
his Mulam, mentions that the Omani town of Julia is situated in the extreme
north of the borders of Bahrain.8 This ought to prove the fact that the province
of Oman extended from Bahrain in the north to al-Shily in the south. Ibn
Hawqal mentions an area with different borders, with an independent people
and its capital at Sohar.9
This information about the geography of Oman in early Islamic times
which is given by these sources is not enough to clarify the picture of the
borders of Oman. In addition, the historical perspective of these borders is
missing, bearing in mind that they depend for stability on political and
administrative factors which were constantly in a state of flux and which
underwent change. The result was that the political situation in Oman did not
remain stable, so the borders of the country in fact passed through periods of
contraction and expansion.
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1.2	 Regional and physical features of Oman
At the present time Oman is considered to be the second largest country
of the Arabian Peninsula after Saudi Arabia, with 300,000 square kilometres of
very varied and striking terrain, with a coastline which extends for 1,700
kilometres. Dominated by an interior of jagged mountains simply called al-Hajar
(the Rock), the country is a magic tapestry of different terrains. The mountains,
the summit of which at a soaring 3,075 metres is the terraced al-Jabal al-Akhdar
(the Green Mountain), rise straight out of the coastal plains, or soar out of the
gravel plateaux and shifting sands of the interior.° The country ranges from the
fjord-like barren majesty of the Musandam Peninsula that plunges into the Strait
-
of Hurmuz in the north, to the fertile Batinah plain that inclines
south-eastwards, towards Muscat, from the vast, sandy edge of the al-Rub'
al-Khali through the mountains to the lush tropical Sala-lah Plain in the south,
with its climate dominated by the monsoon.11
The name of Oman corresponds to the whole area of Dhofar in the
south to Qatar in the north, with the sea and the desert as ultimate frontiers.12
Oman borders to the west of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates; to
the south, the People's Democratic Republic of South Yemen; to the north, the
Strait of Hurmuz; and to the east the Arabian Sea.
Geographically, Oman falls into a number of distinct areas.
Muscat : The capital of Muscat is the most important populated area, with its
larger port of Matrati.
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The Ilatinah Plain : The B-atinah Plain is situated between the coast and the
Western Hajar. It runs from the frontier with the U.A.E. for a distance of some
270 kilometres south-east, almost to Muscat. The Ba-tinah is one of the most
populous areas of Oman, the main towns are Barka', Masna'ah,
Suwayq-Khaburah, Sahm Sohar, Liwa- and Shins.
The western Hajar mountains : Like the B-atinah Plain, this mountain range runs
parallel to the coast from the U.A.E. in the north to Wadi Ha'awil in the south.
The highest peaks, up to 3,075 metres, lie to the south-east at al-Jabal
al-Akhdar. There are many settlements on the Western Hajar, the most
- -
important being al-Rustaq, `Awabi and Nakhl.
The interior (al -Jaw!) : This is the central plateau that slopes from the northern
base of al-Jabal al-Akhdar southwards to the desert. It is bounded on the west
by ZahiraL and on the east by the Sharqiyyah. The area has four main wadis:
Bath`ah, Wadi Halfin, Bahla- and Wadi Sam-a11. The main towns of the Interior
are Nizwa, Bahla, Sama'il, Izki, Mani), Bidbid and Adam.
-
The Zahirah area : This is a semi-desert plain, sloping from the southern flanks
-
of the western Hajar into the al-Rub' al-Khali. It is bordered to the north by
the Yanqul, Jawf and Buraymi oases and to the south it is divided from Oman
proper by Jabal al-Kr (Diya-r al-DurTO and from the east by Diyar Bani Hind'.
The major settlements are in two principal wadis, Wadi p ank and Wadi al-
'Ayn, the main towns being Dank, 'Ibri and Yanqul.
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The Sharqiyyah area : The Sharqiyyah is an area of sandy plains and valleys
lying on the inland side of the eastern Hajar. It is bordered to the south east
by the district of Ja`la-n and to the south by the Wahlbah Sands. The main
towns are Siir, al-Q- bil, Ibra, Muclayrib, Samad, Muclaybi, Sinw, Wadi Ban -i-
Khlid, al-Ka.mil, al-Wai, BiQ Bani B5 Hasan, Bilgcl Bani Bu 'All;
al-Ashkharah and Ra's al-Hadd.
The Musandam : Separated from the rest of Oman by part of the U.A.E. this
is the northernmost part of Oman. Its rugged mountains rise up to 1,800 metres
above sea level and the coast which falls into the Strait of Hurmuz. The main
towns are IChasab, Bay`ah, Madha-, Bukh-a', Kumzar and lima-.
The southern region : The southern region of Oman accounts for a third of the
country's total area. The coastal plain, extending from Rays—ut in the west
beyond Salfilah, is nowhere wider than about eight kilometres. The Dhofar hills
rise up to 1,500 metres above the coastal plain. To the north-west the region's
border with Saudi Arabia runs through the Empty Quarter and to the west is
the border with PDRY. The main towns and villages, are Salilah, Tgqah,
Mirbat, Tharnift and Shalrm.
Climate : The climate varies region by region. In the coastal areas it is hot and
humid in summer. In the interior it is hot and dry, with the exception of some
high locations where it is temperate all year round. In the southern region, the
climate is more benign. The country's rainfall is generally low and although
6
heavy local rains are sometimes experienced, with the exception of the Southern
Region where heavy monsoon rains regularly occur between June and
September.
Population : The cross-currents of history with its migration and invasions have
swept Oman since time immemorial, but its people have remained basically
Arab in origin.
Oman society consists of four basic categories - the people of the sea
who live by fishing, seafaring and trading: the agriculturalists of the Batinah
coast and the Southern Region, and those of the interior who employ a falaj
system of irrigation; the mountain people of Dhofar and the Musandam; and
the bedouin of the desert areas.13
13 The ancient history of Oman
1.3.1 Magan
The identification of Magan with modern Oman finds confirmation once
more in archaeological evidence. According to the records, Magan is mentioned
particularly as a source of copper of which it was evidently a primary producer.14
The cuneiform text tells us that Sumer's trading partner, Magan, was an
important producer of copper, which also supplied diorite, a stone much
favoured by the Sumerian kings, and the succeeding kings of Akkad for the
manufacture of their statues. Magan also traded several kinds of timber down
the gulf which Sumer put to various uses, such as the very durable and highly
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esteemed sissoo wood, which was used for boat building.15
13.2 Maritime activity
Situated as it is midway between Mesopotamia, on the one hand, and
western India on the other, Oman occupied an unrivalled and most commanding
position for inaugurating maritime commerce with those countries. 16The Omanis
took advantage of their opportunities to become a great seafaring nation. The
history of Oman as a seafaring nation goes back to the dawn of civilisation in
the ancient world, when Omanis inaugurated pioneering voyages across the
oceans, seeking an exchange of trade and the establishment of contact with
other peoples of the world.17
Little is known of the seafaring activities of Omanis in the age prior to
the conquests of Alexander the Great. Alexander himself, in his last year, had
been busy hiring Phoenicians to navigate the Gulf, prior to the voyage from
Indus to Mesopotamia, organised under his admiral, Nearchos, in 323 BC.18
Although the Parthians in Persia (140 BC to AD 224) held the monopoly of the
trade with the Far East, Omani sailors were playing a part in developing the
Ocean sea trade upon which the growing prosperity of South Arabian culture
depended. The earliest documented long-distance sea trade in the world is that
recorded on Sumerian and Akkadian baked clay tablets from Mesopotamia over
4000 years ago. These refer to sea-borne trade with regions known as Dilmun,
Magan and Malukhkha. 19 The importation of Indian timber is mentioned in
Sumerian inscriptions of Magan and the reference to head shipwrights there
indicates the possibility that ships were already being built in Sumerian times
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from 2000 BC.20 Therefore we can say that ships were being built on Arab soil.
These shipwrights must also have been sailors and traders, thus proving that the
Omanis undoutedly made an important contribution to exploration and
maintenance of this great sea route of antiquity. They possessed an aptitude
for navigation from ancient times.
In AD 224 the first Sasanian ruler, Ardashir I, overthrew the last of the
Parthian dynasty. The Gulf, which had long been an important waterway,
became the centre of Sasanian activity. 21 Sasanian policy was to divert the
Indian Ocean trade from the Red Sea to the Gulf. In order to do this they
needed to control the route as far as possible. Thus they created monopolies
in Indian ports, who by this time were making use of the monsoon winds which
allowed them to sail directly from the Gulf to India and Sri Lanka, whence they
bought spices, silk and other luxury goods. 22
 On the other hand the Gulf itself
yielded pearls and frankincense (a Southern Arabian product) and other
precious resins, all of which were much in demand. 23 In these objectives they
were remarkably successful.
As every power has wished to exert effective control over the Gulf route,
the Sasanians discovered that it was essential to secure a base in northern
Oman, whether at Sohar, Muscat or Qalliat, and hence it was natural that they
should resuscitate the project of their Parthian predecesssors by reviving Sohar
as their centre.24
Sohar thus became once more the focus of Persian maritime activity in
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the area. It is not clear exactly when the Sasanids assumed control of Sohar
and the surrounding district of Maz-un, as it was known to them.25
A1-Nuwayr-i,26re_ports that Ardashir I, the founder of the Sasanid dynasty,
made an expedition against the kings of Oman, Bahrain and al-Yaniamah. The
name of the king of Oman who was the last to appear before the advent of the
Azd to Oman was `Amr b Waqid al-Himyari who was reported killed in battle
with Ardashir I somewhere between Oman and Bahrain. It was obvious that the
Persian occupation of Oman had started by this time as a result of this battle
under the Sasanid, Ardashir I, who was aiming to extend his rule over the
Arabian Peninsula. He must have forced the Omanis to assist his army
,„k
campaign. Ya-qu- t27notes that Ardashir b. Babi took sailors from Azd Oman six
hundred years before Islam.
Sasanid influence was to be extended over Mazun (Oman) to a greater
or lesser extent, until the expansion of the Arab tribes by migration and the
coming of Islam. Meanwhile the autonomous Omanis of the desert borderland
and much of northern Oman maintained their independence, with their inland
-
capital at Tu am (Buraimi) and their trading port of Diba.
1.4 Azd migration to Oman
-
-
According to Hisham al-Kalbi the first group of al-Azd migrated from
-
Wadi Oman in the Sarah mountains near Marib in the Yemen under Malik b.
Fahm.28 The cause of this migration was reportedly the bursting of the Ma-rib
Dam which led to the primary dispersal of the group throughout western Arabia
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from the Hijaz to the SOFA. This was followed by the migration of major
groups of the Azd and other Arab tribal groups following three main routes;
northwards towards al-Sham and Iraq, eastwards through central Arabia to
Bahrain,29and south-eastwards through Southern Arabia to Oman.30 The Azd,
according to the sources, were spread in many places, and are known to us by
their own place names, such as Azd Oman for those who migrated to Oman,
Azd Shan fah, Azd al-Sdrih, and Azd al-Sh-O-m.31
The migration of Malik b. Fahm and his tribe probably took place in the
second century AD. Ma-lik and his people made their way eastwards across
Hadramawt directly to the sea coast, until they reached Raysiit, 32 where they
.	 .
remained for some time to rest. A portion of the Mahrah and B. Qucia-`ah
stayed in al-Shily.33 After months of travelling Malik and his tribe with flocks.
Before he was due to arrive in Oman, he was informed of the Persians there,
according to the sources. 34 Thus he reorganised his tribe which, according to
the sources had over 6000 men, horse and foot. 35 The Persians at this time
were firmly established on the Batinah coast with their capital at Singer
(Sohar).36
When the Persians knew about the coming of the Azd they opposed their
entry. M-alik therefore turned aside to QalhOt 37on the east coast. He made
Qalhat his first base in Oman, where he left the families and set about
negotiating an arrangement which would allow his people to settle peacefully in
the country. Malik and his troops continued marching until they reached
al-Jawf,38 where they made their camp, The refusal of the Persians to allow
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Malik and his tribe to settle, presented the Azd with no alternative and brought
about the battle in the desert of Salu-t near Nizw-a between the troops of Malik
and of the Persian governor of Sohar, in which the Persian army was defeated.39
The subsequent campaign brought victory to the Azd, who succeeded after this
battle in expelling the Persian colonists from Oman altogether. They left Sohar
with their families and sailed to Fars. There upon Ma-lik is said to have become
king and established an Arab kingdom over Oman.40
As a result of this, further waves of Azd and non-Azd tribes migrated to
Oman. According to tradition, the first group of Azd to enter the country after
Malik b. Fahm succeeded in driving out the Persians were those of Imran b.
`Umar who reached Oman through al-Yam-amah and Bahrain, followed by the
B. al-Ghiplf and many groups of the Azd who settled in North Arabia after
the collapse of the Ma-rib dam. Among these, non-Azd tribes settled in the
north of the country.41
Oman itself witnessed the second mass migration of the Arabs during the
late fifth century AD. This time by the Sham-fah Azd from the Sarah and
Hijaz mountains, through the heart of the Peninsula by way of mainlaind
Bahrain. They were established in the mountains of Oman led by the sheikhs
of the B. Ma`walah b. Shams, whose authority was recognised by most of the
Arab tribes.42
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1.5	 The principal settlement of the Omani tribes
The picture of Oman on the eve of Islam as regards tribal structure and
the settlements where the Azd tribes were to be found should be clarified. We
can observe that the Azd tribes were its biggest and most powerful group, which
led early historians to describe Oman as "the homeland of the Azd". 43 The
strong tribes of al-Azd had established themselves a long time before the advent
of Islam. They had been migrating to Oman in waves since the second century
AD. There were also the non-Azd groups who had migrated from the north of
the Peninsula to Oman. These groups and tribes were associated with the wadis
towns, villages and the desert of Oman.44
The majority of the Arab tribes in Oman succeeded in remaining
independent from Persian influence which was to be found on the Batinah coast,
but also spread to the countryside and desert. There was a type of coalition
between these tribes. We can observe a kind of federation between these
groups to enable them to survive and make them strong against the enemy.
Therefore it is not surprising to see that many tribes left their settlements and
dispersed throughout the country. For example the Harith tribe which appeared
in Oman at the eve of Islam settled in Diba, 45yet after 145/762 they were found
in Ibra in the Sharqiyyah. 46As a result of these varying alliances and federations
it is difficult to trace these tribes and to follow their movements and changing
positions throughout the country, over the years.
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It is difficult to give a fixed account of the Omani population in
pre-Islamic times or during the first period of Islam. What we can do is to give
the names of the centre of these tribes. 47 The B. the most powerful
group of Malik b. Fahm were associated with the northern Jawf, 48whilst the B.
Kam-am, descents of Shubab b. Malik were to be found in the Buraimi area.49
From the earliest times the Hina clan dominated the majority of the Malik b.
Fahm tribes. The I-Tarith of the Malik b. Fahm were concentrated in northern
Oman, their concentrations being found in the Dib5 region. This tribe later
played a great role in the Riddah wars. 5° In addition some of this tribe, with
other Azd, were to be found in Ibra in the Sharqiyyah.
Because the sons of M-alik b. Fahm were the earliest settlers they tend
to lose their tribal identity in the overlay of later migrations of Arab tribes, or
possibly because many remained bedouin and were only loosely associated with
the political power of central Oman. 5 ' Later there were groups from the
7Csecondary dispersal, groups like the B. Hadi I of the Farifild and elements of
B. Samit of the B. Salimah. Both settled on the Batinah coast at the place called
Majazz, south of Sohar.52 Al-`Awtabi shows that important groups of Omani
Azd, notably the B. Qays b. Thawb gn of the 'Imran and the B. Salrmah were
to be found in Jask Island, Fars and Kirman.53 The Shani? ah Azd came to
Oman in the second migration, probably at the fifth century, under the
domination of the clan of the Maiwil. 54 The two major sections of Shan? ah
-
Azd have been reflected in the names of the Jabal Yahmad and Jabal Hiddan.
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Both groups spread over into al-Jawf. Some of the Yahmad were to be found
in Wadi B. Khanis and the Ma'a.wil in Wadi al-Maiwil.55
There were other non-Azd settlers in Oman, including Sa-mah b. Lu'ayy
b Glialib who settled in Tu'a-m (Buraimi) alongside the Azd. 56 Samah married
his daughter Hind to al-Asad b. 'Imr-an and she bore him a son, al-`Atik b.
Asad. The `Abd al-Qays belong to a major grouping of Niz-ar tribes known as
the Rab-i`ah. APAwtabi indicates that the `Abd al-Qays groups were to be
found in the mountain region of Oman.57
The Tayyi' group were to be found in their area of primary settlement
in the Wadi Ta'iyyin.58 Ta77i)5were also present in the Samail Gap where M-azin
b. Ghuclu- bah was the first person who converted to Islam in Oman.59
There is a group of Kindah tribes who were to be found in Hadramawt
and central Arabia, but who migrated to Oman in these waves of migration. It
is also believed that the cause of the migration of Kindah to Oman and
elsewhere was due to the fall of the kingdom of Kindah which had been
established in central Arabia. The primary home for the tribe in Oman is
known as the Jabal Kindah, in the mountains of northern Oman, south of which
lay Jabal Hidda-n.60 Some of B. Tamrrn also settled in Oman and some of al-
Jatima b. K1ia-zzim.6 ' It is reported that a group of B. al-Nabit of al-Ans-ar of
the .1- hiliyyah settled at `Ibri, al-Sulayf and Tan'am. 62
 Some of B. al-Harith b.
15
Ka`b came and settled at Danak, with about a hundred people of the Quda'ah.63
In addition to this a group of B. Rawihah are reported to be found in this area.
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2.1 Oman on the Eve of Islam
Before the rise of Islam the Arabian Peninsula was not united as a single
political unit, rather, the predominant organisational form was that of the tribe.
The tribal system is based on ties of kinship, and thus as a system the tribe is
neither expansionary nor diminishing. In the Arabian Peninsula there were
many cities where several tribes lived. There had also been several kingdoms
and emirates in the peninsula, such as the kingdoms of al-Julanda- in Oman.
-
Hudhah b	 al-Hanafi in al-Yamamah, al-Mundhir b Sawi in Bahrain and the
Abn-a' in Yemen, and the emirates of many other sheikhs, each of whom
controlled an area the size of which depended upon his strength and
personality.1
In addition to its important location, which made it a point of contact
between the Arabs of the north and south of the Peninsula, Mecca had other
characteristics which gave it a significant role in events, and among these
characteristics was the fact that it was held to be sacred.
The situation in Oman was similar to that of the rest of the Arabian
Peninsula in that its political system was based on the tribal system, which
- -	 -
comprised the Qahtani tribes who immigrated from the Yemen, and the 'Adnani
tribes who entered Oman from northern and central Arabia.
An Arab kingdom had been formed under the control of the kings of the
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al-Julandi dynasty, whose rule went back many decades before the rise of
Islam.2 When Islam came, Oman was under the rule of two kings, `Abd and
Jayfar, the sons of al-Julanda- b al-Mustakbir. 3 They had been building relations
between Oman and other powers in the region, at that time, mainly the
Persians who had some sort of military presence in the area of Batinah coast
and its capital Sohar.4 According to the sources, Sohar was regarded as the
natural trade centre, being an important maritime capital linking Oman with
the outside world.5 The Persian presence came about as the result of a treaty
reached between al-Julanda- b al-Mustakbir and ICisra.6 The treaty stated that
the Persians should recognise al-Juland -a's authority over the interior regions
and the desert area, whereas the Omanis should allow the Persians to maintain
a presence in Sohar. 7 The treaty also prevented the two sides from resorting
to hosilities against each other. A few years after the treaty was signed the
Persian military presence evolved into a commercial presence, and in addition
the Persians were careful to keep their trade and maritime interests centered
on Sohar. On the eve of Islam the power of al-Julandi had increased so as to
hold in his sway the Omani tribes, particularly in the area of the B -atinah which
is described as being under Persian control. The Persian military presence had
been reduced due to their withdrawal from their role as a regional power
because of internal tensions. According to the sources the Julanda kings started
to exercise their authority over Sohar and the area around the Batinah coast by
imposing a tax on the people who came to attend the seasonal markets which
used to be held in two of the Omani cities - Sohar, the new capital under
Al-Juland-a's rule, and Diba, in the extreme north, which was the old centre of
Oman. These two markets were among the famous Arab markets in
25
pre-Islamic times.8 This proves to us the power of al-Julancff and his
administrative authority over the Batinah and the rest of Oman, which placed
him in a strong position to the extent that his control over Oman was
recognised by all other powers in Arabia.
Before the acceptance of Islam, the people of Oman had worshipped
idols (aFram) since idolatry (wathaniyyah) was the prevailing practice at that
time in Arabia, except for some parts which were inhabited by Arab tribes who
were Christian9 or Magiansl° due to their strong ties with the two great powers
at that time - the Roman Empire which believed in Christianity, and the Persian
state which believed in Magianism.
7According to Taban, Magianism (Majaiyyah) was the dominant religion
in Oman, and he suggests that it was to be found in those areas which were
under Persian rule, mainly among those whose origins were not Arab, for
example those of Persian or Indian or some other extraction who lived in
Sohar. 11 Judaeism was also one of the main religions to be found in Arabia
especially in the Yemen and the klijaz- ; it was also known in some parts of
Bahrain and Oman. 12 Idolatry had spread among the tribes of Oman especially
among those who immigrated from central Arabia° where the influence of
wathaniyyah was due to its proximity to Mecca, which provided these tribes with
idols to worship. The Azd tribes of Oman and elsewhere made special idols for
their own worship, and the sources provide information about the names of the
idols which were known to them, such as Man-ah, Dhu- 1-Khalsah, Dhu-
I-Shufa, and B-ajir, 14
 which was associated with the Azd of Oman and their
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neighbours, the Tayyi' tribe.
2.2. The Islamicization of Oman
Before the coming of Islam, Oman maintained relations of a sort with the
Hija-z, and such ties were deeply rooted. Many Arab tribes from the north had
immigrated to Oman, including some Azd tribes as well as `Adnani tribes such
-
as B. Samah b. Lu'ayy, 15 who settled in Oman centuries before Islam.
Commercial contacts bewteen Oman and the Hijaz were strong, especially the
export of Omani and Sohari textiles. 16 The geographical, strategic and
commercial position of Oman attracted the attention of all Arabs of the
Peninsula during the pre-Islamic period, and by the time of the rise of Islam
the Prophet had recognised Oman's importance. As a result, early contact was
made between the Islamic state and the people of Oman.
The bulk of information available to us which describes the conversion
of the Omani tribes to Islam is contained in the accounts of the books of
biographies (tarafim) and those concerning the Riddah war in Oman, as well as
local Omani sources.
In fact, it was not until after the peace treaty of Hudaybiyyah in 6/628
that the Prophet undertook to send his envoys to areas falling outside the Hijaz
region, calling on Arabs to embrace Islam. He concentrated his attentions
initially on those tribes located in the Yemen, Yamamah, Bahrain and Syria.
At least until this time Oman remained unaffected by central Medinan policy.17
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The earliest connection between the Arabs of Oman and the Prophet
appears in an account related by Ibn al-Kalbi, who states that Maim b
Ghudubah of the Tayyl tribe, 18
 was miraculously converted to Islam after he
met the Prophet in Medina; before that time Ma-zin had had a very famous
idol which, according to the sources, he used to worship at Sama-11. 19 No precise
time is given for Mazm's conversion to Islam. The local Omani version which
deals with the same theme contains more information about Ma-zin before and
after his conversion.20 According to the local version, when Ma-zin returned
from Medina he destroyed his idol and composed this poem:
_
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I smashed Najir to bits;
who used to be our misleading lord,
by means of a Hashemite, who guided us away from error, when his
religion had not (previously) caught my attention21
One of the recent works about the history of Oman in early Islamic
times22 considers that the story of Ma-zin's conversion was designed during the
early Islamic period to boost the standing of the Azd tribe as being among the
first of the tribes to convert to Islam. It seems to me that this opinion is not
based on any strong argument or evidence. The fact is that Mum, who was
considered by the local Omani sources as the first Omani to become a Muslim,
was from the Tay ' tribe, not from the. Azd. Since loyalty is to the tribe first
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and foremost, the Azd would therefore have claimed that it was one of them
and not a member of the Tayyi' tribe who was the first Omani to meet the
Prophet.
2.3. The Azd delegations to Medina
The information concerning the delegation which the Arab, including
Omani, tribes sent to Medina in the year 6/628 seems very confusing. The
Omanis were mainly of the Azd, but different Omani delegations were sent at
a time when the local Omani sources make no reference to any of them, nor
to any sort of contacts made prior to the arrival in Oman of `Amr b al-As,
with the exception of that of Ma-zin b Ghuclu- bah.
Regarding this matter, Ibn Sa`d 23 provides an account of the Azd
delegation to the Prophet in the year of delegations, 6/628. They arrived before
the Prophet's envoys were dispatched to the rulers and tribes in the area. His
account on this matter is confusing; he mentions that the Prophet is reputed
to have sent a1-'Al' b. al-Hadrami to Oman to summon its people to Islam and
to collect sadaqah, adding that the Prophet sent along with the delegation of
-
the Omani Azd Makhrabah (or Makhramah) al-`Abdi as a religious guide .24 He
also mentions the names of the heads of the two delegations - the first one
dee
was headed by Asad b Yabruh al-Tahi, and the second was headed by Salamah
b Ayyath
-
According to early Islamic sources al-`Ala' b. al-Hadrami was sent to
Bahrain and there is no mention in our sources confirming his having been to
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Oman.26 Ibn Sa`d himself, who gives the above account, asserted that `Amr b.
al-' "As was the Prophet's envoy to Oman, therefore al-`Afa's name must be
misplaced in the first account.
Ibn Sa`d also relates another account which tells that a group from two
of the most famous Omani clans, namely Thum-alah and Hidda-n, led by two of
their leaders, approached the Prophet after the conquest of Mecca and offered
him their pledge of allegiance. 27 Of the two leaders `Abdullli b. 'Alas
al-Thum-alf was considered a Companion (sniff/a), but no mention is made of
his delegation.28 Al-Waqidi mentions another group of Azd from among the
inhabitants of Diba- who came to the Prophet and announced their willingness
to embrace Islam; the Prophet responded by dispatching tludhaifah b.
al-Yama-n with them on their homeward journey as a collector of sadaqah.29
Al-Bala-dhurr gives an account of the same event which is similar to that of
al-Wa-qidf; he refers to Hudhaifah as being the agent of the Prophet over the
period of Dibg.30
This matter requires further comment: as we know from the sources, it
was not only the tribes of Oman who went to Medina, on the contrary many
tribes from the Yemen and many northern Arabian tribes also went to see the
Prophet, since these tribal factions regarded themselves as being entirely
independent. Also in the case of Oman there were many Omani tribes over
whom al-Julandà- exercised no authority. When these delegations went to
Medina they did so as representatives of their clans or tribes, and not as
representatives of the whole country, because these Omani delegations did not
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play any major or active role in spreading Islam; this indicates that they had
no political or social influence, even over their tribes as a whole.
`Umar rejects the different accounts of the Azd delegations. Instead he
regards all these accounts as fabrications of a later period, when the struggle
for power fostered greater competition.31
2.4 The arrival of (Amr b. Al-'is in Oman
After the conquest of Mecca, when the Islamic state acquired strength
and fame all over Arabia, the Prophet Muhammad sent many envoys to the
kings, amirs and sheikhs of the region calling on them to accept Islam. `Amr
b al-qis32 was chosen by the Prophet to deliver his letter to the kings of Oman,
the two Julanda- brothers, `Abd and Jayfar, and on this point all the early
sources are agreed.33 They also note that Abil Zayd al-Ansa-if accompanied
`Amr to Oman. Al-Bala-dhurr reports that on their departure the Prophet said
to them, "If these people (of Oman) accept the witness of truth and pledge
obedience to Allah and his Prophet, `Amr will be the commander, and Ab-u
Zayd will officiate in prayer. Propagate Islam and teach the Qur'a-n and the
institutions of the Prophet." 34 In another account al-Bala-dhuri notes that the
Prophet told Abu Zayd, "From the Muslims take sadaqah, but from the Magians
take poll tax."35 However, in studying the records concerning the life of Abu-
Zayd, and his role during the Prophet's life, we find that the Muslim authors are
not familiar with his name, nor is there any mention in their works of his
mission to Oman.36 If al-Bala-dhurs account concerning Abu- Zayd holds any
truth, he must have been sent with or after `Amr to Oman to instruct the
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Omanis in the teaching of Islam, rather than as a tax collector (amit- al-
sadaqa t), as al-Bala-dhuri asserts.
Although reliable Islamic sources give conflicting accounts concerning
Oman's relations with Medina during the Prophet's lifetime, they all agree that
'Amr b al-As was the most important of the envoys dispatched to the kings of
Oman, 'Abd and Jayfar, sons of Julanda-.
Al-Wa-clidI comments on 'Amr's mission to Oman, saying at first that
'Arnr was dispatched as a collector of taxes in 8/629. Secondly, he mentions
that 'Amr was sent in the same year to the kings of Oman to ask them to
embrace Islam.37 Al-Tabari appears to contradict himself when, in the first
instance, he gives the date of 'Ames dispatch to Oman as 6/627 and yet on a
second occasion he gives the date as 8/629. 38 Ibn al-Athir gives 7/628 as the
date of 'Amr's departure for Oman,39whilst other sources date 'Amr's dispatch
as 10/631;40 furthermore many sources give 11/632 as the year in which 'Amr
arrived in Oman41 Regarding this matter, al-Ya`ciiibt gives no fixed date for
'Amr's dispatch to the kings of Oman. 42 Therefore, as far as Ibn Isliaq's
-
statement is concerned,43
 'Amr b al-'-As can be counted as being among the
last of the envoys dispatched by the Prophet with the aim of calling the people
to Islam.
'Amr first arrived in Oman in Sohar, which was known as a famous Arab
market.44 These were held in this city which was of sufficient importance to
have been chosen as the capital of Oman during the Julanda- rule. The
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Prophet's choice of 'Amr b al-'-As as his envoy to the kings of Oman was
linked with 'Amr's wide knowledge as a merchant, and, although the sources do
not provide any information about 'Ames connection with Oman prior to Islam,
it is my opinion that 'Amr must have been to Oman before the rise of Islam as
a merchant who travelled for the sake of trade to different regions, by land and
by sea, and his selection for this task had to do with his experience and
knowledge of the region and its people and tribes. According to tradition, 'Amr
met 'Abd on his arrival since he ('Abd) was in charge of Sohar, and he met
Jayfar b al-Julanda- at a later date since he was in the desert at the time of
'Amr's arrival.45 'Amr delivered the Prophet's letter to them and the two
Julanda- brothers called for a general council meeting of the Omani sheikhs
-	 -
from both branches, Qahtan and 'Adnan, and they resolved to accept Islam
..
peacefully, not as a result of force, as many historians claim. Following this
decision, `Abd and Jayfar remained in their positions as governors of Oman.
They thus sent envoys to different parts, such as Mahrah, Shihr and Dib-a, and,
according to the Omani sources, all of these regions accepted the teaching of
Islam.' 6 However, the Persians resident in Oman, mainly in Sohar and on the
13-atinah coast were told to submit to Islam and on their refusal to do so they
were expelled from the country. The expulsion of the Persians came about as
the result of strong pressure exerted to this end by the Omani tribes, but Watt
has suggested strongly that 'Amr b al-'As was behind this decision.° According
to Islamic principles regarding this matter, the conquered people must accept
Islam, poll tax (jizyah) or war, and, since the Persians were occupiers, their
expulsion from the country was the only solution after their refusal of Islam.
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Furthermore the central Islamic government in Medina did not impose
heavy taxes on the people of Oman. The Omanis were, of course, expected to
pay taxes, such as zak-ah and kharaj, to Medina. As for the Magians, Jews and
others, they had to pay the poll tax. It is worth mentioning here that an income
tax collected by `Abd and Jayfar was distributed among the Omani poor.48
Shortly after the Omani's acceptance of Islam the news of the Prophet's
death reached them. Ibn Wathimah49 mentions KhamTsah b. Abb-a-n al-Hidda-nr
as being the first person to arrive in Oman from Medina bearing news of the
Prophet's death, and he described the situation of the inhabitants of Mecca as
follows, "I left the people of Medina boiling like a pot on the stove".50
According to him `Amr composed the following lines of poetry:
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What al-I-Jidda-11T is saying is breaking [our] hearts and Khamisah b.
Abb-an has announced the Prophet's death."
_
After this `Amr b al-`As left Oman for Medina as head of the Omani
delegation.5 ' Other accounts given by some Muslim authors report that `Amr
was in Bahrain when news of the Prophet's death reached him.52
The Prophet died after he had completed his message to the people of
Arabia and elsewhere: the spread of his message was achieved by two means
- firstly, by his use of envoys, and secondly, by his wars against those who
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refused to believe in him.
As mentioned earlier, Oman and its people had converted to Islam by
choice, not under threat of force, and its kings, `Abd and Jayfar were truly
convinced by the rightness of this new religion: they did not convert to Islam
through weakness or fear, although many modern historians put forward
contrary opinions and personal interpretations regarding this matter. For
example, Muir claims that `Amr came to Oman from Medina at the head of
an army, and that he conquered Oman by force. 53 This claim has no basis in
truth and this is borne out by the fact that no source or author mentions any
such claim. From his side, Caetani claims that the reason that `Abd and Jayfar
accepted Islam was their weakness as a result of tribal rebellions which forced
them to seek the assistance of the rising Islamic state in Medina. 54 Watt shares
Caetani's opinion and notes that `Abd and Jayfar approached Muhammad of
their own accord.55
 From the available sources we know that `Abd and Jayfar
had no contact with Medina prior to the arrival of `Amr b al-`Ás in Oman, nor
did they make any attempt to seek assistance from the Islamic state.
_
`Abd al-Rahm-in al2Ani explains the kings' acceptance of Islam in terms
-
of the benefit which could be derived from conversion to strengthen their
political power against what he described as rebellious elements. 56 His
explanation does not stand the test of evidence, and furthermore there were no
rebellions in Oman during the Prophet's lifetime: rather there was a degree of
internal feuding as a result of excessive tribal group feeling ('asabiyyah).
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If Oman's acceptance of Islam is considered in terms of benefits and
losses it is indeed true that Oman profited. The first point worth mentioning
is the expulsion of the Persians from the country which restored Oman's unity.
However, this did not result in an increase in al-Juland-a's power since
henceforth `Amr b al-'As became the governor of Oman, this in spite of the
suggestion made by some authors that he was sent to Oman as an envoy, not
as an agent for the Prophet. 57 According to `Amr himself, " `Abd and his
brother Jayfar have joined Islam and they believe in the prophethood of
Muhammad: they allow me to collect taxes (adaqah) and also they allow me
to rule. So I have taken sadaqah from the rich and given it to the poor."58
2.5	 Oman during Abu- Bakes caliphate
After the Prophet had established the community of Islam in Medina and
completed his message throughout most parts of Arabia, he died in 11/632.
Not only did his death leave a spiritual vacuum among his followers, but it also
left a political dilemma concerning the leadership of the Muslim community.
This came to cause divisions in the Muslim community in Medina.
It is a historically established fact that the Prophet did not appoint
anyone to succeed him after his death to conduct the affairs of the Islamic
state.	 Nor did he prescribe any course to be followed in choosing a
successor. Since the Prophet did not nominate a successor, the Muslims were
confronted with the necessity of solving the problems themselves. This was
done in a gathering known as "the meeting of the Saclifah".59 After a long
discussion concerning this matter the two parties, the Muh -ajirin (the
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Emigrants) and the Ans-ar (the Helpers) reached an acceptable agreement of
their dispute, by selecting ANT Bakr al-Siddrq as the first successor to the
Prophet in the Islamic state and pledging fealty to him. This selection was
important not only in the policial history of the Islamic state but also in terms
of its ramifications for the history of Islam.6°
The first challenge Abu-
 Bakr faced after becoming caliph was the need
to protect the Prophet's achievements against apostasy (riddah) which quelled
the strife in the Arabian Peninsula after the Prophet's death.61 Due to his
deep understanding ofthe critical situation Abu- Bakr was successful in this by
using force against the Arab tribes, some who were not carrying out the
agreements made with the Prophet, paying tax (zakah), and some who had
rejected Islam as a whole. They thought that their ties with the Islamic state
in Medina came to an end with the death of Prophet Muhammad. 62 As a
result, the Prophet's absence meant to them the end of their loyalty to his
successor Abu-
 Bakr. This feeling was expressed by one apostate:63
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We obeyed the Apostle of God as long as he was among us. Help the
servants of All- h! What's up with AbiT Bah.
Will he make a young camel (bakr) inherit? That, by the Eternal God,
would break the back.
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These heretical tribes had very great importance, and included B Hanifah,
headed by Musaylamah ("the Liar") who claimed prophethood in Yam-amah.
Among the Tam-im tribes a woman called Sujah headed her tribe who then
--
apostatacised. In the Yemen Abu 1-Aswad al-`Ansi came to control most of the
country and he also considered himself as a prophet. 64 In Oman, according to
_
Islamic sources, there was a man called Lacjit b Malik al-Azdi who became a
prophet and led the people of Diba- area against the Islamic government in
Medina6
2.6 The Ricidah movement in Oman
After the news of the Prophet's death reached Oman, `Amr b al-'Äs lost
no time in returning to Medina. The situation in Oman was in some respects
similar to that of all the Arab tribes who had become Muslim, but the Prophet's
death was a great shock. There was a story that apostasy took place in Oman
after the Prophet's death: this story was reported by most of the Islamic
sources with the exception of the Omani historic sources which regard this story
as false. Three different accounts are given by Muslim authors.
The first account is that of al-Wa-gid166 who mentions that the people of
Dib-a sent a delegation from the Azd tribe to the Prophet declaring their
acceptance of Islam. The Prophet appointed Iludhai fah b. Mutisin al-Azdi as
tax collector (musaddiq) in the area of his birthplace, Diba. On the Prophet's
death the people of Diba rebelled against Islam. Hudhaffah wrote to Abti
Bakr informing him of the situation and asking him for help from Medina. Ab-u
Bah- wrote to `Ikramah b. AbT Jahl whom the Prophet had appointed tax
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collector for the Haw-azin tribe and who later took part in the war against
-	 -
apostates in Yamamah. He marched to Thba where the apostates under the
leadership of Lacift b Malik were in control. They met in battle and a hundred
.7
of Lacpt's men were reportedly killed and his army defeated. Then the Muslim
army entered Dib-a and took captives who were sent to Medina including Abu-
Sufrah.67
Al-Wa-clidT's account which is mentioned by most of the Muslim authors,
is given in the biography of al-Muhallab b AbT Sufrah and the main object of
this biography was to throw light on the conversion to Islam of his father Ab-u
Sufrah and his arrival in Medina. 68 This account concerning Abii Sufrah was
later taken by Omani sources who gave a different account of the reason for
his becoming captive in the hands of the Muslim army.69
_
The second account regarding the Riddah in Dib-i was given by al-Tabari
on the authority of Sayf b 1..Tmar. 70 He refers to the figure of Laq-it b Malik
al-AzdT who was reported to have held a position in the tribal hierarchy during
pre-Islamic times equal to that held by the two Juland -a brothers, `Abd and
Jayfar. After the death of the Prophet he rose up against `Abd and Jayfar and
declared himself to be a prophet. Lacift initially achieved substantial success
in his rebellion against the Muslims. He managed to extend his control over
the whole of Oman, forcing `Abd and Jayfar and their followers to take refuge
in the mountains, from where they wrote to Abu Bah pleading for his urgent
help. Abii Bakr, in response, sent two armies led by fludhaifah b. Muhsin and
`Arfajah al-Bariqi to Oman and Mahrah to subdue rebel activity in the two
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areas. AbiT Bala also ordered Ikrimah, who was based in Yam -dmah, to march
towards the regions in support of Hudhai fah and `Arfajah, thereafter
commanding him to go to the Yemen. At first the Medinan army faced defeat
during the battle, but after the arrival of reinforcements in the shape of local
-.-
tribes, the Muslim army defeated Lao and his army at Dib5. After peace had
been restored in the area Hudhai fah remained in Oman in order to calm the
situation. `Arfajah went to Medina with booty leaving `Ikrimah to continue the
battle among Mahrah.71
The third account is given by Ibn 'A`tham who states that `Ilcrimah's
march against the tribes of Kindah in the Yemen precipitated a revolt by the
people of Dib-a against the Medinan government. The agent of Diba-,
Hudhai fah b. Muhsin, was expelled from the region and a concerted effort was
made to prevent `Ikrimah from continuing his mission to win over their blood
relatives in the Yemen. Upon hearing this news Abii Bakr ordered `Ikrimah to
change direction and march against Diba- where the rebels were defeated.72
The fourth account is that of al-BaladhurT, 73who reported that al-Azd and
other tribes apostatized following the death of the Prophet, under the
leadership of LaciTt b. Malik Dhii who left for Dibi Abii Bar thereupon
dispatched Hudhai fah b. Mul.t.sin al-Makhziimr against them. In a battle with
Lapt and his companions, Hudha:i fah killed him and took many captives from
the people of Diba whom they sent to AbU Bakr. At this the Azd returned to
Islam. However, other Omani clans apostatized and went as far as al-Shihr
`Ilcrimah followed these and overpowered them, carrying away much booty and
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killing many of their number74.
In addition to the previously mentioned accounts there are two accounts
given by minor sources. These sources shed light on the wars of the Riddah and
events in most of Arabia, and they also give more details about the Medinan
government's effort to crush this attempt.
_ -
The first one was reported by Al-Kalal al-Balan;i 75who gives more details
about the Dib-a affair than al-Tabari and al-Wa-qid in their accounts. His
7
version is similar to that of al-Tabari which means that he agrees with the
nnnn••
general facts given in al-Tabari's version quoted in the information he takes
from him. In particular, he agrees with his account of the Diba- war.
We also find more details of the story of the Omani Azd captives who
were brought to Medina after these events. Al-BalansT gives full information
about their status in Medina during Ab-u Bakes caliphate and that of `Umar
after him.76 The most important information which al-Balan;i provides is about
the debate which took place in Medina between the Muslims. First of all he
reported that about three hundred men and four hundred women were taken
captive by kludhairfah, according to Zayd b Th-abit, who said that Abu Bala
- -
accommodated these captives in the house of Ramlah b al-Harith, and he was
determined to kill those who survived the soldiers (muqiitilah), but `Umar was
against killing them: he told Abii Balu- that they were faithful to Islam but that
they were stingy with their money, and that they had sworn solemnly that they
did not refuse to accept Islam, but rather did not want to give their money as
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zak-ah. But Ab-u Bakr did not accept `Umar's arguments and they were kept in
detention in the same house until Ab-u Bakes death.77
The second account is that of WO.thaymah; 78 his account deals with the
Riddah wars in Oman, but he makes no mention of the Dib-a movement.
Among the most important information he provides is a unique account of
Khamlsah b. Abb-an al-Hidd-anT who brought the news of the Prophet's death
to Oman. He is the only author who mentions this. The other information he
gives us concerns the Riddah wars although he does not mention LaqTt b. Malik
-
by name, nor the people of Diba. He reports that Abii Bakr had appointed
`Ajrafah b. Harthamah b `Abd b. Zuhayr al-B1-qT as leader of the army he sent
to Oman to assist Jayfar b. al-Juland . when his people apostacized.79 In
addition Ibn Wathaymah also mentions three people from Oman; the first
being Majfuna b. al-Nu`m-an al-`AtakT who was a poet of the Azd, who told
`Amr b. all/is before he left Oman that the Omanis would remain Muslims and
he begged him to stay in Oman.8°
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Oh `Amr, if there has [befallen] the Prophet Muhammad that which no
one can prevent,
Our hearts are smitten [with grief] (qarha) and our tears are full of
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sorrow and (the necks of) mankind are in obedience.
Oh `Amr, he means the same to us whether he be live or dead. We look
to what he says and then we listen.
Stay and never fear that we will give up [Islam]; oh `Amr, [your being
in our midst will be our] greatest strength and protection.
Wathaymah mentions two men from the Azd who accompanied `Amr to
_
Medina among the Omani delegation, `Uqbah b. al-Nu`ma-n al-Atki who came
to Abu- Bakr with a group from his tribe, and Jayfar b. Jashm al-Az& who also
came with `Amr to Medina after the Prophet's death.81 It seems to me that
the two names of Majfana and `Uqbah relate to one person since the two he
mentions were poets.
2.6.1 The Local Omani Version
The accounts which are given by all Muslim authors concerning the
Riddah movement make no mention of the Omani sources which provide an
entirely different version. The Omani version reports that Abu- Bakr sent
-
Hudhai fah b. Muhsin al-Ghalfa-nr al-Bariqi to Oman as his governor ('amil) to
collect taxes (adaqah) and he had no problem with tax collection until he came
to Diba which belonged to the sons of alila-rith b. Malik b. Fahm. His
collectors assessed the tax of a woman of the al-`Ufa-t as a one year old sheep.
She refused to give it up, and offered instead a drinking bowl or a kid, but they
took the sheep against her will. Thereupon she cried out calling her people to
help her against B. al-Fla-rith b. Malik (V;Al Malik) and the tribesmen came
to rescue her. A battle took place between the Muslim tax collectors and the
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people of Dili who were defeated in the end. Hudhajfah regarded this
incident as apostasy and consequently took many people of Dib-a captives and
sent them to Medina. This event took place during the life of Abii Bakr. 82 As
we can see from the story, there was no apostasy according to the Omani
sources, Al-`Awtabr, in his account, makes reference to a small skirmish having
occurred between the Medinan governor tludhayfah and a small group from the
B. Malik b. Fahm. The problem appears to have been resolved peacefully
through the intervention of Ab-u Bakr and `Umar.83
7The account of al-Izkawl makes no reference to this incident: rather, he
gives a different account when he mentions that `Abd b. al-Julanda- accompanied
_
Amr b. al-As on his return to Medina following the death of the Prophet. 84Abu-
Bakr sent `Abd with Hass-a. n b. Th-abit on a raid against Al Jafnah. After the
raid Abii Bala wrote a letter to the people of Oman thanking them and
confirming the rule of `Abd and Jayfar over the area of Oman.85
O.*	 _
Al-Salimi strongly denies the accounts of the Riddah movement and
considers the events as being a coincidence and a misunderstanding between
the people of Dib-a and Hudhaifah. He goes as far as to deny the existence
of Lacift b. Malik; he denies the whole story entirely and considers it
fabrication.86
.
- -Al-Qalhati describes the decision of Hudharfah, Abu- Bakes governor in
-
Diba-, to take the people captive as being his own decision in that he received
no direct order to do so from Ab -u Bakr.87 When he brought them to Umar
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b. al-IChatt-ab in Medina `Umar pointed out his mistake and was tough with him
and he spoke forcefully to Hudhailah. Then he ordered him to return the
captives to their home country. Al-Qalhati reports `Umar's words to Hudhaifah
as follows:
%.
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"If I had known that you had taken them captive according to your
religious [convictions], I would have cut you to pieces and sent every garrison
town a (misr) a part of you."88
Meanwhile Abii Bala b. Ahmad al-Kindr suggests that taking people of
Dib-a captive occurred during `Umar's caliphate, and in this he differs with the
rest of the Omani sources.89
The Omani sources report another story about the two Azd delegations
which went to Medina. The first one was headed by `Abd b. al-Julanda-, and
-	 _
among the delegation two names of Azdi leaders are mentioned - Abu Sufrah
Sarif b. Zalim al-Azdi, and Jayfar b. Jashim al-AzdT. 9° The Omani delegation
was given a warm welcome in Medina and Abu- Bala delivered a speech praising
and thanking the people of Oman:
"You accepted Islam willingly, you were not forced or obliged, you did
not stand against the Prophet Muhammad, as some of the Arabs did. Then
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-`Amr b al-`As was sent to you without an army or weapons or soldiers. He
remained in your country and was welcomed among you and left your country
unimpaired. One of God's blessings to you was the embracing by `Abd and
Jayfar, the two sons of al-Juland-a, of Islam. You had been going well until you
received the news of the Prophet's death when shown doubled favour."
AbTi Bakr ended his speech by saying, "I do not fear that you control
your country or that you leave your religion. I am quite sure that you will
meet with my approval".91
From the speech we can notice the satisfaction and the warm feeling
which is expressed by Ab-u Bakr towards the people of Oman. We should also
note that the speech does not mention any apostasy on the part of the people
of Oman. The apostasy may have taken place later, but not immediately after
the Prophet's death, as we notice from this speech by Ab-u Bala, or perhaps the
-	 _
Julanda delegation represented the people of Oman and Diba was not referred
_
to as part of Oman, and Medina dealt with Diba separately since the place had
a sort of independence from the Juland-a regime in Oman. If this is the case,
the Omani accounts of `Abd and the Azd delegation are acceptable. Tabarr,
_
however, mentions that `Amr b. al-As left Oman after the Prophet's death,92and
yet in Tabarl's account we find no mention of any delegation accompanying
him, nor any mention of names. Rather he reports that 'A= went to the B.
_
`Amir tribe where an argument broke out between him and Buqayrah b.
Hubayrah, its leader when the latter refused to pay tax to Ab-u Bakr. In this
account Taban mentions `Amr alone without naming any group from the Azd
•
as being with him.93
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There is another account related by Ibn Hajar,94 who argued that all
envoys of the Prophet returned before his death with the exception of 'Arm
He is said to have been in Bahrain at the time when he heard the news of the
Prophet's death.
7The above accounts given by Taban and Ibn Hajar show us their
differences with the Omani sources; there are other minority sources which
agree with the Omani version concerning the Omani delegation. If we accept
_
Tabari's and Ibn Hajar's accounts with regard to this matter, the Omani
_
delegation did not accompany `Amr b. al-`As on his way back to Medina, in
which case they must have come to Medina later to pay homage to Abu- Bala.
The second Omani delegation who came to Medina was also reported by
the Omani sources. This delegation represented the people of Dib-a, and the
_
members of the delegation were from the B. Malik, headed by Sab-i.` ah b. 'Irk
al-Sulaym-i al-Mu'alfa b. Sa`d al-Khan-11J, and H-arrth b. Kulthrim al-Hadill.
Their aim was to secure the release of their tribesmen, who were captives in
Medina.95 AVAwtabT gives two accounts; in the first one he mentions that
they came to Abii Bakr and pleaded with him to release the prisoners; 96 in his
second account he mentions that they came to Medina after Abii Bakes death,
so that they met `Umar and asked him to free their people and return them
home. A long discussion took place between the two sides and in the end
`Amr agreed to release the captives and send them free to DibI97 Among the
_
captives was Abu- Sufrah Sa-rif b lalim.98 The story reported by al-`Awtabi is
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in fact similar to that of 	 al-Balansi who mentions that the argument
was between Abu- Bah- and `Umar, but does not mention any Omani delegation.
He reports that `Umar released the captives when he became caliph, and he
refused to take a ransom for them. He released them and they went to Basra.
He also relates to `Urwah that Abu- Bakr gave each of them five dinars.M
What is mentioned above concerning the Omani Azd delegation only
appears in the accounts of Omani sources and no Muslim author give's any
similar account regarding these facts.
In general we can conclude that the apostasy movement took place in
Dib-a since most of the Muslim authors report this story. The rest of the people
of Oman had nothing to do with the apostasy of Diba-. The people of Diba-
seem to have enjoyed a certain degree of independence from al-Julandi in
Sohar, which was recognised by the Medinan authority. The latter started to
deal with them separately from the rest of Oman by sending them tax collectors
and envoys similar to those sent to the sons of al-Julanda-
 who remained loyal
to the Medinan government. Diba- had to have an independent governor until
the end of `Umar's caliphate. 1°43 It is also noticeable that Abu- Bakr and the rest
of the caliphs after him left al-Julanda- free to run the area under his control
independently.
The accounts of the Omani sources and those of the Muslim authors are
different and conflicting, but it seems that the apostasy was true since Islam
had no strong hold in Diba-. Therefore , the apostasy is a fact which no one can
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deny, because it was not only the people of Diba- who refused to pay sadaqah
but also most of the Arab tribes. Doubt still remains concerning the story of
Laqit b Malik who was considered to be the leader of the apostasy.
2.6.2 The role of Laqit b. Malik al-Azdi
There are conflicting accounts about whom the sources describe as the
leader of the apostasy movement and the false prophet of the Azd. In all the
_
Omani sources there is no mention of Laqit b. Malik. All the sources agree
that he was from the Azd but some modern scholars differ about Laqit's
genealogy. For example, Strenziok mentions that Laciit was from the clan of
`AtTik, a very famous clan which lived in Dibg, where his followers and
supporters were to be found. 101 Whilst Wilkinson 104ails to give any information
about the character of Laq—it, he does indicate that his clan was B. Malik b.
al-Harith b. Malik b. Fahm who also resided in Diba. Earlier, al-Ya`qi-ibi,
dealing with Lail, refers to him as being from the tribe of B. Najiyah.103
Meanwhile some consider him to be from B. Thalabah of B. /vilik b. Fahm
`Ubayd al-Naji composed the following: 104
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"Upon my life, Laqit b. Malik has met with such evil as brought shame
_
on the Tha'alib notables."
Miles suggests that Laqit was one of the bravest and most ambitious
sheikhs of the Azd 105
 but he makes no further comments regarding him or his
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clan. It is hard to understand the lack of information about Laqit , s genealogy,
given that the sources mention his role in the apostasy and his claim to prophet-
hood. Some consider that he controlled some part of Oman before the rise of
Islam." It is impossible to make any judgement regarding the role he played
prior to Islam or during the rise of Islam, since we do not have enough
information.
7Although the Omani sources deny the role of Lula, this denial does not
dismiss all the accounts mentioned above which are reported by Muslim authors,
that is, that there was some sort of rebellion in Diba but both the Muslim
authors and the Omani authors fall prey to exaggeration concerning the affair.
Apart from the apostasy movement and its consequences, the sources
provide no information about Oman during Abu-
 Bakes caliphate, which lasted
only two years, during which he spent defending Islam against the threat of
apostasy. Before Atha- Bala died, he reinstated the two brothers, `Abd and
Jayfar, the sons of al-Julanda- as governors of Oman. He also made them
responsible for tax collection in Oman; at the same time according to Khalifah
b Khayy- t, Abii Bakr appointed tiudhai fah b Mutsin al-Balq gni as governor in
Dib -i after the Riddah wars.107
Hudhaifah remained ruler of Diba- until the end of Abu- Bakes
,
caliphate."Before Abu- Bakr's death and after the Riddah war came to an end
and security and peace were regained, Abii Bakr declared war (jihad) on the
Byzantine and Persian emperors. This invitation to participate in the jihad was
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accepted by the Arab tribes who gathered in Medina to spread Islam.
According to Ibn `As -akir, 1°9Ab-u Bakr had written to those who were in charge
of tax collection in all parts of Arabia, ordering them to recruit men instead of
collecting money, in order to enable the Muslims to build up a huge army. He
mentions that `Ikrimah b Abr.
 Jahl returned to Medina with a large number of
warriors from Tih-amah, Bahrain and Oman. This is the first reference to the
arrival in Medina of the first group of Omani tribes during Abu- Bakr's lifetime,
to participate in the Islamic conquests that were to take place in `Urhar b
al-Khatt-ab's time. It is worth mentioning that during Ab-u Bakes caliphate many
,..
of the powerful tribes of Arabia who had resisted Islam during the apostasy, and
whose loyalty was therefore considered questionable, were prevented from
joining the Muslim forces in the conquests of Iraq and Syria.110
Hudhai fah b Muhsin was removed from Diba- during the caliphace of
.	 ...
_
`Umar b. al-Khattab, but no information is given about the two brothers `Abd
-
and Jayfar whom Ilmar appointed as his first governors over Oman. It is
believed that he was from the Ans -ar and was known as Abu- Bila-1 al-Ansa-1Pu
.	 .
The Muslim authors provide no information about Abu Bill, nor about the role
he played in Oman. But later in 15/636 `Umar replaced Bill with another
--governor from ThaqIf `Uthman b al-`As al-Thaqafi who had formerly been
•
governor of Bahrain)- 2 `Uthnin himself had been appointed by the Prophet
_
-leader of his tribe, Thaqif. Abu Bakr later appointed him governor of al-Talf.113
He succeeded al-`Al. ' b. alijadrami in Bahrain during the caliphate of `Umar
who then joined Oman and Bahrain under the single governorship of `Uthm-an.
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`Uthman b. al-`As followed a firm policy in the two regions; he managed
to impose obedience over the Arab tribes of Azd, `Abd al-Qays, b. Na-jiyah and
TamTin, who had taken control of the eastern coast of the Gulf. While `Uthm-an
was reorganising the administrative system in Oman and Bahrain, the campaign
of Islamic conquests started from Iraq into Iran, where most of the Arab tribes
were taking part in the important military operations. 114As a result the Muslim
army achieved a decisive victory in the battle of Jalula' in Iraq in 16/637. After
this victory the caliph `Umar b al-Khatta-b ordered his governor over Oman and
Bahrain, `Uthman b. al-As, to raid Iran from the eastern coast across the Gulf.115
,
According to the sources `Uthm-an was in Oman when he received the
orders of the caliph, `Umar 116and he spent most of his time in Diba- (where
incidentally there is still a mosque called the `Uthmani). 117 `Uthm-an started
to prepare for this campaign and he was able to form an army of three
thousand fighters from the tribes of Azd, Rasib, N;jiyah and `Abd al-Qays.
Their objective was the capture of Istakhr city, the Sasanian capital. `Uthm-an
b. al-As divided and distributed his army into various groups, as follows:
1) the Azd ShanTah group led by Sabrah b. Salinn al-tlidclanI
2) the Malik b. Fahm group led by Yazid b. Jalar al-Jandami
3) the Ra's 'Imran group led by Abii Sufrah, father of al-Muhallab
b. Abi Sufrah118
The plan of `Uthma-n b. al-`As was to cross to Persia from the closest
point on the Arab coastline. Julfa-r (a site north of present day Ra's
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_al-Khaymah) was chosen as the point for this army to cross to Ibn Kawan island
which was to be the first target for `Uthm-an's army. The distance between Ibn
Kawan island and the Persian mainland is about ten miles; after capturing it
the Muslims intended to use it as a bridge from which to launch their attack
against the Persian mainland.119
Omani sources report that the emperor sent a leader named Shuhrak at
the head of forty thousand men to meet `Uthm-an's army. He was killed in
the battle and it was said by both Abu Sufrah, al-Muhallab's father, and Nab
b. Diu al-Harrah al-Himyari. The Persian army was defeated.12°
•
The sources also report that `Uthm-an began to reorganise his army after
_
he captured Ibn Kawan island, before moving on to the Persian mainland.
Therefore he chose most of the army, those belonging to the Azd tribe, and
ordered the soldiers from `Abd al-Qays to return to the Arab coast, perhaps
to defend against Persian raids. 'Uthman and his army went deep inside Persian
territory; during his army's advance he appointed his brother al-Hakam b al-`As
in his place as leader of the army with orders to continue the mission of
conquest. 121
 Al-Hakam and his army gained a great victory at a place called
Tu-j, the result of this defeat for the Persians was a severe blow to the morale
of the Persian army, following which the Muslim army moved deeper into
Persia. 122 `Uthm-an b al-`,Ks returned to Oman after he received a letter from
the caliph `Umar and his brother al-Hakam had replaced him.123
Thus the Omanis participated in the process of conquering Persia by land
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and by sea. By land, when they had taken part with the rest of the Arab tribes
in the war from Iraq against Persia, where they were centred in Basra, and by
sea, when they crossed the sea from Oman to the Persian coast, being used to
the route as skillful navigators, where they succeeded in encircling the Persians
along with their fellow soliders.
As a result, many Omani tribes, when they joined the Islamic army of
conquest, emigrated and settled in Basra. 124 By this time for the first
time, after completing the mission of conquering Persia, they returned to
Basra.125
It is known that Basra was designed and planned to be used as a centre
for the Arab tribes in accordance with orders issued by `Umar b. al-Khatt -a. b to
..
-
n
-•Abu Mus-a al-Ash`a who was appointed as governor of Basra to organise the
settlement of the tribes there and to allot to each tribe a certain area. 126 It is
also said that Basra was founded by `Utbah b Ghazw-an by permission of the
7	 _
caliph `Umar, and that Kufa was established by Sa`d b Alm Waqqs on the
orders of `Umar himself. 127 Twenty years later Basra became one of the most
important trade centres in the Islamic caliphate, and links were established
with Basra mainly with India and China; it also became the main centre for the
gathering of Arab tribes and other nationalities. 128 The Azd of Oman had their
own quarter known as the Azd quarter (Hayy al-Azd). 129 In his account,
--
al-`Awtabi reports that the first group of Omanis to settle in Basra numbered
7
eighteen, among them the most prominent figure was Ka% b. Saw gr al-Luqayti
who was the first clad Basra appointed by `Umar b al-Khatt:ab. 130
 By the time
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Azd influence extended from Oman to Basra where the Omani presence began
to increase until it reached its highest point at the time of Ziy
-ad ibn Abihi, the
Umayyad governor of Iraq, when the Omanis began to form a strong contingent
among the Arab tribes centred in Basra, Kufa and Khwis-an.131
On the other hand, the importance of Oman increased as a controlling
centre of trade within the Gulf. This was a natural role for Oman to play,
given its geographical position at the entrance to the gulf.
Oman was connected with Basra administratively since the latter became
the base for Islamic armies which moved to Persia and other regions. This
_
connection was established during the time of `Uthman b 'Afran; 132 however,
this link did not affect the rule of al-Julanda- over Oman. He continued to carry
out administrative commercial policy providing that these policies did not clash
with the interests of Islam and the general policy of the central authority. This
administrative link between Oman and Basra strengthened the ties between
them and it was one of the factors which helped the Azd tribes to immigrate
to Basra.133
When `Umar ibn al-Khatt-ab died in 23/644 he was succeeded by 1.1thm-an
-
b. 'Affli who became the third caliph. It is reported that `Uthman b. al-'Ás
-	 -
continued as governor of Oman until `Uthman b. `Affan became caliph. 134
 No
_
governor was appointed by `Uthman over Oman, instead it was linked with
Basra, which meant that henceforth Oman no longer had any sort of direct
connection with Medina. There is little information about the period of
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`Uthnian's caliphate which concerns Oman; the sources make no mention of the
name of any governor appointed either by Medina or by Basra, and in fact, this
is a sign of the beginning of Oman's independence as a result of the negligence
on the part of the central authority which made the people of Oman resentful
of this policy.135
`Uthm-an was murdered in 36/656 as a result of a revolt against him by
a group of people from Iraq and Egypt who opposed his policies. 136 His tragic
death later caused a civil war which is known in the Islamic sources as Fitnah.
- -
'Ali b. Abi Talib, the Prophet's cousin and son-in-law was elected as caliph by
the people of Medina. He therefore succeeded `Uthm-an. The first challenge
--
to face 'Ali after he became caliph was the revolt which was led by Talhah and
. .
Zubayr with `kishah, the Prophet's wife. Their demand was that the murderers
of `Uthm-an should be brought to justice, but this was not the only reason
behind their revolt, rather there were personal causes behind their decision to
nn••
oppose the caliph. Ali's opponents went to Mecca and from there they went
:-
to Iraq. 'Ali followed them to Iraq to meet them; negotiations took place
between the two parties, but in the end these negotiations failed and war broke
out. 'All.
 b. Abi T-alib succeeded in defeating his enemies in the battle of the
Camel. Both sides suffered great losses and Talhah and Zubayr were killed.
`26;'ishah was sent back to Mecca with her brother. 137 In another development,
Mu`a-wiyah b. Abi Sufyin, who was dismissed from the governorship of Syria,
-
refused to obey 'Al- s directions and demanded that lithman's killers be brought
-7to justice. Moreover he accused 'Ali of complicity in Uthman's murder. 'Ali ;
 s
army, which was made up of Arab tribes from the Huaz and southern Arabia,
7
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-met Mu`awiyah's, which was made up mainly of Syrians, in battle at Siffin.
-
Mu`a-wiyah's army was about to be defeated when he raised copies of the Holy
Qur'an on his lances to settle the dispute peacefully. 'Ali accepted this
so-called arbitration (tahjm). A conference was held between the two parties
..
in Udhruh which was through the deceit of `Amr b al-`Äs, the representative of
Mu`a-wiyah, to depose 'Ali from the caliphate and to transfer it to his client
Mu`a-wiyah.138
7The results of the arbitration angered 'Ali ; s supporters who totally
refused the outcome of the arbitration. The dispute developed into open
-.-,hostilities when some of 'Ali s supporters in Kufa and Basra asked him to
-	 ...
confess his mistake and repent to Allah concerning his dealings with Mu`awiyah
in accepting arbitration. Because 'Air rejected their offer, they broke away
(kharaju-) from his army and went to a place called Haru-r-a' where they
7
assembled. 'Ali tried to win them back, but they refused, and he found himself
obliged to fight them in a battle at al-Nahraw-an where the majority of them
were killed. 139
 As a result the opposition inside 'AI's party increased and many
of his supporters left him, causing him to delay his war with Mu`a-wiyah. The
7
situation remained this way until 'Ali was assassinated by one of the dissenters
in 40/661. 'Ali- b Abl- T-alib's assassination paved the way for Mu`a-wiyah to take
over the caliphate.140
These dramatic events reflected badly on the Muslim community which
from now on became busy with their differences as a consequence of civil war.
Also it resulted in separation and division within the Muslim Umma which led
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to the rise of political parties, such as the Khavrarij, ShI`ah, Murj'iyyah and the
`Uthin-aniyyah, etc.
The Omanis were among those who took part in these events, since many
of their number, from the Azd group in particular, participated on 'Al's side in
this war and later many Omanis turned against 'Ali himself in the battle of
Haru-ra-'. 141 The Omanis as well as other Muslims were strongly affected by these
..
events; their legacy was the Ib -adi. doctrine which was established a few years
—
later, and whose teaching spread to Oman and other countries, since the Ibadi
was followed by the Omanis, the separation of Oman from the body of the
caliphate became only a matter of time.142
During `Ares  caliphate the situation of Oman was similar to that of the
:times of his predecessor, 'Uthm-an. The sources make no mention of 'Al ;i s
activities with regard to Oman since he was fully occupied with the restoration
7
of his rule in Iraq and Syria. This, however, did not prevent 'Ali from
appointing a governor over Oman. According to Ya`clubT, 143`AlT appointed
_
al-Haluf b. `Awf al-Azdi governor of Oman in 38/659, but he did not last long
because individuals from B. Na-jiyah residing in the north of Oman killed him.
Ya`qiibi- states that B. Na-jiyah had apostacized. 1" In my opinion, it is far from
possible for this to happen in that period because Islam was so strong so as to
prevent it. Also we do not find anything which supports al-Ya`q -ubT's account
from other sources. This story about B. N-ajiyah's apostasy related by al-Ya`q-ubi-
is associated with another account given by the same author. He reported that
some men from the B. Na-jiyah under the leadership of a man called Hurayth
•
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b. R-ashid al-N-ajr killed some people in Kufa, and they managed to escape to
the coast of Oman. They carried out some robberies on their way to their
homeland Oman. 'Alf sent a man called Ma`clil b. Qays al-Riy -alii145to Oman
and he killed al-klurayth b R-ashid and his men. He also took some of B.
N-ajiyah captive, but they were later released byAi, Li46 From Ya`clubi's story we
can notice that there were certain links between the killing of 'All's governor in
_
Oman al-Haluf b. 'Awl al-Azdi; it could be that he was killed at the hands of
•
... -
Hurayth b. Rashid al-Naji and his gang, since the latter escaped from Kufa and
-
was wanted by the central authority in connection with killing and robbery. He
-	 -
came to Oman and thus 'Al's governor, al-Haluf, may have been killed trying
..
to arrest al-Hurayth and his gang. Since they were among their tribe, B.
Na-jiyah, they must have been involved in an attempt to secure their lives, and
were thus considered by the central authority as apostates, according to
Ya`clubi.147
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MAP 1
Oman during the Riddah Movement _
'Ikramah's Route according to al-Tabari
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A COPY OF THE PROPHET'S LETTER TO THE
AL-JULANDA RULERS OF OMAN
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Appendix
The Prophet's letter to the al-Julanda rulers of Oman
Many commentators (as has been already seen) maintain that the Omanis
were forced to embrace Islam and they have based their argument largely upon
this letter. The strong, uncompromising language of the Prophet's letter cannot
be denied and such language is found in the other letters that were sent by the
Prophet to the rulers of the region and beyond. However, the fact is that the
Prophet never sent an army to Oman, as some writers have alleged nor was
there of any fighting or dispute among the Omanis themselves over the question
of whether they should become Muslims or not. When `Amr b. al-`As (by
himself, not at the head of an army) delivered the letter to the two Omani
rulers, the latter requested time to consider and discuss its contents. The Omani
sources are unanimous in relating that soon after this event the rulers together
with their tribes, embraced Islam peacefully without any opposition and `Amr
b. al-As remained in Oman as the Prophet's `cimil until the Prophet died.
For more detailed information, see above.
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From Muhammad the Messenger of God to Jayfar and `Abd the (two)
sons of al-Julanda. Peace be upon him who follows the right path
(al-hud5).
To continue I call upon you both to accept Islam. Become Muslims and
you will be safe. For indeed I am God's Messenger to all Mankind to warn
every living creature, (so that) "the unbelievers will deserve punishments". 1 If
you both accept Islam I will give you authority to rule, but if you refuse, then
your sovereignty will pass from you and my cavalry (lit, my horses) will occupy
your country and my prophethood will gain supremacy over your sovereignty.'
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Notes to Appendix
1.	 cf. Qur'an, Yasin, 70.
2a. The original letter is kept in the MSS section (D-O'irat al-MakhtiiEt) of
the Omani Ministry of National Heritage and Culture, Muscat.
2b. A photocopy of the Prophet's letter has been published in tlanild
Watha'ici, 4th Edition, 1983, 162. Also the text of the letter has been
published in numerous works by Omani writers, e.g., `Awtabi, Ans -Ob, Ms.
f., 272b; Salimi, Tuhfah, I, 39.
2c. Ross, Annals, 9, strangely supplies only a rough paraphrase of the letter,
despite the fact that he translates word by word the rest of Izkawi,
Kashf, which concerns the history of Oman.
2d. It should be noted, however, that certain Western scholars have expressed
doubts concerning the authenticity of this and similar letters addressed by
the Prophet to other rulers.
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Table 2
The governors of the Rightly Guided Caliphs in Oman
Governor Caliph
_ -
1. Hudhai,fah b. Muhsin al-Ghalfani Abui Bala al-Saddlq
_
2. Abu Bilal al-Ansari `Umar b. al-Khata)
3. `Uthman b. al-`As `Umar b. al-Khat;b
_	 —
4. al-Haluf b. `Awf al-Azdi 'Ali b. Abi Talib
_ -
5. Ma`cial b. Qays al-Riyahi
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Notes
1. Concerning the situation in Arabia before Islam see Kennedy, Prophet,
15-28. al-`Ali, Imtida-d, 3-4, 'Ali, Mufassil, IV, 158-271; ed, Holt,
History,, Shahid, "Pre-Islamic", 3-29. Naboodah, Eastern 99;
Donner, Early, Ch. I, 11-49, cf. "Arabia", E.I., 367-380.
2. For more details about the origin of the Julanda- family of the Ma`walr
clan and its rule in Oman prior to the advent of Islam, see `Awtabi,
Ana), MS, 286a; Izkawi, Kashf, MS, 451; Ibn Ruzayq, Sal-II-fah, MS.,
f.141A; Ibn Ijazm, Jamharah, 361-2; Ma`waii, Nubdhah, Ms, 420-37; ed,
'Ashur, Ta-rikh, 27; Salini, Tuhfah, 1, 23; full discussion is also given by
Wilkinson, "Julanda", J.O.S., 97-8; cf. Miles, Countries, I, 24; Naboodah,
Eastern Arabia, 133-4; "Azd", Ed., 811-13; Ross, Annals, J.A.S.B. 118,
Mufassil, IV, 441; A`sha, Diw-an, 63:
I 
	
" 
And Julanda— is residing in Oman while Qays is in his exalted
(palace) in Hadramawt.
3. Ibn `Abd al-Barr, Isti`b, I, 100; Ibn Hisham, Sir* IV, 279; Ibn
Habib, Muhabbar, 77; Ibn `Abd Rabbih, `Iqd, III, 386; see also `Awtabi,
Ans-ab, MS. 260; Izkawl, Kashf, MS, 450; Ibn Ruzayq, SahTiah, MS
f149a; Ma`wali, Qisas, MS, f1256; Salimi, Tuhfah, I, 39; 	 'Ash-nr,
Tiah, 40. Cf. Wilkinson, "Julanda", J.O.S. 97; ' Miles, Countries I, 30;
`Amad, Harakat, 4; Naboodah, Eastern 153.
4. `Awtabr, Ansb, MS. 271b; Izkawi, Kashf, MS. 450; Ibn Ruzayq, Sahrfah
MS. f.149a; see also Wilkinson, "Relationship", P.S.A.S. 44; Naboodah,
Eastern 63; Williamson, "Sohar", P.S.A.S. 84; Miles, Countries, I, 27.
5. Sohar is situated on the low, sandy coast of the Batinah. This location
made Sohar a suitable stopping point on the route from the Gulf to India
or to Africa. Sohar also served as the seat of the government in both the
Sasanian and early Islamic period. For more information about this city
see,_Yaqiit, Mujam, III, 393-4; Himyari, Rawd, 354-355; Maqdisi,
Taqasim, 30-34; Mujam mentions Sohar to be situated in the land of B.
Tamlin, III, 825; Jawhari, Sihah, II, 709; Ibn Manzar, Lisi-n IV, 415,
Istakhri, Masalik 25; Ibn al-Mujawir, Mustabsir, 285. See also for more
detailed discussion, Williamson, "Sohar", P.S.A.S., 82; E.I. Sohar;
Jun-yan, "Relations", J.O.S. 91-108; 	 'All; Tanzimat, 258; 	 Nadvi,
"Navigation". I.C. 76; Hanhkii, Dawr Hisad,	 Masarri, TijWrat,
291; Akhbar, 7-8.
6. `AwtabT, Ans-ab 271b, MS. The B. Julana controlled the area of Oman
on the basis of a treaty reached between the two parties awarding the
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Sasanians the right to appoint a Persian agent with 4,000 troops based
on the coast of Oman. See Izkawi, Kashf, 452; Ibn Ruzayq, Sahifah,
MS. f. 149a; Salimi, Tuhfah, I. For more discussion of this treaty, see,
Wilkinson, "Relationship", P.S.A.S. 44; cf. Naboodah, Eastern, 154.
	
7.	 `Awtabi, Ansab, MS. f. 271b, Izkawi, Kashf, MS. 451; Ibn Ruzayq,
SallTfah, MS. f. 149a.
	
8.	 Ibn Habib, Muhabbar, 265-7; Ya`qTibl, firrkh, I, 314; TawhIdT, 'mid',
,
I, 84-5; Isfaharii, Azminah, II, 163; 'Ali, Mufassil, VII, 368; for more
detailed information about these asw-aq see also Afgh5.-nT, Aswa-q, 231-347;
`AwtabT, Ans-ab, Ms. 4a.
9. Christianity made more ground in Syria and Iraq, Yemen and the Gulf
region. Many Christian missionaries sent by the Roman Empire played
a part in converting some Arab tribes to Christianity, and Christianity also
spread through the Nestorian Lakhmids of Iraq who enjoyed political
influence over the Arab Gulf region before Islam, ed. Pridham, `Umar,
"Islamisation", 30.
10. Tabari, Tarikh, III, 29; `Awtab-i, Ans-ab, MS. f. 66B, Ibn Ruzayq,
§ahTfah, f. 149a. The Majlis of Oman were known as ahl al-bilOCI, who
were of non-Arab origin.
11. TabarT, Thiikh, III, 29; `AwtabT, Ans-ab, MS. f. 66b; `A1-1, Mufassil, IV,
200-203; SalimT, Tuhfah, 39, mentions that the Persian inhabitants of
Oman were Magians; no further details given by him regarding the
religion of the Arab tribes.
12. Bahl; Mulam, IV, 1222; mentions that the inhabitants of the village of
Mazun• in Oman were all Jewish, cf ed. Pridham,` Umar, "Islamisation",
30, asserted that the Jews came to the Gulf area as traders and
immigrants, mainly from Iraq. Sa-limi, Tuhfah, I, 44 mentions a story of
a Jew from Oman with `Amr b. al-`As the Prophet's governor of Oman
which proves that there was a sort of Jewish community in Oman, namely
at Sohar, the commercial towns.
13. Especially from the Arab tribes of Niz-arr origin which arrived in Oman
from north Arabia, in addition to the Azd who came to Oman in the
second wave of Azd migration by the sixth century. See Ibn Durayd,
Ishtiq-aq, 46B; Kalbr, Asn-am, 6-64.
14. Kalbl, Asn- m, 63; the idol Ba.jir was known in the Omani sources as
N-ajir, see `Awtabl, Ans-ab, MS. f. 119b; IzkawT, Kashf, MS. 450; Ma`walr,
Qisas, MS. f. 11b, Slimi, Tuhfah, I, 36-37; SayyabT, `Umin, I, 107;
Usd 	 IV, 269-70 mentions Bajir as Najir, see Ibn
`Abd al-Barr, Isti`ib, II, 6.
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15. Zubayri, Nasab, 13; Ya`qubi, Tarikh, I, 370; Ibn Hisham, Sirah, I, 108;
Ibn Habib, Muhabbar, 168. See also Ibn Hazm, Jamharat 163-164.
16. Ibn Sa`d, Tabact, III, 226; cf. 'Ali, Mufassil, VII, 527:  'Ali, "Ansijah",
517-8;	 Mufassal VII, 376; 'see also ed. Pridham, `Umar,
"Islamisation", 35; Naboociah, Eastern 87; Hasan, Trikh, I, 64.
17. No information is provided by the sources to prove that any contacts had
been made by the Prophet Muhammad with Oman, except that some
sources mention a group of Omani Azd having arrived in Medina in
6/627.
18. `Awtabi, Ans-ab MS. 119a; Ibn `Abd al-Barr, Iseab II, 6; Ibn al-Athir,
Usd, IV, 269; `Awtabi, Ans-ab, MS. f. 119a; Izkawi, Kashf, MS. 450;
Ibn Zurayq, Sah-ifah, MS. 10A; Ma`wali, Qisas, MS. 253; Salimi, Tuhfah,
I, 36; ed. `Ashiir, ThrTich 37.
19. `Awtabi, Ansab, MS. f. 119a; Izkawi, Kashf, MS. 450; Ibn al-Athir, Usd,
IV, 270; Ibn Ruzayq, SaliTfah, MS. 10a; Ma`wali, Qisas, MS. 253; ed.
'Ashur, Trikh, 37; Slimi, Tuhfah, I, 36.
20. `Awtabi, Ans-ab, MS. f. 119a.
21. `Awtabi, Ansab MS. 119b; Ibn Ruzayq, Sahifah, MS. 109; Salimi,
Tuhfah, I, 37; Sayyaol, `Urn- n, I, 108; cf. Ross, Annals.
22. Naboodah, Eastern, 193.
23. Ibn Sa`d, Tabaciat, II, 114-15.
24. Ibn Sa`d, Taba6t, II, 115. See also Nuwayri, Nih-4a., XVIII, 114-15.
25. Ibn Sa`d, Tabaq-a.t, II, 115.
26. Tabari, Tarikh III, 301; Baldhurr, FutTih, 89-92; Ibn Hazm, Jamharat,
431.
27. Ibn Sa`cl, Tabaciat, II, 116; see Nuwayri, Nihaya_, XVIII, 116; Hamid
Waiha'iq, 164.
28. Ibn Sa`d, Tabaq4 II, 116.
29. Yaqut, Mujam, II, 435.
30. Balalhuri, Ans-ab, I, 529; see Ibn Sa`d, Tabaciat, V, 385.
31. ed. Pridham, `Umar, "Islamisation", 36.
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32. According to the sources `Amr had accepted Islam in 8/630, i.e. the same
year he was dispatched to Oman; see Tabari, Tarikh, III, 29-31.
33. Ibn Hisham, Sirah, IV, 279; Bal -adhuri, Futiih, 87; Tabari, Tarikh, II,
95; Ibn Sa`d, Tabacft, II, 27; Ibn	 kgmil, II, 185; Ibn `Abd
al-Barr, Isti`ib, I, 100; Ibn `Abd Rabih, `Iqd, III, 386; Ya`q-ubi, 	
II, 85; Ibn Habib, Muhabbar, 77; Ibn `Abd al-Hakam, Futiih, 45; Zabidl,
T-4 III, 105; Qalqash.ndi, Subh, VI, 380. See also `Awtabi", Ans-ab, MS.
f. 272a; IzkawT, Kashf, MS. 451; 	 Ruzayq, Saliffah MS. f. 149a;
Ma`walr, Qisas, MS. 131); Salimi, Tuhfah, I, 3; cf. Hamid
Wath-alq, 161; - `Ani, `Um-an, 75; ed. Pridham, `Umar, "Islamisation", 37;
Haykal, al-Fgrirq, II, 85; Dawardi, Kanz, III, 64.
34. Baladhuri, Futuh, 87.
35. Bala-dhuri, Futiih, 87.
36. Ibn Hajar, Is-abah, VII, 80; Balallhur-i-, Futiih, 87. According to Ibn
Hazm, Jamharat, 352, Abii Zayd al-Ansari was a man called Sa`id b. `Aws
b. Thibit, and he was well-known as a grammarian, who died in Basra
in 215/830.
37. Tarikh, II, 645, III, 95. Until 6/627 Amr b. al-`As did not convert to
Islam; see Nuwayri, Nih5ya., XVIII, 167. Tabari mentions that `Amr
became a Muslim in 8/629 in the same year in which he had been sent
as an envoy to Oman, III, 29-30. See Nuwayri, Nihya, XVI, 421-20.
38. r.f -r-i-kh, III, 95, II, 645. See also Dawai-ii, Kanz, III, 64.
39. 16mil, II, 185, Waqidi, Maghazi, II, 634.
-
40. Ibn Hisham, Sirah, IV, 279; Hasan, Tarikh, I, 112.
41. Mas`iidi, Tanbih, 240.
42. Tirikh, II, 85, cf. Ibn Abd al-Barr, Istrab, I, 100; Ibn `Abd Rabbih,
`Iqd, III, 386; Ibn Habib, Muhabbar, 77. cf, Haykal, 	  II, 85.
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CHAPTER III
OMAN'S RELATIONS WITH THE UMAYYADS AND THE KHAWARIJ-
IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE FIRST CENTURY HIJRAH
3.1	 The relations between Oman and the Umayyad caliphate
3.2	 The expedition of al-Qsim al-Muzani to Oman
-3.3	 Oman and the earliest Khawarij
3.4	 Notes
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3.1	 The relations between Oman and the Umayyad caliphate
It is worth mentioning here, before going into detail about the relation
—
of the Umayyad with Oman, that the Ibadis held the view that all caliphs and
their governors starting from Mu`a-wiyah were tyrants (jababirah). 1 The IbalTs
declared disassociation (bari'ah) from them with the exception of `Umar b. `Abd
- -.-
al-`Aziz. Some 'bad' scholars state that he was a legal imam because of the
consensus of the Muslims (ijmii) al-ummah) to accept his imamate.2
-After Mu`awiyah became caliph, following the murder of 'Au, a new era
of Islamic history under Umayyad rule began. Also the independence of Oman
under the rule of `Abb-ad b. `Abd al-Julanda-, who succeeded his uncle Jayfar b.
al-Julanda- in the reign of the caliph `Uthma-n,3 was set to increase as a result
of Mu`a-wiyah's coming to power, since the new caliph was preoccupied by the
opposition to his authority and in crushing his enemies elsewhere.
With regard to the relations between Oman and the new caliph, no
communication between the two sides is reported by the sources, nor were any
sort of relations established. `Abbad b. Julanda-
 who continued to rule Oman, did
not openly oppose the first Umayyad caliph in Damascus and therefore
Mu`a-wiyah from his side did not see in Oman any sort of threat to his
leadership and so there was no reason for him to attack it militarily. The
Omani sources report that Mu`a-wiyah had no power over the people of Oman,4
which indicates that his rule was not recognised by the people of Oman.
Miles supports this idea by mentioning that Oman, like other provinces
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of Arabia, refused submission to the first Umayyad caliph and remained for
some time independent.5 Hitti, however, in his account, regards Oman, during
-
MWawiyah's caliphate as fully incorporated into the Umayyad realm;6
whilst Dixon indicates that the Omanis had rejected total Mu`a-wiyah's caliphate,
and they proved this by ceasing to pay the tax (zaka-h) to the treasury (Bayt
al-Mal), which they used to pay since the time of the Riddah war.7
Having said that, there is another account, which indicates that Oman
-
-
was brought under MuCwiyah's authority by his governor Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan.
Oman, which until recently belonged administratively to Medina, was transferred
-by the governor of Iraq, Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, from the Hijaz to Basran
administration.8 (It continued to be governed from Basra during the Umayyad
period and also during the first period of the Abbasid caliphate.)
The links between Oman and Basra go back to the second caliph, `Umar
b.al-Khattab who established them during the Islamic conquests. Basra itself
had witnessed, during the latter part of M4ii-wiyah's rule, 41-61/661-80, and
under Yazid I, 61-64/680-83, the rise of the power of the Azd, whose number
had been increased by supplementary migration. 9 Modern scholars face a
particularly awkward problem in attempting to distinguish between the various
Azd sub-groups regarding their migration and settlement patterns in Basra and
this is due to the scarcity of information dealing with this subject'? The name
of the Azd finds frequent mention in our sources amongst the Arab tribes
known to have settled in the Basra area during the early period of Islamic
history. Our interest here is to investigate the origin of the members of the Azd
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confederation, in order to discover which of them were Omani. However, it
remains unclear to this writer which group of Azd is being referred to here.11
Using Abu- `Ubaydah's account, 12Caskel argues that the majority of Azd present
in Basra before the year 59/678 hailed from the Daws group, while the Omani
Azd, he continues, migrated to the city after this date.13
Wilkinson disagrees with Caskel's view, claiming that the Azd of Oman
featured significantly in Basra before 59/678. He argues also that "in the first
decades of Islam the Azd from the Sar-at and Slirri (Syria) dominated the
alliance in Iraq and that later it was the Omani Azd who did so". 14 Wilkinson's
argument is based on Wellhausen, who suggested: "It must not be thought,
however, that all the Azd had come to Basra only in the year 60/679. There
were already Azdites there before that, and those certainly belonged, just as
much as those in Kufa, to the western branch which had its home on Mount
Sar-at to Daws mostly".15
During the reign of Mu`awiyah and his son Yazid I, the domination of
the FLidda-n group within the Azd confederation in Basra began to fade,
following the arrival of large groups of Azd Oman to the area, especially during
the governorship of `Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad. 16 The Ma'a-wil appear to have been
one of the most important Azd groups in Basra during the period of
Mu`a-wiyah's caliphate with their numbers substantially increased.17
After the death of Yazid I in 63/682, we begin to receive a slightly
clearer picture of the structure of the Azd confederation in Basra. The `Atik
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clan of Azd under its leader Mas`ud b. `Amr al-`Atiki assumed control and led
his tribes against the confederation of Mudar. However, the Azd tribes from
both Oman and elsewhere formed a Qaht-ani confederation in the same manner
as other Arabian tribes had done in the garrison towns. 18 The reason this
confederation was known as al-Azd may be explained by the preponderance of
- -
the Azd in Basra over the Qahtani tribes.19
By this time the old tension between Tam-im and Rabi`ah had increased;
RabTah then allied themselves with Azd, and came under their protection, whilst
Tamtm allied themselves with the Qays of Mudar. 20 This resulted in the
emergence of two groups constantly feuding with each other. Their feud
- -
extended to Khurasan where there were also Azdi tribesmen. This constant
conflict between Mudar (Tamim and Qays) and the Qahta-n (Azd and RabTah)
had also appeared on the scene there. 21 With the increase of the Kharijite
threat these two parties buried their differences and united in order to stave off
the creeping menace presented by the rebellious activities which had begun to
dominate the city of Basra. 22 This had the effect of bringing into the conflict
the Omani leader, al-Muhallab b. Al; Sufrah, a new arrival to Basra, who
gathered around himself a large group of Omani warriors to combat the
Khaw-arij.23 Thus Basra, between the period 65-66/684-5, witnessed Omani
domination within the Azd Confederation.
Along with two main Omani groups which find mention in the sources,
-
namely the Ma`awil and the `Atik, we include the Yahmad and Malik b. Fahm
grouPs.24 By the end of the second civil war the Azd groups from Oman started
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making their way to Khurasan where they were to exert considerable influence
and where they significantly affected Umayyad policy in the eastern province
of the caliphate.25
The authority of the Umayyad caliphs appears, however, to have been
merely nominal until the accession of the Umayyad caliph `Abd al Malik b.
Marwan (65-86/684-705) who sent through his governor of Iraq, al-Hajjaj
75-95/694-714, various expeditions in an attempt to control Oman and restore
it to Umayyad rule. `Abd al-Malik b. Marw—an had faced during his caliphate
various crises: there was the civil war between himself and Ibn al-Zubayr, 26 on
one hand and on the other there was the Kharijite movement, which reached
the height of activity at this period. 27 There were also the minor, scattered
revolts which rose in the heart of the caliphate28 and which affected Umayyad
policy towards a number of regions which lay outside its control. Oman was not
only an outlying province but also a mountainous region difficult to penetrate.
Its western borders were the desert (the Empty Quarter) which could be used
as an escape route in times of emergency.
The civil war between `Abd al-Malik b. Marwn and `Abdall—ah b.
al-Zubayr, together with the remoteness of Oman from the central government,
encouraged the Omanis to seize this opportunity of re-asserting the
independence they had maintained since the time of the Prophet.29 Having
succeeded in suppressing the insurrection of the opposition groups, the Umayyad
focussed their attention on the Gulf Coast of Arabia in general and on Oman
in particular, where opposition to their rule began to increase and threaten
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Umayyad interests in the area, especially after the rise of Basra as a trade
centre. Since trade came to Basra through the Gulf waters, it was important for
the Umayyads to secure the trade route from any rising power in the region,
especially Oman, which controlled the mouth of the Gulf. `Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan had chosen for this task al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf al-Thaqafi, who held the
governorship of Iraq which was considered the most responsible post in the
whole of the Islamic Empire.30 Al-Hajlaj, who is well-known to have been
severe with his enemies, had shown determination to control Oman and bring
e.•
it back under his authority, whatever the price. To achieve this end, al-klajjaj
b. Yu-suf at first contented himself with despatching envoys, charged to demand
submission and payment of tax (zaka-t) to the Umayyad caliphate. 31 The two
joint rulers of Oman, Sa`rd and Sulaym-an, the sons of `Abb-ad b. `Abd b.
_
al-Julanda b. al-Mustakbar, rejected these demands with disdain.32
The Omanis felt that their independent position in the Islamic caliphate
was threatened by the energetic policies of al-Hajfaj, which were directed
towards making the authority of the caliph `Abd al-Malik effective throughout
the empire.33 Al-Hajlaj thereupon determined to reduce the power of the
_
al-Julanda rulers and only by successive military campaigns was able to restore
order and control them by controlling Oman. He was successful in Oman
which was subjected to caliphate rule once again. He sent several armies
against the people of Oman, but details are known only of the last three
campaigns.34
The early Islamic sources do not usually concern themselves with minor
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events in the outlying provinces, and thus events which took place in Oman
during this particular time were dealt with in a summary fashion. These
_
campaigns were only mentioned briefly by Khalifah b. Khayy-at.35 The account
of Ibn `As-a1dr,36
 in the later sources, is not only brief and confused but is also
unreliable, since his account reads more as a fable than a history. 37 However,
we are fully informed by most Omani local history sources of this event.38
No date has been given for the earliest, unsuccessful, campaigns that
al-Hajraj sent against Sa`id and Sulayman. In the first of these a force sent by
7	 _
sea to Oman was defeated and routed by an Azdi army under Sulayman b.
cAbb-ad. This force was one of many armies despatched to Oman by al-klajj-aj
and according to Omani tradition they were all crushed by the Omani defenders,
and sent back from where they came.39
The first Umayyad governor sent by al-klajjaj, as Ibn Khayyat mentions,
was Mus- b. Sin-an b. Salmah,4°but he failed in his task, because of the Omanis'
..-.
rejection of Umayyad policy in their country. Then al-Huai sent another
,
governor, Tafil b. Husayn al Bahrani to Oman, to replace Musa b. Sinan.41
_
According to Ibn Khayyat, he managed to control Oman, but later al-Hajj-aj
recalled him to Iraq and ordered him to appoint someone else to take up his
post. Flajib b. Shibah then took his place until he died. 42 No reason is given
for the cause of his death, nor is any information available about the reason for
...•	
...	 ....
Tafil al-Bahrarn's recall to Iraq, but it seems that the increasing Omani
opposition and their hostility to Umayyad rule was behind this change. It
appears that this opposition led al-Hajj-aj to consider sending a major military
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expedition to control Oman and to suppress the insurrection of Omani Azd,
( n 	 4...•	 ...	 n.•
under Said and Sulayman, sons of `Abbad b. al-Julanda.
-	 -3.2	 The expedition of al-Qasim al-Muzani to Oman
Having succeeded in crushing the rebellion of `Abd al-Rahm-an b.
al-Ash`ath,43 al-Hajj-aj now had a free hand to deal with Oman. After his
previous unsuccessful attempt to end the Azd revolt against the Umayyads he
_
now despatched a well-equipped army under the command of Qasim b. Sha`wah
_
al-Muzani by sea to Oman." The ships of al-Q-asim with its large force,
reached the coast of Oman and landed near the village of Hatt-at.45 The
appearance of al-Q-asim's fleet was speedily communicated to the Omani army,
_
whose cavalry, led by Sulayman b. `Abb-ad, attacked him and his forces. After
a fierce encounter the Umayyad army was routed, al-Qa-sim and a number of
his men having been slain.' 6 When the news of his army's defeat reached him,
al-Hajj-aj was incensed and became intent on revenge. He therefore discouraged
the Azd of Basra from any idea they may have had of helping their
fellow-tribesmen in Oman by keeping the Azdite chiefs under close
observation.° Al-klajj-aj then ordered a general levy of the Niza-ri- tribes, and it
_
- .
nis said the number of the Niza army was about 40,000. This force was sent
in two parts one by land and the other by sea.
O..	 _
Command was given to Muja`ah b. Sha`wah al-Muzani, a brother of
al-Q-asim, killed in the last campaign.48 Muja-`ah meanwhile commanded the sea
force, which had been transported by sea down the Persian Gulf. But the army,
which consisted of about 20,000 men, both horsemen and men mounted on
84
camels, took the land route to Oman, and arrived before the sea force which
might have sailed late. Sulayman b. `Abbad and his troups, which consisted of
3,000 horsemen and 3,500 on camels, met the Umayyad army 49 and were able
to defeat the land division in a great battle. According to Omani historical
sources, Sulayman b. `Abb-ad after this battle knew nothing about that part of
the Umayyad army which had been sent by sea, and in fact drew near to Omani
territory soon after the Umayyad land force had been defeated.5°
The Omani sources do not contain any information about the condition
- --
of the Nizari tribesmen in this army, nor do they report anything relating to the
losses on both sides, which led to the conjecture that the Umayyad army might
have fled. The Omani sources have given the name of the place where the
- 7battle took place as being near the water of al-Bulga`ah. 51 Al-Salim' gives more
details about its location and says it is near the village of Bawshar. 52 Miles was
confused regarding the place and asserted that it was near al-Buraymi in the
extreme north of Oman. Meanwhile Muja-`ah and the fleet were informed off
the coast of Julfa-r about the defeat of the land army. 54 He changed his
destination and made towards the B-atinah coast, where he landed, having been
informed that Sald b. `Abb-ad had been left with only a small force, while his
brother Sulayman, with the rest of his supporters, was fighting the army that
-had come by land.55 Muja`ah's army arrived at Barka', and was able to route
Sa`id b. `Abbad and his small group at there. Sald, realising that with such a
small number of men he could not withstand the large army of Muja`ah,
retreated by night and took refuge in the al-Jabal al-Akhdar mountains 56but was
pursued and besieged. 57
 When Sulayman heard of this he turned back to help
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_his brother and his followers. Before he went to meet Muja-`ah, Sulayman
attacked the 300 ships of the Umayyad army in the port of Muscat. He
succeeded in setting fire to fifty of Muja-`ah's ships,58 while the rest of the fleet
managed to escape from Muscat for the open sea. Having heard about
Sulayma-n and his army coming to fight him, Mula`ah found himself unable to
cope with the former's army, so he withdrew his force from the al-Jabal
al-Aldidar, turned back towards the coast and was met by Sulaym -an's army at
-
the town of Sama'il, on the road between the al-Jabal al-Alchdar and Muscat,
-
where a battle was fought between them resulting in the defeat of Muja`ah's
army, the latter managing to escape in a ship to Ju1far,59 from where he wrote
to al-Hajj-aj asking for re-inforcements. Hearing of the defeat, al-Hajj -aj sent
.	 .
reinforcements of 5,000 Syrians from Ba-diyat al-Shim under the command of
`Abd al-Rahm-dn b. Sulayma-n.60
- --	
_
According to al-Salimi, Sulayman and Sa`id were informed of the coming
of this force by an Azdi from Basra who was in the Umayyad army. 61 The two
Julanda- rulers after hearing this, realised that they could no longer resist
al-Hajj -aj's army. Muj-a`ah set out again. He was now able to subdue Oman
_
without difficulty, especially after Sulayman and Slid who fought bravely until
all hope had gone, fled with their families and other members of their tribe
across the sea to East Africa (the land of Zanj). It is not known where they
settled there.62 It has been reported that they remained in East Africa until
they died.63
 This also was a new era for the Omani Arabs in East Africa.
There they established in recent centuries an independent state ruled by
Omanis.64
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Following their flight, Muja`ah and `Abd al-Rahman entered Oman where
they punished its inhabitants for having supported the Umayyad opposition.°
Although no date is given by the sources for the control of Oman by al-Hajraj,
_
Wilkinson suggests that the al-Hajjaj invasion probably took place about 86/705.66
The same suggestion was also made by Dixon,67 who mentions that after
al-Hajjaj crushed the revolt of `Abd al-Rahman b. al-Ash`ath (ended in 85/704),
he was then free to deal with Oman. However, one can conclude from the
-
account of the Omani sources that al-Hajjars campaigns took place during the
_
life of `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, not after his death. Al-klajjaj appointed
_
--	 .
al-Khayyar b. Subrah al-Mujaslu 17 governor of Oman and he remained there
until the death of al-Hajiaj.68 No information is given by the sources as to
whether he faced any further trouble from the people of Oman. The
appointment of al-Khayyar al-Mulash `i as governor of Oman, according to
-
al-`Awtab7, took place during the caliphate of al-Walil b. `Abd al-Malik
..-(86-96/705-714) and the reason behind al-1jajjaj ,
 s selection of al-Khayyar was
_
because of his hostility towards the sons of al-Muhallab Yazid and his brothers69
_
who, during the caliphate of Sulayman b. `Abd al-Malik, became powerful after
they had been discredited by al-Hajjaj, during the reign of al-Walid b. `Abd
al-Malik.
_
The Omani sources mention that al-Khayyar followed an extremely harsh
policy towards the Azd of Oman and all the Yemeni tribes, in order to please
••••••
his master, al-ljajjaj, who was anti-Azd because of his enmity towards the
Muhallabid family.70 But when YaZd b. al-Muhallab became governor of Iraq,7'
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-
he appointed his brother Ziya-d b. Muhallab governor in Oman.72The latter had
- -	 - -
written to SaTd b. Hani al-Hamdani (who was sent as governor of Oman by
_
Yazid b. Muslim, the governor of Iraq after the death of al-Hajjaj), asking him
-to imprison al-Khayyar. When Ziyad arrived in Oman he ordered al-IChayyar
- --b. Subrah al-Majashil to be killed.73 According to Ibn Khayyat, `Abd al-Rahrrin
-
b. Salim al-Kalbi was governor of Oman before al-Khayy-ar.74 No details are
provided by the other sources to confirm this claim.
There is in fact some confusion regarding `Abd al-Malik b. Marw-an's
governors in Oman, as reported by the Omani sources and another Islamic
source, not only concerning the length of time they held their posts but also
concerning their names, and the period they spent in Oman. 76 Zili.d b.
_
al-Muhallab remained governor of Oman until Sulayman b. `Abd al-Malik died.
_
When `Umar b. `Abd al-`Aziz became caliph, he deposed Yaz-id b. Muhallab
from the governorship of Iraq. 76 He appointed `Adi b. Artah al-Fazari in his
place.77
 The new governor had sent several governors to Oman, but the
people of Oman did not like their policy.78
According to al-Izkawi `Adi b. Art-ah himself was appointed by Caliph
`Umar II over Oman, but he subsequently removed him and appointed in his
_
place `Umar b. `Abdallah b. Talhah al-Ansa-r1.79 It is related that it was the
caliph himself who selected al-Ansa-rr to be sent to Oman. According to custom,
the governor of Iraq or sometimes of Basra, used to appoint the governors of
Oman and Bahrain.8° This move by the caliph has something to do with the
complaints he had received from the people of Oman about the Umayyad
- _ -
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governors who were appointed directly from Iraq. `Umar al-Ansari had
implemented a lenient policy towards the inhabitants of Oman. He was also of
a benevolent disposition, and won the affection of the people, so that they paid
their tribute willingly.81 `Umar II had shown a desire of following his governor's
policy in the provinces. According to al-Bala-dhurT,82 on the authority of Abu-
- -	 -	 - -_
al-Hasan al-Mada'ini `Umar II wrote to `Adi b. Artah al-Fazari, his governor in
Basra, regarding the land tax (khalaj) of Oman as follows.
-	 _ -
"Greetings, I have previously written to `Amr b. `Abdallah [al-Ansari, his
governor in Oman], asking him to distribute whatever he received in Oman from
date or grain tithes among the poor of its inhabitants, the nomadic people who
may descend on it and those who through need, poverty, or persecution of the
way are compelled to stay there. Regarding this, he wrote to me that having
asked those representatives who came before him to Oman about these articles
of food and dates, he was told that their representatives had sold them and
delivered the price to you. Give back to Vmar, therefore, what the
representative in Oman brought to you as the price of dates and grains, that
'Omar may invest [the money] where I instructed him, and spend it as I told
him. May this be the will of God, and peace be upon you!"
-	 - -
`Umar b. `Abdallah al-Ansari remained governor of Oman until `Umar
_
b. `Abd al-Aziz died. According to Omani sources, on the death of `Umar II,
- -
Ibn al-Ansari abdicated from his post in favour of Ziy-ad b. al-Muhallab. 83 These
-sources report that he said to Ziyad: "This is the country of your people, and
it is fitting that you should take charge of their affairs." Therefore Ziy-ad
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became governor of Oman and continued to administer its affairs until the
coming of the Abbasid caliphate.84 No activities on the part of the Umayyad
rulers have been reported by the sources except that Ibn Khayyat mentions that,
al-WalTd b. Yazid b. `Abd al-Malik had appointed Yusiif b. `Umar b.
-
Muhammad b. Kurum b. Buhays his governor of Oman.85
•
33	 Oman and the earliest Khawa-rij
It is not the intention of this study to deal with the origin of the
Kharijites, nor their doctrines or theological differences. Rather it is concerned
with the political aspect of Kharijte activities towards Oman during the Umayyad
period. One of the issues which would have the most effect on Oman was the
very appearance of the Khawirij. They have a strong association with the
country from the earliest times. Apart from the general spread of Khariji ideas,
through the close ties between Oman and Basra, Oman was directly influenced
by primitive Kharijism in the form of a Khariji revolt, by a short period of
-
subjection to the Najdat and the teaching of the militant Sufriyyah under one
of its leaders, 'Imra-n b. Hitta-n.86
The doctrines of the Khawa-rij were established after they split off from
the main body of Islam, because of the disagreement concerning the issue of
`Ali's arbitration after Siffrn. They had originally supported Al's faction against
Mu`a-wiyah's. However, when 'Ali submitted the dispute to arbitration, the
Khaw-arij took up arms against both factions. They maintained that only God
could arbitrate the issue of the caliphate, and that 'Ali had forfeited his rights
by allowing human arbitration. Such people are known as al-Muhakkrmah and
•
90
are the earliest Khawarij. However, after they were defeated by 'Aui at the
battle of Nahrawa-n, the Khaw-arij survivors apparently escaped to various parts
of the Islamic caliphate. According to al-Baghda-dr two of the nine Kharijites
who survived, took refuge in Oman, and the Khaw -arij of Oman originated from
that time.87
 Apart from this, we have little information about the earliest roots
of the Khawarij in Oman, until the first attempt by Najdah to control the
country.
-
Najdah b. `Am- ir al-Hanafi, the founder of this doctrine had established
himself in his hometown of Wadi B. Han-ifah, where he received the oath of
allegiance from his followers and tribesmen to become their imam. 88 Having
become a leader he started to raid the areas surrounding al-Yam -amah. First
he attacked the clans of Ka`b b. Rabi`ah b. `Amir b. Sa`sa`ah of the Hawazin.
•
In the following year 67/687 89 he went to the coastal strip in the north east of
--Bahrain with an army of 3,000 men, leaving `Umarah b. Salim al-Hanafi as his
representative in al-Yamamah. The purpose of this campaign was to subdue the
clans of `Abd al-Qays, the most dominant and powerful tribe in Bahrain. They
-
met at al-Qatif where the Najdat had received support from the clans of
al-Azd.9° The Azdites saw the Najda as the only hope of overthrowing the
clans of `Abd al-Qays and bringing to an end their control of the area. Once
this had been done the Azdites themselves hoped that they would be left alone
to control the entire region. With the help of the Azdites, the Najda-t succeeded
in defeating `Abd al-Qays, killing many of their men and capturing the
remainder. Following this victory, Najdah turned against al-Azd and sent his
commander, `Atiyah b. al-Aswad al-Hanafi, with an army to Oman, where
91
_`Abb-ad b. `Abd al-Juland-a and his two sons, Sald and Sulaym-an, were in control
of the country.91
-According to the sources, the Omanis had rejected outright Najdat , s
army and the two parties met as a result of this in a battle which in the end led
to the death of `Abb-ad b. `Abd, while his two sons managed to take shelter in
the Omani mountains.92 However, `Atiyah succeeded in subduing the area. The
_
name of the area where the battle took place between the Omanis and Najdat
is not provided by the sources but it would seem to have been in Sohar or in
the land between Oman and al-Yam-amah. A few months later, `Atiyah left
Oman, leaving as his representative Abii 'l-Qa-sim al-Hanaf1.93 The Omanis
-
managed to reorganise themselves once more under the Julanda- rulers, Sa`id
and Sulaym-an, and later defeated and killed Abii 1-Qa-sim al-HanafT and his
followers,94and Oman once again became completely under the domination of
the Julanda-
 family. This shows to us the strong rejection of the Omanis of the
-
-Najdat and their extremist ideas. In addition the Najdat also failed to dominate
the whole country and this fact enabled the resistance movement to consolidate
its forces and eventually to expel them.
Meanwhile, `Atiyah b. al-Aswad al-Hanafi- took the initiative in trying to
re-establish an independent state in Oman after disputing with his imam, Najdah
••••
b `Amir al-Hanafi. Failing to do this because the people of Oman refused to
accept him, he and his followers who were from different tribes, namely
Hanifah, Tam-Cm and `Abd al-Qays, crossed the Persian Gulf from Oman to
Kirm-an to join their fellow tribesmen of the Az-ariqah in the eastern province
92
of the Gulf.95 Following this incident a disagreement occurred between Najdah
b. `Amir and his supporters. The principal reason for their disagreement as
given by the sources, concerned Najdah's correspondence with their opponent
`Abd al-Malik b. Marw-an and his handing back to him a grand-daughter of
-
`Uthman b. `Affan, one of the captives acquired in the raid on al-Ta'if and
another reason was his inequality in distributing booty (fay') among his troops.96
-In fact the successes which the Najdat achieved during the early years was
helped by the general division and the internal difficulties which weakened the
movement of Ibn al-Zubayr, in Iraq, and the Umayyad aim to end the control
of Ibn Zgbayr in the Hi:ja-z. These factors played an important role in
encouraging Najdah to impose his control over Oman and Bahrain.
OM.
The Najdat failed to establish and spread their teaching among the
Omani tribes who rejected such teaching completely. This gave an opportunity
for another branch of the Khaw-arij to propagate their teaching namely the
Sufriyyah. According to Abu Said al-Kudami97 the Omanis used to follow the
Sufriyyah teaching before they became Ib-adis. The moderation of the Sufriyyah
made their teaching acceptable to some of the Omani tribes, and these at a
later date helped the Ib-adr hamalat
	 to spread Iba-dr teaching among the
Omani tribes. The first indication of Sufriyyah activities is given by
al-Mubarrad,98 who mentions that 'Imr-an b. Hitt-an, the famous poet who was
a Sufari follower, had taken refuge in Oman, during `Abd al-Malik's caliphate
where he found, according to him, many people of the Azd of Oman praising
Abu Mird-as b. •Udayyah and mentioning his good deeds. No date is given for
Ibn Hittan's stay in Oman. What we do know is that `Abd al-Malik's governor
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-over Iraq, al-Hajj-aj al-Thaqafr, after he was informed that Ibn Hittan was in
.. .
Oman, asked immediately for him to be brought to Iraq. `Indan b. Hitt-an
however realised the dangerous situation and decided to flee the country. It is
believed that he had established good relations with the Azd of Oman, and he
called upon them to join the Sufriyyah who regarded Abu- Mirda-s b. Udayyah
- :- 99 	 .
as their imam (which was also the case for the Ibadis). The Karml transmits
•
_
a poem which was composed by 'Imran b. Hittan, praising the Azd of Oman for
their hospitality during his stay among them.1°°
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We settled with God's grace in the best of dwellings, in which we enjoyed
companionship and protection.
We stayed with people, united by Allah, they have no crop except glory
to be squeezed.
[They are] of the Azd; the Azd are the most noblest of tribes,
Yemenites, who when people's pedigrees are being assessed come off
well.
-	 -
After 'Imran b. Hitta-n and his Sufri activities in Oman, the Iba-di-s became
. -
active, and hamalat al-Ilm soon began to arrive. It is also worth mentioning
_
that it is not clear at what time the Ib -adis became the dominant doctrine after
the Khaw-arij activities of Najdah and the Sufriyyah. Najdah doctrine was
rejected by the people of Oman and was driven out of the country, whilst the
Sufriyyah seems to have survived until the Ib-ad-is took the initiative and gained
..
the upper hand through the teaching of their school. The only doctrine which
94
had no roots or connections with Oman were the Az -ariqah whose ideology was
so extreme that they regarded any one who did not rise to join them in order
- .7to establish the Khanji state as a polytheist. 101 The Khawa-rij spread to most
parts of the Islamic caliphate during the campaign against the Umayyad
authority. Many of them took refuge in their countries of origin and the
majority were involved in the revolts which took place from time to time. the
-
tribes of B. Hanifah and Tamim, and also Azd, played a very important role in
the Kharijite movement with two branches the moderates and the extremists.
Oman chose moderation and accepted the Iba-diyyah as its identity.
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Table 3
The goverrnors of Oman in the time of the Umayyad Caliphate
Governor	 Caliph
1. Miisa b. Sinn b. Salamah	 `Abd al-Malik b. Marwan
2. Tafil b. klusayn
3. Hap) b. Shibah
4. Mujja` b. Su'ar
5. Muhammad b. Sa`sa`ah
6. Surah b. al-ljurr
7. Said b. 1-.1assn al-As-1dr
8. al-Khayyar b. Sabrah al-Mujash`i
9. `Abd al-Rahman b. Salim 	 al-Walrd b. `Abd al-Malik
10. `Abd al-Jabl:&- b. Sabrah
_ -
al-Mujash`i
11. SaTd b.
12. `Abd al-Rahnn b. Qays
13. Salih b `Abd al-Rahman al-Laythi	 Sulayman b. `Abd al-Malik
.	 •
14. Ziyad b. al-Muhallab
-
15. Said b. MasCid al-Mazini 	 `Umar b. `Abd
_ -
16. `Amr b. `Abdullah al-Ansari
17. al-Fayd b. Muhammad b. Kurdam	 al-Walid b. Yazid
b. Bahis	 chosen by the people of Oman
18. Ziya-d b. al-Muhallab
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3.	 Izkawi, Kashf, MS. 453; Ma`wali, Qisas MS. f. 15a; cf. ed. 'Ashur,
-
Tarikh 45; Harithi, `Uqud, 31; see also Miles, Countries, I, 45-6 who
stated that `Abbad became governor of Oman in the thirtieth year of
the Hijrah.
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CHAPTER IV
THE FOUNDATION OF THE IBADIYYAH
_ -
4.1	 The fundamental dogmas of Islam from the Ibadi point of view
4.2	 The political theory of the Ibidiyyah
4.3	 Notes
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There is little concensus among Muslim historians concerning the origins
Ow/
of the Ibadiyyah and when it was established. The short accounts given by
these historians reveal significant differences. In spite of the confusion apparent
in the sources concerning the name of Ib -adiyyah and the time at which it
- -
formed, most non-Ibadi sources indicate that the group derived its name from
'Abdullah b. Iba-d. 1 Similarly, and although they give contradictory accounts, the
_ -
prevailing opinion among Ibadi sources is that the group's name was taken from
-	 -	 -
`Abdullah b. Ibad al-Murri of Tam--im.2
-	 -Very little is known about `Abdullah b. Ibad himself, and the available
information is not sufficient to clarify his role in the establishment of the Ibadi
movement. The sources do not note where and when he was born, nor do they
describe his youth, nor the way in which he joined the movement. 3 According
_
to the rbadi sources Ibn rbad grew up during the rule of Mu`a-wiyah b. Abi
Sufy-a-n and lived until the time of `Abd al-Malik b. Marw-a-n (65-86/685-705).4 It
_
is most probable that he was born during the first decade of Mu`awiyah's
caliphate 41-60/661-680. Thus he could have been no older than twenty-four
when he participated in the defence of Mecca with Ibn al-Zubayr against the
- -
Umayyad forces in 63/681.5 Furthermore, Ibadi sources indicate that he was
included among the class of the followers (tabi`un) whom died before the end
of the first century.6
Any account of the formation of the Ib -adiyyah must be set in the context
of the political situation associated with the al-Muhakkimah a1-u- la-,7 and their
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struggle against Umayyad authority. The tensions with which the Umayyads
_
were confronted during the caliphate of Yazid b. Mu`awiyah and following his
death, provided an opportunity for opposition groups to rise and attempt to
bring down Umayyad rule by any possible means.
In 63/682 at the battle of klaria- ',8 the Umayyad Leader, Muslim b.
`Uqbah gave orders to his soldiers to sack the city of Medina and this resulted
in deaths of a large number of its inhabitants. These tragic events had a
considerable effect on the Muhakkimah, and left them little option but to
defend Mecca to prevent any repetition of such events.
-
`Abdullah b. Ib-ad participated in the defence of Mecca with other well
known figures such as INIfi` b. al-Azraq and Najdah b. 'Am-
 ir al-Hanafi, along
with Ibn al-Zubayr and his army.9
Such co-operation concealed differences in the goals and principles of the
two groups. At a later stage the Muhakkimah parted company with Ibn
al-Zubayr, after they had fought at his side, as a result of their differences on
the issue of caliphate. 10
 One group, which included Ibn Ib-aci returned to Basra
in 64/684. While another faction of the Mutalckimah made their way to
al-Yamamah where they swore allegiance to Najdah b. `Amir al-Hanafi as their
imam. 11 This group came to be known as the Najd-at. Having rejected
moderation, they turned to greater militancy as a means to obtain their goals.
Abdullah b. Ibad was arrested with Ibn al-Azraq and both were
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imprisoned with 140 other captives. 12 The disturbed political situation after the
death of Yaz-id in 64/683 enabled the Muhaldcimah prisoners including Ibn Ilici
and N-afi` b. al-Azraq to escape en masse from Basra prison, after which the
position of the Umayyad governor of Iraq, `Ubaydullah b. Ziial was greatly
weakened. 13
The Muhaldcimah escapees prevented `Ubaydull -ah b. Ziy-ad from retaining
the oath of allegiance sworn to him by the people of Basra after the death of
Yaz-id. According to al-Mubarrad, "They spread among the people calling upon
them to fight the tyrants, and they made known their position until `Ubaydulrah's
rule was overthrown." 14 He then fled to Syria.15
As a result of the vacuum left by `Ubaydullah's departure for Syria, the
Muhaldcimah found themselves at a crossroads, as differences emerged among
them regarding the way in which they should develop their opposition to the
authorities into a policy to bring them down. The Muljaiddmah were then
divided into major factions. 16 The first group included those who wanted to
stage an open rebellion (khuru-j) under the leadership of Nal? b. al-Azraq. Their
position was aided by the atmosphere of tension between the tribes of al-Azd
_
and Rabi`ali and between B. Tamim and Qays, tensions which could be
exploited to assist their rebellion.17
The other minority group which opposed rebellion (khurrij) became
known as the quietists (qceidah) and included 'Abdulla-h b. Ibal 'Abdulla-h b.
-
Suffar and others of like mind.18
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This division led to a new era in the development of the Kharijite and
mutual accusations of unbelief. It led also to a clear division in thought and
ideology. Those who favoured open rebellion (khuru-j) espoused extreme views
and adopted a militant stance towards other Muslims, including their
fellow-believers of the quietists.
Ibn al-Azraq described other Muslims as non-believers and in so doing
he declared it legitimate for his group to attack them,take their possessions as
legitimate booty and kill them (isti`ra-d). 19 He called for his followers to avoid
dealings with other Muslims, not to inter-marry with them, nor to pass on
inheritance to them.20
I t appears that the quietists chose Ibn Ib-ad as their spokesman against the
Az-a.riq6and other extreme groups. 21 Some sources relate that it was at this time
when Ibn Ib-ad became a leader of the opposition against the militant Kharijites
_
that the formation of the Ib-adi movement took place. The formation of the
Ib-adiyyah is ascribed to Ibn Ib-ad himself and he is considered by these sources
as the leader of the group and its founder22
lb-ad sources, however, ascribe to Ibn Ib-ad a secondary role compared
-	 -
to that of Jabir b. Zayd al-Azdi whom they consider to be the imam of the
Ib-adiyyah (which they refer to as the Jam-a`at al-Muslimin) and the founder of
their law (fiqh) and doctrine (madhhab) they note that all Ibn Ib-ad's words and
_
deeds were inspired by Jabir b. Zayd.23 Although the sources give this
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_interpretation, Ibn Ib-ad was in fact the leader of the Ilidis in Basra and
elsewhere.24
_
Some modern scholars consider that Jabir b. Zayd was the spiritual leader
_
- -
of the Ibadis, their faqih and mufti and that it was he who developed Ibadi
ideology to the extent that it became distinct from that of other Islamic
groupings.25
Ibn Hid was responsible for those who were involved in propagating
- 7Ibadi thought in other countries and for this reason the sources refer to him as
the head of the quietists in Basra and beyond. Ja-bir b. Zayd however was
better known for his knowledge and, as a student of Ibn 'Abbas was trusted to
-
pass on the hadith of the prophet's wife 'A-,isha.26
 fabir b. Zayd was born in
_
Oman in a village of Nizwa province called Farq. 27 He was from the Yahmad
clan of the Azd tribe.28 He was born between 18-24/639-46, and left Oman to
settle in Basra at an early age in order to study the Islamic religion.29
In Basra) he settled in the Azd quarter. 3° He was taught by several of
the Prophet's Companions and went to Mecca on more than one occasion. He
_
became closely attached to `Abdullah b. 'Abbas from whom he received a
number of Traditions.31 Ja-bir b. Zayd was considered to be among the leaders
of the followers (awiill al-tabiin) who could be relied upon in the transmission
of hadith and Sunnah. The accepted /.zadith of `AThishah was taken from him,
7
and Sunni ulema relate many of his traditions.
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Appointed as mufti of Basra,32 fabir was so highly esteemed for his
knowledge, that he was described as al-faiih	 His writings were
- -	 icollected as a book, Diwan Jabir, n 10 volumes.33 Ja-bir urged people to return
to the origins of the Islamic state, as it was during the time of the
rightly-guided caliphs. In Basra he lived the life of an ascetic; he used to tell
his followers, "There is no one of you richer than I and yet I do not have a
dirham, nor am I indebted to anyone."34 He was pious and unconcerned with
wordly comforts, to the extent that he accumulated no wealth from his
position.35
Jabir's connection with Kharijites appeared after the battle of Nahrawan,
40/660 and he was on friendly terms with Abu Bilal Mirdas b. Udayyah, sheikh
of the quietists in Basra who is considered to be among the most prominent
members of the Muhakkimah.36 Such was Abu Bila-l's piety that after the
Kharijite movement became divided each group claimed him as one of their
imams, but the Ib-adiyyah was the group most influenced by his life and
teachings.37
 He too was known for both his piety and ascetism. When the
governor of Basra, `Ubaydall-ah b. Ziyad implemented a hard-line policy against
the Kharijites in 61/681, Abu Bila-1 Mirda-s rose up against him.
	 Of this
rebellion al-Baysawi says,"The state had fallen in to the hands of the tyrants
to the extent that, when they heard about any Muslims (Kharijites), they would
kill or imprison them, and when they stepped up their oppression and Islam
-
was corrupted, Mirdas and his followers rose up for the sake of Islam".38
Those who rebelled were about forty in number; they took refuge in Ask
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-a village in al-Ahwaz province, and Mirdas called upon them to emigrate. He
posed no threat to security nor did he allow his followers to kill or plunder, not
to take other Muslims as captive, and he did not stoop to the level of
paganism.39
The Ibadiyyah were influenced by Abu Bilal Mirdas's conduct and sought
to follow his example in their relations with those Muslims with whom they
were in dispute. In contrast, the Az-ariqah differed on the issue of migration
and in considering othr Muslims to be non-believers such that they considered
it legitimate to kill their co-religionists who disagreed with their ideas isti`ra-c1.40
Abu Bil-al believed in taking booty from tyrannical governors. For
-
example, he captured goods going to `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, the governor of
Iraq. He took some of this money and divided it among his followers, but he
did not take all of it, and allowed the remainder to proceed to 1Thaydalla-h.41
When his followers asked him to take the entire amount he refused, saying,
"They are dividing this booty just as they perform their prayers, so we should
not antagonise them".42
Furthermore, AbT1 Bil-al Mird-as believed that those with whom he and his
followers were in dispute should be given an opportunity to prevent any attack
against them by accepting the ideas of the Ib4yyah. To this end the Ib-adi way
_
would be explained to them: if they refused to accept it, Abu Bilal would fight
them." The Ib-adiyyah sought to follow this method and to put it into practice
in their own dealings; for them, such hesitation and explanation became a
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symbol of moderation. Abii Bi2 was killed in 61/680 by 'Ubuydala b. Ziyal
at the battle of Ask.45
The establishment of a secret underground organisation among the
Iba-diyyah cannot be traced to a fixed point in time. Some accounts suggest
_
that the secret work was set up by Imam Jabir b. Zayd, that is, after the death
of Abu Bilal Mird-as. However, the modern faction of the Muhaldcimah the
Qa`idah had gone underground as a means of escaping the continuing
-persecution suffered by the Kharijites in Basra under Ibn Ziyad and then during
the governorship of his son, `Ubayda11a-11.46
_ .
One account which points to Jathr b. Zayd being responsible for
-	 -	 -
organising an underground network is that of Abu Sufyan. An old man, Abu
-Sufy-an was arrested in Basra as an Ib-adi activist. He was given four hundred
- -
lashes, but refused to help the Umayyads identify the Ibadi followers. fabir
relates, "I was close to him and I was waiting for him to point his finger at me
and say this is the man you are looking for, but God prevented him from doing
so".47
-
As has already been mentioned, Jabir b. Zayd was one of the most
celebrated scholars of his time, not only in the eyes of Ib-adiyyah, but also
-
among other Muslim Communities, particularly among the ulema. Khalifah b.
-
Khayyat who wrote his biography, considered him one of the reliable tellers of
the Prophet's Traditions.'8
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The underground network of the Ib-adiyyah was established by means of
secret sessions which were initially attended only by the movements leaders,
-	 -
who were close to the rank and file of the Ibadiyyah. After the death of Jabir
_
b. Zayd a short time later, Abii `Ubaydah Muslim b. Abi Karimah headed the
- -
movement and these restricted sessions were opened up to all Ibadi followers.49
-	 - -	 -
After succeeding Jabir as imam of the Ibadi movement, Abu `Ubaydah
concentrated in re-organising the movement on a stronger footing in order to
lay the groundwork for the declaration of the imamate and for the election of
a new imam for the Muslims, i.e. the Ib-adiyyah. In addition to opening up
- 7the secret sessions to all Ibachs, a further special meeting was instituted; this
- .	
_ .
was known as the majahs al-mashapkh, and was confined to the leaders of the
-,
Ibadi da Wah.	 The majalis al-masha-yikh, acted as the supreme executive
committee and laid down the policies to be followed by the da`wah.5°
A third type of secret session was also instituted; these sessions took the
form of secret schools established by Abu- `Ubaydah and known as hamalat al-
Ilm (knowledge carriers). Members of the Ib-adiyyah who graduated from these
schools were sent to propagate their beliefs in other regions.51
- -
Communications between the imam and leadership of the Ibadi da`wah
in Basra and followers in other cities were maintained with great precision and
in complete secrecy. The season of the pilgrimage to Mecca provided an
opportunity for leaders of the da`wah from different parts of the Islamic world
to meet and exchange information and plans.52
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Thus at this time the Ib-adiyyah had opted to follow a political course,
outwardly accepting the rule of the existing authorities, whilst at the same time
secretly preparing their overthrow. By taking this peaceful course with respect
to the authorities and avoiding a path which would antagonise them, the
Ib-adiyyah avoided inviting persecution.53
The Ib-adiyyah continued to employ those methods even after their rising
..
against the Umayyad and 'Abbasid states. That the Ib -adi policy of secrecy was
--
successful is shown by the attitude of the two caliphates towards Abu `Ubaydah
-	 -	 - --
Muslim b. Abi Karimah, who was the imam of the Ibadis during their rebellion
in Hadramawt, Oman and North Africa. Although these authorities were aware
,
_
	 - _
that Abu `Ubaydah was an Ibadi, they failed to realise his connection with
rebellion, let alone that he was masterminding it, thus showing how effectively
Ab-u `Ubaydah's role had been concealed.54
—
4.1	 The fundamental dogmas of Islam from the Ibadi point of view
The first duty according to them is to know God. The knowledge of God
is obligatory on young children. 55 With most Muslims this is an obligation only
from the beginning of adolescence. It is forbidden not to know God or to doubt
His existence. However, the Ib-adiyyah assert that God is not seen either in this
world or the Hereafter. 56 (They deny categorically any belief that God is seen
in this world or in the next.) Principally, because in their view such a belief
would contradict one of their fundamental doctrines, namely that God cannot
be restricted to any particular place, and thus it carinot be said of Him that He
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is in one place and not in another.57
The Iba-diyyah hold that faith consists of right belief and good deeds. To
prove his argument al-RabT b. Habib pointed in his Musnad to many Prophetic
7Traditions. Commenting on these hachth, he said,"they show clearly that faith
•
is a combination of right belief and good work, and anyone who does not accept
this is an unbeliever".58
In addition to this al-Rab-i` b. Habib related twenty eight hadith with their
/
approbate chain of transmitters, proving that anyone whcrommits a grave sin
and "does not repent" is an unbeliever, but in order to distinguish them, for
instance, from the followers of other religions, who associate others with God
(Shirk) they regard their unbelief as Kufr Ni`mah.59 The unbelief of other
religions is termed Kufr ishr-ak.
Regarding to their relations with other Islamic doctrines, the Ib-adiyyah
do not share the extreme attitudes of most other Kharijites factions, and for
example, it is forbidden to kill those who oppose them and also to take them
into captivity except after they have pointed out to them the errors of their
beliefs and invited them to accept the true version of Islam. 6° If they refuse this
da`wah they are allowed then to fight them, but after making clear to them that
- 7
war is the result of their refusal to accept the Ibadi teaching.
The Ibradiyyah also deny any possibility of intercession (shafa- 'ah),61 for
_ .
any Muslim who dies before he truely repents. the Ibadvyah believe that God
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_wa 62.is true in what He promises and in what He threatens (al-wa'd wa- 7	 4).6
4.2	 The political theory of the Ibigiyyah
Briefly, the political theory of the lb-ad-is is based on the acceptance of
the validity of the caliphate of Abu- Bakr, `Umar and the first six years of
`Uthman's caliphate and they recognised the period of 'Al's caliphate prior to
the arbitration.63
 However, the Iba-drs of more recent centuries maintain that
it is not wise to involve one's mind in events that occurred at the very
beginning of Islamic history. They say therefore the right standpoint is that one
should refuse to pass judgement on the (i.e.) that one leaves this matter to
God.64
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CHAPTER V
1HE SPREAD OF IBAD- i TEACHING IN OMAN
5.1	 Notes
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Any study of the Ib-adiyyah must take into account the historical role
which Oman played during the early expansion of Islam and particularly with
-
-
regard to its relations with the Ibadi movement. From the end of the first
century of Islam, Oman's political and religious history was linked with the
- -
Ibadi movement since Omanis formed a majority among those who followed the
teachings and principles of this school.
_ -
The spread of Ibadi teaching among Omanis was greatly facilitated by the
- 7fact that the founding members of the Ibadi movement were from the Omani
tribe of Azd, along with those of the Iraqi Tam-im tribe which partnered the
_
Azd in establishing the movement. 1 Initially the Tamim were able to use their
political influence in Basrah to protect followers of the Iba-diyyah before power
shifted in favour of the Azd. 2 This shift in power changed the political situation
such that the Azd became dominant and took control of the community's
leadership, and any member of the Omani Azd tribe in Basra became associated
with the Ib-adiyyah. This situation came about as a result of the increase in
numbers, and correspondingly, in influence, of Azdis in Basra, following the
7Kharijite rebellion, when one of the most prominent members of the Azdi clan
of al-Vilik, al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah, played a leading role in helping the
Umayyads break the revolt against them.3 At this time the political influence
of the Muhallab's family in Basra was such that the city was known as Basrat
al-Muhallab according to contemporary sources.4
Although al-Muhallab had backed the Umayyads against the Kharijite
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revolt, some family leaders became victims. The role of the Muhallab family
and the presence of members of the al-Azd tribe in Basra were among many
_
factors which assisted the spread of Ib-adi thought among Omanis. Similarly,
-
the fact that Jabir b Zayd, imam and founder of the Ib-adiyyah, was an Omani
_
helped to make Omani Azdis more receptive to the Ibadi da`wah.5
A second significant factor in the spread of the da`wah in Oman was the
-
role played by Abu `Ubaydah Muslim b. Ab-i Kar-imah in his determination to
make Oman the base of the Ib-adiyyah because of its geographical position, far
removed from the central area controlled by the caliphate authorities. 6 Oman's
isolation made it a place of refuge for those whose conversion to Ib -adi teaching
made them victims of repression by the central authorities.7
_
Abu `Ubaydah also sought to make preparations in Oman in order that
the Ib-adis would be able to declare the the imamate openly (ima-mat al-zullur),
- -
and to establish the Ibadi state.8
- 7	 _In selecting cadres to propagate Ibadi teaching (hamalat al-11m), Abu
IThaydah took care to choose those who belonged to the main Omani tribes,
because of their knowledge of local circumstances and their potential to
influence their kinsmen.9
A third factor which assisted the spread of Ib -adl teaching in Oman was
the absence of any repressive measures imposed by the governors of Oman
appointed during the early period of the Abbasid caliphate. 10 These governors,
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in effect, condoned the spread of the Ibadiyyah, by failing to obstruct Ibadi
•
work; they, although appointed by the central authorities, were themselves
members of the Omani Azd tribe and it may have been that they were
sympathetic to Ibadi beliefs. They had, however, to conceal these sympathies.ii
The sources do not provide an accurate picture of the time of which
Iball teaching became widespread and occupied a leading place among current
doctrines in Oman.
Bathurst has put forward the idea that there were Kharijite imams in
Oman before the Iba-diyyah. 12 This suggestion does not however appear to be
firmly based since the Omanis rejected the ideas of the extremist Kharijite
group and forced them to leave the country. This is true of their response to
- ithe Najdat in particular; this group controlled Oman for a short period, but
after that Oman regained its independence under the rule of the line of Julandi
This is not to deny that the Kharijites took refuge in Oman from Umayyad
action against them. According to Abu Sa`i-d al-Kudmi the Sufriyyah was
spread in Oman before the appearance of the Iba-diyyah.13
_
Wendell Phillips doubted that it was Jabir b. Zayd who brought the
principals of the Ib-adr movement to Oman, 14 but Iba-di- sources confirm that
- -
the early historical roots of the Ibadi da`wah in Oman can be traced to the
_
time when al-klajj-aj b. Yusuf al-Thaqari became governor of Iraq
- -(75-95/694-704). 1- 5	At this time the Ibadi underground organisation was
regarded as a threat to the authority of al-Hajjal, especially in Oman where he
_ -
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entered into a long war with local population in a bid to assert his contro1.16
It is likely al-tlajA may have doubted fabir b. Zayd's loyalty and
_
suspected that he was responsible for the activities of the Ib -adis; such activities
being hostile to the Umayyad Caliphate. These suspicions may have brought
about his decision to exile him to Oman.17
- -
However, at this time there was in fact no relation between Ibadi
-	 -
activities and Jabir b. Zayd's expulsion. Rather Jabies expulsion was linked with
anger of the members of the Azd tribe living in Iraq about the fate which befell
their Azd-i kinsmen at the hands of the Umayyad military commander during his
efforts to impose his control on Oman.18
The Azdites regarded al-Hajj -aj as being responsible for the atrocities
committed by his soldiers; they were outraged by his policies and hoped to see
him ousted fromthe governorship of Iraq. 19 At the same time as these events
were taking place, events which brought a worsening of relations between
..-.
al-klajjai and the Azd, others also occurred which contributed to this effect,
..-.
among them being al-tlajjai's refusal to acknowledge the Muhallabid family as
leaders of the Azd in Iraq.20
This placed a severe strain on relations between al-klajj-aj and the
Muhallabids. Alilajja-j also began to conspire against Yazrd b. al-Muhallab, the
governor of the Khur-asa-n, to put him out of favour with the caliph, `Abd
al-Malik b. Marw-an.21 A1-1-.1ajja-j succeeded in persuading `Abd al-Malik to
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remove Yazid from Khuras-an, and `Abd al-Malik also allowed al-klajjaj to
imprison and torture Yaz-fd and other members of his family.22 This enraged
the Azd of Basra. Al-Han-ars stance towards the Azd of Basra had positive
effects for the Ilidi daWah. As a leader of the 'balls in Basra Ja-bir b. Z4fd
used the atmosphere of hatred between the Azd tribe and al-Hajj -aj to convince
many Azdites of the wisdom of joining his movement, and he succeeded in
winning as converts to the Ib-adiyyah many of the most prominent members of
the Azd.23
These developments in turn affected al-tlajj -afs position regarding Ja-bir
b. Zayd and his followers. Al-Hajj-aj imprisoned Ja-bir along with some of the
more distinguished personalities among his followers, including Dima-m b.
al-S';'ib, AbII `Ubaydah Muslim b. Abi Karlinah and Sull 'a'r al-`Abdi and
others.24
_
Later, however, Jabir was released and exiled to his home country, Oman,
with one sheikh of the da'wah called Hubayrah.25 It is probable that al-tlajA
-:	 7-took this measure as a result of mediation from his secretary Yazid b. Abi
Muslim who was a close friend of Ja-bir.26 fabir's expulsion to Oman brought
_ -	 -
about an increase in the spread of Ibadi teaching there since Jabir was able to
propagate his doctrine among his own folk and those who were close to him in
Oman.27
J-abir was able to use his knowledge of local customs and traditions in his
dealings with Omanis and utilised their dislike of al-klajja-j to spread the teaching
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of the Itradrda `wah throughout the country. The Ib-adi- efforts at this time were
the forerunners of the hamalat al-Ilm.28
_
It is not clear from the sources when exactly Jabir was expelled from
_ .
Iraq, nor is it clear how long Jai:a spent in Oman. The sources do agree,
_ .
however, that Jalmr returned to Basra where he died. 29 Historians dispute the
-date of Jabir , s death, some suggesting that it took place in the same week as
that of Anas b. Malik, in 93/711.30 Others however put his death in 103/721,31
while Shamm-akhr reports that Jabir died in 96/714.32
The correct date of rabies death is the first one listed above since this
is the date given by those who pass on the Prophet's traditions; these writers
would pay more attention to the details of the life of every traditionist
_
(muhaddith) and would thus be more likely to record the correct date of Jabir's
death.
"- 7After Jabir's death the Ibach movement, that is its underground
organisation, in Basra entered a new era and started to employ new methods
becoming more accurate and more efficient. Among these new methods which
improved the framework of the movement was the sending out of the hamalat
al-Urn,33 Basra, to other cities. It was Abu- `Ubaydah's intention to choose a
-	 _ -
group of the Iba-di followers from every country reached by Ibadi thought, in
order to teach them in Basra, preparing them intellectually and politically,
before sending them back to their home countries to continue their role of
propagating Iliadr beliefs.34 Similarly, all the cadres of the hamalat al-11m sent
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by Abu- `Ubaydah to Oman, were native Omanis; 35 they could thus carry out
their task of spreading Ib-adI teaching more effectively and with considerable
success. It is not possible to pinpoint with any certainty the time at which this
-
success was achieved. It is likely that the IlZdi da`wah started to make good
progress in Oman during the first two decades of the second/eighth century.36
--Sources first cite the use of hamalat al-Ilm when Abu `Ubaydah became
leader of the Ib-adi movement; these units continued to operate during the
-
leadership of his successor al-Rabi` b. Habib al-Far-ahidi al-Azdi, thus they
-
continued to fulfill the function for which they were established. Historians
differ in their accounts of the number of lzamalat al-Vm who came to Oman
-	 - -during the period of Abu `Ubaydah Muslim b. Abi Karimah, at the beginning
_
of the second/eighth century. For example, al-`Awtabi gives four names and
_
considers that Muhammad b. al-Mu'alla al-FahshI was the first to call for the
'
- -
establishment of the Ibadi imamate in Oman37
_.
Among those who followed on from him were al-Rabl .`  b. Habib al-Azdi,
..
7	 - -	 -- -Murnr b. al-Nayyar al-Riyyami and Bashir b. al- Mundhir al-Nizwani. 38 There
is also another account which states that the Izamalat al-Vm sent by Abui
Ul4dah were Mahbilb b. al-Ralill, Miisi b. Abi. fa-1)ft al-Izkawi-, Munir b. al-
-_ .
Nayyar and Hash= b. Ghaylan.39
These men played a very significant role in Omani political affairs. Their
role was not limited to that of fuqaha-' (giving religious interpretation and
instruction), but rather, within half a century from their arrival in Oman, they
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became the masters of political affairs. No policy could be implemented without
prior consultation with them and noone could be appointed to the imamate
other than with their approval.°
It seems likely that some of these men became governors in various sub-
-divisions of the Imamate Muhammad b. al-Mu'alla became governor. 41 The
success achieved by the 1.zamalat earn in persuading the people of Oman to
accept Ib-a- di teaching came about as a result of the strenuous efforts made by
the du 'at in their work.
They owed their success largely to their membership of the Azd tribe and
other tribes inhabiting Oman at that time. Strong tribal affiliation and an
understanding of local circumstances enabled the cheat to spread their teaching
successfully; of these factors tribal affiliation was the most significant one.
Finally, the conversion of many members of the Julanda- family, who were the
-
ruling dynasty in Oman, to the Ib-adi school went a long way towards
strengthening the position of the Ib-adiyyah in Oman.42 By the end of the second
_
century A.H. the Ibadiyyah madhhab (doctrine) predomindated among the
people of Oman. This predominance was accompanied by the final separation
of Oman and its imamate from the framework of the Islamic caliphate. From
this time onwards Oman became independent and determined its own affairs
under the Ib-adi imamate; this state of affairs continued up till recent times.
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TABLE 4
Ibadi hamalat allim (knowledge carriers)
who came to Oman from Basra
... - -
1.	 al-Rabi; b. Habib b. `Amr al-Farahidi al-Azdi (d. 170/786)
-2. Musa b. Alm Jabir al-Izkawi, of B. Samah b. Lu'ayy b. Ghalib (d. 181/797)
3. Bashir b. al-Mundhir al-Nazw-a. ni- of B. S.- rnah b. Lu'ayy b. Glra-lib (d.
187/802)
-
4. Munir b. al-Nayyar b. `Abd al-Malik of B. Riyam (d. 280/893)
5. Muhammad b. al-Mu'alla al-Kindi al-Fahshi (d. in the 2nd/8th century)
6. Rashid b. `Arnr al-F.ladidi- al-Azdi (the date of his death is unknown)
-	 -	 _ -
7. Hashim b. Ghaylan al-Sillani (3rd/9th century)
8. Abu Sufyan Mahbub b. al-Rahil (2nd/8th century)
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Both of the tribes heavily participated in the political activities which Iraq
had witnessed during the beginning of the Umayyad era. The members
of the two tribes found themselves working together in forming the Ibacii
school to oppose the Umayyad rule, despite the tribal differences between
them.
2. The influence of the Azd tribes began to increase, when al-Muhallab b.
Abi Sufrah brought a large number of the Azd of Oman to Basra in
order to fight the Khawgrij opposition in Iraq. For _full detailed
information concerning this matter see in particular `Awtabi, Ansib, MS.
f. 227aff; see also Wellhausen, Kingdom, 70-71; Wilkinson, Arab, 81-
82; Hasan, Arab tribes, 174-5; Mason, "Azd role", Arabica, 201.
3. Tabari, Tarikh VI, 195-9; Mubarrad, Kamil, II, 295ff, Ibn
V, 29-30; see also `Awtabf, Ans-ab, MS. f. 227aff; cf. Wellhausen,
Kingdom, 209.
-
4. `Awtabi, Ansab MS. 229a; see also Yasiri, Mashahir, 269.
5. For further detailed discussion about Jabir b. Zayd's role see Shammakhil
Siyar,	 67-72; cf. Ennami, Studies, 55-86; Khulayfat, Nash'at 86-102;
Sawwafi, Imam, 152-160; Bakkiish, .1 - bir, 12-24.
6. I-fahim, Ib -Lliyyah, 173; see also Chapter IV of this work.
7. Shamm-akhi, Siyar, I, 69; RuqayshT, Misb-* MS. f. 21b.
8. Ruqayshl, Misb -4 MS. f. 23b; cf. Khulayft, Nash'at, 128-9; Hahim,
Ibadiyyah, 173; `Umar, l'rikh 118-122.
9. Khckly.fa, Nash'at, 129; cf. Hashim, IbEdiyyah, 172.
10. For more detailed information see Chapter VII of this study.
11. See previous note.
12. "Imamate", A.P.S. 90.
13. Istiqamah, II, 91.
14. History, 20.
15. See Chapter III of this study.
16. See Chapter III of this study.
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161; cf. Khulayfa, Nash'at, 102; Hishim, I*iyyah, 169.
18. For full discussion concerning al-Hajjaj's insurrection of the Azd of Oman
see Dixon, Umayyad, 149-150.
19. Bala'hurl-, An;b, 3, 318-320; Mas`iidi-, Tanbih, 314; cf. Ibn Ruzayq,
Shu'a', 16; Badger, Imams, 5; Khulayfa, Nash'at 100.
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6.1	 The definition of the imamate
To define the word imamate, we should refer to the original Arabic verb,
--
'amma. In the Lisan al-Arab, for example, we find that 'amma and 'amma bi-k.
means "stand before". Thus the imam can be anyone whom the people follow
as an example, whether he shows a good or a bad exampled According to the
Sili-ah,"The imam is the person who is taken as an example, and its plural is
.	 .	 .
almmah.2 Therefore it is concluded that the term im-amah means"leadership"
or "presidency". In common usage, the term im-amah is synonymous with the
word caliphate, which means "having charge of Muslim affairs and administering
them". Some ulema have distinguished the term im-amah from the ima-mah in
the context of public prayer, the imam, who leads the prayer. The imamate,
meaning leadership, is given the term al-im-amak al-kubra-.3 Abu al-Mu'aththir
defines imamah by saying "the imamate is a part of God's religion and it is a
duty of his servants to remain within the tutdi7d (i.e. the restrictions that God
has placed on man's freedom of action) by treating the wronged fairly and by
governing all the people". 4
 Finally, the imamate means, as indicated above, the
7
system of ruling the Islamic state according to God's shan'ah and practicing his
_
way. The Ibadiyyah have used the word imam and imamate since the beginning
of the 2nd/8th century. The question to be raised here is why the Iba-diyyah did
. -
not use the term caliphate (khila-fah) instead of tmamah? The answer is clear.
Firstly, the imamah represented the principles of the Ibadi politico-religious
-theories. Therefore the word imamah remained associated with the developing
nature of its various divisions, i.e. it is linked with the ima-mat al-kitm-atz
. -	 . -(concealment), zmamat al-shlra' (activists), im-amat al-clifa-` (defence), and
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ima-mat al-zuhu-r (declaration).5 The imamate embraces all four, whilst the word
-
caliphate is connected only with imamat al-zuhu-r, in which the huth-td can be
practiced and the oath of allegiance (bayah) made.
Secondly, the historic establishment of the Iba-dr imamate was founded,
..
far from the seat of the caliphate (dar al-khilafah) of the Umayyads and
`Abbasids, whom the Ib-adiyyah consider, by tradition, to be tyrant states
ow.(jababirah). These two caliphates established the ruling power of their Islamic
state on the basis of succession from father to son within one house by
nomination. According to Islam, it was not a divine attribute whereby the
members of one dynasty could assert their right as heirs. Following this
principle, the Iba-diyyah have distinguished their state from those of the
Umayyad and 'Abbasid caliphates.
Finally, in common usage, the imamate or caliphate have the same
meaning. The caliphate means succession to the Prophet in his capacity as
ruler, or supreme leadership of the Muslim community after the death of the
Prophet. The fact that the Ib-adiyyah use the word im-amah changes nothing, as
the word has the same meaning and purpose.
We must now ask how the Iba-diyyah see the imamate, whence it derived
its legitimacy and the importance of the imamate in their traditional thought.
The Ibadiyyah consider the imamate as a religious duty (faridah plur.
fara-ld), which is obligatory for the performance of God's sharPah, enjoining
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what is right and denying what is wrong (al-amr bil-ma`ruf wal-nahy 'an al-
munlcar), and the maintenance of justice.6
Also the Ib-adiyyah rely on setting up their imam on the basis of
prophetic Tradition. According to al-Ragi` b. Habib and Imam Muslim, the
tradition is that the Prophet predicted that there will be an im-amah who will
not practice his practice (sunnah) and will not follow his correct guidance. His
Companions asked the Prophet how best to escape from such rulers. He replied
that they should obey them, unless they prevent them from obeying God's will,
until the day when there is no shade, nor shelter apart from God's shelter.7
The ima-mah is obligatory and the consensus (ijm-a) is a legitimate duty
__(fard mashru`) according to Sa'ighi. The imamate is a duty (faridah) and the
.	 .
--
contract embodied within it is a means of access (wasdah) to the imam. When
the objective of the office is necessary by means of consensus (ijm-a`), it does not
go astray after the means of access, nor does it abandon it.8
From the historical point of view, Ib-adiyyah considered that those
Muslims who disputed the roots of the existence of the imamate, were only
attempting to tyrannize the nation's legitimate authority, because it was not
established on the basis of consultation (s1ziirc7 2.), but was founded in a quite
opposite situation. Thus the Ib-adis started to move towards the establishment
of the Islamic state in the way which they regarded as legitimate. They relied
on well organised, but secret, planning, instead of coming into direct conflict
with the central authority, in which was found most of contemporary Islamic
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,doctrine, but which in the end collapsed and disappeared. The Ibadis held
different attitudes from the opposition, but created an excellent atmosphere in
which to establish the imamate, with a facility to adapt and survive under any
circumstances.
_ -
6.2	 The division of the Ibadi imamate
The Ib-adi imamate is divided into four for the requirements of its
activities in order to protect the existence of the daWah,9 and in order to be
able to establish its own legitimate state. There are four stages, the state of
concealment (kitm-an), activists (shir-d), defence (dig'), and declaration (zuhu-r).
6.2.1 The Stage of Concealment
This imamate is linked with conditions in which those people propagating
the da`wah are unable to convey or demonstrate their doctrine publically.
Under these conditions they have to fall back on "concealment" as a device to
spread their message. In fact this stage presents the weakest state of the
Itiadiyyah. The Ib-adis therefore compare it to the Prophet's (may God bless
Him and grant Him peace) condition with his Companions before
the Hijrah.10
-	 _
Jabir b. Zayd, who died in 93/711, and Abu `Ubaydah Muslim b. Abl
-
Karimah after him, were regarded as the heads of the secret Iba-di- government
in Basra. From here they spread their teaching to other regions such as Oman,
_ -
Hadramawt, and North Africa. Later Ibadi states were declared in these
- -
countries as a result of the spread of Ibadi daw`ah.
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There are two fundamental doctrines which must not be ignored at
the concealment stage.
Firstly, the doctrine of dissimulation (taqiyah) requires the Ibadi to
enunciate and perform the words and deeds by means of which they can protect
themselves. 11 An example of this is J-abir b. Zayd, chief of the Ib-adiyyah, who
propagated this doctrine entirely in secret.
Other Islamic doctrines which relate to the Ib-adimovement are attributed
-
	
	 - -	 -	 -
to `Abdullah b. Ibid. According to Ibadi sources, however, Ibn Ibad and Abu
-
Bilal Mirdas b. Hudayr and other Ibadi leaders, would not revolt against the
_
central authority unless this is authorised by their Imam Jabir b. Zayd.
However, Sunni sources reject the idea of any connection between Jabir and the
Ib-adrs.12
_	 - -
There is a story which relates to Abu Sufy-an. When the Ibadis were
_	 - -
active in Basra, Abu Sufy-an was arrested on the grounds that he was an Ibadi.
He was given four hundred lashes, but refused to help the Umayyads identify
—	 -
the Ibadi followers. Jabir said "I was close to him and I was waiting for him
to point his finger at me and to say that this is the man you are looking for, but
God prevented him from doing so".13
Secondly, the doctrines of rightful allegiance, that is to say the obligation
of friendliness towards the followers of the true faith (wala-yah), 14and more or
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less militant hostility (bara-'ah) 15 towards those who do not deserve to be
considered as such. These doctrines, which have counterparts in orthodox belief
only insofar as the general obligation of solidarity with the Faithful, and hostility
,
towards infidels, are given great attention by the lbadis. In addition the imam
must build a very strong bridge of confidence towards his followers in the faith
_ -
(da`wah), during their secret activities of spreading it. The Ibadis proudly
practised this doctrine as far as they could. Ab-u Sufy-an, an lb-adi sheikh related
that al-Mu`tamir b. `Umayrah said to Alm.; `Ubaydah, "I love you much more
than my father, and you are closer to me than my father". Abu- `Ubaydah
replied, "This is what you have to do, because you are granting me the same
loyalty as you gave to him".16
Abu `Ubaydah used to gather the people together when he wanted to
dismiss one of his followers for continuing misbehaviour, so that he could
declare the miscreant an undesirable person. Then the people would sever their
- :-links with the wrong-doer until he was isolated from the 'bath community.
Open rejection (bara'ah) and sanctions were the only actions which the
community could impose on an individual of whom they disapproved but, if that
-_
person continued in his opposition thus endangering the lbach community by
putting lives at risk, then the death sentence was obligatory. Thus did Imam
- -
fabir order the death of Khardhabah, who broke from the lbadi community.17
The role and personality of the imam had to be kept a complete secret, except
to the followers of the faith, at this stage, as was the da`wah itself. The
particular features of the ima-mat al-kitma-n can be distinguished as follows.
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1)	 The election of the Ibadi imam had to be held in secret, by practising the
7doctrine of taqtyah, and the acceptance of the imam by the community is subject
to the wala-yah. The followers support the imam as long as they believe him to
be following the faith. The homage (barah) is gradually transferred to the
imam of the daWah.
2) The personal qualities of the imam played a manifest role in this choice.
-
If we look closely at the personal characteristics of Imam rabir b. Zayd and Abu
7	 7
`Ubaydah Muslim b. Abi Kanmah, we notice that the imam of concealment
-.
must be "a very learned person" Ca-lim), a faqzh, and must be able to resolve
any dubious point which might face the followers of the faith. For example,
-	
-:Jabir b. Zayd himself was scholar and faqih. He was also the close friend and
disciple of `Abdull-ah b. al-'Abbas, from whom he received a number of
.'•traditions, until the latter was able to say, "Ask Jabir /9 , whenever the people of
the East and North Africa (ahl al-Mashriq wa-al-Maghrib) asked him about
anything. His knowledge was so vast that, even if they acquired some of it,
-there would be enough for al1. 18 In addition Jabir was one of the ulema whom
he gave much of the knowledge of Islam which had been acquired from `A-Ishah
Umm al-Mu'minin, the Prophet's wife. Abu_ `Ubaydah was the most scholarly
of rabies pupils and his successor as president of the Iba-dr college (jama'ah) at
Basra. He was a distinguished person, as the sources report.
3) Thirdly, the imam's efficiency and authority in some cases must be
reduced and even dispensed with, whenever the work in secret required it.
Some of the general Islamic laws could be suspended, such as the prescriptions
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(hudtic1), as required, to give the imam sound authority. Thus Abii `Ubaydah
asked his followers not to deal with the governors of the Umayyad caliphate and
to refuse to accept posts under their authority. In addition, he was not in
favour of mixed marriages between his followers and the rest of the Muslim
community.19
Finally, the most important duties of the imam at this stage were:
1) to reunify the group of those propagating the da`wah and to educate
them in the matter of their religion, their duties towards their God and their
nation, and to give a formal legal opinion (fatwah) on urgent questions.
2) To create personal leaders. Abu- `Ubaydah established a centre of
learning in Basra, where he secretly trained students from all the Muslim
provinces as missionaries. These missionaries were sent out in teams as
"bearers of learning" (Ijamalat al-11m). According to the Ibadi historians, Abu
`Ubaydah sent such teams to the Maghrib, the Yemen, Hadramawt, Oman, and
.	 .
- •Khurasan. He appointed Abu al-Khatt-ab al-Ma, atm as the imam in the
..
_
Maghribi team, and gave orders for him to be killed if he refused the
appointment.20
_ -
3) To make preparations for the appearance of the Ibadi imamate, by
choosing the right place and time. This task might take up the whole rule of
the imam, as it was in the case of Jabir b. Zayd, who died before reaching this
stage.
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6.2.2 The activists' imamate
The people of this imamate were given the name "those who sell
themselves" (shur-ah, plural of sha-rin). This term is borrowed from the
,a-n.21Qur
The members of the ahl al-da `wah must be forty men or more as a
prerequisite for this imamate. If they have more than this number, they must
_
appear and they, the shurat, can chose their imam from their community. They
must pay homage to the imam, who should guide them along the right path.
They must be ready to accept death for the sake of justice. The imamate of the
-
al-shira' is the complete opposite of that of concealment in which taq-iyah is
obligatory. Therefore in order that the shira-' imamate does not present a
danger to the rest of the Muslim community, they must isolate themselves far
away from their companions.
- -	 _
lbadi fiqh made this issue flexible, when the shurah were concealed as
strangers in their homes, made them shorten their prayers (qasr) while in their
original homes, and bring them to an end, if they go out to fight the central
authority i.e. when they are in the process of "moving out" (khuru- j) against
them.n
As if living in exile was quite natural, they remained away from their
homes until they became less than three. The author of Kita-b al-Nil gives
permission to the imam of the shur-ah to exercise his authority to force the
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Muslim sha nr to serve his colleagues, the followers of the Iba-diyyah, for the
strength of the Ib-adr state.23
- 7Also the imam has the right to take the shan from his home, if he is
hiding himself there, and thereafter has the right to climb over the wall of his
house, and remove its door.
The imamat al-shira follows a very strange pattern, which is different
from other imamates, as it moves towards the "declaration" (zuhu-r), which is
distinguished by courage. These shur-ah are different from those mentioned by
Salimi within the imamate of al-Julanda- b. Mas`ud. Their task is to guard the
imamate after the declaration, because they segregated themselves from the
community and are close to being under the state of emergency, to face any
-
danger which might be threatening the Ibadi state.24 The Ib-adiyyah regarded
Abu- Bila-1 Mirda-s and his brother `Urwah, as different from the shurah. Yet
Ab-u Bill was one of their imams and he went out with forty of his followers
to al-Ahw-az. He also faced the army of Ibn Ziy-ad, the governor of Iraq, led
by Aslam b. Zar`ah al-MI-alp-I, who was defeated by Abu- Bi1-a1.25 The shurah did
not behave in their secession (khuru- j) as the Kharijites who killed anyone not
following them, but they formed the central authority and established their state.
We understand this from the saying which is associated with Abu Bila-1.26
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By God, patience in this case is indeed great and unsheathing the sword
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is great, but we are unlike them;
we do not draw our swords, nor do we fight anyone who does not fight
us.
6.2.3 The defence imamate
Whenever the Muslim community faced battle during the absence of the
imamate of declaration, they must elect an imam for the purposes of defence
(difa-`), until the enemy has withdrawn. 27 The ima- mat al-difa-` was associated
only with the danger from some enemy, which might threaten the followers of
the community. If the enemy disappears the imamate must automatically
disappear, without there being any conflict with the idea of rightful allegiance
...
(walayah). In addition this allegiance comes to an end regardless of whether
the time and the place has been chosen for the imamate. The followers pay
homage to the imam for purposes of defence, before they have any fixed
provenance.28
It is correct to install the imam during or before the actual fighting, if it
is necessary to make ready the apparatus of war. In this way the bayah of
Muhammad b. Abi `Affan was created for defensive purposes after the
reestablishment of the second Ib-adi imamate. As research shows, they deposed
him later without protest.29 If the imam was given the bayah for a particular
battle, it must also be reinvested in another imam, unless the people paid
homage generally, by saying: "He is our imam defending us against anyone who
comes to attack us".30 This statement includes both the general and the
specialised function of the imam, as declared by the fighters themselves. If the
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barah is general, it must cover the interests of all fighters and those of anyone
coming to assist them. The defence imamate is based on the existence of brave
men with complete expertise in waging war.
The Ib-adiyyah in the defence imamate often follow the policy not to
initiate an attack. Among the regulations of such an imamate it is forbidden to
have more than one imam for one army, but there may be several imams to
represent several armies. If the imam dies or resigns from the imamate, or
escapes from the field of battle, the Ib-adT followers must choose one amongst
them to be imam, otherwise they would have to fight without an imam until the
end of the battle.
The Ib-adiyyah follow a very flexible policy within the defence imamate,
because if they secure a victory, they establish the imamate of declaration, but
if they are defeated, they have to return to the beginning, with the concealment
imamate. This was shown after the Ib-adiyyah were defeated at the hands of
-	 - -
al-Ash`ath in the Maghrib under the leadership of Abu al-Khatt-ab al-Ma'afiri.
..
They returned to the state of concealment and reorganised themselves until they
_
could establish an defence imamate under the leadership of Abii Hatim
al-Malziizi (154/770) to fight against the governor of the Abbasid caliph, Abu
Ja`far al-Mansur, at Tripoli in Libya.31
6.3.4 The declaration imamate
- -
This imamate is more basic than the other three Ibadi imamates. With
its establishment, came the practice of carrying out the punishment prescribed
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by the laws (huch-a) of God, including the stoning of an adulterer, the cutting
off of a thief's hand, whipping the alcohol drinker and so on.32
dim*
The lbadiyyah regard the imamate as an indication of the rise of an
Islamic system, as well as one handling economic, political and administrative
matters. This imamate is also regarded as proceeding as a result of the
continuing struggle through the previous imamates. The roots of declaration
imamate derive from the first and second caliphates of Ab -u Bala and `Umar;
- -	 -	 _
in addition to the earliest Ibadi imams, such as Imam `Abdullah b. Yahya
- _
al-Kindi (Talib al-Haqq), the founder of the first Ibadi state in Hadramawt
.	 .
(128/745), Imam al-Juland; b. Mas`u-d, the founder of the first Ib-adi. state in
Oman (132/749), and finally Imam Abu al-Khatt -ab al-Ma`-afir-i, the founder of
the first Ilidi imamate in North Africa (140/757).
The declaration imamate must be established as soon as the Muslims,
_ -
that is, the Ibadis, have gained victory and strength over their enemies.
Moreover, they must be able to take on all the burdens which are included in
this imamate.
The selection of imam must be performed on the basis of consultation,
to the satisfaction of the Islamic community. The Iba-diyyah have set a fixed
lower limit of forty men who can declare the declaration imamate, and between
them there should be some sort of mutual understanding. 33 These forty men
have to be free, in reasonable financial circumstances and sound in health. In
addition six of the men should be very learned and also include the pious from
•	 •
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- -
amongst the influential people in power (ahl al-hill wa-'laqd). Some Ibadi
scholars such as Ibn al-Mu'aththir think that the contract of declaration imamate
can be arranged by five men, including one religious scholar ('alm); however a
contract of two of the five men can be made on condition that is accepted by
the general public also.34
If the Muslims decide to choose one of them as imam but he refuses to
accept the appointment, he must be killed as by refusing the position of imam
_
he is working against God's laws (hudad- Allah). This would happen of course
before they elected another imam, presenting a situation identical to the
imamate of defence. 35 The Ib-adiyyah take the appointment of the caliph `Umar
b. al-Khatt-ab, as an example. He chose six of his companions for the office of
caliph, so that they could chose one of them to replace him. 36 If any Muslim
tries to stand down from the bayah, he must be forced to take on his
responsibilities otherwise he must be killed. The public bayah must confirm the
original bayah otherwise it is invalid. If the bayah turns in favour of ignorant
people, then the Iba-diyyah must investigate its legitimacy, so as not to give an
opportunity to any such person to demand obedience as imam. If he were to
achieve the imamate he should be deposed.
-It is stated by Sa'ighi that, "If the imam becomes ill, even though he
might die from that illness, it is not permitted to choose another imam until he
dies. If he dies, they must chose another before they bury him". 37 Of course
the Ib-adiyyah are against the system of inheritance in the imamate. Ib-a-d-i
jurisprudence showed its willingness to conform under any circumstances by
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giving permission for the people to revolt against a tyrannical and unjust leader.
_
The history of the early imamate gives us an example. Muhammad b. `Abdullah
.. _
—	 _
and Musa b. Abi Jabir, the most learned person of his time, went with Ghassan
b. 'Abdul al-Malik to depose the 'Abbasid ally, Rashid b. al-Nazr, from the
seat of power in order to re-establish the imamate of declaration after the
defeat of the first imamate by the 'Abbasid caliphate (134/751).38
The ulema tried to avoid division and disputes with the common people,
and fearing problems arising from the question of public allegiance. Therefore
they had to choose the imam before there was any opportunity for such
problems to arise, as was shown by the election of `Abd al-Malik b. Ghass–an
al-Yahmadi as imam in 192/807(37).
63	 The selection of the imam and the personal qualities required for the
office
The Ibaliyyah do not believe that the imamate should be the monopoly
of any tribe or any particular faction, as some groups in Islam do. They take
_
notice of what was related by the Prophet, that the governorship (wilayah) must
be within Quraysh and the imams from Quraysh, but interpret it merely as a
forecast by the Prophet as to who would take the post of caliph after him.40
-
Besides, the judgement which they used here about this particular hadith is
different from the Islamic shur5 and diverges from other traditions related to the
Prophet.
63.1 The attributes of the imam
The imam must be a mature male of outstanding intelligence. He must
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not be blind, deaf, senile, nor lack limbs which would prevent him from taking
part in the obligation of war (jihad), nor should he be a eunuch or emasculated.
He must not be mad, feeble-minded, nor should he be envious, cowardly, mean,
a liar, nor a man who fails to keep promises and agreements, nor indeed
possess any other characteristic that causes concern. He must be a man of
great learning, for without learning and perception, how can he carry out his
duties and interpret the laws aright and ensure that his subordinates do so.41
Concerning the knowledge of the imam, the Ib-adiyyah prefer the most
learned for the post, even if there are other excellent ones. The Ibadiyyah
ulema in Basra gave a formal legal opinion (fatwa) to appoint Imam `Abd
al-Wahh-a- b b. `Abd al-Rahm-an in North Africa after some people under the
_
leadership of the Ibn Affandin rejected him, since, from their point of view, he
was the most learned man for this position. The ulema of Basra reminded them
_
	 ...	 _ _
of Abu Bala, when he became caliph, while 'Ali b. Abi Talib had the knowledge
of judgement (qada') and Zayd b. Th-abit was older (afraci).42
6.3.2 The installation of the imam and his oath
After the election to the imamate, the ulema al-thiqat are present at the
ceremony to install the imam. The most esteemed takes the imam's right hand
and says, "We present you ourselves as imam for the Muslims, provided you
judge by God's Book and by the practice (sunnah) of the Prophet (peace be
upon Him), and provided you order by what is universally recognised (al-
ma`ru- f), prohibiting what is forbidden, making evident the religion of God whom
you worship and demanding what you find necessary for that purpose". If the
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imam assents, the oath of allegiance (barah) is then required, whereupon the
election is confirmed. The declaration is for a defence imam; if he is to be an
activist (sha- r(in)), the clause "provided you wage war (jihad) for the cause of
God" is added. Then all present, one by one, swear allegiance.44 After the
prescribed prayers, the takbir and tahmid, it is proclaimed". No rule of
government except God's and no judgement by him who judges other than by
means of that which God has revealed; no obedience to him who revolts against
God; there is no judgement except God's without reservation, and no
disobedience to God.
63.3 Deposing of an imam
Sa'ighi concludes his chapter on the imamate by listing the principles that
concern the abdication and deposing of an imam.45
The fundamental principle involved is that, since the imamate is a divine
obligation, the imam may not be deposed or abdicate without good reason
('udhr). There are many viewpoints as to what constitutes 'Lahr, and exactly
when an imam may resign or be deposed. Basically, however, there should
always be an exchange of views between the two parties before either side takes
any action. All agree that the defence imam may resign or be removed once
such a discussion has occurred, but there are differing opinions about whether
either party is permitted to act without it. In the case of an activist imam, there
is a strong weight of opinion that such consultation is a prerequisite."6
There are three reasons for resigning or for removal from office. The
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first is because of some physical defect. Old age in itself is no cause for the
removal of an activist imam, but associated mental or physical incapacity is a
factor. The second of these motives might be termed the sin of commission, that
is, the breach by an imam of the powers vested in him. On the other hand, if
an imam commits a major sin (ma'syah) his followers should not immediately
actively disassociate themselves from him (bara'a `anhu), unless his sin incurs
punishment (hadd), but should rather call upon him to repent formally
(tawbah). If he does so and does not continue his errors, he can continue to
hold the imamate and his wdayah; if he does not, then it is the duty of his
followers actively to disassociate themselves from him and, if necessary, fight
against him, having done what they can to settle things peacefully. He is still
the imam, but if he is deserted by a large body of his true followers, then he
should be deposed. If on the other hand, his followers fail to give him the
obedience which is his due, this may be a pretext for his resignation.47
The third category (comprising Whr) might be termed sins of omission.
These are not readily definable, although an obvious example of neglect is the
failure of an activist imam to heed the call to holy war (jihad), or a case when
an imam fails to act against insurrection through cowardice.
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7.1
	
	 The general condition of the Islamic caliphate prior to the rise of the
first Ibadi imamate in Oman
In the last decade of the Umayyad Caliphate, the Umayyad rulers found
themselves in serious political and social difficulties.
	 The reign of the last
-	 -
Umayyad caliph, Marwan b. Muhammad (known as al-Himar) saw different
internal revolts in many parts of the caliphal territories. In addition there was
the surfacing of the Abbasid da`wah, which had now begun to play a role in
events after a long period of underground activity. Historians agree that the
outbreak of the tribal feuding between the Qays and the Kalb (i.e. the
Northern and Southern Arabs) which existed long before `Abd al-Malik b.
Marwa-n's reign, 6586/6857O1,1 was one of the important factors underlying the
-
fall of the Umayyad dynasty. Marwan b. Muhammad had himself committed
political suicide by showing in public his inclination to Qays; this angered Kalb
who were regarded as the most loyal tribe, and who were the bodyguards of the
Umayyads in Damascus. This led them to break their allegiance and to let
themselves be led in revolt against the rightful ruler as part of the opposition
to the caliphate.2 The internal struggle within the Umayyad house for the
_
caliphate, which resulted in the acts of violence perpetrated by Marwan upon
_
Walid II, was a signal heralding the overthrow of the Umayyad dynasty.
Furthermore, the harsh policies adopted by the Umayyad governors in the
garrison towns (amsa-r) provoked the inhabitants, who suffered greatly at the
hands of these governors and who were no longer able to tolerate oppression.
The Umayyad caliphate had also suffered since its inception from the
-	 -
well organised opposition factions of the Khawarij, the Shi`ah, the Zubayris and,
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ultimately the Abbasids. The corruption of Umayyad rule and the opposition
to it was extremely detrimental to Muslim unity, engendering deep rifts between
various groups in the community and debilitating the economy. Civil war
between Qays and Kalb destroyed what little remained of Umayyad authority.
The frequent attacks carried out by the different opposition forces gradually
worked their effect, bringing the Umayyads to their knees. The sons of
al-`Abb-as, with their well-organised and highly successful da`wah opposition,
worked the circumstances to their own advantage. They were able to win the
support of victims of Umayyad policy, especially those who were oppressed
socially and those who had suffered as a result of tribal feuding. 	 All these
factors guaranteed success to the Abbasids in their ultimate quest for the
-
_
caliphate. In this atmosphere of political tensions and tribal division, the Ibadis
of Hadramawt announced the establishment of their imamate, 128-131/745-748.
In addition to Hadramawt they gained sovereignty over the Yemen and extended
.	 .
_
their authority to the tlij -az;3 but Caliph Marwan gained victory over them and
_
their imam, `Abdullah b.Yatiya al-Kindi Talib al-Haqq was killed in battle.4
After the Abbasids had established their authority 132/749, they inherited
the same crisis that had plagued their predecessors. The Shi`ah and the
_
Khawarij continued their opposition to Abbasid rule. The refusal of the
Khawa-rij to recognise the authority of the caliph was not on account of the
personality or character of the caliph, rather their objection was to the
hereditary - and thus innovative - nature of the caliphate, which was passed
from father to son. They believed in holding free elections to choose the imam
of the Islamic ummah.5 The Shi`ah were fighting for the rights of the house of
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Prophet (i.e. the sons of 'Ali b. Abi Talib), whom they believed to be most
deserving of the caliphate. 6 The Abbasids followed the policy of the previous
dynasty in their dealings with these opposition forces. The division within the
Islamic ummah was not thus simply a matter of who should or should not
govern; it was also a division of principles and beliefs. In these troubled and
confused circumstances the Ib-ad-is of Oman were encouraged to compensate for
the collapse of the imamate of Hadramawt, by announcing the establishment of
the first Ib-adi imamate in Oman, during the period of transition from Umayyad
to Abbasid rule.
_
7.2	 The establishment of the first Ibadi imamate in Oman
By the time the Abbasids had risen to power, the strength and fanaticism
-
of the Ithawarij had waned considerably, and so they no longer posed a threat
to the new rulers. The uprisings which had been so violent during the Umayyad
_
Caliphate became weak and infrequent. The Ibadis, on the other hand, were
well organised, with a record of successful underground activities, and were able
to emerge towards the end of the Umayyad period to establish the first Ibadi
state in Hadramawt.
During the Abbasid era the Ibadi imamate found considerable support
in distant provinces, not only in the Yemen but also in Oman and North
-
Africa. The Ibadis of Hadramawt under the Imam `Abdullah b. Yahya al-Kindi
(Ta-lib al-Haqq) managed to gain control of San`a-' at the end of 129/746. 7 With
7	 -	 -
a joint Hadrami-Omani army the Ibadis moved from there to the Hijaz, where
.	 .
_ -
they took Mecca and Medina. According to al-Salimi, a great number of
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-Omanis were among the ranks of the Ibadi army of Hadramawt. 8 After the
• •
defeat of the Ib-adis of Hadramawt at the hands of the Umayyad army, many
Omanis fled from positions in the Yemen towards Oman, probably using the
Dhofar route which connected Oman with the Yemen. 9 Al-Calimi asserts that
_ -
al-Julanda b.Mas`ud, the first Ibadi imam of Oman, was among those who swore
_
an oath of allegiance to Imam Talib al-Haqq.'° He therefore appears to have
participated in Ibadi activities there before returning to Oman. 11 The defeated
Ib-acli army of Hadramawt also sought refuge in Oman, which, given its long
record of relations with the Yemen, seemed the best place in which to settle.
It is very well known that during this time the ground in Oman had, for
-different reasons, been prepared by the Ibadis for the establishment of their
rfirst imamate. Ibadi Izamalat	 used the opportunity to spread the
_ -
teachings of the Ibadi school on a large scale throughout Oman. In this they
were aided by some of the Umayyad governors in Oman who had followed a
quietist line and had not involved themselves in any sort of conflict with the
IlZcliyyah. It was the `Umayyad caliph `Umar b. `Abd al-`AzTz who followed a
_ -
policy of conciliation not only with the Ibadis but with all opposition groups
during his reign. `Umar's policy gained him the respect of all the Muslim people
and restored stability to the caliphate. `Umar appointed a new governor to
rule Oman 12who also favoured negotiations with the Ib-adiyyah of Oman. When
`Umar b. `Abd al-AzTz passed away, his governor ('a-mil) `Umar b. `Abdulla-h
•••••
al-Ansari handed the country back to Ziyad b. al-Muhallab, asserting that this
was the country of his people and, as such, his affair. Ziy-ad reputedly stayed
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-on in Oman until the advent of the Abbasids. It appears that Ziyad avoided
conflict with Ib-adi activities on account of their shared tribal links; that a large
-
number of Azd tribes, to which Ziyad belonged, were followers of the Ibadiyyah
school. However, the `Umayyad governors had limited power in Oman, since
the Omanis early declared their position towards this caliphate at the time of
Abd al-Malik b. Marw-an who controlled Oman by force through his governor
of Iraq, al-Hajlaj b. Ytisuf al-Thaqatr. 13 The Umayyads since then had taken
certain places in Oman while the inland parts of the country remained
independent; the coastal cities might have also fallen under the influence of the
Islamic central authority.14
- -
When the first Ibadi imamate in Hadramawt collapsed at the end of the
—
Umayyad reign 131/748, Oman became host to the second Ibadi state. Given
this, it is not too much to suggest that the Ib -adi forces were far from being
exhausted after the fall of their imamate in Hadramawt; rather, they had
shifted their field of action towards the country areas where they could still have
remarkable success. 15 The Ib-adis of Oman took good advantage of the adverse
conditions obtaining during the exchange of power form the Umayyads to the
Abbasids. The Ilidiyyah of Oman announced the establishment of their first
I13 - di imamate shortly after the beginning of Abbasid rule in 132/749.
Al-Julanda b. Mas`u-d was chosen as imam of the Ib-adiyyah for their new state.
The emergence of an Ibadi state in Oman was helped considerably by the
fact that the first governors that Abu- Ja`far al-Mans-lir appointed on behalf of
his brother (the caliph Abi3 'l-'Abbas al-Saffah) two members of the B.
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_who, according to al-`Awtabi, were regarded as heads of the Azd clans in Oman,
- -	 -
Basra and Khurasan at that time. 16 After ruling Oman for a short time, Junah
b. `Ubadah b. Qays b. `Umar al-Hina'i 17was deposed by Abu Ja`far al-Mansur,
-
who held the office of Iraq. His son, Muhammad b. Junah was appointed in
his place. 18 Junah then sided with the Ibadis who were able to gain control fora
themselves. All the Ibadi sources agree on the significant role which both Junah
and his son played during their governorships in Oman. 19 Jun-ah, for example,
seems to have been a discreet and sagacious man who understood the
uncertainty and delicacy of his position, for he ruled mildly and took care not
to arouse popular irritation.20
- -
The Ibadi sources also indicate that after being appointed as governor of
-	 _ -
Oman, Junah allowed a very lenient policy towards the Ibadis, and appears to
have had much in sympathy with the Omanis. 21 According to Miles,22 the
non-Ibadi section of the Omani community had sided with the new governor,
- -_
Muhammad b.Junal?, but the Ibadi tribes, which constituted the stronger section
of the people, threw off the yoke of submission and withheld payment of the
tribute. Consequently, the governor finding his position untenable in face of
the threatening attitude of the schismatics, left Oman and proceeded to the
court of the caliph in Baghdad to report on the state of affairs.23 The
dismissal of Jun-ah b. `Uba-dah from the governorship of Oman raises the
question of how he came to be chosen as governor by the Abbasids without
their being sure of his loyalty and his beliefs? To the question how did they
appoint a person of whom they could not be sure, the answer is clear: after
the new Caliph had assumed power, he saw it as his duty to correct the
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mistakes made by the Umayyad and therefore was in no doubt about securing
the trust and support of the people, especially those from regions which had
opposed the rule of the Umayyads for many years. Oman was one such region,
and its people, the Azd, were relieved to see the end of the Umayyads at whose
hands they had suffered so much and from whose resentment they had so much
to dread. The Abbasids, therefore, assumed that Oman would be on their
7
side, and as a token of their goodwill towards them appointed an Azdi governor
to rule Oman on their behalf. In actual fact, Oman was no longer prepared
to accept the dictates of rulers who were so far removed from the teachings
of the Ib-adiyyah, and the Omanis held out little hope that the Abbasids might
change their ideas on how the Muslim ummah should be governed.
_ -_
`Ubadah himself was regarded not only as an Ibadi sympathiser, but also
an Ibadi converter who secretly accepted 1badi teachings and who had accepted
the position conferred on him in order to help the Ib-adiyyah and enable them
- -	 _
to establish their own state. The Ibadi sources do not say exactly when Junah
b. `Ub-adah and his son took charge of Oman as clients of the new Abbasid
caliph. The Abbasids came to power in 132/749 and it seems that during the
_
same year they appointed Junah, deposed him, and then appointed his son in
his place. All the events therefore point to the establishment of the Abbasid
_
regime and the election of Imam al-Julanda b. Mas`u-d as having taken place
in the same year. It is worth mentioning that many chronicles give different
dates for this event.24
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73 The Imam al-Julanda- b. Mas`u-d
The genealogy of Imam al-Julanda b.Mas'al goes back to the al-Julanda
family of Shams b. Ma`walah of Azd, rulers of Oman from the beginning of the
6th century A.D.25 They continued to rule Oman after two kings of this
family,`Abd and Jayfar, accepted Islam shortly before the demise of the Prophet.
The sons of these two kings were kept on as governors of Oman by the rightly
guided caliphs until the Umayyad family came to power. During the reign of
-	 -Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, the Julanda family was overthrown by the invading
army of al-Hajj-aj, who controlled Oman by force after many unsuccessful
-	 -
battles.26 Sald and Sulayman, the joint rulers of Oman, fled from Oman with
their families to East Africa.27 This marked the end of the family's dominance
in Oman. Al-Julanda- b. Mas`u-d, the grandson of Jayfar b. al-Julanda-,28was
- -	 -
reported to be among the Omani Ibadis who paid allegiance to Imam `Abdullah
b. Yallya al-Kindi (Talib al-Haqq), the elected head of the Ibadi state
established in Hadramawt at the end of the Umayyad period.29 His participation
.	 .
raises the question of the role Julanda- b. Mas'al had played prior to the time
of his imamate. The Ib-adr sources do not mention that Julanda- b.Mas`u-d was
involved with the 11)a-di- movement before the establishment of the Iba-di imamate
- -
of Hadramawt. For example, he was not among those who carried the Ibadi
teachings to Oman (Ipmalat al-11m); nor, it appears did he have any
- -
connection with the Ibadi school in Basra.30 It seems that his frequent comings
and goings to Basra were few in comparison with others of the Ibadi du`ah, who
received their education in this town, the centre of the Iba-di doctrine. The
links of al-Juland-a b. Mas`u-d with the Ib-adi.
 community might have come as a
result of the efforts made by the Ib-adis of Oman. The Basran imams' work
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was aimed at preparing the way for their followers to establish an Ib -adi- state
in areas where there was strong opposition to the caliphate, whenever the
moment for action was deemed propitious.31 The Iba-di secret propagators who
succeeded in converting the tribesmen of Oman as well as the more
cosmopolitan merchants, 32 inevitably met opposition from the Julanda-, whose
power was rooted in the traditional tribal system of sheikhly authority.33
Wilkinson suggests that in trying to win the Julanda- family to their teachings, the
,
Ibadis might have offererd one of them the imamate itself. 34 If this suggestion
has any of truth, it would be indeed similar to the story of the early links and
connections between the IlCadis of Basra and Imam `Abdullah b.Yahya- (Ta-lib
al-Ijaqq) who was elected imam of Hadramawt because of the strong position
he occupied among his people as a chief and notable leader of Kindah. Ta-lib
al-klaciq himself had no strong connections with the Ib-adi" movement, before he
- -
became imam; according to the Islamic sources, 35 he had accepted the Ibadi
teachings after meeting the Ibadi leader Abu Hamzah al-Shan in Mecca.
Having accepted the Ib-adi teaching, Imam Yahya- was then set to be chosen as
imam of the state in Hadramawt. Although historically the Julanda- family had
.	 .
- ..
opposed the Khawani movement, during Umayyad time they also opposed
_ -
strongly the Ibadi activities, even after al-Julanda- became imam.36 Their
-
selection of Imam al-Julanda- was for several reasons, such as to win the support
of the tribes which were traditionally loyal to his rule, and to prevent the rest
of the Omani tribes from revolting against the imamate government.
7.4	 The election of Imam al-Julanda-
Having succeeded in winning over Imam al-Julanda- b. Mas`u-d and many
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members of his family, the Ib -adiyyah eventually appointed him imam of the
- --
Ibadi community in Oman.37 No details are available of the method by which
al-Julanda- was elected. The electoral procedure which subsequently became
practice, and which by reason of its derivation from early Islamic custom, and
_ -
with Ibadi principals, may have been followed, as the bayah or public
acclamation of allegiance. This was completed in two steps, the first made by
the ulema or notables of the community, and the second being the general
allegiance given by the people. The bayah is essentially a double contract: the
people give their allegiance to the imam on the understanding that he will
comply with the Book of God and the sunnah of His Prophet.38 This imamate
was regarded as an open imamate (ima-mat al-zuhu-r). The declaration of the
Ib-adi state came in fact in an atmophere full of tension and conditions of
instability which were felt in all parts of the caliphate outside Iraq. After
assuming power, the Abbasids had to deal with every serious threat to their
position. Oman, which declared its independence, with many parts of Islam and
the empire, did not fully acknowledge the new caliph. 39 The Abbasid caliph
regarded the changes taking place in Oman very seriously.
_ -
The Ibadis, who had declared Oman independent of Islamic authority,
were now seen as the main threat, not only to the unity of the caliphate but
also to Abbasid interests and, above all, to their claim to be the only rulers of
the Muslim ummah who had not had to share power with any other group.
This being the case, the Abbasids would not allow any rising power to make
such claims concerning the leadership of the Muslim ummah, even if their rule
was considered by them to be the legitimate one and which represented the true
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- -
Islamic authority. The Ibadis on their side have their point of view regarding
this claim. As the Abbasids had worked for a long time to control the Islamic
_ -
Caliphate, the Ibadis also had a very long standing record of strife and
underground activities to spread their teaching among the Muslims during the
Umayyad period. They gained as a result of their activity many strongholds in
different parts and regions.' ° By the end of the Umayyad period the Ibadis had
for the first time shown determination to declare independence and to establish
their own Islamic state according to Ib-adI principless of government. Unlike the
Abbasids, the Ib-adTs of Oman at this time had no intention of clashing with the
Islamic authority. Oman thus became the target for the Abbasids, who
regarded it as an outlaw state. Proof of this can be seen in the events that
took place in Oman. This region was not far from Iraq, the centre of the
caliphate, which in Basra had an outlet into the Persian Gulf. Yet despite its
proximity to Iraq and the key position it held on the Gulf, Oman had managed
to remain independent of the caliphs - which proves that the Omani troops
were strong enough to resist attack.
The Abbasid caliph, Abu 1-Saffalj, decided to send an expedition to
Oman to overthrow the Iba-di imamate and also to rid the Gulf coast of all
opposition, in particular the Khaw-arij, but also a number of friends and
supporters of the Umayyad dynasty who had escaped from Basra, where they
had suffered defeat at the hands of the Abbasid army, and had sought refuge
on the Gulf coast and in some parts of Oman, where they had been sheltered
by the peopie.41 Al-Saff-ah chose Kh-azim b. Khuzaymah42 to lead the military
_ -
expedition against the Khawarij of Ibn 16wan Island and the Ibadis of Oman.43
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The Islamic sources give conflicting accounts about this expedition. Al-Tabari,
-	 _
for example, states that the caliph al-Saffah made Khazim b. Khuzaymah leader
_
of the expedition in order to punish him. According to al-Tabari, Khazim b.
-
Khuzaymah had killed a great number of the caliph al-Saffah's uncles from the
-	
_
B. `Abd al-Dar of the Yemen.' 4 According to the sources, the al-Saffah became
_
angry, and thus wanted Khazim dead. 45 He was advised to get rid of him by
- ..	 -	 -
sending him to fight the Khawarij of Oman, who were led by Julanda b. Mas`ud,
_ -
and those who were on the island of Ibn Kawan in the Persian Gulf led by
-	 _
Shayban b. `Abd al-Aziz al-Yashkuri. Ibn Khaldun
,
'mentions that the army was
- --	 -
sent to fight the Khawarij of Ibn Kawan. It has been reported that al-Saffah
equipped this army with reinforcements of 6700 men, most of them from
Tam-im, the tribe of Kh-azirn. .47 It is said that he was given the option of
choosing men from among his own family and servants to assist him in this
__
expedition. 48 Sulayman b. 'Ali, the governor of Basra, prepared the ships which
_ -
would carry the army to the island of Ibn Kawan on its way to Oman.49
Shaybn b. `Abd al-Aziz al-Yashkurr, the leader of the Sufri . Khawlij, is
believed to have taken refuge on this island, after withdrawing his supporters
from Iraq in the year 129/744. This had occurred when, under strong pressure
from the Umayyad army during their fight against the Khawrij, he and his
followers had fled from Iraq to this island, which was situated between Oman
and Bahrain.50 Having arrived on the island of Ibn IC -Nv . .n, Ith-a-zim gained
victory over the Sufriyyah after a fierce battle. Those who survived the fight
escaped by sea to Julfa-r in the NE of Oman.51
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7.5	 The conflict between the Sufriyyah and Ib-a-diyyah
After the Sufriyyah, under the command of Shayban al-Yashkuri, arrived
in Julfa-r, they were received by the Iba--diyyah, who refused them access to the
town. The imam, al-Julanda.- b. Mas`u-d, who was by this time facing great
-
challenge by the Sufriyyah and the Abbasid army, had sent Hilal b. `Atiyyah
dt ... n 	 -	 - -
al-Khurasani and Yahya- b. Najih to fight them.52 According to Ibadi sources the
imam's army refused to give the Sufriyyah shelter. Instead they asked them to
_ -
accept the Ibadi doctrines or else to leave the town peacefully. The Sufriyyah
chose to fight. They knew that the Abbasid army was on their trail. They
escaped from the battle, in which a large number of their fellow believers were
slain. The Sufriyyah were by now suffering from a shortage of men, which
meant that they would most likely lose the battle, were they to remain in Julfa-r.
Add to this the fact that they had not surrendered to the Iba-diyyah. Shayb-an
and his followers had no alternative but to fight the Ibaliyyah, who had the
upper hand in Julfa-r.53 It has been reported that before the battle started,
Yahya b. Najih, one of Julanda b. Mas`ud's leaders, asked the Sufriyyah for the
- -
last time to accept the Ibadi teachings. When they refused to do so he made
the following supplication (du '5') before the battle commenced: "0 God, if we
hold to the religion of which You approve, and adhere to the truth which is
agreeable to You, cause me to be the first to fall of my companions, and cause
Shayb-an to be the first to fall of his companions, and then put them to fight.
-
But if Shayban holds to the religion of which You approve, and adheres to the
truth which is agreeable to You, then let Shayb-an be the first to fall on his
side”.54
 The two parties then met in battle. The first to be killed on the Ib-adi
-.	 ^
side was Yahya b. Najih; the first to fall in the Sufriyyah party was their
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commander Shaylin b. `Abd al-`Aziz al-Yashkurr. The battle took place in
134/751.
The 113-adT sources do not mention the number of men killed in this
battle; the only thing they do reveal is that the Sufriyyah commander was killed,
-	 - -_
as was Yahya b. Najih on the Ibadi side. The sources are also quiet on the
situation of the victorious Omani army. It seems that the Sufriyyah were few.
The Ibadis were in Julfar prior to the arrival of the Sufriyyah to guard the
Omani coast. Julfa-r had been used by the Umayyads on several occasions
during their attempts to conquer Oman. 55 It is possible that al-Julanda- and his
supporters may have heard about the despatch of this army from Basra, which
was the centre of the Ib-adiyyah. According to `Umar, 56 at the beginning of
their reign, the Abbasids had shown that they had no intention of coming into
conflict with the Azd and the Ib-adiyyah in Basra and Oman. Both sides had
taken a neutral position in the war between the Abbasids and Sufriyyah. 57 The
Abbasids did not wish to clash with any who would pay homage to them, but
one should not forget that they could not tolerate Oman as independent state
far away from their authority. Their actual aim was to impose their authority
over all Islamic regions, by means peaceful or belligerent; Oman was thus a
prime target.
7.6 The battle of Julfa-r and the fall of the first imamate
After the Ib-adiyyah defeated the Sufriyyah, the Abbasid military expedition
pursued those of the Sufriyyah who had managed to escape from the island of
_ -
Ibn Kawan, with the express purpose of capturing their leader, Shayb —an, whose
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head was wanted by the caliph. Kha-zim ordered his troops to proceed to Oman
to complete his task of ending the opposition movement of the Ibadiyyah and
the Sufriyyah. On his arrival in Julfa-r, Khaz- im was allowed to disembark his
troops without opposition, confident that he now had sufficient forces with him
to overcome all resistance. 58 It would seem that the Ib-adrs were ready to resist
the Abbasid expedition with the help of reinforcements which arrived in Julfa-r,
headed most likely by Imam al-Julanda- himself, when the news of the arrival
of Kh-azim and his forces by sea reached him. According to al-Tabari-,59 after
-	 -
landing at Julfar, Khazim and his troops marched towards the desert where
they were later to meet the Imam al-Julanda- and his army. This shows that
the battle did not take place in Julfa-r itself, but outside the town. It is possible
that the Abbasid troops landed on the coast nearby, and from there marched
towards the town itself, to take control of it. 6° The Ib-adi- sources mention that
Kh-azim sent word to Imam al-Julanda- to say that the Abbasid troops had come
-in search of Shayban al-Yashkuri and his followers, adding, "It suffices that
God has decreed they should be slain by your hand. I wish, however, to go
forth from you to the caliph and inform him you bear him obedience".61 It is
_
also stated that Kh-azim asked for Shayban's ring and sword62to take as evidence
to the caliph in Baghdad. Ibadi accounts of these events indicate that Khazim
asked al-Julanda- and his followers to submit and recognise the authority of
Baghdad; if they accepted his condition then he would turn back. However,
the Islamic accounts, among them that of al-Tabari-,63 emphasise that the
expedition was aimed basically at ending the revolt of those described as
-	 -	 -
Khawarij. Ibn Kath-ir classes Imam al-Julanda b.Mas`ud and his followers as
Sufriyyah.64 There is also the possibility that Kh -azim wanted to avoid conflict
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with the Ibaliyyah, having realised that the Caliph al-Saff -a. h had wanted to get
rid of him as punishment for slaughtering his relatives, B. `Abd al-D-ar.65
In order to look into these demands Imam al-Julanda- held a council of
war with leading Ib-adr sheikhs. They firmly rejected the demands Kha-zim had
made.66 Al-S-alimi asserts that the Iba-dr ulema indicated to Imam al-Julanda-
_
to give Khazun Shayba-n's sword and ring, plus some money. Khamm, however,
refused to accept this offer and insisted on Julanda- b. Ma's-ud and his followers
swearing an oath of allegiance and offering prayers (du `a-') for the caliph in the
Friday khutbah.67 A clash between the Abbasid troops and the Iba-dr Omanis
now became inevitable and battle ensued at Julfar. The two parties met twice:
in the first battle, which took place on the coast,68Imam al-Julanda-'s army was
victorious, and a great number of Kh-azim's army were slain, among them
Kh-azim's brother, Isnra i`1.69. A1-Tabari recounts the events of the second day of
the fight between the two armies and mentions that Kh -azim and three of his
-
men, Humayd al-Warkani, Muslim al-Arghadr, and Fadla b. Nalm al-Nahshalr,
-
led the army against the Ibadiyyah, Khazim and his army managed to kill more
than 900 men; 90 more were burnt to death by the Abbasid troops. 70 The two
armies rested for seven days before entering their final, decisive battle.71
It has been reported that the Abbasid army employed new techniques
against the army of Imam al-Julanda, who was assisted by two Ibadi leaders,
_ -
Hilal b. `Atiyyah al-Kurasani and Shabib b. `Atiyyah al-`Um-an1.72 According to
.	 .
al-Taban, Khaznn was advised by one of his men to set fire to the houses of
al-Juland-a's men in Julfa-r, which were built of wood.73 The technique seems to
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_have worked, for al-Julanda's army fled from the battle field in order to save
the lives of their families. As a result, many of al-Juland-a's men were slain.
- -.-	 -According to the 'bath sources no one in the army survived except al-Julanda
and his commander. Hirai b. `Atiyyah al-Khuras -an-i,74who said to al-Julanda,
"You are my imam, precede me, and I engage not to survive you". Al-Julanda-
then advanced and fought until he was killed. 75 Hila.-1 then rushed forward to
fight and was slain. 76 It is said that al-Julanda- was killed by Kh-azim.77 Miles
-
claims that al-Julanda was captured, and later put to death by Kh-azim.78
According to al-Tabari, Khazim and his army killed approximately 10,000 men
in this battle. He also mentions that their heads were sent to Basra, where they
_
remained for a few days before being sent to the Caliph al-Saffah in Baghdad.79
The number killed by Kh-azim from the Omani side was exaggerated in accounts
-.-	
_
by al-Taban; had al-Julanda possessed such a high number of men it is
-
_ .
inconceivable that he would have been defeated. Furthermore, Kim= and his
army despatched from Basra, numbered no more than 700 men. to
the sources, no reinforcements were involved. It is impossible for such a small
number to have defeated an army of 10,000 men, especially when one considers
that the Abbasid army was fighting on alien territory of which the troops had
no fighting experience.
With the death of Imam al-Julanda and his followers, the first Ibadi
imamate of Oman fell in 134/752.81 The iba-di imamate was short-lived, lasting
no more than two years and one month. 82 The death of al-Julanda- was a
bodyblow to the establishment of the imamate government, but was unable to
remove the Ili-adi doctrines from the hearts of the Omanis. There is no
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information in the sources regarding the Abbasid expeditionary forces after the
battle of Julfa-r, which it seems, remained in the town without advancing to the
-	 _
heart of Omani lands. Tabari also mentions that Khazim stayed for one month
in Oman, whereupon he received a letter from the Caliph al-Saff-ah, ordering
him to return to Iraq with his army.83
- -
7.7	 The internal policy of the first Ibadi imamate
-	 ,... •IIn
Imam al-Julanda was regarded by all Ibadi sources as the first of the
rightful imams (ahl al-haqq) of Oman, and one who greatly promoted Ibadi
doctrines.84 He is described by them as a just, generous and pious, and above
_ -
all revered by his people. The strength of the Ibadi community was of his
making.85 During his short imamate the imam exhibited some of his personal
qualities as leader of the Ib-adi community in Oman, despite his short standing
- -
in the Ibadi movement. The imam, who gained support from both Omanis and
other Ib-adis who came from Basra and Hadramawt after the defeat of Imam
.	 .
Talib al-Haqq, was influenced greatly by the experienced Ibadi ulema who had
chosen him.86 The first challenge Julanda- b. Mas'al had to face as imam was
the opposition of some tribes, and also of certain of his own kinsmen.
Subsequent attempts to bring the interior of the country under Ib-adl rule met
with stiff opposition from both the tribesmen and from members of the imam's
7
own family. According to historical accounts, Ja`far b. Sa`id al-Julandi-and his
-
two sons, al-Nazr b. Ja`far and Za'idah b. Ja`far, refused to recognise his
imamate and to pay the oath of allegiance to him.87 Part of the opposition
probably stemmed from internal clan rivalry; the Imam al-Julanda- was a
-descendant of Jayfar b. al-Julanda, while his chief opponent was Jalar b. Sagd
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b. 'Abbal b. `Abd, the grandson of Abd b. al-Julan6, to whose grandfather,
`Ub-adah b. `Abd, the rule of Oman had previously passed, as we have already
seen.88
Their opposition to al-Julanda's becoming imam was for two reasons:
firstly, they opposed the Iba-cliyyah and its activities; secondly, they regarded
themselves the only legitimate rulers of Oman. Therefore they could count on
_ -
the support of the non-Ibadi tribes to prevent the Ibadis from establishing their
- 7
own state in Oman. The non-Ibadis did not want to see Oman governed by
-_Ibadis, despite the fact that the latter had chosen al-Julanda b. Mas`ud in order
to gain the support of the notable sheikhs of the Omani tribes and thus give
these a legitimate role within the Omani community at large. The struggle
within the house of al-Julanda- led to the execution of Ib-adr imam's opponent,
Ja`far b. Sa`rd al-Julanda, and his two sons, along with various other relations.89
It has been reported that after having them all killed, the necessity for doing so
_
brought tears to al-Julanda's eyes.90 Some of the Ibadi zealots were angry with
this expression of grief and said to him, "0 Julanda-, is this group solidarity
Casabiyyah)?." He said, "No, it is mercy (rahmah)".91 Those who had
pressured Imam al-Julanda- to dispose of his relations went a step further by
demanding that he resign from the seat of the imamate, merely because he had
shown remorse over the death of his relatives; eventually they gave up their
demand and beseeched him to remain as imam. 92 With a blood feud added to
other causes for opposition, the Julanda- family now became the implacable
enemies of the lb-ad( movement. The action taken by Imam al-Julanda- against
his relations was regarded as a something new by the standards of the Omani
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-d7 •community and tribal traditions. The Iba is Implemented this method in order
- -
to dissolve the tribal links and to replace it instead with allegiance to the Ibadi
faith. The end of Imam al-Julanda- b. Mas`u-d's brief imamate was not, however,
a result of this opposition, but stemmed rather from a piece of misfortune.
During his imamate, al-Julanda- b. Mas`u-d faced two external threats
-
which resulted in the downfall of the Ib
	
imamate.te. He was busy continuing
the affairs of the imamate, and in particular trying to eradicate internal
opposition, he appointed some governors over certain Omani towns. He
appointed Abu Salih al-Waddah as governor of Ibra' in the Eastern province of
•	 •
Oman, the Sharqiyyah; he appointed Musa b.Abi Jabir al-Izkawi as qach, and
al-Hasan b. `Uqbah and Ja`far b. Bashir as tax collectors. 93 Shabib b. `Atiyah
also played a very important role during and after the imamate of al-Julanda-,
travelling throughout Oman, sometimes recognised as imam, or muhtasib.94 At
the same time Shablb was formulating a new social structure for the Omani
people. It is believed that he compelled the Omani women to wear the Islamic
-7dress stipulated by the Shan, ah law.95 He also banned women from sitting on
the roads, and from going out on certain days. Men were ordered to cut their
hair and shorten their robes. Imam al-Julanda- also encouraged men to get
married by reducing women's dowries. 96 It has been reported that the
non-Muslim residents, the Ahl al-Dhimmah were ordered to wear special clothes
to distinguish them from the Muslims; the latter, for their part, were forbidden
to wear clothes similar to those of non-Muslims. All of these measures97were
implemented according to the dictates of Ib-adi doctrine.
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7.8	 The organisation of the Ib-adi- military (shura-h)
Taking into account both internal and external threats to his rule, Imam
al-Julanda- b. Mas'al paid special attention to military matters, and created a
well-organised army from his following among the Ib-adiyyah. The organisation
of the army was based on Islamic principals and Ib-acli teachings. For example
he divided the Ib-adr military volunteers (shura- lz) into various divisions, each of
which was made up of two hundred to four hundred men. Each division had
a commander, who had to be possessed of military knowledge and expertise, and
whose grounding in Islamic law had to be strong. Every division of the Ibadi
shura-h was subdivided into groups consisting of ten men. At the head of each
group was an educator (mu'addib) whose duty it was to teach the Ibach
doctrine and the principles of what is acceptable according to custom (ma`ru- f).98
Every individual involved in the shura- h received monthly payment of
_ -
seven dirhams. Al-Salimi mentions that the low wages tended to prohibit most
of the shurah from marrying; Ib-adr sheikhs of Basra later produced a fatwa-,
reducing women's dowries to ten dirhams and thus enabling the shurah to get
married.99
 This was another example of the economic difficulties which
- 7
al-Julanda's imamate was facing. The low incomes of the Ibadi state came
-.-
originally from the property derived from the booty (ghammah), residual, estates,
gifts, and permitted taxes. Because the imamate of al-Julanda- had only a weak
political hold on Oman, the state treasury suffered as a result from low incomes
and lack of resources. Security was such a problem that the Ib-aclis were
unable to collect certain taxes since the central authorities could not guarantee
their safety. 1C° The tithe ('uslzr) on sea trade, for example, went uncollected
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because the authorities were unable to protect the merchants; instead they
were given the option of making a voluntary contribution to the bayt al-ma1.101
The taxes (zakat) levied on agriculture were never designed to finance the
state. 102 Revenue from non-Muslim populations is of particular interest in the
period of al-Juland-a's imamate, when many of the local non-Arab population
retained their former religions and were thus liable to pay the poll tax, or jizyah.
No attempt was ever made in Oman to transfer tax liability to the land when
the population converted to Islam. In other words, the imamate was denied the
land tax (kharaj) afforded by the caliphate. 103It is worth mentioning that the
treasury of the imamate depended totally on financial support provided by the
Ibadi centre of Basra. This assistance had helped the imamate to overcome
,
many serious economic problems.
	
The Ibadis of Basra supported Oman
militarily and financially during the establishment of al-Juland-a's imamate. The
- --
Ibacii merchants of Basra and elswhere had also played an important role by
,
providing financial support for those activist Ibadis who were busy propagating
the Ib-ad-i da `wah and could not work. The halamat al-Ilm who were sent to
different regions of the Islamic caliphate (Oman, North Africa and the Yemen)
- --
depended totally on the financial support provided by Ibadi merchants. Finally,
the imamate of al-Juland-a b. Mas'al had made some achievements at which
the Ibadis were aiming to get from their own state. Despite the short life of
-
this imamate, in which the imam and the ulema were plagued with internal
opposition and external invasion, al-Juland-a's rule produced some successes,
putting into practice some of the Ib-adT beliefs and principles. This paved the
way for the imams of the second imamate.
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Table 5
The Juland; family
'Uthmli b. Nas.r b. Zahra-n branch
of the Azd Shun'ah
I
Awlgd Shams
I 
I
Yahmad
Hiddan
Ma`wilah
I
`Abrzz (beggining of the 6th century AD.
al-Hirar
Mustakbir
al-Julanda (d. before Islam)
I 
I	 1
Jayfar	 `Abd
I	 I
Mas`tid	 `Abb-d (d. c. 70 A.H.)
1
al-Julanda-
(Imam c. 132-132 A.H.)
I	 _1
	 1
al-Nazr	 Za'idah
(executed in 132)
	 (executed c. 132 A.H.)
I	 I
Ra.shid	 Muhammad
(overthrown 177 A.H.)
	 I
Saqr (assassinated 207 A.H.)
I1
Sulaym-a-n	 Sald
I
Ja`far
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8.1	 Oman between the period of the first and second Ibidr imamates
As mentioned, one of the main factors contributing to the fall of the first
- 7Ibadi imamate was the direct intervention of Abbasid troops in Oman. This
led to the killing of the first Ib-adi imam, al-Juland-a b. Mas`u-d, his followers
from the ulema, and the Ib-adi intellectuals.
Having taken control of Oman by force, the Abbasids either sent their
agents to govern Oman, or, most often, chose local people, including al-
Julanda-, for this task. Al-Salimi suggests that those who were chosen to work
_
as governors of Oman for the Abbasids were in fact the two sons of al-Julanda,
Muhammad b. Za-'idah and Rashid b. Shadh-an b. al-Nazr, who were executed
—	 -
by their relative, the Ibadi imam, al-Julanda b. Mas`u-d.1
The two cousins were recognised by the Abbasids in Basra as the
legitimate rulers of Oman, working first of all for Abbasid interests, but also
for the benefit of those on whose support they depended. The traditional tribal
- -
allies, representing the main opposition for the Ibadi school and its teaching,
'
gave their support and loyalty to the Julanda- rulers of Oman.
The Ibadi sources consider the period of rule of the two Julanda rulers
-
as illegitimate, and described it as a reign of tyranny over Oman and its people,
accusing them of committing all manner of excess and extortion.2
The sources suggest that the reason for the tough policy implemented by
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the Julanda rulers towards the Ibadi was because the Julanda considered the
- -
Ibadi to be the greatest enemy to their rule in Oman, and to have been
responsible for the killing of their fathers. The Ibadis were also behind the
division within the Julanda-
 family which led to their permanent loss of rule of
Oman after more than two hundred years of power. In fact the Julanda- family
had begun to suffer from the time of the Umayyad Caliphate. `Abd al Mtklik
-
b. Marwan ordered his governor of Iraq, al-Hajja-j b. Jusuf, to exercise control
over Oman and to bring its people back within the authority of the caliphate
in Damascus. Having succeeded in this, al-Hajj-aj implemented a tough policy
which resulted in the killing of a great number of Omanis and which forced the
-	 -	 -
two brothers, SaTd and Sulayman, sons of `Abbad b. Julanda and their families,
to flee by sea to East Africa in order to escape death at the hand of al-Hajj-aj.
This led finally to the demise of the Julanda- as a strong governing power
and to the emergence of a significant gap in their control of Oman. The
challenge to the Julanda- rule was not only by the central caliphate, but also by
the new rising power of the Ib-acliyyah of Oman, whose main teaching was
concerned with correcting the errors in ruling over the Muslim nation (ummah).
Although the Julanda- rule relied heavily on the support of the tribal
system, the power of which is difficult to imagine, and influenced the daily life
_ -
of Omanis from before the rise of Islam, 3 the spread of Ibadi teaching had
effected the unity of the Omani tribes: as a result, Julanda- rule was shaken
and weakened.
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-	 -
Muhammad b. Za'idah and Rashid b. Shadtian b. al-Nazr were
remarkably successful in imposing their authority on different parts of Oman.
They appointed governors in the cities and villages of Oman. 4
 Meanwhile Ilidi
opposition began to decline after the military defeat of the Ib -adi imamate.
The rule of Ibn Z-a'idah and Ibn al-Nazr depended on the backing and
support of the Abbasids. This was in addition to local support, mainly of some
tribes who remained loyal to the Julanda- rulers and who did not accept the
Ib-adi teaching, considering it to be a significant threat to the tribal system and
its interests.
Despite the silence of the opposition, it has been reported that one of
the leading IlTadi figures in Oman had started to play a vital political role after
the killing of Imam Julanda b. Mas`lid. According to the Ibadi sources, Shabib
b. `Atiyyah5 was successful in entering the villages of Oman in which the
Abbasids had no presence. He became active in these villages until the time
of the collection of taxes (zak:a- h) when he began to withdraw and disappear.6
- 7	 -Al-Salimi describes Shabib as a religious, pious man, but tough with his enemies
.(Jabablra), calling for opposition to them.7
The political role of Shabib b. `At.iyyah later conflicted with that of the
.. -
Ibadi ulema: some considered him an elected imam. It is believed that al-RabT
,
b. Habib, the Ibacli imam, recognized that Shab-ib was elected imam, an opinion
shared by Miis-a b. Abi labir. However, other groups of ulema opposed the
idea that Shab-i'b was imam: those who opposed his imamate were led by `Abd
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al-Wahh-ab b. Jayfar, who dissociated himself from any one who considered
Shab-ib an imam.8 This put an end also to his role as muhtasib (inspector of
weights and measures).9
- -
The period after the fall of the first Ibadi Imamate witnessed a tribal
dispute which led to disorder and instability throughout Omani territory. During
-the first Ibadi imamate, many tribes entered a new stage of conflict, which
continued after its fall. From this time the conflict developed to the point at
which, in the latter part of the second Ibali imamate, it existed between the
two main tribal groups, the Qahtani tribes of the Yemen led by Azd, and the
`Adtran groups of North Arabia led by B. Sanah.
Omani sources report some details of this disorder. According to them
Ghassan al-Hinal of B. Muharib attacked Nizwa in 145/762. As a result of this
-
attack, many people from Ban-u Na-jyah and B. Hamim were slain.° It seems
that this attack was connected with the two Julanda- rulers supported by the
central authority of the Abbasids. Since Nizwa was the Ibadi base, this action
caused outrage amongst the rest of the Azd tribes, who killed many people.
Many of the survivors fled from Nizwa-. This anger came from those tribes who
had strong ties with the two clans of B. Nati' and B. Hamm, and especially of
B. al-Harith tribe of Ibr-a'llwho decided to take revenge for their relatives in
Nizw-a.12
-
The B. Frarith gathered and chose Ziyad b. Sald al-Bakri as their
-
leader. 13 They agreed to kill Ghassan al-Hiria'f, by ambushing him between his
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house and that of Jin-A in Sohar, at a place called al-Khawr, as he was
returning from visiting a sick person of B. Hin-a- % He approached, unaware of
their presence, and was slain.14
The killing of the sheikh of B. Hin -
 angered his tribe, who decided to
kill his killers, Man-azil b. Khanbashah, who was agent for Muhammad b.
--Za'idah, and Rashid b. al-Nazr. Julanda was angered too, and therefore headed
a group from B. Hint and their allies and attacked the people of Ibra'
unawares. 15 After a battle between the two sides, the B. al-Harith of Ibra' were
•
defeated, with about forty of their number killed.16
These bloody events led to civil war among Omani tribes. These were
not, as we observed above, isolated incidents of killing, but based on general
agreement and were, in addition, highly organised. For example, the attack
- -
which Ghassan al-Hina led on the people of Nizwa was prompted by his
_ -	
-
objection to the Ibadi teaching in Oman, since Nizwa was the base of the Ilid-i
scholars (hamalat al-11m). B. Naff, the tribe which Ghassan had attacked, was
the clan of the celebrated scholar Abu 	 Bash-ir b. al-Mundhir.17
The problem was that B. Hin-a' were very loyal to the Abbasids and
their agents, the Julanda-. The continuity of good relations between the
Abbasids and B. Hin-a.' stretched back to the time before the establishment of
the first Ibadi imamate in Oman when Abu 1-Saffah, the first Abbasid Caliph,
chose Ibn Itnah of B. Hina to be their governor over Oman, despite the
co-operation which the two governors had given to Ibdi activities during their
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-	 • --time (as reported by Ibadi sources): however, B. Hma , remained loyal to the
caliphate of the Abbasids.
_
B. Hina' had used the cover of Abbasid protection to attack the Ibadis,
for example Mana-zil b. Khanbashah Although he was agent for the
Julanda-, rulers he attacked 'bra', which proved that he had obtained the Julanda-
rulers' agreement to do so, especially since we know that Nizwa- and Ibr-a' were
the stronghold of the Ib-adrs, who opposed the rule of Julanda- Muhammad and
Rashid who considered them as enemies.
Any ruler wanting to remain in control of Oman would have to take into
account the achievement of some sort of agreement with tribes to assist him
in implementing his policy by force, since there was no organised army to do
this job. Therefore, B. Hina were in fact the army of B. al- Julanda Muhammad
_
and Rashid. In addition, the role of the sheikhs in organising their tribesmen to
gather for any emergency that might occur, cannot be ignored.
The Omani sources mention another event which took place during the
two Julanda-s' rule. According to the sources, Ghass-an b. `Abd al-Malik had
-headed an opposition movement against the rule of Rashid b. Nazr al-Julandi,
the main task of this movement being to call upon Rashid to step down from
governing Oman. 18 He was backed by well known Iba-di figures at that time,
such as Muhammad b. Jassas, and Musa b. Abi Jabir al-Izkawi. In addition to
-	 - -
the fact that Ghassan b.`Abd al-Malik was not an Ibadi the Ibadi sources
describe him as a tyrant and unjust with bad morals who at the same time
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provided the reasons for which two of the Ibadi sheikhs followed him and
supported him in his calling to step down the rule of Ra-shid b. al-Nazr. The
- -	 _ -
Ibadi sources say that 'according to Ibadi principles, it is legal to support the
unjust against those who are more just'.19
This source fails to give us a fixed date or further information about
Ibn `Abd al-Malik's movement which, it seems, failed to achieve its objectives
because of a lack of support from the people of Oman. This may be
attributable to the fact that on the one hand he was not acceptable to the
people of Oman and that on the other he had the strong opposition of Rashid
b. al-Nazr, whose power increased after he became the only ruler of Oman.20
_ -
Although the attempt of the Ibadi ulema continued and their efforts to
replace Rashid b. al-Nazr by one of the Ib-adi imams did not stop, for some
time they led the revolt, and even went as far as supporting any attempt by any
one to rise against the authority of the Abbasids and their agents, the Julanda-
rulers, despite their political differences. By keeping the pressure on the Julanda-
rulers, the 'bacli situation began to improve. At the same time the position of
Rashid b. al-Nazr started to weaken because of tribal feuding, which divided
_ -
Oman's tribes between support for the Ibadi movement and those who stood
alongside the Julanda. Therefore the Julanda- failed to control the affairs of
Oman. In addition to the tribal feuding, there was an external factor which
helped the Ib-adi movement become active: it appears that there was a loss of
interest on the part of the Abbasid caliphite which also affected the Julanda-
rulers, who completely depended upon their support.
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- 7Moreover, Ibadi movement activity started to achieve some of its
..
—
political goals when the Ibadi decided to step down the rule of Julanda Rashid
-
- -.- .b. al-Nazr in order to establish their second Ibadi imamate. Al-Izkawi
.	 .
comments regarding this move as follows:
"God then blessed the people of Oman by bestowing on them love of
the truth and a portion of the Muslims (Ib gdiyyah) rose up in defence of
God's Truth, and overthrew the power of those tyrants."z1
Al-Baysawi describes Ibadi conditions between the first imamate and
before the establishment of the second imamah as follows:
- --
"The Muslims (Ibadis) were weak and divided, they did not support
Ra-shid's rule nor his governers, they rose against him from different
villages and from different tribes until God unified them after disunity
and increased their number after they were few. They were not seeking
the domination of this world, but were in fact seeking to support God's
religion and putting in practice the justice of the Prophet's sunnah."22
- --
From this text one gets the impression that the Ibacli da`wah did not
become heavily reliant on the tribal structure to assist its claim to improve its
control over Oman. It may also be said that the Ibadi imamate was subject to
tribal influence because of its power and control of the daily life of the people
of Oman.
However, as we shall see, many imams had depended completely and
totally on tribal support, which they considered important, and vital for the
maintenace of their position at the head of the imamate. As we have observed,
some imams lost the support of the Omani tribes, and automatically their
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authority became weak and they probably lost control of their power, as was
seen with the role of the Ib-adr imamate in Oman.
- -
8.2	 The establishment of the second Ibadi imamate
- -
Before examining in detail the foundation of the second Ibadi imamate,
it should be mentioned that this imamate, which lasted for more than a century,
- -
implemented for the first time its theory of the imamate according to the Ibadi
concept. Also this imamate was based on the foundation of the teaching and
principles of the Ib-adr school. Having put this teaching in practice, the Iba-drs
were quite successful, although sometimes they were less successful because of
the nature of the tribal structure of Oman, which played a very important role
throughout its period.
This imamate faced many internal and external challenges, but internal
factors played a very important role in its collapse as a result of tribal feuding.
Besides this, the imamate seat was dominated by the large number of Omani
--
tribes. The clan of Yahmad had inherited the role of the Julanda kings of `Atik.
-
What was different was that the Yahmadi clan of Azd was linked with the Ibadi
_ -
movement: since most of the leading Ibadis and scholars were from this clan,
_
they were chosen by the other 'baths to select from this clan the imams to run
_ -
the Ilidi imamate. Despite this, there were many Ibadi ulema who were
qualified for the imamate from different tribes from Azd and from Niza-r of
North Arabia. However it seems to me that a sort of compromise had taken
place between the Ili& ulema, who played a very important role within the
policyof the imamate, and those chosen imams of Yahmad, to recognise the
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- 7
role of the ulema in the Ibach government.
-
The domination by the Yahmad clan of the imamate led finally to open
dispute, not only between the Yahmad and the rest of the Omani tribes, but
-
also within the Yahmadi house, for the possession of the imamate, which led to
,
the civil war and the intervention of the Abbasid caliphate. As a result the
imamate was overthrown by the Abbasid army, as we shall see from the events
described below.
8.2.1 The first attempt to restore the IICacii imamate
The Ib-adl centre in Basra under the Imam AIL `Ubaydah Muslim b. Abi
..
Karimah had played a manifest and crucial role in trying to re-establish the
_
Ibad-i imamate in Oman after the first imamate had been brought to an end by
-
the Abbasid army. Abu `Ubaydah, through his student hamalat al-Ilm, became
active during the period after the collapse of the first imamate. They started a
big campaign and organized preparations to revolt against Rashid b. al-Nazr,
the Juland-a ruler appointed by the Abbasids. Beside the hamalat al-Vm there
were a number of prominent men who also returned to Oman from Basra. They
came back to central Oman to live in a degree of safety.23
From the ljamalat al-Ilm, earlier sent by Ali' `Ubaydah to Basra, there
was one leading figure who called for the establishment of the imamate in
--	
_
Oman. This `alim was according to al-`Awtabi, Muhammad b. al-Mu'alla
al-Kindi.
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It has been mentioned that al-Rabi b. Habib al-Farahidi, the successor
-	 - -
to Abu `Ubaydah Muslim b. Abr Kari-mah as imam of the Ibacli community in
Basra, finally returned to Oman and was politically active in central Oman until
his death at Nizwa in 170/786, that is a few years before Rashid b. al-Nazr al-
_
Julandi was overthrown.24
Opposition to Ra-shid's rule had increased enormously as a result of an
_ -
organized campaign by Ibadi activists. According to Omani sources, Muhammad
-
b. al-Mu'alla and al-Akhfish al-Fuhshi from the Kindah tribe, led the revolt
against Rashid b. Nazr, calling on him to step down from power and to enable
- -
the Ibadis to elect their imam. 25 The two men later went out leading the revolt
against Rashid, who was, according to the sources, away in Mahrah territory
_ ...
recruiting a force to help him against the Ibadi revolt.26
The Ib-adi- revolt was supported by the ulema and those of the da`wah,
activists backed by the tribal allies under the leadership of the Yahmad tribe.
These consisted mainly of the tribes of the interior of Oman (the base of the
_
Ibadiyyah). The rbadi leaders were the two hamalat al-Ilm of the Kindah tribe.
According to Wilkinson, no tribes of the Sa-mi Iba-di-leaders were prepared to
join this motley revolt, and the only really important Iba-df figure who actually
supported it were the KindAulema.27
_
The role of the B. Samah tribe in this revolt was clear: although the
Kindah ulema were the leading figures in it, B. Sa-mah also participated. Since
many of the hamalat al-71m were from B. Sa-mah,28 this revolt was not tribal,
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- -
as some have suggested, but a real lbadi revolt based on the continued
- -
attempts of the lbadi to found and establish their imamate in Oman. No one
can deny the tribal role in this movement. The group who revolted against
-	 _ -
Rashid b. Nazr were mostly lbadi.
_	 -
Battle was joined at place called al-Majazah in the Zahirah region, which
_0.
has been suggested by some to be in the territory of B. Nijiyyah, probably the
most important tribal supporters in northern Oman.29
-	 -
Rashid in fact had gathered his supporters in al- Majazah, and chose the
place of the battle which was joined later by the Ib -acli followers, coming from
-	 --Nizwa. The two parties met in Ramadan 177/December 793 30 and Rashid's
- -
troops were overwhelmingly defeated by the lbadi supporters under the Yahmad
tribes, who demonstrated by this battle their rejection of the B. Ma`walah b.
_
Shams of the Julanda leadership. Yahmad represented the new leadership,
which depended for its support on the Ib-adi- followers rather than on the tribal
allies on which Rashid al-Julanda- depended during his rule, which lasted for
more than 43 years.31 The result of this battle was not only Ra-shid b. Nazr's
losing his rule in Oman but also the Julandg family losing its rooted power in
Oman after more than three hundred years of conducting Oman affairs.
According to the Omani sources, Rashid managed to escape from this
battle and his son also succeeded in fleeing Nizwa- after the news of the military
defeat of the Julanda- reached him.32 The sources do not mention the place
where they hid. Nor do they provide any sort of information about the role of
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_Muhammad b. Za'idah al-Julanda (who had jointly ruled Oman with Rashid b.
al-Nazr) either during this battle or in the time leading up to it, which might
prompt the hypothesis that Muhammad b. Zamidah was no longer Ra-shid's
partner in the later years of his rule in Oman. Muhammad's name is mentioned
by none of the sources in connection with any events which took place in
Oman for more than 10 years. Ra-shid himself was the focus of the Omani Iba-di
sources, in which it is indicated that he was ruling Oman alone until his
- -
overthrow by the Ibadi revolt. The sources mention neither the condition of
Muhammad b. Z-a'idah's health, nor that he may have died before the collapse
of the Juland-a's historic rule of Oman.
- -	 -	 -
The victorious Ibadi entered Nizwa, the seat of Rashid b. Nazr's
_
government, and took control of it. According to al-Salim" the Iba-diyyah
_	
-
captured Rashid's house in Nizwa and razed it to the ground. This action by the
Ilidi tribesmen caused outrage amongst the other tribes, particularly to the
_
sheikhs of Salut and another member of Omani sheikhs in a different part of
- -
Oman. Furthermore, the Ibadis themselves were divided on this issue, and, we
are told, they had a long argument regarding this matter. The leader of the
Ibadis protested against this new tactic used by the Ibadis against their enemies.
Al-Ash`ath b. Muhammad describes this incident as unacceptable, and denies
that this action had anything to do with Muslim behaviour and morals. The
Ibadi group who supported this action based their argument on the prophet
-
Muhammad's demolition of the castle or fort of B. al-Nadir.
-Another result of the al-Majazah battle was the end of Abbasid role in
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Oman, by virtue of the expulsion of Rashid b. al-Na ,zr and Ban-u al-Julanda-
from power. Both parties (the Abbasids and the Juland-as) had depended on
each other's support and backing, and R-ashid, as we have seen, was an Abbasid
agent, who worked for his tribe's allies: his interest was to remain in power, in
spite of the lb-ad opposition to his rule.
8.2.2 The Manh meeting
After the Ib-adiyyah succeeded in overthrowing Ra-shid b. Nazr in 177/793,
the Iliad ulema assembled in Manh 34near Nizw-a to discuss the election of a
new Ibadi imam after the declaration of the re-establishment of the second Ib-ad-i
.	 .
imamate. The meeting was attended by learned Ib-adT sheikhs, [ahl al-hall wa-
Vaqd] especially those from the liamalat al-Vm, who played an active role in
spreading Ilidi teaching among the Omani people. The latter were therefore
in support of the rise of the ibi.cii imamate in Oman for the second time. The
_ -_
meeting was held under the guidance of Musa b. Abi Jabir, who is described by
,
the Ibadi sources as their chief and principal.35
- -	 - -
According to them, Musa b. Abi Jabir was ill and was at his birth place
in Izk-i.36 He was carried down to Manh because he was so weak that he was
unable to walk himself.37 Also among the celebrated ulema who assembled in
Manh were Muhammad b. al-Muall g al-Kind-I and Bashrr b. al-Mundhir.38
a	 •
It is noteworthy that the sources mention that fiery discussions took place
during this meeting, and also that most of those who attended were hoping to
_ -	
- -	 - -_ -
be elected as the Ibadi imam. 39 Musa b. Abi Jabir, the Ibadi chief and chairman
.	 .
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of the meeting, was favoured by the ulema, but he refused to accept the offer.4°
- -_
When Musa b. Abi Jabir noticed the division among the ulema about how to
- -
elect the Imam, he took a decisive stand by choosing some Ibadi sheikhs whom
he appointed as governors over the Omani towns and villages, instead of
electing one imam temporarily. The main reason which forced him to do this is
- -
explained by later Ibacy sources as being his fear that the purpose of the
Ib-adiyyah might be frustrated and that strife would ensue.41
,
Musa b. Abi Jabir is quoted as saying; "We have appointed Muhammad
b. al-Mu'alla al-Kindi to govern Sohar 42and we have elected Ibn Abi `Affan to
govern Nizw-a and the towns of al-Jawr.43
By reaching this acceptable settlement until the situation calmed down,
- -	 7 -Musa b. Abi Jabir had proved that he was a man of considerable political
abilities, acumen and foresight. He himself commented on the way the meeting
went by saying; "Everyone who attended it regarded the matter only for
himselr,"i.e. they all want to be chosen as imam.
- -
From these events we learn that the Ibadi ulema were planning to elect
_
Musa b. Abi Ja-bir imam because of his personal qualities, as a celebrated figure
r.	 .. ....
in the Ibadi, da`wah, and because of his service to the Ibadi teaching. But Musa,
_ _
it appears, was more concerned with the Ibadi da`wah than with personal
_._
ambition, especially compared with of every other ckez to become imam.
..w. Ia..	 n 	 ..n w.•	
....
When Musa b. Abi Jabir appointed Muhammad b. Abi `Affan as
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-governor of al-Jawf, one of the hamalat	 Abu al-Mundhir Bash-ir b.
Mundhir opposed this decision by commenting, "We have wished to see what
we like, but now we are seeing what we dislike. We expected to see what would
please us, but we have seen what disgusts us".45 He added further, "We
expected you to take charge of this state, but you returned it to those whom we
,46	 -	 _fear in charge of the state.' Mu-sa b. Abi Jabir rejoined, "My view was that
I should reject becoming a governor of the state,"47and he explained what he
'7	 •
was doing by saying "We have done what you wish". Al-Izkawi interpreted
Mu-s-a's decision of appointing governors in the various Omani towns as policy
of dispersal lest strife should arise.48 After a short time Mu-s-a b. Abi Jabir
-
ordered Muhammad b. Abl `Affan to act as imam and also ordered him to
write letters to the Manh meetings of the Omani towns to dispose of the
--
appointed governors . Al-Izkawi suggested that he disposed of them even before
their arrival in their towns.49
83 The imamate of Muhammad b. Abi 'Allan
The appointment of Muhammad b. Abi `Affan was in Ramadan 177/793.5°
MN,
Al-Izkawi suggested that Muhammad b. Abi `Affan became imam in 175/791
and his imamate lasted for two years until 177/793.51
The sources offer little information about the early life of Muhammad
b. Abi `Affan, and his early involvement with Ib-adi. da`wah. What is known is
that he was from _41 -Yahmad of Azd tribe. 52 His genealogy goes back to Khani-s
b. Shari b. al-Yahmad b. `Abdull -a. h b. Malik b. Nay b. al-Azd b. al-Ghawth b.
Yanbut b. Malik b. Zayd b. Kahln.53 He was brought up in Basra, in Iraq,
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_where the Azd were to be found. Al-Sayy-abimmentions that Muhammad b. Abi
.00
`Affan was not an Omani but an Iraqi. He was brought from Basra to Oman
especially to take charge of the imamate there because of his qualification for
_
the office, and because a deal was struck between the two sides. The Ib-adi
ulema were locked in an irresolvable dispute concerning the election of Mu-sa-
•n••	 .11..	 _ _
b. Abi Jabir for the imamate. The decision to choose Muhammad b. Abi `Affan
,
for this task was probably taken in Iraq by the Ibacli sheikhs in Basra, bearing
—
in mind the role which the Ibadi community in Basra played in supporting this
revolt in Oman: both with military support, and financially with donations which
- -
the Ibadi merchants and followers gave through the da`wah centre in Basra,
-
these were then sent to different places where the Ibadis were to be found.
Oman, being one of these places in the caliphate which received this support,
_ _
was not, therefore, in a strong position to object when the Ibadi sheikhs in
Basra decided to send Muhammad b. Abi `Affan, one of its trusted men, to go
to Oman as a military leader and then to act as imam.
- -	 -	 -
Ibadi sources give little information about Muhammad b. Abi `Affan's role
- -
during the Ibadi revolt against Rashid b. Nazr. In all likelihood, he was the
military leader of the Ib-acli- group in the battle of al-Maja-zah in which the
Ib-adiyyah won a decisive victory against Ra-shid's army. It is probable that the
victory owed much to Muhammad b. Abi `Affan's military experience from Iraq.
The tribal factor also played an important role in choosing Muhammad
_
b. Abi `Affan for the imamate. He belonged to Yahmad clan, whose military
might was on the rise. Its power was recognised by other Omani tribes through
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the gains which its members achieved within the Ibadi school in Iraq or Oman.55
At the same time, the role of some strong Omani tribes began to decline
either for tribal or for religious reasons. Since these tribes, for example
-	 -_
al-Ma`awil al-`Atik B. Hina and B. Najiyah, were the traditional enemies of the
-
_
Ibadi school of thought, they were the doomed tribes in Oman before the
change took place there in favour of Yatimad clan and its allies. These tribes
_
_
found themselves isolated because of their rejection of Ibadi teaching. Not only
did they probably consider the Ilidiyyah thought a threat to their interests and
influence, but also these tribes had strong connections with the Abbasids through
the Julanda- rulers.
- -
The Ibadi also succeeded in converting many people of these tribes.
-Therefore, the position of these tribes on the eve of the battle of al-Majazah
_
was poor. They were unable to support Rashid b. Nazr al-Julandi, who sensed
this weakness when he travelled to the south of Oman seeking support from the
Mahrah tribes. These latter tribes were one of the Omani tribes which became
_
an enemy to the Ibadiyyah imamate after its establishment.
-After the defeat at al-Majazah, these tribes dispersed to various parts
of Oman in groups of individuals.56 This favoured the Yahmad clan and its
allies which became united under the flag of the Ib-adiyyah doctrine. The
Yahmad tribe became the religious family of the majority of the Iba-dr imams
who came to power, as was the case of the Julanda- family before them.
Julanda- ruled Oman as tribal sheikhs, and the Yatimad in the name of Iba-dr
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teaching.
- -	 - -For reasons set out below, the choice by Musa b. Abi Jabir of
-	 -	 -
Muhammad b. Abi `Affan for the imamate was considered by some IlCadi ulema
.	 -
as a courageous move.
The choice of Ibn Abi `Affa-n as Ib-adi imam was an acceptable solution
.
to the followers of Oman's different tribes, because he was Iraqi by birth and
his relationship with Oman was only in name. Therefore he was acceptable by
all parties and appointed to bring an end to the strife between those tribes for
the Ib-adi imamate.
.. -
The Ibadi centre in Basra might have had much to do with his
-	 -
nomination to lead the Ib -adT revolt against Rashid b. Nazr al-Julandi and his
.	 .
allies, the Abbasids, in Oman. It is probable that he was chosen in Oman
—
because he was nominated by the Ibadi sheikhs of Basra, despite the objections
•
raised by some leading figures during the Manh meeting against his appointment
as imam.
- -
His appointment by the Ibadi leaders was intended to give the Yahmad
a leadership role over the Omani tribes, because most of these tribes were
Ib-ad-is and strong supporters of the Ib-acliyyah in Oman. Contrasting with the
opinion that the power and influence of the Yatimad was rising both in and
outside Oman, one of IlCacif sheikhs57suggested that the Yatmad be given the
leadership of the Ib-adiyyah and Omani tribes because they were militarily weak,
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because of the peaceful nature in which the Ib-adi leaders chose most of imams
from its clan, most of the Omani tribes were not in competition with Yatimad.
Therefore most of them accepted its role within the Omani community.
8.3.1 The dispute over the imamate of Muhammad b. Abi `Affan
--
	
-
The task which faced Muhammad b. Abi `Affan was difficult. It was
especially hard for him to face the strong tribal alliance which started to rise
up against his rule. According to Omani tradition the governer or any ruler is
entitled to tribal power to give him support to protect his rule against any
attempt against him. Since Muhammad b. Ab-i `Aff-an was not an Omani by
—
birth, he faced strong opposition within the Ibadi community itself. In addition
'
to general tribal opposition, he faced in particular the hostility of those tribes
loyal to the Julanda- family. These parties became ungovernable. In response,
Muhammad b. AbT `Affa-n imposed a tough policy. As military leader he used
forces to implement his policy and to win back these tribes onto his side,
especially the tribes which were very supportive of Rashid b. Nazr and the
Julanda- family in general.
- -	 -	 -Subsequent to his appointment as Ibadi Imam, Muhammad b. Abi `Affan
-	
.
began to appoint governers in the Omani towns and villages. This was after the
former governers had been deposed by him by order of Musa b. Abi Jabir
- -
al-Izkawi-, the chief Ibadi sheikh. The most important appointment made by the
new imam was his selection of Sa`id b. Ziy-ad al-Bahl as his minister58 and
commander-in-chief of the imamate army.59 The first mission with which
Muhammad b. AbI `Affa-n charged his new military commander was to crush a
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revolt in eastern Oman.60 The people of the area were probably protesting
-
against Muhammad b. Abi `Affan. Sald al-Bakri succeeded in controlling the
region through the use of military force. It has been said that he was planning
its destruction.61 The tough measures implemented by SaCd al-Balcri- in the
SharqiyyaLregion had something to do with old tribal dispute between B. Hin-a.
and B. al-tlarith which took place in 145/762. It is said that al-Bakri himself
was among the conflicting parties.62
 When, more than thirty years later, Sa`id
led the imamate army, he wanted to take revenge on his enemy, and set fire to
the date palms belonging to B. N-aju-.63
This action was considered by some sources to be the worst of crimes
committed by him against the inhabitants of this region. According to the
7
sources, before he began setting fire to the trees, Sa C. al-Bakri sent an envoy
to Musa b. Abi Jabir to consult him about this matter. When Sald's messenger
- -	 - -
told Musa that he intended to cut down B. Naju's trees Musa answered him by
reading a verse from the Qur'-an.64
SaId al-Bakri had understood this as permission and a blessing from
-	
- .Musa b. Abi hint- so he started cutting the trees and demolishing the houses.65
- -	 - -
Al-Sayyabi offers several reasons for the fatwa given by Musa b. Abi
Jabir in which Sald al-Bakri, Muhammad b. Ab-i `Affan's military commander,
understood as a green light to proceed with his plan to set fire to the trees and
_
houses of B. Naju. The B. Naju were strong suporters of Rashid b. Nazr and
-
Muhammad b. Za'idah. They suffered heavy losses during the Majazah battle
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-	 - -
between the supporters of Rashid and the Ibadi army. Al- Sayyabi considers
- -
that the permission given by Musa b. Abi Jabir to set fire to and demolish the
homes and trees of Naju because it was a measure which would weaken them.66
But the earliest Ibadi ulema condemned Sa gd al-Bakn s action and regarded it
as going outside the principle of the morals of Islamic warfare. 67For example,
one of the Ib-adi ulema who lived during the time of these events, Muhammud
b. Mahb-ub,68dismissed the measures of Sa`rd al-Bakri against B. N-aju- with this
comment:
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"We have never before heard report of any commander of this
state, from its beginning to its end, committing such acts or
behaving in such a manner even in warfare, as Sald b. Ziyad al-
Bakri, who has shed blood, set fire to houses and abandoned
what is acceptable according to custom."69
Another Ibadi scholar, Abu Ayyiib Wa'il al-Hadrami, regarded Sarid's
deeds as harmful to the state treasury. 70The important accusation of committing
offensive acts against the people of the Sharqiyyah, made against Sa`id b. Ziyad -
al-Bakri, military commander of Muhammad b. Abi `Aff-an, reflected negatively
on Ibn Abi `Affan personally. He himself became the target of criticism which
grew rapidly, extending beyond the affairs of his military commander to the way
in which he was conducting the imamate. When he neglected one of the main
Ib-adj principles of following the shu-ra- of the ulema, most contemporary sources
describe his rule as totalitarian. In addition to earlier widespread criticism of the
appointment by Muhammad b. Ab-i `Affan of Sald b. Ziyad al-Balcri,
Muhammad b. Abi 'Ann was forced to take full responsibility for the deeds of
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his commander. As a result of his policies, Muhammad b. Al)" `Aff-an found
_ --
himself isolated. Eventually, due to pressure on the part of the Ibadi ulema, he
was deposed from the seat of imamate. This was the first recorded explusion in
the Ibadi state of an imam from his post. Later allegations by the Ibach ulema
-	
.
and other authors suggest that Muhammad b. Al; `Affa-n was not an elected
,
Ibadi imam, but a military commander serving as a temporary governor of
Oman to fill a gap in the leadership, and appointed in order to resolve a
,
dispute between Ibacli leaders who were themselves looking to be elected to the
imamate.
8.3.2 The deposition of Ibn Abi 'Affa-n from the imamate
-	 -
The movement of the opposition to Muhammad b. Abi `Affan's rule
-
_
increased rapidly, particularly on the part of the Ibadi ulema and their followers,
as a result of the hard line policy against his opponents mentioned above. He
-
had inflicted damage on Ib-adi teaching and fundamental Ib-adi principles. The
decision to depose him, therefore, was taken by the ulema who had installed
- -him as head of the Ibadi state. He was expelled. In accordance with their
teachings, he was considered an outcast, and all were to dissociate themselves
from him (al-tabarru' minhu).71 He was given the name `tyrant'72, a term usually
reserved by Ibadis for non-Ibadi rulers who pass their rule to their sons.
.	 .
Whilst the Ibidi- ulema seem to have agreed on the illegitimacy of
Muhammad b. Abi `Affan's imamate, there was controversy over its
_
categorisation. Most Ibadi authors agree that Muhammad b. Abi `Affa-n was not
.	 .
an imam,73 despite spending two years in the seat of the imamate. Some,
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however, consider his imamate to have been a defensive one (6 hf a- ').74 He was
also regarded as an army commander. 75 He was not elected, neither was he
_
contracted to pursue expansionist policies ('aqd al-shira') as al-Salimi reports.76
-	 -	 - -The account given by Abu 1-Hasan al-Baysawi differs from that given by Salimi.
-_
Abu 1-Hasan al-Baysawi writes:
"If anyone suggests that an imam should be replaced for another imam
as the people of Oman did with Muhammad b. Abi 'Ann, he should be
told that he is factually inaccurate about Muhammad b. Abi 'Ann, who
was a just imam (imam 'a-dil) whose appointment was agreed upon and
generally accepted."
Some authors suggest that he acted in defence of Oman, or that he
acted in defence of Oman until the war ended. Not all authors agree to
recognise his imamate. Some authors suggest that he was an army commander
and not an imam. None of the people of the da`wah recognised him by giving
him the wala-yah.77 Other Ib-adr sources report the way in which Muhammad b.
- -
Abi 'Ann was deposed from the imamate. According to these sources, when
- -
the Ibadi ulema decided to overthrow him, they tricked him into leaving his
army in Nizwa. The Ibadi chief 'a-lim, Musa b. Abi Jabir al-Izkawi, played an
-	 -	 - -
important role in the deposition of Muhammad b. Abi 'Ann. It was Musa b.
_	 -
Abi Jabir al-Izkawi who had originally installed Muhammad b. Abi 'Ann after
_
the defeat of Rashid b. Nazr in 177/893. 78 A different account is given by Abu
.Qahtan Khalid b Qahta-n,79who asserts that the Ibadis expelled Muhammad b.
..	 . •
....	 ..•
Abi 'Ann from Nawa by force. According to Abu Qahtan Kh-alid b. Qahtan,_	 _	 —. -
..
_ -
	
-
	
-
Musa b. Abi Jabir al-Izkawi had pledged allegiance to al-N\Gith b. Ka`b, who
was chosen to become the new imam.80
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- -	 - -
Had Muhammad b. Abi `Affan been a legitimate Ibadi imam, or had he
.	
_
been elected as imam, the Ib -adis would not have chosen another imam to
replace him. Because he was not an imam, no one recognised his imamate.
_
Iba-dT sources mention nothing about Muhammad b. Abi `Affan after his
.	 .
deposition, nor do they offer any information about his activities in Oman. This
tends to strengthen the argument that he left Oman, probably for Basra where
his family and clan lived.
8.4	 The imamate of al-W;rith b. Ka`b (179-192/795-807)
Ibadi sources give little information about al-Warith b. Ka`b. himself.
•
._
_
They give his full name as al-Warith b. Ka% al-Khar -usi al-Shari al-Yahmadi
al-Azdi.81 The sources mention that he was a farmer from a village called
Hijjar, in the Wadi B. Khar-us.82 There is no indication about his background or
early life regarding Iba-di activities in Oman, nor even any links with the
movement.
The first reported appearance in political life of al-Wa-rith b. Ka% occurs
during the dispute between the Ib-adt ulema and Muhammad b. Abi `Affan.
.	 ..
According to these sources, al-Wa-rith b. Ka`b led the parties opposed to
...	 _
• "•	 7Muhammad b. Abi `Affan. In Nawa, he protested about Muhammad b. Abi
-	 -
`Affa-n's rule and the way in which imamate affairs were conducted. 83 These
-	 -	 -
same sources state that al-Warith had one of Muhammad b. Abi `Affan's
-
soldiers killed as a protest aginst the way the latter was treating Muslims. This
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incident precipitated a violent revolt in Nizw-a.84 Thus al-Wa-rith b. Kat was
chosen for the imamate under mysterious circumstances by the same person
_
who first appointed Muhammad b. Abi 'Allan and later deposed him.
According to these sources, having deposed Muhammad b. Abi 'Affan, Musa b.
.	 -Abi Jabir was asked by the people of Nawa who would be their imam. He
_ .	
-
replied that he himself was their imam until al-Wanth b. Kat arrived at Nizwa.
No one showed any objection to his imamate. 85 This story of the installation of
_ .
al-Wanth b. Kat as imam is similar to the conditions under which Muhammad
-	 _ -7b. Ain 'Affan was appointed. But how did the Ibadi ulema come to depose
Muhammad b. Abi 'Allan without chosing his replacement? The choice of
al-Wa-rith b. Kat seems to have been coincidental rather than planned, in that
- -
-he arrived in Nizwa at the right time, and Musa chose him for the seat of the
imamate.
Some sources find unacceptable the notion that the installation of
_ .
al-Wanth b. Kat was unplanned. Believing the choice to be well planned,
- 7	 _ .
al-Salim' proves that the selection of al-Wanth b. Kat went back to the time
-
of the imamate of al-Julanda b. Mas'ud (132-134/749-751).86 Al-Salimi offers
legendary stories about al-Wa-rith. For example, he states that a caller
approached al-Wa-rith b. Kat while he was sleeping and invited him to rescue
the people from the rule of the Jab-abirah, taking charge of the imamate.87
Whilst not disputing the importance of the imamate of al-Wirith b. Kat,
—
his popularity with Ibadi authors is noteworthy. Indeed, their exaggeration of
his qualities bring their writing closer to fiction than to reality. Their miracle
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_stories about al-Warith b. }Ca% are based not on historical events but on
traditional tales which have been handed down. Many Islamic doctrines have, for
political purposes, suffered from the fault of glorifying their leaders and imams.
Therefore, information from these sources is suspect, and cannot be taken at
face value. While offering many legendary stories about al-Wa-rith b. Kat),
these sources fail to shed light on his life prior to his appointment as imam, or
•-• 7
on his education, or on his links with the Ibadi sheikhs (hamalat al-11m).
From the events in which he was involved, he seems to have been one
of the Yahmad's sheikhs. However, he had nothing to do with Ibadi activities
in the early stages of his life, nor were his connections with the Ibadis strong.
- -	 _ -
None of his family was a firm Ibadi believer; according to al-Salimi, neither his
- -
brother nor his nephews were Ibadi followers. 88 The fact cannot be ignored,
therefore, that his selection for the imamate was based entirely on tribal
balance.
8.4.1 Internal policy
_ .
After al-Wanth b. Ka% took charge of the imamate, his first measures
were to bring about peace and stability in Oman. He re- established a system
_
of justice, the absence of which (according to Ib-adi sources) under Muhammad
b. Abi `Affan led to injustice and oppression. In this matter, his first act was
-	 7to dismiss, expel and deport to Bahrain Sa`id b. Ziyad al-Balcn, the army
_
commander of Muhammad b. Abr `Affa-n.89 It was the policies of Said b. Ziyad
al-Bakri which led to the downfall and removal of Muhammad b. Abi `Affan.
_
However, having dismissed Sald b. Ziyad al-Bakri, al-Warith b. Ka% was then
-	 _ -
faced with a strong challenge from some non-Ib-adi sheikhs, whom Ibadi authors
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term jaliabirah.
Al-Izkawi describes the life history and the policies of al-Warith b. Kat
as follows:
"Al-Wa-rith revived the ancient virtues of the Muslims, [i.e. the Iba-cliyyah]
and treading the paths of righteousness, honoured Truth and her
followers. He repressed infidelity and thus vouchsafed the fall of
oppressors."90
During his period of office, which lasted twelve years and six months,91
al-Wa-rith b. Kat acheived remarkable success in ending tribal feuds through
the implementation of Ib-adi teaching, which was the principal plank of his
-	 7	 _ .internal policy.92 Al- Salim praises al-Wanth b. Kat for his administrative
_ -
ability, and for the way in which he ran the affairs of the imamate. Al- Salimi
also illustrates the justice of al-Wa-rith b. Kat's rule in treating every person
fairly, and keeping his relatives out of authority. It has been reported that
al-Wa-rith b. Kat had to confer some of the wealth of the imamate on the
people of Hajar93and Sia- 1.94 The rest he distributed in the neighbouring regions,
but prevented his nephew's sons95 from taking their shares because they were
_ -
not supporters of the Ibadi movement. 96 The most noteworthy event mentioned
by Ib-ad-i sources was his courage and sense of humour in the face of a siege in
one of the wadis of Nizwi97A1-Wa-rith b. Kat held himself fully responsible for
the well-being of the prisoners of the siege, and when the wadi flooded, he went
in person to rescue them. In his attempt to save them, he drowned with them.98
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- -
8.4.2 The relations of the Ibadi imamate with the Abbasid caliphate
After the re-establishment of the second imamate in 177/793 the imamate
faced many critical difficulties. One was an internal factor - the struggle to
_
control power in Oman between the two rival parties, the Ibadiyyah and the
non-Ib-adis in which tribal feuds played a very decisive role. The power struggle
ended in favour of the Ib-adi groups. The most serious threat to the new born
imamate and its independence was an external threat which represented the first
challenge for the 113-adiyyah of Oman and came from the central authority under
the Abbasid rule. The latter, as we have noticed previously in this study, had
_ -
attacked the Oman military and crushed the first Ibadi imamate which had
been established under the leadership of Imam Julanda- b. Mas`ud who was
killed as a result of the Abbasid intervention. Thus, the Islamic central
authority in Baghdad represented the main external threat to the imamate and
its leaders.
To go back to early relations between Oman and the new Abbasid
caliphate in Baghdad, the Abbasid caliph, Abu 'I-'Abbas al-Saffah, had
_
_
appointed his uncle, Sulayman b. 'Ali as governor of Basra one year after the
rise of the Abbasid caliphate in 133/75O. a result Oman was joined
administratively to Basra. At that time Oman was independent under the rule
of the first imamate until the Abbasids regained their control of Oman. Early
Islamic sources do not mention any governor appointed by Basra over Oman
until the time of the caliph Abui Ja`far al-Mansur. The name of Oman was
again mentioned in reports, namely that the governor of Abu Ja`far al-Mansur
-	 _
in Oman, Tasnim al-Hawwari, had dispatched an expedition to India from the
Omani territory, an expedition which had succeeded in taking some Indians
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captive.M° Oman therefore became very important to the Abbasids from a
strategic point of view and it was used by them as a military base and starting
point from which the Abbasid army could raid the East.
After these events Islamic sources neglect Oman affairs until the time
,„,
of the caliph al-Hadi, who in 69/785 appointed al-Hasan b. Tasnim"1 governor
in Oman. 102 No information is given by Omani sources regarding the new
Abbasid governor, nor do we find mentioned any activities by the above
mentioned in Oman. The fact is that at this particular time Iba-ci. activities
increased very rapidly, and the rule of Ra-shid b. al-Nazr of the Julanda- came
under pressure from the Iba-diyyah and their supporters. During the caliphate
-_
of Harun al-Rashid, Muhammad b. Sulayman b. 'Ali, the Abbasid governor of
...	 7 .Basra, dispatched Yatiya b. Sa`d al-Sa`ch in thirteen vessels to Oman, which he
reached in safety.103 There is no mention of the reasons behind the sailing of
these vessels to Oman, but they had something to do with guarding the Gulf
from strange vesse1s.1°4
- 7When the Iba imamatet  declared its independence from the Abbasid
caliphate for the second time, one of the main factors behind their success in
establishing the imamate was the distance between Oman and Iraq, and the
difficulty of land routes to Oman, along the west bank of the Gulf, a region
- -
where very few Arab tribes supported the Abbasids. 105 When the Ibacii revolt
happened in Oman later, the Abbasids were unable to send reinforcements to
the sons of al- Julanda-, who were defeated.1°6
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- 7These factors encouraged the strengthening of the Ibach imamate as a
political entity in the absence of Abbasid threats. From the direction of
_ -
movement it seems clear that the military expedition sent by the caliph Harun
-
al-Rashid to control Oman might have sought an alliance to help their agents,
Rashid b. al-Nazr and the Julanda family, but it arrived too late. m7There are
disagreements in the accounts from Islamic sources and those of the Iba-drs
regarding the time of the expedition sent to Oman, and also about the
character of its leader. Whilst the Omani Ib -adi sources fail to give a definite
date for this expedition, it is understood from other events that it was sent at
- -	 -
the end of the caliph Harun al-Rashid's reign.1°8
An hypothesis regarding the time has been given by some authors who
assert that the expedition took place after 179/794, but before 193/808 - the
_ -
year of Harun's death. 19The year this expedition was directed towards Oman
was probably 192/807. Islamic sources do not mention the starting date, and
sources also differ regarding the identity of the commander of this military
- -
expedition. For example Ibadi sources name the main commander of the
--	 -
expedition as `Isa b. Jalar b. Abi Jalar al-Mansur who was a close relative of
_ -
the caliph Harun al-Rashid, and was in fact the commander-in-chief of this
_
expedition.n° But some Islamic authors give the name of `Isa b. Ja`far b.
-	 -
-Sulayman b. 'Ali b. `Abd Allah b. al-'Abbas.iii 	 -Al-Tabari, in his accounts,
mentions that the caliph Ha-ru-n al-Rashid had appointed li b. Ja`far b.
_
Sulayman governvor of Oman in 189/804. He crossed the sea to the island of
- _
Ibn Kawan in the Gulf and conquered one of its forts and beseiged another,
-
but was attacked by Ibn Mukhalid al-Azdi, the latter taking `Isa b. Ja`far captive
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and taking him to Oman in 189/804. 112 11 has been confirmed that `Isa b. Ja`far
was on his way to Oman. 113This also increases the possibility that `Isa b. Jalar
b. Sulayman was indeed the commander of this military expedition and not `Isa
-b. JasFar b. Abl Ja`far al-Mansur, as Mach sources state. According to Islamic
•
sources, the latter died in Tabarist-an in 192/807. 114The Abbasid army consisted
- -
of 1,000 horse and 5,000 infantry against the Ibadi imamate and its imam,
-
al-Warith b. Ka`13. 115 Omani sources state that `Isa b. Ja`far was the commander
of this army. 116 The army came to Oman by sea and its vessels anchored in the
port of Julfa-r, the same place Kh-azim b. Khuzaymah used during the caliphate
of al-Saff-ah. 117 According to Omani sources, Imam al-Writh b. Ka`b had
received a letter from D-a'u-d b. Yazid al-Muhallabi l 18 informing him of `Isa b.
-	 7Ja`far's journey to Oman. 119
 Another account asserts that Da'ud
sent a letter to Imam al-Wa
-rith's governor of Sohar, MacrarLsh b. Muhammad
al-Yahmadi, informing him of the departure of the Abbasid expedition and its
entry into Omani territory. 120
 Immediately the governor of Sohar took action
by writing to Imam at his resident in Nizw
-a, informing him of the arrival of the
Abbasid army. In his response, Imam Wa-rith charged his governor, Md.ciarish
(Fars) b. Muhammad, with the task of defending Oman against this expedition
and appointed him commander of the imamate army consisting of 3,000 foot
infantry. 121
It appears the Abbasid army went deep into the territory of the coastal
area of Oman, arriving at a place called Hett -a122 on the north 13-atinah coast,
on the way to Sohar. There was no doubt that the Abbasid forces landed at the
port of Julfar which was used by the Umayyad during Hajj -ars attempts to
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control Oman, 123and later by Kh-azim b. Khuzaymah when he crushed the first
imamate.124
Actually the Julfar region represented the main external threat for the
imamate, 125because of its distance from the imamate in Nizw-a, in addition to
the small number of people living there at this time, both of which created
difficulties for defence for the central imamate authority. Besides, there were
weak links with the tribes of this area, most of whom had no strong relations
with Ib-adiyyah in the interior of Oman. The two parties met in the Hetra area
resulting in defeat for the Abbasid army who lost the battle for a variety of
reasons, such as the nature of the land, their exhaustion after travelling and the
strong resistance by the army who showed extreme courage in defending their
imamate.
- -
According to the Omani sources `Isa b. Ja`far withdrew all his army into
his ships in Julfar port, and the Omanis pursued them, using, for the first time,
-
three ships 12(belonging to the imamate commanded by Humayd b. Falih (Aflah)
-	 - -
al-Hiddani al-Saluti with the assistance of `Umar b. `Umar, who together
managed to take `Isa b. Ja`far captive and sent him to Sohar where he was held
prisoner. 127 The imam Wa-rith was informed of this development while he was
sending reinforcements from Nizw-a. When he received the news of the arrest
of `Isa b. Ja`far and the defeat of the Abbasid army, he returned to his capital
in Nizw-a. 128 It appears the imam Wa-rith held a meeting in Nizw-a to discuss
the issue of rIsa b. Ja`far. Among those who attended this meeting were the
sheikhs and notables of Nizw-a. Imam Wa-rith delivered a speech on the subject
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of Isa b. Ja`far, saying that he was going to kill him and anyone who did not
- -
agree must tell the meeting. 129
 'All b. 'Azrah, a learned Ibadi sheikh 130 replied,
saying,
"If you put him to death, you will do well; and if you spare him,
you will do well."131
The imam took the decision after this meeting to allow qsa- to be kept
alive but in prison. 132 In this he took into account that the killing of `Isa might
result in a strong reaction on the part of the Abbasid caliphate, especially as
`Isa was a relation of the caliph Harun al-Rashid. This decision was considered
very wise and instrumental in Oman's avoiding another attack by the Abbasids;
but a number of the Ildiyyah, headed by Yallya b. `Abd al-`Azrz, upon hearing
of the imam's decision to keep `Isa alive, were very angry. It has been reported
_
that they went to Sohar without the knowledge of the imam Warith and,
concealing themselves in the prison, assassinated `Isa- and returned to their
_
homes the same night. 133 This irresponsible action by Yalya b. `Abd al-`Aziz
and his extremist followers was considered as an act of disobedience and a
_ .
challenge to the imam Wanth b. Kati and his central authority. It seemed
r
about to result in another Abbasid intervention when, as al-Izkawi mentions,
_
"Harun al-Rashid, on hearing of the death of `Isa b. Ja`far, resolved to
send another army to Oman and the people of Oman were in great fear
of him, but he died before his design could be carried out, and God
saved the people from the evil he had in store for them."134
- -
Despite the fact that the assassination was opposed by some of the Ibadi
ulema, others welcomed it and regarded it as a duty imposed upon thems. One
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who agreed with the killing of "La-
 gave his opinion on the matter thus: "the
killer of ;La-
 b. Jalar will not be touched by hellfire." 135 Another, an Iba-di
'am called Muhammad b. Fac.11 al-Hawwa-ri l upported the action, saying that
the
"Muslims [Ib-adiyyah] have the right to kill by assassination or by any
other methods when they are able to do so."1i7
Another version of this matter reported by two Islamic authors mentions
the way he was killed. Ibn Habib, for example, states that after the people of
- _
Oman captured 'Isa b. Jalar, he was crucified, and his name is mentioned along
with those they killed by crucifixion. 138 Al-Bala-dhuri- agrees with Ibn Habib that
'Isa- was crucified by the people of Oman.139
- _
The assassination by crucifixion of 'Isa b. Jalar came as a result of the
- -
violent reaction of the Ibadis of Oman against the bad behaviour displayed by
the Abbasids during their expedition against Oman. The details of this
_
misbehaviour were corroborated by historians. Ibn Habib describes the
expedition towards Oman thus:
"'Is b. Jalar went with the people of Basra, raping women and stealing
on the way to Oman. The news of their misbehaviour reached the
people of Oman who fought 'Isa b. Jalar, preventing him from entering
their country, and winning a great victory against him. He was crucified
by them."14u
-_	 -
The Baladhuri version is similar to that of Ibn Habib;
- _
" 'Isa went against them accompanied by troops from Basra, who began
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to violate the women and to commit other outrages. The news of this
reached the people of Oman and they resisted and eventually killed `Isa...
Thereafter they refused to be under subjection, setting up one of their
own people to rule over them.”141
A study of the work of the Islamic authors on the subject reveals that
they suffered from a lack of information about what was going on in Oman.
- --	
-	 -Ya`qubi mentions that the people of Oman were Ibadiyyah (shurah) and that
they had appointed one of themselves as imam.142
The main reason for the defeat of the Abbasids troops can be traced
back to the fact that the Ib-adi army was keen to protect the imamate and
Omani independence from the central authority, and by their resistance and
victory, avoiding the mistake by which the Abbasid troops crushed the first
imamate. This victory also strengthened the Ib-adi mamate and its institutions
under the leadership of the imam al-Wa-rith b. Ka`b who gained respect and is
given special importance among Ib-adi authors. In addition, the victory over the
Abbasids conferred respect and prestige on the imamate which thus
strengthened its position in the hearts of the Omanis.
On the Abbasid side, this defeat was regarded as grave for its maritime
activities in the Gulf, and as a strong retaliation against its influence in Omani.
After the death of the caliph Ha-rtTn al-Rashid in 193/809, the Abbasid caliphate
became involved in internal conflict between his sons, al-Amin and al-M-a'mu-n,
about the succession. This conflict was later resolved in favour of al-M-a'm-un
who became caliph. Al-Ya'qubi claims that al-Ma'mun's commander, Tahir b.
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al-Husayn, succeeded in controlling the eastern region of the caliphate during
the struggle for its seat. Oman was among the regions that came under
al-Ma'miin's authority and he sent a governor to take responsibility for 11043
Unfortunately we have no strong evidence that Oman remained loyal to al-
-Ma'mun during the rule of the Ibadi Imamate, nor do Ibadi sources indicate any
sort of activity during his rule.1"
8.43 The death of Imam al-V6-rith b. Ka`b
It has been said that the reign of the imam al-Wa-rith b. Ka`b was
- -
considered by the Ibadis of Oman to be the Golden Age. During his rule, which
lasted for more than twelve years, he managed to establish strong pillars of
national unity and peace. He also ruled Oman on the basis of justice and with
the consultation of the Iba-di ulema. 145 He died as he was trying to rescue
prisoners who were in a prison in the wadi which had become flooded. The
imam ordered their release, but no one would venture to their rescue for fear
of the torrent. He is reputed to have said, "Since they are in my charge and
I shall be responsible for them at the day of Resurrection, I shall go across to
them." 146 Accordingly he went to rescue them, followed by a number of his
attendants, but the torrent overtook them and swept all away, including the
prisoners. When the water of the wadi dried up, the imam's body was buried
between 'Akr and Sural, where his grave is well known. His death was in
192/807.147
8.5
	 The imamate of Ghassin b. `Abdulla-h al-Yahmadi (192-208/808-823)
After the death of al-Writh b. Ka`b, the Ib41 -i- ulema held a meeting at
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Falij Dawt headed by two of the Ibacri- sheikhs, Sulaym1.1 b. `Uthm-an and
Sa`dah b. Tam-im. 148 The general concensus was to write to all the people of
Oman or, as Ib-adi sources describe it "the East and the sin-, 149 regarding the
election of a new imam. Those in favour of this action were lead by Sulayman
b. `Uthm-an. 150 However Sa`dah b. TamIm's opinon was that a new imam should
be chosen immediately without consulting the people of Oman, as he feared this
might cause problems and differences amongst them. 151 It appears Sa`dah b.
Tamim feared that the election might give rise to the traditional rivalry between
tribes such as B. Hin-a. ' who inhabited the Sharqiyyah and Z-ahirah regions.
-These two had been the cause of much trouble to the Th	 iad' mam's authority
in Nizwi It appears that Sulayma-n b. 'Uthm-an was hoping only to consult the
regions of Oman as a last resort. Al-Calimi indicates that Sa`d b. Tam-im
-
warned his colleague and companion, Sulayman b. `Uthman, not to delay the
election of the new imam as this might provoke division among the people.152
The Iliad sheikhs elected the imam without consulting the Omanis and this
became a traditional policy which later led to all sorts of disorder within the
imamate.
On the basis of the traditional method of election, Ghassan b. `Abd Allah
al-Fajh-i al-Yahmadi was elected the new Ibadi imam in 192/807. 153 Like his
predecessor, al-Wa-rith, the sources give no information of his early life, nor of
any of his activities and relations before the time he was elected. The policy
_
of choosing Ibadi imams in this way was adopted by the sheikhs, namely that
knowledge carriers' (hamalat al-Um) would be involved in the choice and
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election of imams rather than they themselves having the right to be considered
for election and, later on after the election, they would exercise full authority
over their chosen imam and take on the role of decision-makers. This method
is evident in the history of the Ib-adi imamate, and it appears to have become
_
a strategic policy implemented by the Ibakyah, not only in Oman, but also in
other places such as North Africa and Hadramawt. 154 The selection of Imam
-
Ghassan al-Yahmtldi increased the power of his clan who monopolised the
Imamate. Ghass-an was the third imam from this family in the short time since
- -
the imamate had been re-established. The role of the Ibadi ulema, especially
that of the hamalat al-Ilm, was clearly behind the rise of the Yahmad clan as
the ruling family, and the imams were deeply rooted within this family for tribal
and sectarian reasons.
_
	
-
After Ghassan b. `Abd Allah became imam, he faced some political
opposition from the tribes. This shows that the tribal problem was not yet
settled, and that tribal solidarity still existed within the Omani community. Since
the sons of al-Julanda- had lost their role as ruling family over Oman forever
after the second Iba-dr imamate was re-established, their traditional opposition
and challenge to the imamate remained constant. They relied upon support
from their traditional allies, such as the B. Hind' tribe who were rivals of the
Yahmad and the other tribes settled in Nizwa- and the interior who benefited
from being in the Ilidi centre and favouring the imamate government. Their
power noticeably increased.
According to Omani sources two major revolts took place during the
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-	 -imamate of Ghassan b. `Abd Allah. AVAwtal:71 155 mentions that a tribal
rebellion led by a member of the B. Hin-a' tribe called Ra-shid b. Shadha-n b.
-	 - -_	 -
Ghassan b. Sald b. Shuja` al-Hinal of B. Maharib was broken up in the east,156
The first target he and his men attacked was a place called Dama-
 (now ai-
Sib). 157
 He killed the imam's governor and many of his followers and looted the
area. Imam Ghass-an reacted by sending an expedition to arrest him, but it
failed to do so.158
••n••
Al-lzkawi, in his version of events, mentions the name of the place
where the rebellion took place as being east of Oman but does not give the
_
name of its leader. 159 In his account al-Izkawi reports the name of al- Saqr b.
_
Muhammad b. Za'idah al-Julandl 160as among those who revolted. 161
 Al-Saqr
himself was a supporter of the Ib-adi- movement and helped by giving financial
- -
support and military equipment to the Ibadis during their revolt against his
--
uncle, Rashid b. Nazr al-Julandi. 162
 Al-Izkawi- also mentions that, when Imam
-
Ghass-an discovered that al-Saqr's brother was among the rebels, he sent to ask
him where his brother was. Al-Saqr told the imam his brother was ill and
staying in his house, but, after the revolt, the imam's army had captured his
_
brother with the rebels. As a result al-Saqr b. Muhammad b. Za'idah was
accused of flattery and secrecy, and Imam Ghassan ordered his wall in Sama'il
-	
_	
-to bring him to Nizwa. The governor of Sama'il went to I\hzwa accompanied
by al-Saqr and some shurah to protect him from attack whilst on the way.163
-_
Imam Ghassan had also sent a military detachment from Nizwa with chief `a-lim
.. -	 .- _
Musa b. Ali to protect al-Saqr.164 The two groups met in a place called al-
Saham-at.165
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On his return journey to Nizwa-, al-Saqr b. Muhammad was set upon by
-	 -
a group of extremist Ibadiyyah and killed, and neither the governor of Sama'il,
-	 -	 - -	 -
Abu 'l-Waddah, nor Musa b. 'Ali was able to prevent them.-166 It seems likely
-
that the assassination of al-Saqr al-Julandi had been planned in advance and
perhaps the imam himself was implicated in it in order to get rid of him, as all
the indications showed al-Saqr's brother was involved in the revolt against the
imam and al-Saqr's attempt to cover for him by saying he was in his house was
regarded by the imam as an attempt to deceive him, for which he decided he
_
must die. Imam Ghassan did not want to be seen to be directly involved in
al-Saqr's death as it might cause tribal conflict. 167 The imam therefore gave
-
secret orders to fanatical Ib-adis to kill al-Saqr, and this can be inferred from
_
the sources which report that "they have not heard that Imam Ghassan ever
denied who it was who killed al-Saqr."168
There is a similarity between the killing of al-Saqr b. Muhammad al-
.	 .
Juland-i and `Isa b. Jalar during the time of al-V6 -rith b. Ka`b. 169In fact Imam
Ghass-an pursued a very tough policy against B. al-Julanda-, as a result of which
_
many besides al-Saqr al-Julandi were killed at the hands of the Iba-di-s; for
_
example the leader of the revolt against Imam Ghassan, Rashid b. Shadhan
_ -
al-Hina'i was not punished by the imam, in spite of the fact that he attacked
Dama (al-S-ib). According to al-`Awtab-i, after the revolt Rashid al-Hina'i went
__
to Rustaq where the clan al-Fajh of Yahmad, the family of Imam Ghassan,
_
lived and asked them for safety from him.170 Iba-di sources are silent about
-	 _	 - -
this event. Imam Ghassan left Rashid al-Hina'i unpunished because he took
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shelter with his family and in this way he escaped death despite his deeds
against the imamate. At the same time al-Saqr b. Muhammad and the rest of
the Julanda- family faced death, accused of participation in the revolt of Ra-shid
-	 - -	 -
b. Shadhan al-Hina'i. This shows that Imam Ghassa-n and his Iba-di followers
were determined in advance to get rid of the prominent sons of B. Julanda-
- -
because the Ibadis feared them and the threat they represented to their rule.
Tribal rule was also a very important factor in events of this period.
Imam Ghass-an acted in events as governor, not as imam and, by giving an
_	 - -
.	 .
amnesty to Rashid al-Hma, 1, he acted as a tribal sheikh, his decision coming
under the influence of the clan when 12 -ashid asked them to shelter him. This
was a custom with Arab tribes before Islam and had nothing to do with Islamic
principles. 171
8.5.1 Internal and external policies of Imam Ghass-an
By implementing a very tough policy against his traditional enemies,
Imam Ghass-an succeeded in obtaining a sort of stability during his imamate.
- -
Ibadi sources agree that his reign was one of administrative control, where the
imamate gained security and established itself. Additionally during Ghassa-n's
rule, the imamate started to build up its military forces, particularly naval forces,
to face the challenge of external powers who were regarded as a serious threat
to the government and its stability.
8.5.2 The external policy of the imamate
With regard to the threat of external intervention to the Iba-dr imamate
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in Oman, responsibility for defence became difficult and complicated because
of Oman's increasing importance as a strategic location, astride the sea trade
routes from the Gulf to South East Asia, India and East Africa. The Abbasid
caliphate would not allow any power to exercise any role which might cause any
sort of threat to its interests in this area and they took early steps to prevent
the first Ib-adi Imamate from rising in Oman, with their military intervention
which resulted in the killing of Imam al-Julanda. b. Mas'Ed. They made a
second attempt to control Oman during the time of Harun, but this failed to
achieve its purpose. The Abbasid caliphate did not engage in any activities
-	 —
against Imam Ghassan's imamate, and on its side the Ibadi imamate in Oman
took care to avoid any conflict with Abbasid authority, fearing direct
consequences.
Ib-adT sources mention a very different threat that arose at the time to
endanger the lives of the Omani people and the authority of the imamate; that
of pirates. The Omani coast was infested with their vessels (bawanj)1720f
pirates who attacked Oman committing great depredations on the coast.173
Al-Mas`udi mentions that during the time of al-Mu`tasim (218-247/833-851),
great achievements were made in capturing the Indian vessels which were
infesting the Gulf and disrupting the Omani trade routes. 174
 Al-S-alimr also
reports that these bawanj concentrated their raids on Omani coastal towns like
Sohar, Jul6r, and Ditirkluring the reign of Imam Ghass.an b. 'Abdulla-h. The
pirates were Indians, 176and al-Sayy-abT mentions that there were also Persians,177
Imam Ghass-an b. `Abdtill-ah had to deal with this new threat and made a very
important decision to move from Nizw-a, the capital of the imamate, to Sohar,
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the old capital of Oman, temporarily in 206/821 where he could face this
challenge close at hand. 178
 He established himself at Sohar, staying for a
number of years and organising a fleet to deal with the pirate raiders. 179 Imam
Ghass-an fitted out small vessels, designed to attack the pirates 18°and gave them
the name of al-Shadh-awah or Shadh-ah.181
Imam Ghass-an managed to stop pirate raiders from reaching the Omani
Coast during his stay in Sohar 182and the idea of expanding the Omani fleet
became important to the imamate government, to defend Omani lands and
protect Omani trade in the Indian Ocean. Trade started again once Sohar had
regained its commercial importance during the time of this imam as a sea port
for the trade routes from Basra to East Asia and East Africa. After securing
the Oman coast against these raiders, Imam Ghass -an returned to Nizw-a in
206/821 183 to deal with the tribal revolts which had been reported in the eastern
-
and Zahirah region.184 'lie' sources give no further information about the
nature of this local problem caused by some Omani tribes.
Historical sources give no information regarding relations between the
Imam Ghass-an and the Abbasid caliphate and there is nothing to indicate any
sort of contact between the two, nor is any kind of military clash recorded
except by Ya`clubi, who mentions that in the early reign of al- M-a'mu-n, his
Into
commander, Tahir b. al-Husayn, controlled the eastern province of the caliphate,
.	 .
which included Oman and Bahrain, during a dispute between two brothers over
the caliphate185 and that al-M-a'm-un was appointed governor over Oman.186
There is no evidence to support this claim and a contemporary author claimed
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- -
that Oman remained under the caliphate of al-Ma'mu-n. 187A11 Ibadi sources are
silent on any sort of Abbasid presence in Oman, nor is there evidence of any
political influence over the Ib-adi- imamate. After Ha-ru-n's unsuccessful attempt
to control Oman during the imamate of al-Wa-rith b. ICa`b, historical sources are
again silent regarding any event or information which could support the
argument of an Abbasid role in Oman. The political influence of the Abbasid
collapsed with the loss of their agents amongst the Julanda- rulers in 177/793.
On their side, the Abbasids themselves did not make any attempts to control
Oman at this time.
8.53 Trade and agricultural economy
Generally speaking, Oman is entirely dependent on irrigation. There is
no rain-fed land whatsoever in Oman, and it is only the excess seasonal flow
in the wadis and irrigation system that makes the growing of annual crops
possible. 188
 This being the case, Oman had already had a system of irrigation
using qan-ahs (known in Oman as fa/aj) 189for hundreds of years. These were
concentrated in the interior in the mountain areas where village settlements
_ .
were entirely dependent upon this system of irrigation. In the Batmah coastal
and surrounding areas, 1 there was an alternative water supply using wells.
According to Omani sources, Imam Ghass-an paid special attention to improving
the falaj irrigation in a move to develop agriculture and he started a scheme
to improve and develop it which collapsed during the flood which occurred
during his imamate. The imam was very aware of the need to maintain the
channels in a good state of repair. Al-S-alim1191describes a story told of Imam
Ghass-an which illustrates how keen he was to improve the falaj system. One
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_	 in	 -day while Imam Ghassan was walking  Nizwa, he noticed that watermoss
((ahlub) was beginning to grow in one of the main irrigation channels. Realising
that this indicated detrimental changes, he determined to investigate. By
pretending that he wished to raise a loan for war against India, the imam was
able to sound out various groups who might have been responsible. Eventually
he discovered that it was neither the merchants nor the landowners who were
to blame for the deplorable state of affairs, but his own officials. He therefore
changed the officials and afterwards it was seen that the flow of water from the
channels increased. Another example of his concern about irrigation is shown
_
when the Falaj al-Khatm irrigating the town of Manh collapsed. Imam Ghassan
found an alternative source of water for the people of Manti by ordering the
breaking off of a channel from another qarrah, that of the Nizw-a'sfalaj. As a
-
result of this, the channel had to go through part of Nizwa which was already
full of crops and date palms and the imam asked the people of Manh to pay
compensation to the landowners of Nizwa-
 for the lands and cultivation which
had been affected.192
The growth and prosperity of agriculture reflected positively on the
imamate itself and its towns. It has been said that Nizw-a flourished during the
_ -
time of Imam Ghass-an, as it represented the centre of the Ibadi central
administration. The house of the imamate 193occupied an area of Nizw-a called
al-`Aqr. 194 Despite the fact that Imam Ghass-an had moved the seat of the
--imamate from Nizwa to Sohar during his reign, Nizwa reached the peak of its
fame and was given the name of Baydat al-Islam (the territory of Islam).195
_
Nizwa also bore the name of the Arab royal residence (Takht Mulk al-
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Arab). 196
 It was the capital of the Julanda- kings long before the establishment
of the imamate.
Sohar and the rest of Oman also shared in Nizw-a's progress. The Imam
-himself conducted the affairs of Sohar and the Batinah regions from Sohar when
•
he moved there temporarily during the time of the pirate raiders of the coast.
Having succeeded in sweeping away these raiders and their ships from the seas
of Oman, Sohar began to return to normality and resume its role as a strategic
centre for trade between Oman and the Islamic caliphate in Iraq and the rest
of the world. Because of its importance and the extent of its site, Arab
geographical authors called it 'the gate to China' (baww-abt al-SIn).197
,
8.5.4 Religious policy
o 
n
17Since one aim of the Imam was to put the oha ah law into practice,
_
sources provide us with full information about Imam Ghassan and his justice.
_
Historical authors consider him to be the first Ib-adi imam ever to cut off a
thief's hand, interpreting God's will as having placed bounds of restriction on
man's freedom of action (ljuthid Alla-h). 198 This incident took place while Imam
Ghass-an was in Sohar. A thief was brought to him and he ordered his hand to
be cut off. 199 Imam Ghass-an also gave judgment that a house belonging to B.
al-Julanda- in Samd in Nizwa- should be demolished because of its isolated
-- 7-location, which represented a threat to Ibacli women who had to pass by this
house.2°° Among the stories of Ib-adr sources illustrating the justice of Imam
-	
_
Ghassan is one about the Batinah slaves. They used to cultivate the soil of
their lords during the night and Ghassa-n said, "We have made justice except
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for the Ba-tinah slaves." By this he meant that he did not agree with the way the
lords of the B-atinah used their slaves at night as well as during the day and he
ordered that if the owners wanted them to work at night, they were not to work
during the day as well. 201 From this story we can also see that slavery had
increased during this time in Sohar, which by now had become a trading centre
similar to that of Basra where the numbers of slaves began to increase rapidly.
These slaves were of African and Persian origin and were used in farming,
trading and shipyard industries.
-	
- 7During the time of Imam Ghassan Ibadi sources also mention for the
_
first time the presence of a Sheah community in Sohar, indicating that the
majority of non-Arabs of Sohar, besides the merchants who used Sohar as a
-
trading centre, were mainly of Persian origin and Zanj and were She's.
Historical sources indicate that the Shi`ah community in Sohar started to push
for a house of the Prophet in Sohar. The name of the leader of the Shilah
. _
wanting this was Baqiyyah. The Ib-adr ulema were annoyed by these She'
_
activities and Imam Ghassan ordered the leader of the community to be brought
before him where he was accused of inciting the people (bi-lisanilli) 202and was
ordered to be expelled from Oman. However he gave him four months to wind
_ -
up his Sohar business before expulsion. According to al-Sayyabi, the Shi`ah at
that time used to insult Abri Bakr and `Umar203who were regarded by all
Muslims, including the Ib-acliyyah to be rightly-guided caliphs and good examples
of Muslim rulers.
8.6	 The imamate of ‘Abd al-Malik b. ljumayd (208-226/823-840)
_
After a reign of fifteen years and seven months Imam Ghassan b.
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`Abdallh al- Yahmadi- fell sick and died in Dhii 1-Qa`dah, 207/802. 2°4 In the
following year Sheikh `Abd al-Malik b. 1-.1umayd al-`Alawi, who derived from the
family of Stidah b. 'Ali - b. 'Amr b. 'Arnir Ma' al- Sam-a' al-Azdi,205became the
_
fourth Ib-adi imam. There are two dates given by the sources for his election
as imam. The first gives his election as 27 Dhu-
 '1-Qa`dah, 207/822, i.e.
immediately after the death of Imam Ghass-an,20Ebut most sources put the date
of his election as 22 Shaww- 1, 208/823.207 The Iba-dIs' pledge of allegiance to
the imams is based on their upholding justice, advocating what is good and
prohibiting what is bad, pledging their souls for the use of God, demonstrating
right and shunning wrong and upholding _ilia for the sake of God.208
- --Ibadi sources are silent about `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd's life before he
.	 .
_ -
became imam, except to mention that he participated in the Ibadi revolt
against Rashid b. al-Nazr, with Muhammad b. Abi `Affan, the first lb-a& imam
of the second imamate.2°9
When Imam `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd was selected as imam, he was very
f
_
old. He was originally from the town of Yanqul, in the Zahirah region of
northern Oman210
 and was from the Azd tribe. Despite his age he was
elected by the Ibis as recognition for the important role he had played during
their revolt to overthrow the Julanda- family. Although he occupied the
imamate for a long period, during which time he faced opposition because of
_ -
his advancing age, Ibadi sources neglect to record the activities of his imamate,
- --
which may indicate that there was dispute and debate among the Ibadi ulema
over this. Taking into account his long reign as imam, very little seems to have
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-.-
occurred during his time compared with that of other imams. Al-Izkawl, for
instance, only gives ten lines about the imamate of `Abd al-Malik. The majority
- -.-
of 'bath sources agree that his imamate was distinguished by calm and stability.
All sources use these words to describe his imamate; "He governed righteously
and justly, and followed in the footsteps of his virtuous predecessor. In those
days Oman was blessed with prosperity. ,,211
8.6.1 Internal policy
Because Imam `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd was rather old to conduct the
affairs of the imamate, he took a group of Ib-adi ulema to assist him in its
- --	
- -
running. Among these was the chief of the ulema and Ibadi, Sheikh Musa b.
VS,212
 who became acting imam during the illness of Imam Ibn Humayd. The
,.
latter suffered from hearing and sight problems, and Mu-s-a occupied the position
of prime minister in his reign.213
There wase a group of Ib
-acifs who called upon `Abd al-Malik to step
down from the imamate because of the effects of old age on him which
-- -	 .disqualified him from continuing as imam. Musa b. 'Ali refused to meet their
demands to depose `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd because, from his point of view,
he had not lost his faculties, nor had he committed any errors which might have
led him to step down from the imamate. 214 This, according to Ib-asli thought
on the imamate, did not disqualify him from being imam. It seems that the
Bid ulema wanted `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd to remain in power, and he did
.	 .
so. The opposition to the rule of the old imam was increased by some of the
Ib-a-dr ulema under the leadership of one of the great scholars of the Ib-adiyyah,
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Bashir b. al-Mundhir who continued to call for the deposition of Imam `Abd
al-Malik, describing him as a mountain. 215 It is well known to the Iba-di-s that,
if the Imam loses his physical strength, then he must be deposed, since it will
- -	 -become difficult for him to carry out his duties. Musa b. 'Al's point of view
concerning this matter was that there was no need for the imam to step down,
- -.-	
—
since his instruction and ruling continued. Al-Sayyabt regards Musa b. 'All's
- 7interpretation as clearly contrary to Ibacli teaching.216
_ -
Although Ibadi sources described the reign of `Abd al-Malik imamate as
calm and stable, they report one incident which took place during his reign:
this was the rebellious movement of the Mahrah tribes which inhabited the
southern area of Oman. These tribes became active during the third century.
- -
Their activities have been described by one Ibadi author as outside the law,
involving robbery and looting.217
- 7In fact, the Mahrah were always considered an enemy of the Ibadt
_ -
imamate in northern Oman, not only because they opposed Ibadi teaching, but
also because they were very strong allies of the former rulers of Oman, the
_	
-Julanda family. A large number of those who were killed in the Majazah battle
between Rashid b. al-Nazr and the Ibadi groups were in fact from these
tribes.218 Al-Sayi-abi- explains that the events the battle of Maja-zah had made
them feel bitter and hostile towards the Ib-adiyyah and the imamate authority.219
This led them to kill the tax collectors (juba-t al-zaka-h) sent by `Abd al-Malik b.
Humayd.220
 This action of the Mahrah tribes angered the imam who decided
to punish the killers; however, some leaders of the Mahrah asked for pardon,
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which was accepted by Imam `Abd al-Malik who consulted with his advisor,
Musa b. 'A1E221 It is worth mentioning that the Mahrah in fact suffered from
a heavy taxes taken from them by the imamate. They had always been
humiliated and considered to be a group of herdsmen who had no knowledge
of the true religion.
Regarding external policy during the time of this imam, the Islamic
sources do not indicate any sort of clash between the Imamate and the central
Islamic authority of the Abbasid caliphate, nor do the Ibadi sources make
mention of any connection with a foreign power, nor did any threat come from
outside to the independence of the Ib-adi imamate of `Abd al-Malik b. klumayd.
8.6.2 Intellectual activities
Ib-adr sources focus on Sohar during Imam `Abd al-Malik, as a centre not
only for trade, but also for intellectual activities, which reflect its development
during this time. Muslim Islamic groups such as the Mu`tazilites, Qadarites and
Murja'ites were well known to the people of Sohar at that time and spread very
rapidly among them. 222Also Sohar had a very strong hold on the Ib-acliyyah, but
-
_
many Ibadi ulema had participated in discussions and arguments between these
factions, and it has been reported that the Ibadi ulema of Nizwa feared the
growing activities of these schools, whose teaching went as far as Tu,a-m.223
Therefore they asked the Imam to take some tough measures against these
-	 -	 ,
groups. Hashim b. Ghaylan was one of the Ibadi ulema who warned the imam
of their threat and he asked him to expel them from Oman.224 Beside these
...,	 _
activities and discussions, al-Salimi indicates the existence of the Jewish
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community in Sohar during this time.225 These people worked as merchants
during times of commercial prosperity in Sohar. Persians, Hindus and Africans
also lived in Sohar during this time.
8.7	 The imamate of al-Muhanni b. Jayfar (226-237/840-851)
The al-Muhanna-
 b. Jayfar al-Fajhi al-Yahmadi al-Azdi was elected imam
on the same day as the death of `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd, 3 Rajab 226/840.226
- -	 -	
_ .
It has been reported that Musa b. 'Ali, the chief scholar Cahm), who selected
the former imam `Abd al-Malik and acted as imam during his early illness, had
now taken charge of making the imamate contract for the new imam. It seems
-	 - ,-
that the new imam was a relative of Imam Ghassan b. `Abd Allah al-Fajhi.`27
_
The sources describe Imam al-Muhanna as a very strong personality and
that "he was very strict and firm with all. No one was permitted to utter vain
speeches in his councils; he never favoured one litigant against another; none
of his assistants ventured to rise while he was seated; nor did any soldier who
received pay approach him without his arms."228
_ -
All Ibadis agreed to his imamate and gave their support to him, which
indicates that he had enjoyed the full backing of the Ibadl ulema.229 Therefore
- -his imamate was regarded as continuing the prosperity of the Ibadi imamate in
Oman. His reign was distinguished by a very strong central government, which
goes with the personal quality he had as imam.
- -	 _
It appears, as the Ibadi sources mention, that Imam al-Muhanna was
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entirely different from previous imams in the use of force to implement his
policy, and his governing style was very tough, especially against those who
criticised him. He also punished everyone whom he considered to be a threat
to the imamate.230 According to the sources when Imam al-Muhanna- became
_
. -
old, a group of Ibadis suggested to Sheikh Musa b. 'Alf that he should be
_ -
deposed from the imamate, and they asked Musa to take their suggestion to
Imam al-Muhanna-. He said to Mu-s-a, when the latter approached him "I know
what you have come here for. By God, if I obey the desires of the people of
Oman, no imam would be able to remain a year among them."
- -	 rHe then expelled Musa b. 'Ali, a reflection of his anger. "Return to your
place; I did not give you permission to approach me, nor did you ask for it; do
not say this again."231
- -His sharpness and toughness disturbed some of the Ibadi ulema, such as
Muhammad b. Mahl;th and BashTr b. al-Mundhir, but they did not reject him
publicly, in order to avoid differences and division among the Iba-drs.232 From
these events, we can notice also the new dilemma which the Ib-adrs were facing,
that is, the age of the imam who became very old during his Imamate. This
_ -
dilemma became apparent when the Ibadis began to choose a very old
individual to conduct the imamate, especially from the time of the previous
imam, `Abd al- Malik.
_
Up to the time of Imam al-Muhanna and the coming imam al-Salt b.
ow.
Malik there is no information provided by the sources about their ages when
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they were elected. The Iliiii-ulema chose those already imams because of their
long standing with the lb-acliyyah since the second Ibadi imamate was
established. Also they followed the Arab tradition in the style of choosing the
older person to be the sheikh of the tribe, who must be the oldest and most
knowledgeable among them. This method created a type of opposition, not only
_
from non-Ibadis, but among the Ib-adis themselves who wanted to depose these
Imams when they became too weak to conduct affairs. Later the dispute about
,
deposing imams and disassociating from them cost the Omanis and Ibadis the
high price of what is referred to as the Civil War, as we shall see in the next
chapter.
8.7.1 The internal policy of al-Muhannii b. Jayfar (226-237/840-851)
As we have seen,the Imam al-Muhanna- possessed great firmness and
strength of character and was a strict Iba-dr, which in some ways gained him
respect and made him feared by the people. Oman at this particular time
appears to have needed a strong personality to impose order and stability.
Imam al-Muhann-a paid much attention to building up a very strong army and
as a result, the imamate forces were extended. He also improved the navy
which was established by Imam Ghass-an to protect the long coast of Oman.
The number of ships totalled more than three hundred, all armed for war,
together with the commercial ships which might be used as warships, if they
were needed.233
As well as these strong naval forces, the Imam al-Muhanna- had an army
consisting of ten thousand soldiers; the headquarters of this army was at
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Nizw—a.234 This was in addition to the soldiers who were spread between the
different Omani towns such as Sohar, Tu'am, Julfar, Ja`lan and Dama. This
large army was the first to be in the possession of any Iba-dr imam during this
time.235
 The rising military power of the imamate had automatically reflected
prosperity in trade which witnessed an increase during the reign of Imam
_
Ghass—an b. `Abd Allah. Its centre was Sohar. In addition, agriculture improved
_.
because of the improvement in the aflaj system and the development of
_
irrigation. Al-S-alimi indicates that internal stability and the spread of security
led to the increase in the population in Oman. He gives the example of Su'al
quarter, one of the Nizw-a areas, whose population reached more than 14,000
people.236
8.7.2 Internal opposition
- -.- .Every Ibacii imam had to face some sort of opposition during the period
of his reign. This opposition came from certain people such as the tribal
_ -
leaders, or from within the Ibadis themselves, especially from the ulema and
_
sheikhs. Any imam who attempted to ignore the role of the Ibadi ulema in
sharing the power with him might face deposition or disassociation from him.
The role upon which the ulema insisted was to be consulted on every decision
(shura- ) the imam wished to take; otherwise, he had to face difficulties within
his imamate.
The reign of Imam al-Muhann-a witnessed tribal opposition from the
main enemies of the imamate: the B. al-Julanda- and that of the Mahrah tribes.
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8.73 The Julandi revolts
This attempt from B. al-Julandi during the reign of Imam al-Muhanna-
was one of many attempts by them to regain their power, which they had lost
- -	 -
to the Ibadis, and particularly to the Yahmach clan which controlled the seat
of the imamate. This revolt tended to throw much light on the political
condition of Oman as well as on the history of the Julanda- tribe as a whole.237
It was led by al-Mughirah b. Rawsan al-Julandi (Rushin). 238 The Ibadi sources
do not mention the place where the rebellion broke out; Miles described it as
_
taking place in al-Zahirah region.239
 It has been reported that al-Mughirah
al-Julandi and his followers marched to Tu'a-m which they attacked; the
_
governor Abu al-Waddah who had been appointed by the imam, was killed in
.	 .	 .
this fight.240
The news of this attack soon reached the imam who immediately
dispatched a military expedition which had al-Saqr b. `Azza-n as its
commander.241 He also involved his governor of Sohar, MIT Marwa-n, who left
_
for Tu'am immediately to stem the tide of revolt. Numbers in the Sohar army
_
were initially given as 12,000242which was doubtless an exaggeration. Al-Izkawi
does not mention the number of the army, but he indicated that Indian
elements were among this army. 243 The sources do not give us any information
about the origin of these people, although some thought that they were an
Omani tribe.244
 However the sources fail to tell us whether this Indian army
were soldiers within the imam's army or mercenaries at work for him. They
_
-had their own leader called al- Mattar al-Hindi. 245 Abu Marwa-n and his army
inflicted so severe a defeat that the power of the Julanda- movement was broken
246
and the family itself almost annihilated. Their villages or settlements were burnt
to the ground, and their families cruelly driven into the desert to starve.246 The
-	 -Omani sources put this responsibility partly upon al-Mattar al-Hindi and his
men, and the sources describe them as foolish (sufaha- ).247 The imam ordered
compensation for those whose houses were burnt to the ground.248
There is no information about an Abbasid involvement in this revolt,
nor were they able to offer any aid to the rebels. The defeat which the Julanda-
_
suffered was the last attempt by them to overthrow the Iba-di imamate during
the 3rd/9th century. From this date we hear nothing more of this family, which
soon became extinct through absorption.
- -
8.7.4 Mahrah tribes and the Ibadi imamate
- -
Mahrah was always under the influence of the Ibadi imamate, when the
latter was in the strong position, as already mentioned. The tribes of Mahrah
were very important to the imamate's financial income which came, as it did,
,
from collecting tax (zaka) from these tribes.249 According to Ibadi sources the
Mahrah during the time of al-Muhanna- b. Jayfar rejected payment of the tax
^	 ^ _
and alms (yadaqah) to his agent, `Abd Allah b. Sulayman al-pabbi from the
town of Manh who used to use the grazing ground to calculate contributions
of cattle. It is reported that he entered the land of Mahrah 25Qand went to an
individual of the district, named Wasim b. Jayfar, from whom two payments
were due.251 He, however, refused to pay more than one contribution, saying
to the collector, "Take that if you like, if not, behold the graves of your
...	 _
comrades!"252 `Abd Allah b. Sulayman informed the imam of the conduct of
247
Was-1m.
Immediately the imam ordered the governors of Adam, Sin -aw and Ja`la-n
_
to arrest the Mahri chief, if possible.253 At the same time, the imam dispatched
_
_ .
three detachments to Mahrah; the wall of Adam succeeded in capturing Wasim.
-	 -The waif informed the imam who sent Yahya al-Yahmadr, known as Abu
_ .
al-Maqansh, to him with a body of horsemen. 254 The aim of the imam in
sending these troops was to keep him secure and to send him word. In this
manner, the imam continued to dispatch troops, so that it might be said that the
prisoner was borne along on their spears, until they arrived at Nizwa- with him.
The imam ordered him to be imprisoned, and he remained a year in
confinement, during which period no one dared to mention his name, nor to
_
enquire after him.255 Wasim remained confined until the Mahrah sheikhs
procured his liberation through the intercession of the Yahmad, the clan of the
_
Imam al-Muhanna al-Yahmadr, which is an Arab tradition well known to the
Arabs in general and to the Arabs of Oman in particular. 256 Yahmad sheikhs
interceded for him with Imam al- Muhann -a, who consented to release him on
one of the following conditions, from which he desired them to choose: firstly,
that they should emigrate from Oman; secondly that they should agree to fight;
thirdly, that they should bring cattle every year to the camp of Nizwa-.
The sheikhs accepted the third condition, to bring the camels to the
-	
-imam. According to al-Izkawi, a pillar which stands at farq of Nizwa was
erected in the time of al-Muhann-a as a mark to Mahrah tribes that they would
assemble their camels every year on that spot.257
248
_
Some authors suggest that the reason behind the use of force by Imam
al-Muhanria was to show his power to the Arab tribes of Oman that they should
fear him and give him their obedience. 258 Some regarded Imam al-Muhann-a's
action towards the Mahrah tribes as reflecting his control over the imamate, this
being the only method of keeping these difficult tribes under his authority.259
8.7.5 The intellectual activities of Imam al-Muhann-a's imamate
Intellectual activities continued during the imamte of al-Muhann -a. As a
result of the strong connection between Sohar and Basra, most of the Islamic
groups (firaq) were established in Sohar, as we have seen in the imamate of
`Abd al-Malik b. Humayd, which witnessed the activities of the Shiltes,
Mu`tazilites, and Muryites.26° The Iba-di sources report that an intellectual
discussion during the time of Imam al- Muhann -a- took place among followers
about the case of the creation of the Quin, whether it had been created or
not.261 mentions that this argument was between two well-known
sheikhs, Muhammad b. Mahb-ub and Muhammad b. Ha-shim. The former was
among those who believed that the Quin had been created and the latter was
against this idea which he regarded as a new phenomenon which has nothing
to do with Ib-adi teaching.262 Ibn H-ashim had threatened to leave Oman in
protest against the spreading of these teachings among Ilidr followers.263
In a meeting which was attended by the Iba1i sheikhs to discuss this
matter, Muhammad b. Mahb-ub gave up his belief about the creation of the
Quin, and they agreed at the end of the meeting on the saying that God is
249
_ The	 ithe creator of everything, but a part of Him has been created. 	 e Qur'an is
the word of God and His Revelation and His Book which He revealed to His
Prophet Muhammad, "may God bless him and grant him peace." 264 Also among
the decisions which they agreed upon was to ask the Imam al-Muhandi b.
Jayfar to intervene in this matter by using force to prevent any person from
saying that the Qur'an had been created. 265 As a result the Ib-adI sheikhs ceased
their discussion about this matter in obedience to the imam orders and their
- --desire to maintain the unity of the Ibdiyyah.266a-
	Also at this time, the Ibadi
,
ulema produced a great many writings, their books increased and their written
advice to the imam, known as siyar waijawabat, increased also.
- --
During this imamate a dispute arose between two of the Ibadi ulema,
_ -
_
Mahbub b. al-RatiTl, one of the hamalat al-71m in Oman, and Harun b. al-
.
Yamm-an. It took place in Basra, the former centre. Each one of these had
sent letters to Imam al-Muhann-a b. Jayfar and also to the followers of Ib-adiyyah
in Hadramawt, explaining their position about this dispute. According to
.	 ,
_
al-Salimi, Oman followed Mahbub b. al- Rahil and Hadramawt followed Harun
.	 ,	 ,
b. al-Yam- ran.267 No information about the nature of this dispute is mentioned
by al- Salimi, which appears to have been on one of the issues regarding Ibadi
teaching. It has been reported that Imam al-Muhann-a himself had participated
-	 -
.in these growing activities of the Ib-adiyyah. He himself wrote a strah to Mu'adh
,
b. Harb, explaining to him the correct path of Islam.268
-
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9.1	 The rule of Imam al-Salt, 237-273/851-885
_
Al-Salt b. Malik was chosen by the Ibadi ulema as the new imam. His
election took place on the day of Imam al-Muhann -a- 's death (237/851). He had
ruled Oman for ten years and some months. 1 Muhammad b. Matibrib and
Bashir b. al-Mundhir, the most learned of the Ib-adi ulema swore allegiance to
the new imam, in the same way that the just imams who preceded him had
_
been acknowledged.2 As usual, the Ibadi sources shed no light on his career
prior to his becoming imam, nor do they mention anything about his character
or personal qualities, save for the fact that he was a Khariisi from the Yahmad
clan.3 Despite the fact that the selection of Imam al-Salt was based on the4
- -general agreement of the Ibadi ulema without opposition, 4 towards the end of
his reign there was growing opposition to his rule and as a result of the tribal
strife which ensued, civil war broke out. Eventually the Abbasids were invited
to intervene, by one particular alliance of Omani tribes, and consequently the
imamate lost its independence and collapsed.
9.2	 The most important historical events of al-Salt's imamate
According to the Ib-acir sources, Imam al-Salt b. Malik managed to gain
control of the affairs of the state at the beginning of his imamate and he
governed wisely and justly for many years. 5 Political stability and security of the
imamate were among many of the fruits enjoyed by the people of Oman during
the imam's reign. The first administrative step taken by Imam al-Salt, after
coming to power was to dismiss the governors appointed by his predecessor.
Among those deposed was the wali of Sohar, Abu- Marw-an, who returned to
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Nizwa-.6 Imam al-Salt appointed Muhammad b. al-Azhar al-`Abdr as the new
governor of Sohar, and a few years later chose the Ibadi sheikh Muhammad b.
Muhb-ub as qa-di there.7 This move indicates the importance of Sohar as the
focal point for various Islamic groups which had increased in number, as the
town grew in prosperity during the role of the imams. The Ib -adi imams in
Nizwa-
 had also become aware of the increasing activities of these groups, who
were working to spread their doctrine among the Omani people. 8 By appointing
- -Muhammad b. Mahbub as qadi of Sohar, Imam al-Salt proved his determination
- 7to keep the control of Sohar in Ibadi hands and to prevent other parties from
promulgating their teachings. 9 Imam al-Salt indicated his new policy in a letter
-
to his governor in Rustaq Hajar, Ghassan b. Khuwaylid, in which he emphasises
the central authority of the imam. He also requested his governors to consult
him before taking decisions. 10 This shows how reluctant he was to have them
pass legal judgements before consulting him. He indicated to his governor
that he was going to look to the opinion of the rest of the Ibadi ulema and then
inform them of the best decision which would guide them to safety.
Imam al-Salt also advised his governor in Rust-aq Hajar on the treatment
of non-Muslims; it was necessary he decreed, that they wear the same kind of
special dress to distinguish them from the rest)- 1 This implies the existence of
- -
a considerable number of non-Muslims resident in Oman during the Ibadi
imamate. Imam al-Salt stressed the importance of using firm measures against
- -
the non-Ibadi Muslims, who followed various other Islamic groups in the area.12
On the economic front, however, Oman slipped gradually into decline.
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The main cause of the difficulties, as recorded in the sources, was a particularly
disastrous flood which led to heavy loss of life, especially in low lying wadi
territory where most of the Omani tribes were settled. Large numbers of
livestock were swept away, and trees, dates and farm crops - all crucial
_
generators of income - were lost. 13
 According to al-Salimi, the area most
-
affected by the flood was the Batinah region, where the town of Sohar, Oman's
principal trading centre, was submerged by waters from Wadi Silla-n. 14 The rest
of the B-atinah area was also severely affected, and the people were left with
-	 -7
nothing but disease and misery. Al-Sahmi also relates that the effects of the
disaster were long-lived; most of the towns were emptied as the people fled
to safety by sea to neighbouring lands. Most of the interior of Oman was also
-: -	 - .devastated, with towns such a Bidbid, Qicia, Dima and Sama'll suffering heavy
material losses.15
The sources give no information as to how Imam al-Salt dealt with
disaster, which must have placed extreme pressure on the Treasury. Similarly
there is no record of how - if at all - Nizw-a, the capitalt of the imamate, was
affected by the rains.
9.3	 Imam al-Salt's external policy
Little information exists on the nature and extent of relations between the
- r
second Ibach imamate under Imam al-Salt and the Abbasid caliphate; neither
- -:-the 'bad' nor the Islamic sources give any indications whether contact was made
between the two states.
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In the Abbasid side, Caliph al-Mu`tasim who came to power in 218/833,
,
had moved his residence from Baghdad to Samaria-, a move which threw the
power of the caliphate into the hands of the Turkish guard, a body he himself
had created. The decline of the Abbasid empire can be traced back to this
point. Contemporaneous with the first signs of decadence in the Abbasid
-'caliphate was the growth of power the Iba a i imamate and its tentative expansion
- -.-beyond the countries of Ibahc territory. This is exemplified in Ibadi sources by
the decision made by the Imam al-Salt to send a military expedition to control
the islands of Socotra.
The island of Socotra, which lies off the coast of South Arabia, in the
Arabian Sea, was of strategic importance because of its proximity to the
northern East African coast. Since the island is also close to southern Oman
,
and Hadramawt. Ibadi teachings were familiar to its inhabitants, although it is
- r
not clear when the doctrines were first introduced there. Al-Hamdam writes
- -	 -	 - -
•	 •that the Ibadi shurah were in control of the island, 16wIfich implies that an Ibadi
military expedition to the island was carried out successfully during the reign
-
of Imam al-Salt. AVAwtabi also mentions in his account that Socotra was
home to the Ibadiyyah.17
_
It would seem that the Ibadiyyah first arrived on the island after they had
established their first imamate in Hadramawt and the Yemen at the end of the
.	 .
_ -
Umayyad caliphate, 128-131/275-748, under the leadership of Imam Yahya Talib
_
al-Haqq al-Kindi. This first imamate lasted only a few years, succumbing finally
_
_
to the Umayyad forces, as a result of which many Ibach followers were forced
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to flee the Yemen to northern Oman and Socotra. Other authors believe that
_	
- -
the appearance of the Ibadiyyah there stems from the period of Ibadi
domination in Oman during the second/eighth century. 18 It is difficult to tell
whether Socotra was in fact controlled by the Ib -adi imamate in Oman, although
al-Salimi mentions that the Iba-diyyah maintained a political and administrative
presence on the island. He also reports that the inhabitants had reneged on
their allegiance to the imamate, killing the imam's governor and his followers
and taking control of the island by force. 19 Atafish mentions that the
Abyssinians controlled Socotra during the reign of Imam al-Salt, the latter sent
over one hundred fighting ships to the island before he was to regain control
of it and expel the Abyssinians from its shores.20
Other accounts tell how a Socotran woman called Zahrah made an
appeal to Imam al-Salt for help against the Christian insurrectionists,21 her
entreaty coming in the form of a poem.22
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Tell the imam whose virtues are to be hoped for, the son of the noble
and distinguished Sayyids.
Socotra has become empty of Islam after Islamic law, the Qur'an, [i.e.
and the books of the Faith].
The Christians have committed an outrage against your governor, have
taken women captive, and have continued to plunder.
Oh for men! Help every Muslim woman, even if you creep along on
your chins and knees.
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Imam al-Salt subsequently despatched a large military expedition to the
_
island; according to al-S-alimi, enough men to fill a hundred ships were sent
_
under the joint commands of Muhammad b. `Ash-frah and Sald b. Shamla-1.23
The commanders took with them a missive from the imam containing
information on Islamic teaching concerning warfare, and also his
_
recommendations that the sharPah be put into practice on the island, especially
those regulations goverrning the treatment of the prisoners of war.24 The imam
also gave instructions to the Ib-adiyyah on how they were to conduct their affairs
after regaining control of the island: "If from among those men and women
who pray, there are some who wish to leave the island with you and seek refuge
in an Islamic land, then take them with you in your ships and spend on them
from the money God has given you until they reach the land of Islam; for
indeed Socotra is no longer a safe place for them to reside."25
It was clear that Imam al-Salt feared a revenge attack from the
Abyssinian Christians; in his letter he instructs his troops to drive the
Abyssinian army as far back as possible, even if it meant venturing to the
African coast itself.26 Socotra itself was indefensible from Oman, thus the order
from Imam al-Salt to his army to aid those Socotran Muslims who wished to
leave, to do so. Such was the degree of involvement of the Abyssinians in the
affairs of the island.
The sources do not reveal the date of the Socrotran insurrection,
although it probably took place in the last years of the imam's rule. Support
for this comes from the call made by the Imam's dectractors for him to step
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down as a result of his failure, itself a symptom of old age and ineptitude, to
protect Socotra from its invaders. The most likely time is some time between
269/882 and 273/886.27
9.4	 Civil war
Towards the end of Imam al-Sales long reign, 28opposition to him began
_
to appear, especially among a great number of Ilradi sheikhs who had played
_
-
important roles during the Ibadi Imamate. The leader of the opposition was
- -	
- -	 _
Musa b. Musa, who, having persuaded some of the Ibadiyyah to help him
depose the imam, rose up in revolt.
- -
The Ibadis were divided in their opinions on the movement and later split
^ 7	 -- .into two factions - the Yemeni and Nizari or CAdnam) parties, thus paving the
way for a civil war which was to bring down the imamate.29
The movement against Imam al-Salt is regarded as the first internal
_ -
threat to the second Ibadi imamate, since its inception. The Ili-ad; had
successfully staved off external threats to the independence of the imamate,
now, ironically, it was they themselves who engineered its downfall. Prior to
- -
this event, the Ibadis and the other Omanis, despite their differences, had
managed to co-exist relatively peacefully, yet the strife that led to civil war was
such that IlCad-i sources came to describe the period as the blackest in Oman's
history.3°
_ -
The Ibadi ulema were split down the middle on the issue of whether or
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not Imam al-Salt should be deposed: the group of Rust-aq (al-ta- 'zfah
__ .
al-Rustaqtyyah) comprising those scholars from Rustaq who remained loyal to
the imam and opposed his deposition.31 While the faction of Nizwa- (al-firqah
al-Nizw-aniyyah) were a group of scholars from Nizwa-,32who supported calls for
- 7the imam to be deposed. This particular schism in the ranks of the Ibadi ulema
lasted from the third/ninth to the tenth/sixteenth century, with hundreds of books
being written by supporters of both sides. One of the most important works
regarding this issue is that of Ab-u al-Mu'aththir al-Salt b.Khamis33 who was
witness to the events and who recorded his impressions of them in a book
entitled al-Ahdath wa-al-Sifat. 34 Another writer, Abu al-Hasan al-Bayisawi, later
'	
.
wrote a book called al-Hujjah `ala man abtala 1-su'al fi 'l-hadath al-waqi` bi-
ai.•
`Uman, in which he defended the imamate of al-Salt. A third book was written
_	 -	 -	 —
by Abu Bala b. Ahmad b. `Abdullah al-Kindi al-Nizwani in the 5th-6th/1 lth-12th
century, who was moved to put pen to paper because of what he saw as the
- -
division and conflict among the Ibadis of Oman.35 Many other writings by
_ -
famous Ibadi ulema still exist today, some of them going back to the third/ninth
century, when these events took place. These are known collectively as al-Siyar
_ -
wa-1-jawabat, or the books of the ulema and imams of Oman. 36 Most of the
_
ulema dealt in their works with the deposition of Imam al-Salt b. Malik
explaining in general the principles of the imamate and the ideal qualities of an
imam. They also deal with the question of how the imam should be selected,
his duties, and how long he should nile.37
- -	 - -
It is very difficult to know the main reason why Musa b. Musa called for
the deposition of al-Salt. The fact is, however, that the imam introduced a
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much less tribal approach, discontinuing the old feuding with the Juland; tribes.
His imamate also saw an enormous development of shari`ah law and he
genuinely seems to have governed fairly close to the Ib -adr ideal. Ultimately
the trouble was that he ruled too long, and he was obviously too easy going.38
_
Wilkinson regards the death of Muhammad b. Mahbub, whose prestige was such
-
that he was regularly consulted by the Ibadi communities in Hadramawt and
.	 .
North Africa, as a great loss to Imam al-Salt who was left with no strong guiding
hand.39 As Imam al-Salt grew older, the control of the imamate began to slip
from his hands. The younger generation tired with what they saw as the imam's
senility and the conservatism of the governors he appointed, were united under
— _ -
Musa b.Musa, who eventually deposed him or according to them "persuaded
him to resign".' ° The opposition to al-Salt's imamate came from different
Omani tribes, among them some very well known Iba-di sheikhs.41 The slogan
which united the opposition was the Islamic call for" enjoining what is good and
prohibiting what is bad". The first demand made by the opposition was that
al-Salt depose some of his governors and force those described as his 'ministers'
to resi	 -gn.42 According to Abu al-Mu'aththir, Imam al-Salt responded to these
demands by deposing his governor in Sohar, Muhammad b. Faycl whom he then
appointed in Julfa-r.43 Both Abu Qaht.a-n and Abu al-Mu'ththir report that Mt-is;:
_ -
b. Musa failed to produce any firm evidence that Imam al-Salt or his followers
had done anything wrong44. Musa 	 critical, describing the affairs of the
imamate as being in the hands of the sinful (fasaqah).45
Imam al-Salt expressed his point of view in a letter sent to one of his
followers. In this he explains how he had been deposed and says that he holds
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the younger generation responsible for his downfall. The fact that they were
able to rise up against him, he says, is due to the decline of the older
- 7generation of Ibach men of ideals and da Wah. The Ibach youth, he claims, love
only this world and desire to rule it."
All the Ibadi sources report that Musa b. Musa and his followers formed
_	 —
themselves into a party. Abu al-Mu'aththir mentions that Musa and his
-
supporters marched to Farq, near I•hzwa, where they gathered about three miles
_
from al-Salt b. Malik's army headquarters.° After their arrival at Farq Imam
al-Salt learned of their motives and left his residence for the house of his son,
Shadfran, on Thursday, 3 Dli a l 1-tlijjah 272/885." He was took weak to be able
to retain his position and he was considered as having been deposed from the
imamate. Musa b. Musa and his party were prepared to depose Imam al-Salt
by force if he refused to accept their demands. Abu- QahtTan interpreted
al-Sales departures from the house of the imamate as an attempt to avoid
bloodshed.49 Abu al-Mu'aththir describes the members of Mu-sa" b. Mu-s-a's party
as a group of rabble (ru`a) who have no knoweldge of right and wrong, and
- -_
who know only how to obey their leader (Musa b. Musa). He identifies one
_ .
Fahm b. Wanth al-Kalbi as one of those followers, and accuses him of nurturing
a desire to become imam.50
-	 -	 - -
Abu Qahtan describes the motives of those who elected to follow Musa
b. Musa in his revolt against al-Salt as follows: the followers of Musa were
,
from different classes: some were genuinely outraged by the Ibadi rulers; some
nurtured personal ambition to gain for themselves a high position in the
...
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government; and some who thought simply that they were doing the right thing
but were misled.51
Before his departure from the house of the imamate, Imam al-Salt told
those of his soldiers who stayed behind to protect their military encampment
until the arrival of the new imam.52 After al-Salt had left, Musa 	 MITs".
installed Rashid b. al-Nazr. 'Abu Qatitan says that they never got the imam to
explain himself; furthermore they neither accused him of unbelief (makfirah),
nor made it clear precisely about what they were complaining. 53 The installation
-	 - -	 - -
of Rashid b. al-Nazr as imam by Musa b. Musa engendered strong criticism
about the way he was chosen and the difficult circumstances prevalent in Oman.
Commenting on these events, Abu- al-Mu'aththir says, "Did the Muslims meet
together and consult mutually on the matter? Did they take account of what
al-Salt had to say or what objections there were against him?" If he had sinned,
they would have suspended judgement (wuqu- f), they would have asked whether
he was resigning or reneging the imamate; whether he was weak, whether he
persisted in his sin; they would have gone around from place to place seeking
the view of the Muslims about him. Mu-sa- b. Mu-s-a did not do anything of the
sort. He sent for R-ashid b. al-Nazr and swore allegiance to him without
consulting the Muslims. None of those entrusted with giving legal judgements,
.
except those whom God willed, attended Musa on that day and even some of
those, as we understand it, abhorred his act, counselling a different course, but
the mass prevailed.54
Al-Izkawi,55 accused the people of forsaking al-Salt, who was very old.
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- -	 - -
After deposing Imam al-Salt, Musa b. Musa became the chief and first adviser
of the new imam, Ra-shid b. al-Nazr.
Some modern authors believe that Imam al-Salt abdicated or resigned
from the imamate of his own free will. 56 However, this hypothesis has no
validity since it is clear that the Imam was forced to resign.
The author of the book al-Ihtida- '57cites four main principles as the basis
,	 -
of the difference of opinion between the two Ibadi schools, the Nizwa and the
-	 -Rustaq, about the deposition of Imam al-Salt b. Malik and the installation of
Ra-shid b. al-Nazr as the new imam:
_ -
1. Imam al-Salt was elected a shari imam for all the people of Oman and
enjoyed their consent to his rule. This was before the appointment of
Rashid b. al-Nazr as imam by Mu-sa- b.Mu-s-a. Since Imam al-Salt was
- -
chosen with the agreement of all Ibadis, it is not permitted to depose him
from the seat of the imamate without the full agreement of all Ib-adrs.
2. The appointment of Rashid b. al-Nazr as imam was effected without
revealing to the people any error made by Imam al-Salt which would lead
automatically to his resignation. Also the people who swore allegiance
to him - whether from the elect or the masses should be informed of any
plan to depose him.
3.	 When Mu-s-a b. Mu- s-a and Rashid b. al-Nazr took over the imamate from
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Imam al-Salt, the imam showed no opposition to their action. According
to the Ib—aclis this indeed made them appear unbelievers.
_ -
4.	 Those Ibadi ulema who witnessed this event were in disagreement over
- -- -the validity of the action of Musa b. Musa and Rashid b. al-Nazr, even
though they were all in agreement about the certainty of al-Salt's
_
imamate when he resigned. The same applies to Rashid and his position
- -
	 - -
vis-a-vis Musa b. Musa; some of the ulema recognised al-Salt's imamate
and gave it their support, at the same time disassociating themselves from
Mu-s-a b. Musa and Rashid, whose actions they considered unjust and
hostile.58
- -
Other Ibadi ulema claim that Imam al-Salt had disassociated himself from
the office of imamate and regarded the imamate of Musa b. Musa 	 Rashid
_
b. al-Nazr as legitimate. They gave them the association (wilayah), and swore
allegiance to their imamate.59
- -
This issue occupied and influenced the Ibadi ulema's discussions and
arguments for a long time, and they wrote many books on the issue.
- 7Consequently, a large part of Omani history was neglected. Most of the Ibadi
sources (both ancient and modern) agree that the rebellion against Imam al-Salt
-_
and his subsequent deposition, was contrary to Ibadi teachings. This resulted
- -
in discord between the Ibadi ulema and their followers.6°
There is a point worth mentioning here regarding the concept of the
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_ -
imamate and Ibadi thought on the subject. Prior to Imam al-Salt's deposition,
the concept of the imamate had not been clearly defined. Imam al-Sales fall
from power was the first crisis to occur in the history of the Ibadi imamate. As
_ -
such, it prompted the Ibadi ulema to concentrate in their writings on the issue
of imamate in general; gradually a clear definition of the imamate came into
being. The Ib-adi school established its imamate with the clear idea of ruling
the Muslim ummah, having put the Iba-cli theory of the imamate into practice,
- 7however, they soon discovered flaws in their thinking. A group of Ibach ulema
had strongly criticised al-Muhanna- b. Jayfar's way of conducting the imamate,
although they did not disassociate themselves from him for the sake of the unity
- -
of the Ibadi madhhab.61 Had the circumstances of the imam and the imamate
- -
been explained in the first place, it is conceivable that the revolt of Musa b.
Mu-s-a against the legitimate Iba-dr imam, would not have taken place. Taking
these events into account we may conclude that there was some kind of conflict
- -
between the imam and the Ibadi ulema who were regarded as the guardians of
the imamate. The imam is in fact, not a law-giver, but a law-enforcer. Creation
of the law is from God and through his Prophet; interpretation is the role of
the ulema, justice is the affair of al1. 62 The imam has to create an atmosphere
of mutual trust with the ulema, and not engage in conflict with them over the
question of who should have the upper hand in the affairs of the imamate. One
should not ignore the fact that the imam, having chosen to take on the
reponsibility of the imamate, automatically becomes responsible for the ummah
(nation). The religious authority ('a- lim or ?nada') must realise that the role of
- -	 - -
the imam vis-a-vis the Ibadi community is that of representative of Ibadi unity.
- -	 _ -
The case of Musa b. Musa's rebellion against Imam al-Salt and the latter's
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deportation gives a clear indication of the gap between the imam and the 'am;
if Musa b. Musa had any sort of mutual understanding with Imam al-Salt, the
Ib-adiyyah of Oman would have been able to avoid this great schism. Instead,
however, Mu-s-a elected to attack an imam who was too old and weak to defend
himself and who inevitably would be forced to resign his position. A similar
case is that of the imamate of `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd, another old and ailing
imam, who, towards the end of his reign, was accused by some of the Ib-adi
ulema of failing to conduct the affairs of the imamate correctly. Musa b. Abi
Jabir, who had elected him, was aware of the consequences of accepting the
demand of the opposition for Ibn Humayd's resignation, stood firm against the
imam's detractors and, according to the Ib-adr sources, took the reins of the
imamate in his own hand, as the imam grew ever more infirm. 63 Eventually the
end of the imamate of al-Salt opened a new chapter in the history of the
Ib-adiyyah in Oman. Once Imam al-Salt had been deposed and Mu-s-a b. Mu-s-a
had installed Ra-shid b. al-Nazr as the new imam, Oman entered a period of
disorder and instability, which eventually led to civil war and the collapse of the
second Ib-adi-imamate.
9.5	 The imamate of Rashid b. al-Nazr, 273-77/885-90
After Musa b. Musa had driven al-Salt b. Malik from the House of the
Imamate (Bayt al-ImInah) in NizwE, he chose 12.- shid b. Nazr al-FajtI
al-Yahmad-i to be the new imam. 64 The installation took place in the village of
•
Farq near NizwE in 272/885.65 Other Ib-acIT sources give the year 273/886 as the
date when Ra-shid became imam.66 Ra-shid b. al-Nazr had been as vociferous in
his denigration of Imam al-Salt b. Malik as had Musa b. Musa, and the two
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became the backbone of the opposition which worked to discredit al-Salt and
- 7his imamate. Their ultimate aim was, it seems, to depose him. The Ibadi
sources do not mention any sort of collusion between the two rebels and reveal
_
no overt plans for Rashid to become imam and Musa to secure a position for
_ -
himself as chief qa-cli and first adviser to the imam. Most of the Ibadi ulema
_
regard the selection and subsequent installation of Rashid b. al-Nazr as imam
as having happened without their being consulted or their approval for his
appointment obtained. This naturally led Abu- al-Mu'aththir to nurture doubts
about the validity of Ra-shid b. al-Nazr's oath of allegiance and the manner in
which the installation of the new imam had taken place.°
-
Rashid b. al-Nazr and Musa b. Musa had won the support of certain
tribal sheikhs and military personalities, among them Fahm b. Wa-rith and
`Abdalla-h b. Sald, both of whom were described as having designs on the office
of the imamate.68
The mastermind behind the new imamate, Mu-s-a b. Mu-s, appropriated
- :-for himself the position of qadi, a post which was to increase in importance as
time passed. During the imamate of Rgshid b. al-Nazr, Mu- s-a b. Mu-s-a was not
only qa-qt but also chief adviser to the imam. As his handling of the dispute
suggests, Ra-shid b. al-Nazr was a weak and ineffective ruler, and it soon became
obvious that the real power in the land lay in the hands of Musa b. Mu-sa-.
Thus it was that as R-ashid's reign progressed and his incompetence became
even more manifest, the overwhelming impression given was that the position
of the qadi and the religious sheikhs had eclipsed that of the imam in
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importance.69 After being elected imam, Rashid b. al-Nazr left Farq with his
supporters for Nizw-a, the seat of the Iba-di imamate. There he proceeded to
the House of the Imamate and asked for the seal (khatam) and the turban
(kummah) of the imamate which were in the possession of the deposed Imam
al-Salt b. M-alik. Having taken these from him, they were able to bestow
legitimacy on Rashid b. al-Nazr and prove that al-Salt was no longer imam.70
Rashid's supporters regarded this move as indication of Imam al-Sales
-:
acceptance to resign from the imamate. Al-Baysawi defended al-Salt by arguing
that the appropriation of the ring and the turban were not sufficient to
constitute Imam al-Salt's deposition from the office of imamate.71
The new imam did not take any important measures to change the
administrative structure of his imamate. He retained the governors of the
former imam in their positions without deposing or replacing them.72 Since this
was the reason for the original opposition to him, this proves that al-Salt's
imamate was the legitimate one and that his detractors were in the wrong. The
_
only change Rashid made was to remove al-tlasan b. Sa`id from Rust gq and
appoint him as new governor of Julfar.73
With regard to his traditional opponents, the new imam embarked on a
totally different policy to the one he had employed previously. For example,
-
he endeavoured to win over Shadhan b. al-Salt, the son of the deposed imam,
to his own side, whereas previously he had blamed him and his father. Ra-shid
also appointed two of Imam al-Sales closest companions. 74 Ib-adr sources later
argued that Rashid's decision to retain al-Salt's men in positions of power
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shows clearly that al-Sales enemies had no right to depose him. It is the
writer's view that Ra-shid's policy was to appoint al-Salt's advisers and assistants
to positions of power in order to win them over to his side and thus legitimise
his rule. He also wished to show that opposition to Imam al-Salt did not
necessarily mean opposition to al-Sales friends and supporters.
Now that the situation had changed, it was not long before signs of
disorder began to appear on the horizon. In the early years of Ra-shid's
imamate, the southern tribes of Mahrah fomented a widespread revolt against
the Ib-adi imamate, which was in too weak a position to impose order on them.
According to Abi-i 'l-Mu'aththir,75 1:Gshid lacked the military wherewithal to
control the tribal insurrection. In fact, Rashid was engaged on another front
_
against a rebellion which had taken place in Rustaq, to where he had sent most
of his supporters and troops to establish control. The opposition there was
under the leadership of the Yatimad sheikhs, bitter opponents of Ra-shid's
imamate.76
9.6	 The revolt against Ra-shid's imamate and the beginning of civil war
The disputes and differences between the Omanis resulted in a major
split in their ranks. This division took place between the Omani tribes with
each party accusing the other of betraying the teachings and ideals of the Ibacli
movement, of deviating from the true path of Islam and the principles of the
_ -
old Ibadi sheikhs. The division culminated eventually in tribal strife which had
- :-
a profoundly negative effect on the Ibach da`wah in Oman, leading in turn to
civil war and the collapse of the imamate.
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The first challenge to Ra-shid's imamate came from the rivals of his clan,
the Yatimad, especially those belonging to the B. Kalb, who were at the
forefront of the opposition to his imamate. 77
 From this time onwards, Rusta-q
became the centre of the opposition forces during Ra-shid's imamate. It has
_
	
-
been reported that Fahm b. Warith al-Kalbi al-Yalynadi, along with a great
number of Yahmadi sheikhs, formed the basic internal opposition to Rashid's
rule.78 The Iba-di sources also mention the name of Shadhal b. al-Salt, the son
of the deposed imam, as being among the Rusta-q party, while his father, the
deposed imam, observed the unfolding drama from his home.79
It appears that the Rusta-q-based opposition party had reached a final
decision to depose Rashid b. al-Nazr from the imamate and look for a new
imam to replace him. To translate their plan into reality they wrote to all of
7.the tribal sheikhs scattered throughout Oman. According to al-`Awtabi, Fahm
b. Wa-rith, the leader of the Rusta-q opposition, had asked Muslim and Al:imad,
-
the sons of `Isa- b. Salamah al-`Awtabr, a close relative of the author, to swear
the oath of allegiance to them in the Ba- tinah regions and asked them to secure
allegiance on their behalf from the people of the area, especially the tribes of
_
'Atli( b. 'Imian which led the federation of Azd tribes of B. Malik b. Fahm in
the Ba- tinah.80 According to al-`Awtabr, these tribes had accepted the request of
Fahm b. Wa-rith that they participate in the revolt against Ra-shid b. al-Nazr
and his supporters. 81 In general all of the Azd tribes had also accepted the
invitation of the opposition to revolt against Ra-shid's rule, and had sworn the
_
oath of allegiance to Shadh-an b. Salt and Fahm b. Warith as leaders of their
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party. But in Abii 1-Mu'aththir's account, the leadership of the opposition to
Mu-sa- b. Mu- s-a, himself the leader of the opposition asgainst Imam al-Salt, was
attributed to Fahm b. Wirith rather than Shadhan b. al-Salt, 82which was almost
certainly the case.83
Those opposed to Rashid b. al-Nazr had left Rusta-q which had become
their gathering point on their way to Nizwa-, the capital of the imamate, where
_
Rashid b. al-Nazr resided. Their ultimate aim was to depose him. 84 It is worth
mentioning here that most of the opposition were the same people who had
overthrown the former imam, al-Salt b. M -alik.85 When the news of the
departure of the rebels from Rusta-q to Nizwa- reached Rashid b. al-Nazr he
immediately gathered his army of supporters and despatched them to meet the
opposition outside Nizwa-.86 He appointed two commanders; `Abdullah b. Sald
_ -
b. Malik al-Fajlii from Yalynad and al-Hawwari b. Muhammad al-Hiddani from
Saliit.87
_
The Yahmad tribal alliance swelled by supporters from the Batinah and
stirred up by accusations of injustice and favouritism, fermented by the
anti-Mu- s-a brigade, eventually marched from Rusta-q over the mountains to
attack Nizw-a.88They arrived at a place called al-Rawdah. 89 There the army of
_
Rashid launched a sudden attack against them under cover of night and they
were defeated.9°
The army sent by Rashid b. al-Nazr was formed from different tribal
-	 _
groupings. Most of them were Mudari under the leadership of B. Samah b.
-
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Lu'ayy. It was reported that al-Hawwari b. `Abdullah al-Sami was the leader
_
of Rashid's army in the battle at al-Rawdah.91 Miles regards the army and
_ -
supporters of Ra-shid b. al-Nazr, who were Nizari, as a coalition of Iba-dis
- -	 - -
formed to fight the Sunnis. He also regards Musa b. Musa as the brains behind
- :-	 - :-the Ibadi coalition, using his influence to incite the Ibadi people against them.92
Miles interpretation of the causes of this battle is incorrect, however, since each
...	 --
party considered itself the better follower of Ibadi Islam. B. SamaLand the rest
of Niz-arr tribes of Oman had played a very important role in the Ib-adi
_ -
movement, and there were among their numbers many distinguished Ibadi
-	 _ -
sheikhs and respected ulema. The conflict was not between Sunni and Ibadi but
- -	 - -
between Ibadi and Ibadi.
The result of the Rawdah battle created a very deep rift between the two
parties. The opposition party sustained heavy losses and the sheikh, Nasr b.
Minhal was reportedly slain along with two of his sons. A great number of the
Yahmad were killed or captured by Ra-shid's army; any survivors were those
who had managed to escape through the mountains, where their homes were.93
According to al-`Awtabi, Fahm b. Warith al-Yalynadi, the leader of the
opposition, had been taken into captivity along with some of his supporters.
Rashid duly imprisoned them in Nizwa-, but released them after one year on the
- 7 - -	 - -
advice of his qacii, Musa b. Musa, and many Omani tribal sheikhs. 94 Another
important outcome of the battle of al-Rawclah was the birth of the alliance of
—
the Omani tribes, which was considered to be the first one within the Ibadi
imamate in Oman. Each party with its tribal federation raised the slogan of
_
-defending the legitimacy of the Ibadi imamate. One further important
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consequence of the conflict, was that Omani tribal sheikhs regained their
- -
influence and tribal role during this event. They replaced the Ibadi sheikhs in
the political life of Oman. This increase in the importance of the tribal sheikhs
served to complicate the crisis leading to tribal strife and deepening the rift
until the clash between the Niza-ri tribes and Yemeni tribes took place. The
first call for revenge came from the Yemeni party of the Azd. Some well
known poets appeared to urge their tribes into taking revenge from the tribes.
Ibn Durayd, the famous author of Ishticlaq, composed poetry inciting his people
to stand and rise up against the Niza-rrs.95
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A very important matter, a grave affair has been drawn to our attention,
indeed disasters of great weight!
Oh sons of M-alik [b. Fahm] you have made me speechless. How on
earth can the sensible man walk when he is chained?
Why do Hiria' not take their revenge, branches of glory, or its cave which
is hoped for and
-
Farahid also from whose horses blood is flowing at al-Rawdah.
Although Ra-shid and his supporters had won the battle, his position as
imam had become precarious, chiefly because most of the Yahmad clan and the
rest of the Azd of B. Malik b. Fahm opposed his imamate. Gradually he
became isolated; the situation was exacerbated further when his chief qjcii- and
adviser, Mu-sa-
 b. Musa withdrew his support from him and joined the Azd
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alliance.96 This move was regarded as an attempt to weaken R—ashid's position
within the imamate by depriving his role of religious legitimacy with the ultimate
aim of deposing him from the office of imam.
9.7	 The deposition of Rishid b. al-Nazr, 277/890
After the battle of al-Rawciah, Rashid b. al-Nazr suffered a distinct fall
in popularity, despite the fact that he had been victorious in battle. It seems
that the alliance of the Azd tribes had played a very important role in changing
Masa b. Mu-s-a's view of his friend Rashid. It was soon after this occurrence
that relations between Miisa- and Imam Rashid turned sour, the latter probably
not proving so pliant a tool in Mtisa's hand as he had hoped. Miisa accordingly
exerted his influence to depose Rashid b. al-Nazr from the imamate, just as he
had been ready to depose Imam al-Salt. When Imam Rashid heard that Miisa-
was in Izki",97he left Nizwa immediately to see him there, and to persuade him
to change his attitude towards him. It seems that he was unable to do so. 98 The
first action taken by Mu-sa was to disassociate himself from Imam Rashid, whom
he now regarded as sinful (fa-siq) and to demand that he be stripped of the
imamate. Were he to refuse, Ws-a pledged to use force against him.99
7Al-Baysawl notes that there was a general consensus among the people that
Rashid be deposed. 1°° Contact was made between Masa- b. Musa and the
_
opposition, resulting in an agreement between him and Shadhan b. al-Salt, the
son of the deposed imam, to get rid of Rashid, despite Miisa b. Mu-sa-'s hostility
to al-Salt b. Malik, the father of Shadha-n.101
The opposition party, which consisted of the Azd tribal alliance and
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Mu-sa- b. Mu-s-a, met in Farq, the same place in which they had agreed to depose
al-Salt b. 1‘Qik. Two of Rashid b. al-Nazr's main supporters, al-Hawwari- b.
`Abdullah and al-Walid b. Mukhlid, turned down the opposition's invitation to
participate with them in deposing Rashid. Both of them had played an
important role alongside Musa b. Mu-sa-
 and Rashid b. al-Nazr in deposing
al-Salt b. Malik. Al-I-.1awwri-
 b. `Abdull -h and al-Wali-d b. Mukhlid made
unsuccessful attempts to prevent the opposition from deposing their friend
Rashid; gathering their army together they went to Rusta .q to fight Shadha-n b.
al-Salt and the opposition, but were defeated. 102 After the battle, the opposition
party made its way to Nizw-a in order to depose imam Rgshid b. Nazr. They
managed to take him from the House of the Imamate without any struggle and
Rashid was given a beating and put in prison. 103 His fall from office came in the
month of Safar, 277/890 (107). He had spent four years and 58 days as imam.1°4
9.8	 The imamate of `Azzin b. Tandm, 277-280/890-893
Having succeeded in getting rid of Ra-shid, Mu-s-a b. Mu-sa- nominated his
friend, Sheikh `Azzan b. Tamim al-Kharusi as imam. 105According to Sabi, the
Omanis had chosen al-Salt b. Qa-sim before Azza-n's nomination, but he was
rejected, 114and `Azz- ri chosen instead. The selection of the imams is the duty
_ -
of the Ibadi ulema, but it appears that there was a group of Ibadi-s who had lost
confidence in Miis -a b. Mu-sa- and had set about proposing and selecting their
- -
own imamas. According to the Tbadi sources, lnhe imamate at this time had
-	 7deteriorated into a chaotic game as al-Salimi observes, "The problem with the
people of Oman is that if they swear the oath of allegiance to one man, it is
clear that they will later abandon him". 1°8
 On this particular occasion they
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offered their support once more to Ra-shid b. al-Nazr, who had repented,
restored him as imam, and then rejected and deposed him.1°9
Generally speaking the disorder in the imamate at this time can be put
down to two basic factors. Firstly there was the difficulty of finding an Ib-adl
-	 -
sheikh who would unite the Iba-dis according to the Iba-di principles; secondly,
there was the difficulty of finding a very strong personality who could have
fulfilled the conditions required of an Iba-di imam. These two factors had
affected the imamate, without a knowledgeable Iba-dr sheikh and a pious and
strong imam, the imamate would inevitably suffer weakness and collapse. The
principles of the Iba- dr school predominant at the time, were replaced by tribal
solidarity ('a.sabiyyah), thus opening a new chapter in Omani history.
After `Azin became imam a group of well-known tribal sheikhs such as
`Umar b. Muhammad al-Qacii, Muhammad b. Mtis b. `Ali", `Azz -n b. al-Huzbr,
.	 .
_
and Azhar b. Muhammad b. Sulayman, swore allegiance to him. 110 His bayah
took place on Safar, 277/890. 111 There was some disagreement over the imamate
_ -
of (Azz-an, as is clear from the lbadi sources with some authors not recognising
his imamate ll2and others with doubts and reservations about its legitimacy.113
9.8.1 Internal policy
-
As usual, the Ibadi sources provide us with very little information about
this imam, and fail to mention any role he had played within the Iba-di imamate
prior to the dispute over Imam al-Salt's rule. His name is mentioned among
_
those who supported al-Salt b. Malik and who refused to recognise the new
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imam, R-ashid b. al-Nazr.
The first indication regarding Imam `Azzan's policy comes in the Ibadi
sources which assert that the first action he took after being elected was to
dismiss Imam R5shid's governors in the various Omani regions, most of whom
had also worked for Imam al-Salt. 114 He replaced them with his very close
friends, such as `Azz-an b. al-Huzbr, who took charge of the Omani navy. He
also appointed al-Azhar b.Muhammad as governor of Sohar. Musa b.Mu-sa- was
appointed as chief qdi, 115and Nabha-n b.`Uthrn-an was appointed as leader of
the Friday prayers. 116 These men had supported Imam `Azza-n's election as
imam, and by giving them such important positions, it is clear that his motive
was to reward them for their strong support.
The first year of his imamate passed relatively peacefully. Then relations
IOWn••
between Imam `Azzan and his qa-di, Musa b. Musa, began to change. Imam
`Azz-an observed with increasing jealousy and anger the encroachments of Mu-s-a-
b. Mu-sa-
 on his authority and the invidious attempts made to undermine his
power, and he determined to bring the matter to a head)-- 7 Mu-s-a was removed
-by the imam from the office of chief qa-di. Mu-s-a-
 regarded Imam ,Azzan s move
to deprive him of his position as a humiliating personal insult, especially since
he saw himself as the most learned Ib5dr sheikh and the head of ahl al-hall
wa-1-(aqd, the influential section of the Ib-aciiyyah. Miisa fled to Izki, his
birthplace, where he took refuge with the faction he had so long and bitterly
opposed. 118 His reception there did not fail to fill the imam with alarm and the
apprehensions thus created naturally tended to increase the animosity between
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the two sides. 119 Nevertheless, Vizz:n stood in great dread of Musa, who might
at any time call for him to be deposed from the imamate, as he had in the case
of the two previous imams. To prevent this from happening, he despatched an
army of men to Izki, composed chiefly of men whom he had released from
prison for the expresss purpose of challenging Mu-sg. 120 The IbacIT sources do
- -	 - -
not mention whether Musa b. Musa gathered an army at Izkr, but it seems from
the events that some soldiers might have joined Musa b. Musa- there, which
clearly would have added to the fear of military action against him under the
leadership of Mu-s-a b. Mu-s. Hostilities now broke out afresh, and in Sha`ba-n
278/891, eighteen months into the imamate of Vizz -an, the Iba-cli-
 forces
despatched by the imam laid siege to the walled enclosure of Izkr. 121
 The
attacking force was too strong to be resisted and after a short struggle the
enclosure was stormed, sacked and burnt to the ground. The slaughter was
great, the town plundered, and in the ensuing conflagration 122 several of the
town's most eminent men were burnt to death. 123 Mu-sa-
 b. Mu-sa- was slain in the
_
vicinity of the Stone in the quarter of al-Jinur (al-Jibur). Ibadi sources relate
that never before had such acts of wanton violence and destruction been
_
committed against Izkr and its people. 124
 Imam `Azzan received those who
brought him the news of the success of the expedition with honour, and
liberally rewarded his troops, feeling, no doubt, much relieved at the death of
his former associate and supporter, Mu-sa- b. Mu-s-a. 125 The Niza-ris, who had
suffered most in the massacre, were filled with hatred and anger, and yearned
for revenge over their adversaries. 126 Some Yemeni tribes shared in the grief of
Niz-ar and condemned the action of Imam `Azza-n b. Tamim.127
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The Niz-arTs began to send delegations to the Omani tribes, particularly
-
to their alliance, to ask them for help against Imam `Azzan b. Tam-im and his
alliance. It has been reported that very well known sheikhs from the B. Sa-maii
tribe were sent throughout Oman for this task. Abu 'l-Fadl b. Hawwari al-Sami,
.	 _
a sheikh of the B. Sa-mah, went to the region of al-Sirr as did Ziy-ad b. Marw-an.
	
-	 _ -
From the region of the Batinah Abil Hudnah left to join al-Hawwari b.`Abdull-ah
	
..	 .
_
. -
al-tI,Pddani in the Hiddan mountains, 128where they managed to gather a great
army. After achieving his aims in al-Sirr, Ab -u 1-Fadl reportedly went to Tu'a-m
the headquarters of the Niza-ris- of northern Arabia. 129
 He was offered help and
assistance by the tribe of B. `Awf b. `Umar b. Sa`sa`ah.130
From this point onwards Abri 1-Facll emerged as the leader of the Niz-a-rr
alliance; some of the Banu_ al-Harith of B-atinah had joined the Nizari party.131
.	
-
-The Azd tribe al-Hiddan also participated in the Nizari campaign under its
sheikh, al-HawwarT b. `Abdullal al-Hidda-nr. 132 Having succeeded in gathering
..	 -
enough supporters, Abii 1-Facil then returned to al-tlid6-n b. 'Abdulh bringing
with him al-tlawwarr b. `Abdullah al-Saliiti. It has been reported that before the
- 7	 - -.-Nizans faced Imam `Azz-an's army and alliance, they chose al-tlawwan b.
'Abdull-ah al-kliddani as Ib-adi imam not only for their party but for Oman as
a whole. 133 This would give their supporters legitimate representation in their
- 7--
conflict with `Azz-an and his followers. The army of the Nizans and their
alliance had moved with its leaders down to Sohar in the B -atinah coast. 134
 In
the meantime, Imam `Azz-an had used the month of Ramada-n, which falls before
Shaww-al, to declare a truce. He began to gather his supporters and forces
which represented the Azd tribes alliance, 135and appointed al-Ahyaf b.I:lamhm,
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the sheikh of B. Hina- ', as the leader of his troops. 136 The army of Imam
`AzzÃn proceeded to Sohar where the Niza-ris were gathered. 137 Both sides were
prepared for the decisive battle which was to take place later at a place called
al-Q- `, in an atmosphere described by the Iba-di- sources as full of hostility and
division and also devoid of any of the principles of true religion. It was the
spirit of `asabiyyah (tribal solidarity) that dominated the two parties of Yemenis
and Niza-ris. Iba-117 teachings had suffered a set back and collapsed as a result
of the growth of the power of the tribal sheikhs who had begun to arrogate for
themselves the right to make crucial decisions, hitherto the prerogative of the
- :-Ibadi ulema.
9.9	 The battle of a1-Q5`, 278/891
The two parties met at a place called al-Q' at al-Khaya-m of Zahr
`Awtab. 138 Al-Izkaw-i gives the name of the Majjaz 139not far from Sohar. The
Nizari party was led by its Imam al-Hawwan b. `Abdullah who took Sohar as
his seat of government and the Yemeni party fought under the banner of Imam
_
`Azzan b. Tam-im, who was resident in Nizwa-. The latter's army was led by
al-Ahyaf b. 1:lamh -m, the sheikh of B. Hin'. The battle took place on 26
-	 _ -
Shawwal, and ended in the defeat of the Nizari army. A great number of them
were slain, among them al-Haww-arf b. 'Abdulla-h al-I-Jidda-TIC, and 1-Fadl b.
Hawwa-ri- al-Sa-mi. Those who survived were forced to flee. According to
7
al-`Awtabi, the Nizan army numbered more than 600 men, while those killed
on the Yemeni side were about 85. 14° It is possible that the number of deaths
might be greater than that given in the sources. This battle brought the war
practically to its conclusion, leaving the Yemeni party masters of the situation.
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The Azd tribes welcomed the victory, and their poets composed a poem which
expressed their pride and glory at winning this battle. The poet of the Azd,
-
Ahmad b. Jamil of B. Hadrd of Malik b. Fahm 141 wrote:
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What a lovely morning in al Qa`, the (fa' of the tents as far as the plain!
We are led by the Lions of Hin-a', at the head of a large army with their
weapons unsheathed.
This shows us the great change in the thinking of the Omani people.
Tribal strife and calls for revenge had become a way of life for them. The
teachings of the Iba-di da`wah and the principles of Islam had been all but
forgotten. Discord continued amongst the people of Oman and their mutual
animosities increased in bitterness. Al-Izkaw-i 142 describes the situation of Oman
as follows, "The imamate became no more than a plaything for them, an object
of rebellions, contention and incentive, and of ambitious designs. They followed
neither God's book nor the footsteps of their virtuous ancestors. Matters were
such that in a single year they had no less than sixteen different imams, and in
each case failed to stay faithful to the allegiance they had pledged". It is
evident that the nature of the war had entirely changed since the rift between
Mu-sa- b. Mlisa and Imam `Azz-an b. TamTm. According to Miles, 143 the war at
that time was a religious one between what he describes as the Sunnis and the
Ib-adis, it had now become one of race between Yemen and Niz-ar. Fahm b.
,
Wa-rith and B. Hin-a', who had always opposed the rule of the imamate, were
,t 1--krJ I cr..1 I te 1-78.. 4. E L---1
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now ranged on the imam's side. The religious differences between the Omanis
were subsequently to lead to the Abbasid invasion. Musa b. Musa his
followers had to be blamed for all this discord. Musa, who caused the civil
war, was a very ambitious man, but there is not sufficient information about this
character. Miles regards Mu-s-a's policies as having been dictated by arrogance
and ambition. He may have had good reasons for deposing al-Salt and Rashid,
...
and quarrelling with `Azzan, but he caused difficulties not only for the imamate,
but also for the Omanis, who had to pay dearly for his selfish policies towards
those who were, before the dispute, counted among his friends.'"
9.10 Abbasid intervention, 280/893
After the battle of al-Q-a`, in which the Niza-ris suffered a decisive defeat,
the Omanis fell into a state of ruinous division, constantly feuding and fighting
with each other to indulge their jealousies and calls for revenge.145 It has been
reported that two Niza-ri sheikhs left Oman to seek help from outsiders. The
- -
'delegation consisted of Muhammad b. al-Qasim and Bas h ir b. al-Mundhir.146
..
They went to Bahrain to ask for assistance from the Abbasids, who were in
control there. The situation of the Niza-rrs in Oman was extremely weak; now
they found themselves threatened by the Azd alliance, which had the upper
hand in the conflict. Muhammad b. Nu-r was Caliph al-Mu`taclid's governor in
Bahrain.147 The Niz-aiis complained to him on their arrival, of the sufferings they
had endured from the Yemeni party. According to al-`AwtabT they invited him
to accompany them to Oman, and tempted him by holding out hopes of great
gains.148
 The Abbasid governor advised them to take their case to Caliph
-
al-Mu`tadid himself in Baghdad. It seems that Muhammad b. Nur did not
.. 4,
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welcome their invitation to interfere in Oman without the caliph's permission,
had he done so, it would have been difficult for him to despatch an army to
Oman with the assistance of Iraq, especially since the Abbasid experience of
controlling Oman had brought them no credit. The two sheikhs accepted the
suggestion of Ibn Nu-r. Accordingly Muhammad b. al-Q-asim left Bahrain for
Baghdad to see Caliph al-Mu`tac.lid while Bashrr b. Mundhir remained with
Muhammad b. Na149 When Muhammad b. al-Qasim was admitted to the
caliph's presence, he gave him a detailed account of the whole affair. The
caliph decided not to reject the overtures of the Omani envoy and issued speedy
orders for the organisation of an expeditionary force. He was determined that
it should be of overwhelming strength, taking into account the previous
expedition of Harun al-Rashid whose small army had suffered at the hands of
-
Imam al-Warith b. Kat. Muhammad b. Nur carried out the orders of the caliph
and began to muster an army from among the various tribes, principally from
those of the north. The Niz-arrs came from every corner of Northern Arabia;
it has also been reported that an army from Ta'i' arrived from Syria.150
Eventually he was able to set out with a force of 25,000 men, of whom 3,5000
were horsemen equipped in armour and with baggage. Because of the close
boundaries between Oman and Bahrain to control Oman with a huge army
would not be so difficult, especially since the Azd lacked training and experience
-in comparison with the Abbasid army. The Nizari asabiyyah appears yet again
in these verses composed - according to al-Sa-limi - by Muhammad b. Nur's
scribe.151
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Will anyone communicate to Oman and its people about us a speech
chosen by a wise and experienced man?
Knights from the sons of 'Adlin, all of them, they are content and angry
for the Kingdom of the youth of al-`Abba's [i.e. the Abbasid caliph].
This large and well equipped expedition appears to have been divided into two
divisions, one of which set sail from Basra with the impedimenta and stores in
a flotilla of transports and disembarked at Julfa-r, while the other, comprising the
main body under Muhammad b.Nu-r, marched overland from al-Ahs-a', crossing
the area between Oman and Bahrain, engaging on the way with tribes of al-Sin
--
in skirmishes and desultory warfare. Ibn Nur moved into Tu'am on 24
Muharram 280/893,152
When news of these movements reached Oman, alarm spread through the
whole country. The people of Oman were split up into rival factions, their
counsels were devoid of concert and their hearts were disunited. A great
number of Imam `Azzin's supporters had abandoned him in Nizw-a.153 According
- -
to the Ibadi sources, many Omanis began to emigrate from Oman with their
families and property, thereby laying themselves open to deserved contempt on
account of their pusillanimity. 154 Most of those who left the country were from
the Ba-tinah area, namely from Sohar, the centre of trade and commerce. Some
of them left for Hurmuz 155 while the people of Sohar went to Shiraz, Basra,156
and probably to Sir-af, and other coastal parts which were well-known to Omani
OW
people. APAwtabi mentions that among those who abandoned Oman was
Sulaymgn b. `Abd al-Malik al-Sulaymi, one of the noble Azd chiefs, who left
_
with his family and clan of B. Sulaymah across the sea to Hurmuz. 157 Al-Sa-limi
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--
says that Sulaym-an al-Sulaymi, who played a very important role in the battle
of al-Q-a', did not escape from Oman until after the arrival of the Abbasid's
expedition, and thus heard about what they had committed during their attempt
to control Oman.158
--Muhammad b. Nur advanced with his forces by sea and took Julfa-r after
,
a short battle with the Omani defenders of the town. 159 After taking control of
Julfa-r he proceeded to Tu'a-m, a key town on the road which connected the
town with the B-atinah region. Tu'a- rn in fact is the hold place of the Niza-ris,
_ .
who invited the Abbasid army to help them; many tribes such as the B. 'A=
b. Sa`sa`ah and the B. N-a-jiyyah which participated in the battle of al-Q-a` were
found in this area. 16° Muhammad b. N-ur's troops then marched towards al-Sirr,
..
which fell easily into his hands. The aim of the Abbasid troops was to reach
Nizwa-, the centre of the imamate and the Azd alliance. The B -atinah region was
also taken by Muhammad b. N-ur and his troops on their way to Nizw-a. There
is no information or mention in the sources about any resistance the Abbasid
army faced during their advance on Nizwa. Imam `Azzan b. Tamim, hearing the
_
news of the advance of Muhammad b. Nur's army on Nizw-a, immediately left
..
wx ,for the village of Samd al-Sh-a'n. 161 iviu1vammad b. Nu-r entered Nizwa- without
encountering any opposition from the local people, 162which shows that most of
_
the Ibadi supporters and the Yemeni alliance had evacuated the town before the
arrival of the expedition at Nizwa-. The Iba-clr sources mention that Imam
`Azi-an, who took refuge in Samd al-Sh -a'n, began to gather what was left of his
supporters and soldiers, and prepared to meet the invading troops. After taking
Nizw-a the Abbasid army advanced to Samd al-Sha-'n, where they searched for
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_Imam `Azzan and the rest of his troops. The two sides clashed in battle at the
end of the month of Safar 280/893. The fighting was severe, resulting in the
flight of the people of Oman and the death of Imam `Azz-an b. Tamim. 163 It is
said that after the battle, Muhammad b. Mir sent the head of Imam `Azzin b.
_	 .
Tamim to the caliph, al-Mu`tadid in Baghdad.'" Al-Mas`u
.
di mistakenly reports
that Muhammad b. Mir had killed al-Salt b. Malik (al-Salt had in fact died in
275/888), who was among the two hundred thousand of the shun-ah (Ib4iyyah)
who had lost heavily in this battle, and many heads of those who were slain
were carried to Baghdad where they were displayed at a place called al-Jisr.165
Al-Tabari in his accounts of this expedition mentions only that Muhammad b.
Thawr had conquered Oman in the year 280/893 and sent the heads of some
of its people to Baghdad.'" Ibn al-AthIr also mentions the account given by
_ -
al-Tabari. 167
 According to al-Harithi's account of the losses of the people of
Oman in the battle of Samd al-sh-a'n, over four hundred knowledgeable Iba-di
sheikhs were killed by the Abbasid army.168 The heads of these ulema were
probably among those which were sent to Baghdad. With the death of Imam
-
'Azz:n b. Tamim, the Iba-di imamate can be said to have fallen on 25 Safar
280/893.169 The affairs of the imamate had passed from the hands of the Iba-dis
-	 -
to Muhammad b. Nur who, according to the sources, returned to Nizwa, which
became his headquarters. From there he started to mop up the Ib-adi resistance
inside Oman, the stronghold of the Ibaliyyah. It is also believed that he began
to collect sadaqah from them.
The Omanis were unable to bear these heavy losses and the destruction
of their imamate. According to the Iba-d-i- sources, al-Ahyaf b. Hamha-m, the
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_
-B. Hina' sheikh, "the head Tam-imah sheikh and the leader of the Yemen
faction in the battle of al-Q', led an insurrection to drive the Abbasid army
from Oman. He wrote to the sheikhs and tribes of Oman of all districts, calling
on and exhorting them to rise against Muhammad b. Nu-r and drive him from
Oman.'" Those sheikhs who had not fled the country or surrendered to the
conqueror, answered the appeal with greater enthusiasm and alacrity than they
_
had shown towards that of Imam `Azz":n b. Tamim.171 They responded by
sending men from each tribe; al-Ahyaf organised them into an army, which
he led against Muhammad b. Nu-r and his forces. The name of the gathering
point of the Azd army is not mentioned by the sources, but it was probably
.	 -	 . -	 • - :-the Sharqiyyah. Al-Salimi 172
 mentions, that Munir b. al-Nayyar al-R*.yarni, who
was one of the hamalat al-Ilm in Oman,173headed a huge number of people of
_
, -	 •Ja lan in al-Ahyafs army. When Ibn Nur heard of this, terror seized his heart.174
He then decided to pull his troops out from Oman to avoid fighting the forces
-	 - -	 -
of al-Ahyaf b. Hamham. According to lbadi sources, Muhammad b. Nur and
.	 .
his troops were heading towards the sea when the army of al-Ahyaf arrived in
_
Dama (now al-Sib). Muhammad b. Nur who was to cross the Omani frontier,
made a stand and prepared for the inevitable conflict. The two armies met in
battle, both suffering heavy losses, and the war began to swing in favour of the
army of Omani Azd, which came close to winning the battle when the Abbasid
troops began to lose heart, and sought safety on the sea shore. 175 At this critical
point in the battle Niza-ri- reinforcements were dispatched by Abu- `Ubaydah b.
-
Muhammad, sheikh of B. Samah, to assist Ibn Nur's troops. They alighted from
_
their camels and, seizing their weapons, charged with Muhammad b. Nur against
_
- ,al-Ahyaf al-Hina i. Now fortunes were reversed and the victory that had seemed
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inevitable for the Omani Azd party was snatched from their grasp. 176 Ai_Ahyaf
and many of his relatives from the B. Hin -a' and others of the Azd were slain,177
7
with only a few of them managing to escape. Murnr b. al-Nayyar who was 120
years of age, was reportedly killed in this battle. 178 After the battle Muhammad
b. Nur returned once more to Nizwa-, there to rule supreme over all Oman.
According to the sources, he executed a very tough policy with regard to the
people of Oman. As soon as he had re-established his authority over Oman,
he degraded the most honourable of the inhabitants and subjected them to the
most abject conditions. He also gave orders for the cruel and inhuman
treatment of the people and the devastation of the land. According to them,179
he ordered people to have their hands, feet and ears cut off, their eyes gouged
out, and generally treated the inhabitants with greatest severity and contempt.18°
But his most serious crime was to fill in and destroy the age-old water channels
...
(aflaj) which the people of Oman depended on for irrigation, it has also been
reported that he burnt many Omani books that dealt with the teachings of the
Ib-adiyyah.
- -
The Nizari tribes had played a very important role in assisting the policy
_
- 7
of the B. Nur towards the Ibachs and the Yemeni faction, in return for taking
•
_
revenge on the Azd alliance, who had killed a great number of Nizaris in the
battle of al-Qa`. After Muhammad b. Nur succeeded in imposing his authority
over Oman, and a gradual return to normality was under way, he decided to
return to his post as governor of Bahrain. There is no information given by
the sources about the length of his rule over Oman, but it is unlikely that he
remained there for very long. On his departure he appointed Ahmad b. Hila-1
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_to replace him as governor of all Oman. 181 It seems that Muhammad b. Nur
had withdrawn some of the Abbasid troops in Oman. Ahmad b. Hilal had
chosen Bahla-182 as his residence, rather than Nizwa-, which had been the
_	
_
headquarters of Muhammad b. Nur. Ahmad b. Hila-1 appointed a certain Abu
Ahmad al-Buhayrah governor of Nizw-a, which remained loyal to the Iba-diyyah
and hostile to the Abbasid governors. But al-Buhayrah was reportedly killed
when the people of Nizw-a rose up against him.183 According to the sources his
corpse was dragged away and buried in a well-known spot beneath the gate
called Mu'thir on the road leading to Farq. 184 The rest of the Omani regions,
such as Sharqiyyah and `Um-an al-Wusta- remained under Abbasid rule. It is
difficult for any army to occupy such a hostile area. By this time the Abbasid
influx had begun to weaken and its principal task was to collect the tax.
- 7Meanwhile the Ibadis started to recover and under the Abbasid rule they
selected a considerable number of imams and gave them their allegiance.185
This shows the extent of the disorder suffered by Oman and also-proves
. - 7
to us how the tribal strife between the Naar's and Yemenites was still strong
and dominant over the lives of the Omanis. Finally it is worthy mentioning that
the B. Samah and the rest of Nizari tribes remained Ibadis and in calling the
Abbasids to assist them not to get rid of the Ib-adrs or of the imamate, as
- -	 -
al-Mas`udi and al-Istakhri claim,' 86 but rather to fight their enemies, the Yemeni
- -	 -
faction.	 The Nizaris had elected their Iba-di imam before they met the
Yemenis in the Qa"-` battle.
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9.10.1 The cause and results behind the collapse of the second Ma-di-Imamate
Before going into detail about the reasons for the collapse of the Iba-di
imamate, for the second time, we have to discuss the Omani tribal factions and
the tribal strife which played an important role in preventing the Iba-diyyah from
extending their imamate and its political system. Since Oman is a tribal land
with pure tribal assemblages in every town and valley, there was always the
possibility of a challenge during the period of the rule of the second imamate
since the fall of the Julanda- rulers. The B. Hin-a' were one of the tribes who
were active during this time. They opposed strongly the imamate and Iba-df
teaching in Oman, and also appear as the main challenger to the monopoly of
Yahmad clan for the imamate, replacing the Julanda- rulers. They always
opposed most of the elected imams before changing their policy, and probably
they had become Ib -adis by that time, to defend the imamate and its institutions
_
	
-
during the time of the last Imam, `Azzan b. Tamim, under the leadership of
al-Ahyaf b. Hamh-am who might become defender of the imamate under the
-
tribal alliance rather than to be an 113-adi follower.
_ -
9.10.2 The reasons for the fall of the second Ibadi imamate
1.	 The monopoly of the seat of the imamate by the Yahmad family was one
of the main reasons for the steady growth of the opposition movement
_
among the rest of the Azd tribes, especially al-`Atik, the traditional kings
and sheikhs of Oman, and the B. Hin-a', the traditional supporters of the
-	
_
	
_
Julanda rulers, and the B. al-Hiddan and B. al-Harith, the sons of Malik
b. Fahm. If the monopoly of the imamate and the choice of the Yahmad
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imams was under the pretext of their superior knowledge of Ibadi
teaching, it must be said that none of the ruling imams of the second
imamate had great knowledge nor were they qualified for the imamate
itself. Those imams who were chosen for the imamate were Yahmadr
and not Ib-adr sheikhs. Another point which must be mentioned here is
that the ulema who were taking charge of selecting the imams, had
chosen some imams who had neither religious ability nor the tribal
respect of the people of Oman, and who showed their failure to conduct
the affairs of the imamate successfully.
2. The Ib-adr ulema played an important role in selecting the imam after
.. -
the second Ibadi imamate. It seems that the second generation of these
ulema put the selection of the imam before the interest of the Ib-acil
community and the imamate. We have seen many imams who were
weak because of old age, and who were simply unable to carry out the
duties of the imamate. The ulema then played a second role by taking
charge of the authority in their hands. Mu-s-a b. Mu-s-a was a very good
example of those ulema who wanted to see anyone chosen, to rely on
them in every matter. The civil war took place because of this policy.
3. Omani society was composed of different tribes, the Niza-ris of Northern
Arabia and the Yemenites of Southern Arabia, who have more influence
in Oman since they constitute the majority of the population. Tribal
strife raised its head after the Ib-adT doctrines were brought in to unify the
,
Omani tribes under one rule. Since the Ib-adiyyah suffered setbacks and
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lost power, tribal feud replaced the Ib-adiyyah, and the rule of the
_
community fell into the hands of the tribal sheikhs instead of the Ibadi
ulema. The role of the tribes under the tribal sheikhs increased the
- 7division between the two factions, the Nizans and Yemenis, with each
faction choosing its own imam. Imam `Azz-an, for instance, was the
Yemeni imam of the Iba-diyyah, and al-Hawwa-ri- b. `Abdulla-h was the
/shzan imam. The civil war was the result of this division; because the
- -.-Nizans as the minority faction faced the defeat, they called upon the
Abbasid troops to assist them against their rivals. The consquence was
the collapse of the imamate and its institutions.
4. All the reasons mentioned above had negative repercussions on the
economic conditions of the people of Oman. The disorder which
emerged during the struggle for power had damaged trade and
navigation. In addition thousands of Omanis had escaped from the
country, especially after the arrival of the Abbasid troops.
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Clan
Yahmad
Yahmad
Yahmad
B.`Ali al-Azd
Yahmad
Yahmad
Yahmad
TABLE 6
_ -
The imams of the second Ibadi imamate
Imam
Muhammad b. `Abdull ' h b. Abi `Affa-n al-Yahmadi
177-9/793-5, removed from Office
al-Warith b. Ka`b (al-Kharusi), 179-192/795-808
Ghassan b. `Abdullah al-Fajhi, 192-207/808-23
`Abd al-Malik b. fiumayd, 207-26/823-41
Muhanna b. Jayfar al-Fajhi, 226-37/841-51
_
al-Salt b. Malik al-Kharusi, 237-272 (deposed)/851-86
Replaced by Mtisa b. Musa with Rashid b. al-Nazr
al-Fajhi, 272-277/886, deposed
_
	
_
`Azzan b. Tamim al-Kharusi, 277-80/890-893, 	 Yahmad
killed by Abbasid invading force during the
civil war of Oman
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CONCLUSION
During the 280-year period covered by this study, early Islamic Oman
underwent a number of far-reaching changes which totally transformed the
socio-political face of the country and left effects which are still strongly in
evidence today.
Prior to the advent of Islam, Oman had been inundated with wave after
wave of Arab migrants from both south and north Arabia. In a relatively short
space of time the Arab immigrations constituted the majority of the Omani
population, which was originally of Persian descent.
After the death of the Prophet, political activity in Oman increased; the
country was targetted by the young Islamic government in Medina as a place in
which Islam could spread and settle, and an envoy was sent there to call the
people of Oman to Islam.
The Arabicisation of Oman was the chief factor behind the conversion
of the rulers and people of the country to Islam; this adoption of the new
religion by the majority of the Omani populace was without coercion; non-
Arabs were free to stay with their own creeds, as many of them did.
The Omani tribes who had converted to Islam played an important part
in the promulgation of Islam during the lifetime of the Prophet's first successors,
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the 'Rightly-Guided Caliphs'. The Azd tribe in particular played an important
military role in the Islamic conquests which took place during the reign of the
second caliph, `Umar b. al-Khatta-b.
By virtue of the close ties it enjoyed with Basra, Oman became influenced
early on by the heterodox Islamic movements there, in particular the Kharijite
revolt. Again, the Azd tribe played a dominant role in the Kharijite movement
in Oman, which was split into moderates and extremists. Oman eventually chose
the Ib-adi doctrine - the most moderate of the various offshoots of the Kharijite
movement, as its national creed and symbol of religious identity.
The Ibadi school had been established in Basra by an Omani scholar,
Jabir b. Zayd al-Azdi, and in its early years existed as an underground
movement, the chief aim of which was to set up an Islamic state according to
Ibadi principles. Starting with Mu`awiyah, all of the Umayyad rulers were
classed as tyrants by the Iba-diyyah, for whom the removal of oppression and the
establishment of a true Islamic government was a religious duty.
Oman was seen as the ideal place in which to prepare the ground for the
- -	 - -
first Ibadi imamate, and the Ibadi hamalat a!- 'urn used the opportunity to
.	 .
promulgate the religious teachings and political aims of the Iba-cliyyah throughout
Oman on a large scale. The Iba-diyyah relied on well-organised but secret
planning, avoiding direct conflict with the central authorities. An atmosphere
- :-
conducive to the establishment of an Ibadt state was prepared; with the
collapse of the Ibadi state of Hagramawt, the Ibadis of Oman were finally
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successful in founding their own imamate, which came into being during the
period of transition from Umayyad to Abbasid rule in 132-34.
With the formation of the Ibali- imamate, Oman became virtually
independent from the central Islamic authority. Oman's new position was seen
by the Abbasids as a threat not only to the unity of the Islamic empire but also
to their own political interests, most notably their claim to be the only legitimate
rulers of the Muslim community.
Military intervention on the part of the Abbasids eventually brought about
_ -
the downfall of the first Ibadi imamate. However the Ibadis, who after years
of clandestine activity in hostile surroundings, were not easily troubled by
adversity, re-organised themselves and worked with renewed fervour towards
their aims. In 177/793 this activity bore fruit, and the second Iba-di- imamate
was established. This event has been seen as a watershed in Omani history, for
it secured the country's position as an independent entity with its own distinctive
brand of Islam - a position it has held up until the present day.
- -
The Ibadis ran their imamate by selecting leaders who, according to
Omani sources, were noted for their strict and sincere adherence to the
teachings of Islam. Yet discord was never very far away, and disagreement
between various factions of the ulema on questions of leadership led ultimately
to civil war between the tribes of Oman. The ensuing political chaos prompted
- --
the Abbasids to intervene yet again, and the second Ibadi imamate collapsed in
280/893.
-• 7
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